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This Guide, now in its fourth edition, represents a collaborative effort by
representatives of the Mississippi Workers’ Compensation community who served
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Educational Association, Inc.
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Gary Jones, Daniel Coker Horton and Bell, P.A.
The Guide was designed to provide those responsible for claims decisions
with information that will facilitate appropriate claims handling. It is intended to
only be a summary that includes the basic provisions of the Mississippi Workers’
Compensation Law, and it does not attempt to cover every issue that might be
encountered in the handling of claims or to be a substitute for competent legal
advice.

This guide is not an official publication of the Mississippi Workers’

Compensation Commission and since cases are usually fact intensive and the law
is continually evolving, it should not be construed as the Commission’s official
pronouncement of the law on any issue.
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2018 MISSISSIPPI WORKERS’ COMPENSATION CLAIMS GUIDE
Chapter 1
THE BASICS
1.1.

WHAT IS WORKERS’ COMPENSATION?
Workers’ compensation is a social program that is designed to provide

wage replacement and medical benefits to workers who are injured on the job.
Although the roots of workers’ compensation can be found in Germany in the
1800’s, it was not until 1911 that the first workers’ compensation law that
sustained constitutional challenges was enacted in this country. Now virtually
every state in the United States has a workers’ compensation law and there are
also federal workers’ compensation laws applicable to certain employees.
Mississippi adopted its workers’ compensation law in 1948 with the law becoming
effective January 1, 1949.

The Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Law is

codified at Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-1, et. seq. (1972, as amended). Numerous
Commission Rules have also been adopted that explain and assist in the
implementation of the law. Those are available on the Commission Web site at
http://www.mwcc.state.ms.us/pdf/gen&proRules.pdf.
1.2.

ADMINISTRATION OF MISSISSIPPI WORKERS’
COMPENSATION
In Mississippi, the Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Commission

administers the workers’ compensation law. See Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-85
(1972, as amended).

The Commission is comprised of three individuals

appointed by the Mississippi Governor with approval of the Mississippi Senate.
Each appointment is for a six-year term and the appointments are staggered so
that an appointment comes up every two years. One Commissioner is designated
as Chairman who is the administrative head of the agency. One of the members
of the Commission must be a licensed Mississippi attorney, another is appointed
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to represent business interests and the other is chosen to represent employee
interests.
In Mississippi, litigated cases are tried before an Administrative Judge
(often referred to as an AJ or ALJ) who is an employee of the Commission. All of
the Administrative Judges are licensed Mississippi attorneys. See Miss. Code
Ann. §71-3-93 (1972, as amended). There are up to 8 Administrative Judges
who are hired by the Commission with the approval of the Governor, and their
appointments are not for any specific amount of time. The Commission employs
a staff to carry out the Commission’s statutory responsibilities.

When an

Administrative Judge’s decision is appealed to the full Commission, the
Commission considers the appeal based on the record made before the
Administrative Judge. The Commission appellate review is not a new trial.
The Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Commission is located at 1428
Lakeland Drive, Jackson, Mississippi 39216. The Mailing address is P. O. Box
5300, Jackson, Mississippi 39296-5300. The telephone number is 601 987 4200
or toll free, 866 473 6922.
1.3.

WHO PAYS WORKERS’ COMPENSATION CLAIMS?
Although some employers are exempt from the application of the law (as

discussed more fully in subsequent sections), all other employers are required to
protect their liability for the payment of workers’ compensation benefits by either
purchasing a workers’ compensation insurance policy, qualifying as a self-insurer
before the Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Commission, or participating in a
group self-insurance fund which is regulated by the Mississippi Workers’
Compensation Commission.

The Commission does not pay claims.

Some

employers might self-administer their workers’ compensation programs and pay
the claims themselves, but most employers utilize an insurance company or
third-party administrator to pay their claims. Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-75 (1972,
as amended).
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1.4.

WHAT ARE AN ADJUSTER’S RESPONSIBILITIES?
The primary duties of a workers’ compensation adjuster, whether that

person is working for an employer, an insurance company or a third-party
administrator, are very similar. Those responsibilities begin with completing a
prompt and thorough investigation of every claim so that an informed and
timely decision may be made regarding the payment of benefits as is appropriate
under the facts of each claim.

Talking with employers, claimants, and co-

employees to determine facts; obtaining and evaluating medical documentation
concerning the medical problems which are a part of each claim; evaluating
disability

information

from

the

medical

providers;

and

timely

paying

compensation, medical and rehabilitation benefits, as appropriate under the law
and the circumstances of each claim, are all a part of the claims professional’s
job. Those responsibilities require effective written and oral communication skills
and the ability to interact with employers, claimants, witnesses, the medical
community, attorneys, and the Commission staff regarding decisions made and
the reasons for those decisions and actions.
1.5.

ADJUSTER LICENSING
Adjusters must obtain a Property and Casualty license from the Mississippi

Department of Insurance unless that adjuster only handles claims for the
insurance company by whom he or she is employed. (To explain, adjusters
employed by an insurance company and only handling claims for that insurance
company do not have to have a Mississippi adjuster license, while adjusters for a
third-party administrator do have to obtain a license.) Effective July 1, 2016
there is a separate insurance adjuster license applicable only to workers’
compensation claims, although a general adjuster’s license such as is required to
handle all other kinds of claims may be utilized instead of the specific workers’
compensation adjuster’s license. The applicant is required to attend training as
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dictated by the Mississippi Department of Insurance and pass a test. However, a
test is not required for one who is licensed as an adjuster in another state with
which the Mississippi Department of Insurance has entered into a Reciprocity
Agreement. For licensing requirements, see Miss. Code Ann. §83-17-417 (1972,
as amended) or details on the Mississippi Department of Insurance’s website,
http://www.mid.ms.gov/licensing/adjuster-licensing.aspx.
1.6.

ADJUSTER CANONS OF ETHICS
Although there are no officially adopted canons of ethics applicable to

Mississippi workers’ compensation adjusters, the law indicates that an adjuster is
in a position of fiduciary responsibility and is responsible for making sure that
legitimate claims are paid timely.

Many see the adjuster’s job as one that

includes responsibility for the maintenance of the integrity of the workers’
compensation system consistent with the social purposes of the legislation so as
to promote public confidence and trust in the system. Others urge that care
should be taken not to violate laws or regulations applicable to a situation and
argue that a sense of urgency to do the job promptly should be paramount.
Nearly everyone would agree that being courteous and sensitive to the issues is a
part of maintaining professionalism expected by the workers’ compensation
system. Just as the adjuster should strive to avoid unnecessary litigation and
delays, it is argued that the adjuster should also support efforts to prevent fraud
within the system. Common sense suggests that care must be taken by the
adjuster to avoid a conflict of interest and to make decisions free from personal
prejudices or other form of illegal discrimination.
The current adjuster continuing education hour requirements are 24 CEU
credits every two years and 3 ethics hours.
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Chapter 2
COVERAGE
2.1.

EMPLOYERS COVERED BY THE ACT
The Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Act requires coverage if an

employer “has in service five or more workmen or operatives regularly in the
same business or establishment under any contract of hire, express or implied.”
See Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-5 (1972, as amended). Often, the number of workers
employed may fluctuate above and below five and the employer and/or carrier
may be left wondering whether coverage is necessary. The test is generally one
of the size of the operation and whether five or more employees are “regularly”
used to carry it on (even if all 5 employees are not employed at the same time).
If the answer is “yes,” then coverage is necessary, and if in doubt, the employer
is encouraged to obtain coverage. There are certain categories of employers who
are not subject to the coverage requirements of the Act, regardless of the
number of workers employed. The list of exempted employers includes nonprofit
charitable organizations, fraternal, cultural, religious corporations or associations.
2.2.

WHAT HAPPENS IF AN EMPLOYER REFUSES TO GET COVERAGE?
An employer who fails to secure workers’ compensation payments under

the Act, when required to do so, faces statutory criminal and civil penalties. See
Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-83 (1972, as amended). In addition, an employee injured
in the course and scope of his employment has the choice of either suing the
employer in tort or proceeding against the employer under the Act. See Miss.
Code Ann. §71-3-9 (1972, as amended). If suit is filed against the uninsured
employer, the employer may not plead as a defense that the injury was caused
by the negligence of a fellow servant, nor that the employee assumed the risk of
his employment, nor that the injury was due to the contributory negligence of the
employee.
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2.3. INSURANCE COVERAGE
Employers may discharge their duty to provide workers’ compensation
coverage for their employees in several different ways. See Miss. Code Ann. §713-75 (1972, as amended). The first method is by securing coverage with a thirdparty insurer. According to the Act, once coverage is secured, the insurer’s
liability is coextensive with the employer’s, meaning that the insurer is obligated
to pay all workers’ compensation liability of the insured employer, despite any
limitations which the contract for insurance may contain which purports to limit
the insurer’s liability. See Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-77 (1972, as amended).
Nearly every insurance company utilizes the same basic workers’
compensation insurance policy form, and it is a policy form that has been in use
since the 1950’s with some revisions over the years. The National Council of
Compensation Insurance (NCCI) owns the copyright to the policy form. There
are endorsements to the policy form that can be used to modify or explain some
of the coverage details.
Details as to how to search for who has coverage for an employer on a
specific date of injury can be found at https://www.ewccv.com/cvs/.
2.3.a.

STANDARD WORKERS’ COMPENSATION INSURANCE POLICY

The standard workers’ compensation policy form includes two coverage
parts. The first part of the policy requires the insurance company to pay on
behalf of its insured employer the workers’ compensation benefits owed by the
employer to its employees. Each policy has an “Information Page” that defines
the extent of the coverage by listing the States covered by the policy. The
workers’ compensation part of the policy does not have policy limits and requires
the carrier to pay the insured employer’s liability under the specified workers’
compensation law.
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2.3.b.

EMPLOYER’S LIABILITY INSURANCE COVERAGE

The second part of the policy form is an Employers’ Liability Insurance
Policy which was originally included in the policy form at a time when some kinds
of injuries, such as occupational diseases, were not covered by workers’
compensation systems. Because the law evolved over the years to include all
kinds of injuries and occupational diseases, this part of the policy form was
basically dormant and inactive in most jurisdictions for many years.

With

increasing efforts to avoid the exclusive remedy doctrine (the thrust of which is
that workers’ compensation is intended to be the only remedy a claimant has
against his employer for a workplace injury—See Chapter 4 herein), the policy
has started being considered more frequently in recent years. It is written as a
more traditional kind of insurance policy with policy limits, exclusions, and other
specific provisions.

In its simplest form, the policy imposes a contractual

obligation on an insurance carrier to indemnify and defend the insured employer
for those claims by employees against the employer for injuries arising out of and
occurring in the course of employment that are not covered by the workers’
compensation law. A careful coverage analysis will be required in the event a
claim is made which might fall under the terms of that policy.
2.3.c.

CANCELLING AND NON-RENEWING COVERAGE

Cancellation and non-renewal of a workers’ compensation insurance policy
must be done in specific conformity with the law or the coverage could be
extended beyond the intent of the carrier. In an effort to provide a claimant with
a source to get his claim paid, coverage is going to be found to remain in effect
unless the carrier has precisely complied with the law regarding notice to the
insured and the Commission when cancelling or non-renewing the coverage. For
specific details, see Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-77 (1972, as amended) and MWCC
Rule 1.5.
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2.4.

SELF-INSURANCE AND GROUP SELF-INSURANCE
A company which wishes to be exempt from insuring its liability under the

Act may make application with the Mississippi Workers’ Compensation
Commission to be considered a “self-insurer.” The application must, among
other things, demonstrate the company’s financial ability to pay all compensation
required by the Act. The Act also provides for the pooling of liabilities by two or
more employers for the purpose of establishing a self-insured group.

All

employers who wish to establish such a group must be comprised of members of
the same bona fide trade association or trade group, and all must be domiciled in
the State of Mississippi. See Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-75 (1972, as amended) and
Commission Rule 1.7.
2.5.

ASSIGNED RISK COVERAGE
Finally, the Act provides for a “Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Assigned

Risk Plan” to be administered by the Mississippi Commissioner of Insurance. See
Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-111 (1972, as amended). These policies are “for the
assignment of risks which in good faith are entitled to insurance under this
chapter but which, because of unusual conditions and circumstances, are unable
to obtain such insurance.” In order to effectuate this provision, the Commissioner
of Insurance is authorized to advertise and contract with carriers doing business
in Mississippi to be servicing carriers for the Plan.
2.6.

NOTICE OF COVERAGE
An employer is required to post a Notice of Coverage form on its premises

revealing details as to its coverage under Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-81 (1972, as
amended) and Commission Rule 1.8. Also, under Rule 1.3, each employer must
provide proof of its coverage to the Commission, but this reporting is handled
electronically. See additional provisions regarding these requirements on the
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MWCC website at: http://www.mwcc.state.ms.us/pdf/nccicircular.pdf.
Chapter 7.2. for additional information regarding these notices.

See

A 2012

amendment to the Act requires that the Commission’s notice regarding the 2012
amendments be posted alongside the Employer’s Notice of Coverage.
http://www.mwcc.state.ms.us/pdf/sb2576.pdf.
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See

Chapter 3
JURISDICTION
3.1.

MISSISSIPPI JURISDICTION
Most work-related accidents that fall within the Act are easy to identify as

such.

The typical scenario involves a Mississippi resident working for a

Mississippi employer who has a work accident in Mississippi. Generally, coverage
exists if 1) the injury occurred in Mississippi, 2) the claimant was regularly
employed in Mississippi, or 3) the claimant was hired in Mississippi.

The

Commission has exclusive jurisdiction over those cases covered by the Act. See
Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-47 (1972, as amended).
3.2.

INJURIES OUTSIDE OF MISSISSIPPI
Questions arise, however, in situations where Mississippi workers are

injured outside of this State. For coverage to exist where an employee is injured
outside of Mississippi, the employee must have been hired or regularly employed
in Mississippi, and his work outside of the state must be temporary (generally
less than six months absent an election to extend coverage). In determining
coverage, the place of the claimant’s residence or domicile is not relevant.
Instead, the question is one of whether the work assignment outside the State is
temporary or permanent and not necessarily whether the worker’s departure
from the State was temporary or permanent. The Act does not apply if the work
assignment outside of the State is permanent (which includes work in a foreign
country.) See Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-109 (1972, as amended).
3.3.

NON-RESIDENTS OF MISSISSIPPI INJURED IN MISSISSIPPI
When employees who were hired and/or regularly employed in another

state are injured in Mississippi while on a temporary job assignment, Mississippi
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law might not apply. However, in these situations, generally Mississippi law
applies unless all three of the following requirements are met: 1) the employer
has provided coverage under the laws of another state which cover the employee
for his work in Mississippi; 2) the other state recognizes the extraterritorial
provisions of the Act; and 3) the workers’ compensation law of the other state
must exempt Mississippi claimants and employers from its application. See Miss.
Code Ann. §71-3-109 (1972, as amended). The practical effect is that either
Mississippi law or the applicable law of the other State will cover a foreign worker
injured in Mississippi.
3.4.

CONCURRENT JURISDICTION
One additional point to be made regarding jurisdictional issues relates to

successive awards: the Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Act does not bar a
claimant from filing a claim in Mississippi if benefits were awarded under the laws
of another State. The problem typically arises where an employee who was hired
and/or regularly employed in Mississippi is injured while on a temporary work
assignment in another state. It is possible that the employee would be covered
for that injury by the laws of the State in which he was injured. At the same
time, the claimant could also be entitled to coverage by the Mississippi Act. If
the employee is awarded benefits in the State where he was injured, he would
not be barred from filing a claim in Mississippi; however, the employer would be
entitled to credit for any award made in the foreign State against any liability
under the Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Law. (However, a denial of a claim
in the foreign jurisdiction will in some instances be construed to be res judicata of
the same issues if it is subsequently filed in Mississippi). Whether or not the
other involved State would have jurisdiction of the claim in addition to Mississippi
will depend entirely on the applicable provisions of the other State. The claims
professional should seek advice of counsel in the State where the other claim is
filed to fully evaluate those issues.
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Chapter 4
EXCLUSIVE REMEDY
4.1.

WHAT IS EXCLUSIVE REMEDY?
The Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Law is the exclusive or only remedy

available to a claimant for an injury arising out of and occurring in the course and
scope of employment. See Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-9 (1972, as amended). Stated
differently, the employer cannot be sued by an employee for a compensable
injury pursuant to common law for work related injuries based on a negligence
theory.
4.2.

EXCEPTIONS TO THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY DOCTRINE
There are exceptions to the rule that workers’ compensation is the only

remedy a claimant has against his employer. The first exception is where the
employer has not “secured payment of compensation”, which means that the
employer has failed to have a workers’ compensation insurance policy in effect or
failed to qualify as a self-insurer pursuant to procedures set forth in the Act. If
the employer does not have workers’ compensation coverage in effect, or is not a
qualified self-insurer, the employee is free to sue the employer outside the
confines of the workers’ compensation system and pursue remedies he has at
common law, and in that contingency, the employer loses certain defenses it
would otherwise have available.

See Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-9 (1972, as

amended).
Another exception to the exclusive remedy rule involves claims for which
the Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Law does not provide a remedy. This is
best illustrated by the case of Miller v. McRae’s, 444 So.2d 368 (1984), in which
an employee was “falsely imprisoned” by a co-worker while in the course and
scope of employment. The co-employee detained the employee to question her
regarding a missing sum of money. The claimant filed a tort suit against the
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employer claiming that as a result of the false imprisonment, she suffered great
humiliation, loss of reputation, and physical illness. The Supreme Court held that
the exclusive remedy provisions in the Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Act did
not bar the employee’s false imprisonment claim since there was no “injury” as
defined by the Act for which a remedy would be available to the employee.
Still another area where the exclusive remedy provision does not apply is
where the employer intentionally injures the employee. In Franklin Furniture v.
Tedford, 18 So.3d 215 (Miss. 2009), the Mississippi Supreme Court held that
where acts committed by the employer are “substantially certain” to cause injury
to an employee, if there is actual intent to injure the employee, such actions fall
outside the exclusivity of the Act and the employee will be allowed to pursue
damages at common law.
As examined more fully in Chapter 17 herein, another type of claim that is
often discussed as an exception to the exclusive remedy doctrine is a claim in
tort by the employee against his employer, carrier, and others based on
allegations of “bad faith” claims handling. The details of issues involving those
claims are very important, and the claims professional is encouraged to read that
chapter closely.
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Chapter 5
COMPENSABILITY
The premise of the Mississippi workers' compensation system is to provide
an injured employee a recovery for injuries that arise out of (referring to a causal
connection to the employment) and occur in the course of his employment
(involving an analysis of the time, place, and situation of the injury).
Compensability is established even if the employee caused or contributed to his
own injuries. Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-7. In exchange for imposing that liability on
an employer without determining who is at fault in causing the injury, the law
imposes a limit on the amount of money and type of benefits that can be
recovered by the injured employee. The system has survived constitutional
challenges over the years, but the fact that a claimant gives up an unlimited
recovery historically resulted in the workers' compensation system being liberally
interpreted in favor of the claimant. This means that disputed or doubtful cases
were resolved in favor of awarding compensation and the claimant was given the
benefit of the doubt in resolving issues or disputes. Legislative amendment in
2012 has potentially altered this historic interpretation as discussed below but
the trend toward resolving doubtful cases in favor of awarding benefits continues.
Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-7 (1972, as amended) provides that a claim must
arise out of and occur in the course of employment and that medical causation be
established in order to receive compensation for an injury. Although both tests
must be met to establish compensability, practically the two are often considered
collectively so that compensability is found if “arising out of” is high and “course
of employment” is low, or vice versa. Some call such analysis the “unitary test of
work connection” or the “quantum theory of compensability.”
5.1.

BURDEN OF PROOF
The claimant bears the burden of proving every element in his claim

essential to a recovery, and that includes the fact of an injury that arose out of
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and in the course of employment, that the medical problem in question is
causally related to the injury in question, and that claimant’s disability is
supported by medical findings. In meeting that burden, however, claimant has
traditionally been given the benefit of the doubt, and there is much case law
providing that “doubtful cases are to be resolved in favor of compensation” or
“the beneficent purposes of the Act” require a liberal interpretation of the
evidence in favor of claimant. The prior requirement that doubtful cases were to
be resolved in favor of compensability made it easier for a claimant to meet his
burden of proof with the burden then shifting to the employer/carrier to establish
that claimant’s story was inherently improbable of that the greater weight of the
evidence did not support claimant’s claim.
For injuries on or after July 1, 2012, the law is to be impartially construed
so as to favor neither the claimant nor employer/carrier, and the workers’
compensation laws are not to be liberally construed in order to fulfill any
beneficent purposes.

That said, most workers’ compensation professionals

believe that close cases will probably result in awarding compensation even if
“liberal construction” is no longer mandated or mentioned in the MWCC Order.
5.2.

INJURY DEFINED
The Act includes a definition of the term “injury” at Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-

3 (b) (1972, as amended). The complete definition is pasted below, and the
claims professional is encouraged to review the details when analyzing a
compensability issue. Some of the key phrases within the definition have been
bolded for emphasis and are further discussed in the following sections.
“Injury" means accidental injury or accidental death arising out of
and in the course of employment without regard to fault which
results from an untoward event or events, if contributed to or
aggravated or accelerated by the employment in a
significant manner. Untoward event includes events causing
unexpected results. An untoward event or events shall not be
presumed to have arisen out of and in the course of
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employment, except in the case of an employee found dead
in the course of employment. This definition includes injuries to
artificial members, and also includes an injury caused by the
willful act of a third person directed against an employee
because of his employment while so employed and working on
the job, and disability or death due to exposure to ionizing radiation
from any process in employment involving the use of or direct
contact with radium or radioactive substances with the use of or
direct exposure to roentgen (X-rays) or ionizing radiation. In
radiation cases only, the date of disablement shall be treated as the
date of the accident. Occupational diseases, or the
aggravation thereof, are excluded from the term "injury,"
provided that, except as otherwise specified, all provisions
of this chapter apply equally to occupational diseases as
well as injury.
PRACTICE NOTE: The determination of compensability requires a thorough
analysis of facts and the application of law to those facts. Although this guide
attempts to address many of the concepts encountered in this analysis, it does
not attempt to address every conceivable situation. The claims professional is
encouraged to not rely solely on this representative summary of decisions in
making decisions regarding compensability. These examples are intended to be
instructive in the analysis of whether a claim is compensable, but cases are
uniquely fact intensive, and every case must be considered on its own merits.
The claims professional is encouraged to seek advice of counsel to analyze
compensability before issuing a denial. As emphasized in this Guide, the reliance
upon the advice of counsel can shield the decision of the claims professional from
a punitive damage claim even if the claim decision is later claimed to have been
made in “bad faith.”
5.2.a.

ARISING OUT OF AND IN THE COURSE OF EMPLOYMENT
Compensability analysis begins with a look at the issues of “arising out of

and in the course of employment”. In its simplest form, the “arising out of”
requirement refers to the causal origin of the injury. The question focuses on
whether it is connected to the employment.

Mississippi has adopted the
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“positional risk test” in analyzing the issue which means that the injury would not
have occurred but for the fact that the employment placed a claimant in a
position where he was injured. As an example, in Wiggins v. Knox Glass, Inc.,
219 So. 2d 154 (Miss. 1969), the Court ruled that an injury from an act of nature
arises out of and in the course of employment so long as the worker is injured at
a place where he was required to be by the conditions of the employment.
The “course of employment” component of compensability generally refers
to the time, place and circumstances of the accident in relation to the
employment. If the claimant is generally doing his job at a time and place he is
supposed to be doing his job, the requirement is met.
Compensability is broadly construed and can still be found if there is a
sufficient work contribution present. As an example, there is no requirement that
the injury actually occur during work hours or on the employer’s premises. In
Mississippi Research and Development Center v. Dependents of Shults, 287 So.
2d 273 (Miss. 1973), the employee died in his kitchen at home, but
compensability was found on the premise that workplace stress had contributed
to a heart attack. Another illustration of the rule is one where the employee
manifested symptoms of a brain hemorrhage one evening at work and the acute
event actually did not occur until the next morning at home. Walker Mfg. Co. v.
Pickens, 206 So. 2d 639 (Miss. 1968).
Just because something occurs at work, however, does not make it
compensable. When the workplace is merely the place where the injury occurs,
it might not be compensable even though it occurs during the time of and at the
place of employment.

It still has to arise from a risk incidental to the

employment. In Mathis v. Nelson’s Foodland, Inc., 606 So. 2d 101 (Miss. 1992),
the claimant was injured when he lit a firecracker at work but the injury was not
compensable because the lighting of the firecracker has no relationship to the
employment.
PRACTICE NOTE: The “arising out of” and “in the course of” requirements
for compensability are captured in all workers’ compensation systems, but the
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concepts have evolved uniquely in the different workers’ compensation systems,
and the conclusions reached on similar fact scenarios vary widely across the
United States. For that reason, a claims professional should not assume that a
fact scenario found compensable in one jurisdiction automatically translates to
the same conclusion in any other jurisdiction.
5.2.b.

UNTOWARD EVENT

Note that the definition of “Injury” in section 5.2 above includes a
requirement for an “untoward event” as a part of the analysis of compensability.
Except in the case of a “Mental/Mental” injury discussed in section 5.5 of this
Guide, the significance of that phrase is hard to find in existing case law. An
incident can apparently meet the requirement of “untoward event” quite easily as
illustrated by the case of Beverly Healthcare v. Hare, 50 So.3rd 1003 (Miss.
2011). That case involved an elderly employee with a significant history of preexisting problems with her leg (4 different identified injuries). She “pivoted” and
a bone in her leg snapped. Those facts were interpreted as representing a
compensable injury in spite of the significant pre-existing problems and
apparently minor work incident giving rise to the claim.
5.2.c.

CONTRIBUTED TO, AGGRAVATED, OR ACCELERATED BY EMPLOYMENT

Compensability is found when the employment, or some component of
the employment, combines with pre-existing medical problems or congenital
defects to create disability. The employment need not be the sole cause of
problem, and it is sufficient to meet the definition of injury by showing that
the employment “contributes” to the disability, “aggravates” dormant or active
medical problems so as to create disability, or “accelerates”, “exacerbates” or
“lights up” an underlying medical problem so as to make it symptomatic.
Cases abound finding an employment connection, and therefore a
compensable injury, when medical problems such as heart attacks, strokes,
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hypertension, dermatological problems, cancer, arthritis, hemorrhoids,
pulmonary problems, and other conditions have been aggravated or
accelerated by the employment or injury.
In Quitman Knitting Mill v Smith, 540, So. 2d 623 (Miss. 1989) a
claimant purchased a cold tablet from her employer’s first aid station, and that
tablet was found to have contributed to the onset of the claimant’s essential
tremors. The Court reasoned that the employer benefited from selling such
items by lessening absenteeism as a part of the basis for finding the claim
compensable.
5.2.d.

PRESUMPTION IN DEATH CASES

There is a presumption of compensability if a worker is found dead at a
time and place he was reasonably supposed to be during the performance of his
job. See e.g., Road Maintenance Supply, Inc. v. Dependents of Maxwell, 493 So.
2d 318 (Miss 1986).
The “found dead” presumption is contained within the definition of “injury”
in Chapter 5.2 above. It should be noted that the presumption is rebuttable and
after it has made its appearance, the employer/carrier have the burden of
proving that the claim is not compensable.
Also, where an employee falls dead in front of witnesses as opposed to
being “found dead” where no one witnessed the death, there is no presumption
of compensability. See In Re Dependents of Harbin, 958 So. 2d 1620 (Miss.
App., 2007).
5.2.e.

WILLFUL ACT OF A THIRD PERSON/ASSAULTS

When a claimant is assaulted while on the job, compensability analysis
focuses on the one who committed the assault to the extent necessary to
determine whether the assailant is connected to the employment, such as a coemployee, or whether the assailant is a “third party” to the employment
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relationship, such as a criminal.
If an assault causes injury between co-employees, it should be determined
whether the dispute between the co-employees that results in the injury is rooted
in personal, non-employment activity. If the assault is due to a personal issue
between the parties and not over an employment related issue, the injury may
not be compensable even if it happens on the job site. Sanderson Farms, Inc. v.
Jackson, 911 So. 2d 958 (Miss. Ct. App. 2005).
Conversely, if a claimant is injured from the intentional act of another
person who is a stranger to the employment relationship, compensability analysis
shifts to a determination as to whether there is a connection between the
employment and the assault. Stated differently, those injuries are compensable
only if the assault was committed “because of” the employment. Miss. Code Ann.
§71-3-3(b) (1972, as amended). For example, where an assault was committed
by a stranded motorist the claimant had stopped to help, the “because of the
employment” test was met because the employer benefitted by having its
employees attempt to provide “Good Samaritan” assistance to the public. Big “2”
Engine Rebuilders, v Freeman, 379 So. 2d 888 (Miss. 1980)
If the intentional assault has no connection to the employment, the claim
may not be found compensable. In Ellis v. Rose Oil Co. of Dixie, 190 So. 2d 450
(Miss. 1966), a claim involving a worker who was killed by his paramour’s
vengeful husband, the claim was not compensable since it was the worker’s
personal activity that created the risk of harm.
PRACTICE NOTE: If there is a work injury to an employee flowing from an
assault, the employer might be confronted with a suit under tort law such as
those causes of action discussed in Section 4.2 of this Guide. Such a claim might
require a focus on whether or not the loss is covered by the Employer’s Liability
Insurance Policy as mentioned in Section 2.3.b. of this Guide.
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5.2.f.

OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES
Occupational diseases can be compensable and the analysis is usually

focused on the medical proof as to whether or not the job caused the alleged
occupational disease or contributed to the development of the disease/injury in a
significant manner. Cases have supported a finding of compensability involving
allegations of increased blood pressure, cardiac problems, strokes, and many
other medical problems. Cases are all unique and require a clear understanding
of the allegations, the job in question, and the medical opinions addressing
causation.
5.3.

HERNIA CLAIMS
Hernia claims are treated specially under the Mississippi Workers’

Compensation Act with specific tests to prove compensability and limitations on
the amounts payable. See Miss Code Ann. 71-3-23 (1972, as amended). The
statute lists 5 requirements for a compensable hernia paraphrased as follows:
1. The hernia immediately follows sudden effort.
2. There was severe pain in the area of the hernia.
3. There had not been a descent or protrusion in that area before this
hernia.
4. That the problem was noticed immediately and reported to the
employer within a reasonable time.
5. That the problem was such to have required medical treatment within
five days after the injury.
These “requirements” have not always been strictly enforced and many
cases have found compensability despite one or more of the statutory elements
being unfulfilled.

In Lindsey v. Ingalls Shipbuilding Corp., 219 Miss 437, 442

(1954), the claimant clearly did not have treatment within five days, but the
court said that the “statute does not require that the claimant prove that he was
actually attended by a physician or surgeon within five days after the injury. The
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statute only requires that the claimant prove that the physical distress following
the descent of the hernia was such as to require the attendance of a physician or
surgeon within five days.” Id.
It is also noteworthy that the statute provides that a post-operative hernia
is considered an “original” hernia. That means that a hernia that occurs in the
same area, which was earlier repaired surgically, will still be compensable if the
five requirements are otherwise met.
PRACTICE NOTE: There is a statutory limitation on the number of weeks
an employer must pay compensation benefits related to a hernia. The benefits
for temporary total disability cannot exceed twenty-six (26) weeks when the
claimant has surgery to repair the hernia but only thirteen (13) weeks when he
or she undergoes conservative treatment instead of surgery.
5.4.

GOING TO AND COMING FROM WORK
Generally, an injury that occurs while the employee is travelling to and

from work is not compensable. King v. Norrell Services, Inc., 820 So.2d 692
(Miss. Ct. App. 2000); Miller Transporters, Inc. v. Seay’s Dependents, 350 So.2d
689 (Miss. 1977). There are important exceptions to that generality, however,
many of which are tied to unique circumstances of the work in question.
Examples of such exceptions include: (1) where the employer furnishes the
means of transportation, or remunerates the employee for the travel; (2) where
the employee performs some duty in connection with his employment at home;
(3) where the employee is injured by some hazard or danger which is inherent in
the conditions along the route necessarily used by the employee; (4) where the
employer furnishes a hazardous route (5) where the injury results from a
hazardous parking lot furnished by the employer; (6) where the place of injury,
although owned by one other than the employer, is in such close proximity to the
premises owned by the employer as to be, in effect, a part of such premises; or
(7) when the employee is on a special mission or errand for his employer, or
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where the employee is accommodating his employer in an emergency situation.
PRACTICE NOTE: Claim denials based on the “going to and coming from”
work general rule against compensability should almost always be supported by
legal advice of counsel that none of the “exceptions” apply.
5.5.

MENTAL INJURIES
When mental stress leads to mental injury without a physical injury, the

claim could be compensable, but the claimant has a heightened burden of proof.
For a “mental-mental” injury to be compensable, the claimant bears the burden
of proving, by clear and convincing evidence, that the mental injury resulted from
“more than the ordinary incidents of employment” and that there was an
“untoward event or unusual occurrence” that contributed to the mental or
emotional injury.

The claimant’s burden of proof is greater than that

encountered in proving compensability in a physical injury situation, and all of the
cases are factually intensive.
Illustrations of cases found compensable for a mental-mental injury are
Brown & Root Construction v. Duckworth, 475 So. 2d 813 (Miss. 1985)
(psychological symptoms resembling a stroke after not getting a promised
promotion); Borden, Inc v. Eskridge, 604 So. 2d 1071 (Miss. 1991) (work
harassment and demotions caused depression); Mid-Delta Home Health, Inc v.
Robertson, 749 So. 2d 379 (Miss. App. 1999) (TTD awarded due to emotional
disorder stemming from being overworked and harassed); Kemper National
Insurance Co. v. Coleman, 812 So.2d 1119 (Miss. App. 2002) (a workers’
compensation adjuster was treated for depression as the result being passed
over for a promotion and being harassed by his supervisor).
Illustrations of cases found non-compensable for a mental-mental injury
are Smith and Sanders, Inc. v. Peery, 473 So. 2d 423 (Miss. 1985) (claimant
experienced a psychological problem after being laid off due to a decline in
business); Smith v. City of Jackson, 792 So. 2d 335 (Miss. App. 2001) (claimant
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had anxiety [a “nervous breakdown”] due to overwork; Radford v. CCA-Delta
Correctional Facility, 5 So. 3d 1158 (Miss. App. 2009) (claimant had depression
and post-traumatic stress disorder after being reassigned to another supervisor).
PRACTICE NOTE: All of the reported decisions illustrate a fact intensive
analysis, and no conclusions as to compensability or non-compensability should
be drawn from a scenario such as “overwork means it is compensable or not
compensable.” Most cases involving an individual who had been treated for preexisting psychological problems were ultimately denied, but that does not mean
that all of those cases are automatically denied. The claims professional should
thoroughly investigate every claim of this nature and would be well served to
seek advice of counsel in developing the correct position to take on each matter.
When an employee has emotional stress from work activity that leads to an
ailment with physical manifestations, the physical injury could be compensable.
Berry v. Universal Mfg. Co., 597 So. 2d 623 (Miss. 1992) was a compensable
claim where job stress contributed to hypertension.
Sometimes

a

mental

injury

causes

another

physical

injury.

In

Weyerhaeuser Co. v. Ratliff, 197 So. 2d 231 (Miss. 1967), a worker lacerated
three fingers in a work-connected injury and had stress and anxiety over the
finger injury which aggravated a chronic duodenal ulcer requiring surgery. An
award of benefits related to the surgery to repair the ulcer was approved.
Also, mental injury stemming from the physical injury (e.g. pain related
depression or Post Traumatic Stress Disorder from an accident) are not subject to
the heightened burden that applies to pure mental injuries. This is also true for
physical injuries that manifest from mental ailments.
5.6.

CUMULATIVE AND REPETITIVE INJURIES
A compensable claim does not have to be tied to a single incident. A

compensable disability can flow from a series of events or repetitive motion, the
cumulative effect of which can qualify as a compensable injury. Carpal tunnel
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claims are illustrative of this rule of law. Compensable results have also been
found in other kinds of cumulative injury claims such as spine ailments caused or
aggravated by the work activity.

See, e.g. Smith v. Masonite Corp., 48 So.3d

656 (Miss. Ct. App. 2010).
PRACTICE NOTE: Compensability of cumulative or repetitive injury claims
is heavily dependent upon medical opinions from the providers as to how the
work did or did not contribute to the injury.
5.7.

LAST INJURIOUS EXPOSURE
Mississippi has adopted the “last injurious exposure” rule that is applicable

in cases where the exposure occurs over an extended period of time. In its
simplest form, that rule is that if a claimant has a series of employers (or
different carriers for the same employer) and the work activities ultimately cause
the claimant to be disabled, the last employer (or carrier) in that series of events
is responsible for the entire claim. See Thyer Mfg. Co. v. Mooney, 173 So. 2d
652 (Miss. 1965) (claimant worked for a manufacturer through three successive
carriers, and the last carrier was the one that bore the responsibility for the
claim).
Cases of this nature are always factually intensive, however, and the claims
professional is encouraged to thoroughly investigate the facts, analyze the
medical opinions, and seek advice of counsel if the correct response to the claim
is not apparent.
5.8.

MULTIPLE CARRIERS IN COMPENSABILITY DISPUTE
Sometimes, in the cases involving a cumulative impact or repetitive motion

injury, progressive occupational disease, or multiple consecutive injuries, it is not
readily apparent which of the various employers and/or carriers might ultimately
be responsible for a claimant’s injuries and medical treatment. Miss. Code Ann.
§71-3-37(13) (1972, as amended) provides a solution so that the claimant is not
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left without treatment and benefits while the process for determining
responsibility evolves.

The Commission can order the disputing parties to

provide the benefits equally until it is determined which party is solely liable, and
at that determination, the liable employer/carrier must reimburse the non-liable
employer/carrier for the benefits paid by the non-liable employer/carrier, with
interest.
PRACTICE NOTE:

If confronted with this situation, the parties are

encouraged to get an Order from the Commission as contemplated by the
referenced code section. A volunteer who makes a payment that it doesn’t owe
might not have a remedy to recover payments which are ultimately not found to
be its responsibility unless the payments are done pursuant to the statute.
5.9.

IDIOPATHIC FALLS
Sometimes the claimant is suffering from a medical condition that is not

caused by the job but the medical condition causes claimant to fall at work and
sustain other injuries. For example, if a claimant with epilepsy suffers a seizure
and is injured in a fall, the employer/carrier would not owe benefits for the
treatment of the epilepsy, but would owe benefits for the injuries caused by
striking the employer’s floor, or table or equipment. In Chapman, Dependents of
v. Hanson Scale Co., 495 So. 2d 1357 (Miss. 1986), the Mississippi Supreme
Court said:
We consider exposure to falls upon a concrete floor a sufficient risk
attendant upon employment so that an injury caused in part thereby
is compensable. Larry Ray Chapman, while at his usual place of
work, fell and struck his head upon just such a floor and as a result
died. His death arose out of and within the course and scope of his
employment.
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Chapter 6
DEFENSES TO CLAIMS
6.1.

EMPLOYEE STATUS
It is important to remember that only claims by employees of the employer

are payable. Often times questions center on whether or not someone is an
employee as opposed to a volunteer or an independent contractor.
In its simplest form, an employee is a person under a contract of hire,
expressed or implied. An independent contractor, on the other hand, is not an
employee who is entitled to benefits. The individual might be doing work for or
on behalf of the employer, but that alone is not enough to make that person an
employee. A variety of things are analyzed to determine whether a person is an
independent contractor as opposed to an employee, and among those things are
whether or not the employer has the right to control the work activities of the
person in question. Remember that the right to control is not the same thing as
actually exercising that control, however. Generally speaking, if an employer
specifies the time that an individual comes to work, when they leave, how the
work is supposed to be done, provides the tools necessary to do the job, etc., the
person will be considered an employee.
Sometimes the right of control question is not very clear and the Court has,
in those circumstances, then looked at whether or not the work being performed
is an integral part of the employer’s business enterprise. When analyzing the
nature of the work in question to address this issue, an employee/employer
relationship is found when the work performed is an integral part of the
employer’s business. As an example, trucking companies will sometimes enter
into a contract with a truck driver and that contract could actually call the driver
an “independent contractor”. However, in analyzing the relative nature of the
work test, the Court might find that trucking companies are hired to deliver
products in a truck from Point A to Point B and the only way they can do that is
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by having truck drivers.

As a consequence, the truck driving activity is an

integral part of the trucking business’ operations, and the injured worker driving
the truck is therefore an employee.

Conversely, however, if there is a

refrigerator in the office of a trucking company that breaks and someone is called
to the office to fix that refrigerator, that person is likely not doing something that
is an integral part of the employer’s business operation. Accordingly, he will
probably not be considered an employee for workers’ compensation purposes.
A “volunteer” is a person who is not hired to do the work of the employer
but just shows up and starts working.

Under those circumstances he will

probably not be considered an employee, but the analysis is usually fact
intensive. That concept should not to be confused with a volunteer fireman, as an
example, because a volunteer fireman is actually doing the activities of the
employer entity as specifically agreed by the parties and he would therefore be
an employee.
A “statutory employee” is a concept generally tied to the issue involving an
employee of an uninsured subcontractor. As a simple illustration, if the employer
contracts to build a house and he then subcontracts to a roofing contractor to put
on the roof of that house, and one of the employees of that roofing subcontractor
is injured, the injured employee will have a claim against his subcontracting
employer, but if his employer does not have workers’ compensation insurance
coverage, he would also have a viable claim against the general contractor as the
general contractor’s “statutory employee”.
6.1.a UNDOCUMENTED WORKERS/ALIENS
Undocumented workers, or those who are not citizens of the United States
or who do not have legal documentation permitting them to be in the United
States, can be employees for workers’ compensation purposes. The Mississippi
Workers’ Compensation Law makes no special provisions regarding “aliens” other
than to say that if they have an injury and return to their home country, any
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permanent disability benefits due can be paid in a lump sum rather than biweekly. Miss. Code Ann §71-3-27 (1972, as amended). (As stated in Chapter
10.3.a, herein, that code section also limits the death beneficiaries entitled to
benefits in claims involving undocumented workers.)
6.2.

PRE-EXISITING CONDITIONS
It is important to remember that the aggravation of a pre-existing condition

is still a compensable injury. Cases have variously described the issue as one
involving the aggravation, exacerbation, acceleration, or lighting up of the preexisting condition. All of that together or singularly can constitute a compensable
injury if the pre-existing condition was aggravated in a significant manner.
Stated differently, the employment or work injury does not have to be the sole
cause of a medical problem in order for it to be compensable.
Where there is a pre-existing condition, however, two possibilities can be
considered in limiting the indemnity benefits payable, the second Injury Fund and
Apportionment, both of which are discussed below. Neither has any effect on
medical benefits.
6.2.a.

SECOND INJURY FUND

Mississippi has a very limited Second Injury Fund that is rarely applicable.
One of the definitions of permanent total disability is dismemberment or loss of
use of both arms, legs, hands, feet, eyes or any combination of those five
scheduled members. To illustrate, the loss of a hand and an eye is permanent
and total disability.
If, at the time of the accident in question, the claimant had already lost one
of those scheduled members and in the accident in question loses another of
those scheduled members, the claimant is permanently and totally disabled. The
Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Commission’s Second Injury Fund is
applicable in those very limited circumstances.

In such a case, the
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employer/carrier must pay claimant’s temporary total disability benefits related
to the injury in question and the permanent partial disability benefits for the loss
of the scheduled member lost in the compensable accident; the Commission’s
Second Injury Fund will pay the balance of indemnity benefits for permanent
total disability. To illustrate, if the injury involves the loss of use of an arm and
the injury in question involves twenty weeks of temporary total, the
employer/carrier would pay twenty weeks of temporary total, two hundred weeks
for loss of the arm, and the Commission Second Injury Fund would pay the
remaining two hundred thirty weeks so that the claimant recovers the full four
hundred fifty week benefit for permanent total disability.
The Second Injury Fund has no application in any other circumstances
such as a back injury or other “body as a whole” cases.
6.2.b.

APPORTIONMENT

For pre-July 1, 2012 injuries, where the claimant is suffering from a
pre-existing condition that is a material contributing factor to his permanent
disability or death, then permanent disability or death benefits can be reduced by
the proportion to which the pre-existing condition contributes to the disability or
death. The burden of proof for apportionment is on the employer/carrier and
case law requires that the employer/carrier prove that: (a) from a medical
standpoint, the pre-existing condition is a material contributing factor to the
disability; and, (b) from an occupational standpoint, the pre-existing condition
had already affected claimant’s earning capacity. To receive an apportionment of
benefits, the injury must involve the same part of the body.
To illustrate, in a back-injury case where the medical testimony establishes
that fifty percent of claimant’s permanent disability is the result of a pre-existing
condition and fifty percent of his permanent disability is related to the effects of
the injury in question, the permanent disability benefits could be reduced if the
proof also establishes that the pre-existing condition had already caused a loss of
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wage earning capacity. If the employer did not even know that the claimant had
a pre-existing condition and was not accommodating claimant because of the
pre-existing condition, apportionment will not likely be available.
For injuries on or after July 1, 2012, the requirement to prove that the
pre-existing condition had affected claimant’s employability before the injury is
eliminated. Stated differently, the pre-existing condition does not have to be
occupationally disabling for apportionment to apply.
The amount of apportionment or reduction of an award due to the preexisting condition is not limited to the medical estimate regarding the degree of
contribution. In other words, in the case illustrated above, the Administrative
Judge, after considering all the testimony, could apportion (or reduce) the award
by more or less than the fifty percent medical estimate.
The rule regarding proof of the effects of the pre-existing condition from an
occupational standpoint has never been held applicable in cases involving
conditions such as heart attacks.
6.3.

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS
There are two separate and distinct statutes of limitations with which to be

concerned. The first applies where compensation benefits have not been paid
and the second applies where compensation benefits have been paid.
6.3.a.

WHERE NO INDEMNITY BENEFITS ARE PAID

In those cases where no indemnity or compensation benefits are paid to a
claimant, there is a two-year statute of limitations beginning on the date of
injury. Miss. Code Ann §71-3-35 (1972, as amended). Once the statute of
limitations has run, the claim for both indemnity and medical benefits is barred.
Speed Mechanical, Inc. v Taylor, 342 So. 2d 317 (Miss. 1977).
The claimant can toll or stop the running of the statute of limitations by
filing a Petition to Controvert.

Also, if indemnity benefits are paid or if the
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employer pays salary in lieu of compensation benefits, the statute of limitations is
no longer applicable.
There are some cases indicating that if the claim is a “lost time” claim but
the employer/carrier never filed the First Report of Injury with the Commission,
the statute of limitations does not begin to run.
There can be issues involving a latent injury or one in which the effects of
the injury do not show up until a later time. These cases are always factually
intensive, but in general terms, the statute of limitations begins to run on the
date that the claimant, as a reasonable person, recognizes the nature,
seriousness and probable compensable character of his injury or illness.
6.3.b.

WHERE INDEMNITY BENEFITS ARE PAID

If compensation benefits are paid, the two-year statute of limitations is not
applicable. In those cases where compensation or indemnity benefits are paid, a
claimant has one year from the date that Commission Form B-31, Notice of Final
Payment, is properly filed with the Mississippi Workers’ Compensation
Commission. The one-year statute of limitations is technically a jurisdictional
issue taken from the combined reading of Miss. Code Ann §§71-3-37(7), 71-3-53
(1972, as amended), and Commission Rule 2.17. A combined analysis of those
sections indicates that the Commission loses jurisdiction of the case one year
after the proper filing of a B-31, and if the Commission loses jurisdiction of a
case, no one has jurisdiction over the claim since workers’ compensation issues
are exclusively reserved for determination by the Commission. The net result is
still a one-year limitation after the filing of a B-31.
A change to MWCC Rule 2.17 effective January 18, 2018, is significant as it
relates to the B-31. Under the new rule, filing the B-31 starts the running of the
one-year limitation provided notice of the filing is given to Claimant or Claimant’s
attorney. Notice may be given by any means which acknowledges delivery of the
B-31. Claimant’s signature is no longer required on the form, but if Claimant
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does sign it, that signature constitutes an acknowledged delivery of the B-31 to
Claimant.
If additional benefits are paid or treatment authorized after the filing of
form B-31, the running of the one-year statute of limitations is tolled (or
stopped), and an amended B-31 showing the new payment totals is required.
The same notice of the filing as outlined above must be followed when filing the
amended form B-31.
Sometimes, after the B-31 has been filed, additional medical bills will be
paid that concern treatment rendered before the date of the B-31 filing, and
arguably, payments for those items would not toll the statute requiring a new
form B-31 to be filed.
6.4.

INTERVENING CAUSE OF DISABILITY
The employer/carrier are responsible for compensation and medical

benefits that are related to the claim in question. Sometimes an issue will arise
which challenges whether or not the current medical problem, treatment and/or
disability is related to the accident in question as opposed to an intervening
cause. As with all affirmative defenses, the employer/carrier bear the burden of
proving that the continuing disability and medical treatment should not be their
responsibility.
There is a presumption under the law that disability, once it is shown to
exist, continues to be causally related to the accident. The presumption is not
that the disability in fact continues, but if it does continue, the presumption is in
favor of a continued causal connection.
The burden is on the employer/carrier to prove that the effects of the
original injury have subsided and that disability is now only the result of the new
or intervening accident. Medart Division of Jackes-Evans Manufacturing
Company, Inc. v. Adams, 344 So.2d 141 (Miss. 1977). It is not enough that the
new incident or medical problem simply combines with the original injury to
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create disability.

Rathborne, Hair & Ridgeway Box Company v. Green, 115

So.2d 674 (Miss. 1959).
6.5.

INTOXICATION
Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-7 (1972, as amended) provides as follows: “No

compensation shall be payable if the intoxication of the employee was the
proximate cause of the injury….”

That simple statement has struggled for

viability as a defense under Mississippi law over the years. In 2012, Mississippi
law was amended in such a way that the intoxication defense has a new life,
although it has yet to be thoroughly vetted. For injuries on or after July 1, 2012,
the intoxication defense was revised with changes to Miss. Code Ann §71-3-7,
Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-121, and Miss. Code Ann. §71-7-5 (1972, as amended).
The changes are intended to make the defense work in such a way that the
burden of proof is passed to the claimant when alcohol, improperly used
prescription drugs, or illegal drugs are involved in a claim. The basic provisions
include the following:
 No compensation will be payable if the use of alcohol, illegal drugs, or a
prescription drug taken inconsistent with the prescribing physician’s
instructions is the proximate cause of the injury.
 The Employer has the right to request that a claimant undergo a drug or
alcohol test following an on-the-job injury.
 A rebuttable presumption is created that the use of alcohol/drugs was the
proximate cause of the injury in the event of a positive test for:
o A blood alcohol content of .08% or greater;
o An illegally used drug; or
o A prescription drug taken contrary to the prescribing physician’s
orders.


If the Claimant refuses the drug test, it is presumed that one of the above
three reasons was the proximate cause of the injury.
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Once the presumption arises, it is the claimant’s burden to prove that the
alcohol or illegal/improperly taken drug was not a contributing cause of the
accident.



Other provisions permit the results of the alcohol/drug tests to be
admissible into evidence; provide the employer with protection against a
cause of action for defamation, libel, slander when relying on the defense;
and confirm the right of the employer to administer a drug/alcohol test
whenever an on-the-job injury is claimed.

PRACTICE POINT: Although an employer might have a policy stating that an
employee who either tests positive for a controlled substance or refuses to take
the test can be terminated, those policies have no impact on the applicability of
the intoxication defense in the workers’ compensation setting. In other words,
although an employee can be fired for a positive drug test, that fact alone does
not provide grounds for denial of the workers’ compensation claim. Proof as
outlined above must be provided.
PRACTICE POINT: Much is being said and written arguing that these provisions
might not sustain a constitutional challenge, and it will take some time for cases
to make it through the litigation process to see how the defense is interpreted by
the judiciary.

The claims professional will be well served to seek advice of

counsel in dealing with cases involving the defense. Remember that the
presumption in favor of the defense is rebuttable, and in those cases where the
facts of the accident clearly indicate that the intoxication was not the cause of the
accident, the intoxication presumption can be rebutted.

Some practitioners

believe that denying a claim based only on that positive test without proper
analysis of the facts of the accident will possibly lead to a suit alleging a “bad
faith” denial of a claim as more fully discussed in Chapter 17.
6.6.

WILLFUL INTENT TO INJURE SELF OR OTHERS
Another statutory defense to claims concerns injuries intentionally caused

by the claimant where he is trying to injure himself or someone else. Miss. Code
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Ann. §71-3-7 (1972, as amended). The cases involving the potential defense are
always factually intensive and there is no presumption in favor of the defense in
any circumstances. As an example, cases involving horseplay have generally
been held compensable on the reasoning that employees working together will
sometimes engage in frivolity and sometimes someone gets hurt; when that
happens, it is just a risk assumed by the employer. Mutual Implement and
Hardware Ins. Co. v. Pittman, 59 So. 2d 547 (Miss. 1952). Clearly, however, the
horseplay could involve such an abandonment of the job to challenge
compensability on the argument that claimant deviated from the employment.
Mathis v. Nelson’s Foodland, Inc., 606 So. 2d 101 (Miss. 1992).
Cases involving co-employee altercations have become increasingly difficult
to analyze in recent years. A long line of older cases can be cited that found
compensability on the “risk assumed by the employer” argument similar to that
found in the horseplay cases. However, the more recent approach has been to
challenge a finding of compensability where the reason for the co-employee
altercation is personal to the employees rather than something related to the
employment. In other words, if they are fighting over a personal loan one made
to the other, the injury might not be compensable. Sanderson Farms, Inc. v.
Jackson, 911 So. 2d 958 (Miss. App. 2005).
The defense is tied to the concept that one who intentionally tries to hurt
himself just to collect workers’ compensation benefits should not be entitled to
recover. That premise has its limits, however, as illustrated by a case where a
claimant had a compensable back injury, developed significant pain issues, and
ultimately committed suicide from an inability to deal with the pain. Even though
the suicide was an “intentional” event, the claim was still held compensable due
to the unique circumstances presented.

Printer’s Truck and Tractor Co. v.

Spencer, 87 So. 2d 272 (Miss. 1956).
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Chapter 7
COMMISSION FORMS
There are three groups of forms utilized by the Commission broken down
into the “A” forms, “B” forms and “R” forms.
All MWCC forms are available at http://www.mwcc.state.ms.us/#/forms.
7.1.

ADDRESS FOR FORM FILING
The mailing address for filing forms is:

The Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Commission
PO Box 5300
Jackson, MS 39296-5300
For

information

regarding

electronic

filing,

go

to

http://www.mwcc.state.ms.us/#/electronicDataInterchange.
It should be noted that Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-67 (1972, as amended),
gives the Commission authority to assess a fine of $100 for the failure to timely
file any form required by the Commission. A $100 penalty can also be added to
an award to the claimant for failure to file a required report. The Commission has
issued a Memorandum regarding the filing of forms and penalties. See the form
at http://www.mwcc.state.ms.us/pdf/monitoringofreports.pdf.
7.2.

“A” FORMS

7.2.a.

A-16 Notice of Coverage

The first official form of the Commission was originally called the A-16,
"Notice of Coverage." The notice was to be posted in a conspicuous place by the
employer so employees would know who to contact in the event of an on-the-job
injury. The amended version of the rule regarding the form permits employers to
design their own form for these purposes so long as the form includes all of the
information originally included in the A-16 form. See MWCC Rule 1.8.
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2012 Amendment Regarding Notice—One of the provisions in the 2012
legislation requires Employer to post near their Notice of Coverage form a Notice
prepared by the Commission detailing the 2012 Amendments. A copy of that
notice to be posted is available at http://www.mwcc.state.ms.us/pdf/sb2576.pdf.
7.2.b.

A-24 Proof of Coverage

Every employer subject to the Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Law must
file proof of compliance with the insurance provisions of the law consistent with
MWCC Rule 1.3. The A-24 form is therefore used only by self-insured employers
and self-insured groups that do not report to NCCI.
7.3

"B" FORMS

7.3.a.

B-3 (IAIABC IA-1), First Report of Injury (FROI)

A standardized form designed by the International Association of Industrial
Accident Boards and Commissions is the First Report of Injury form, the B-3. It
is entitled "WORKERS COMPENSATION - FIRST REPORT OF INJURY OR ILLNESS."
Note that the back of the form has some specific instructions on the completion
of the form. See also MWCC Rule 2.1.
Employers should complete and file a first report of injury (FROI) with their
carrier or third-party administrator immediately upon receiving notice of an
injury, if the injury requires a loss of more than the shift on which the injury
occurs. If the injury causes lost time in excess of five days, or if the injury
results in permanent impairment, the carrier or third-party administrator must
file the form with the Mississippi Workers' Compensation Commission.

The

Commission will return a file number to be used for any future filings related to
the claim. The statute contemplates such filing within ten days of the employer's
notice of the injury or notice that the injury has resulted in lost time in excess of
the waiting period or permanent impairment. See Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-67
(1972, as amended) and MWCC Rule 2.1.
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As of this printing, the Commission is accepting the FROI’s electronically
with the intent that eventually all FROI’s, and eventually other forms, will be filed
electronically.

Details

relating

to

the

Electronic

Data

Interface

(EDI)

requirements, deadlines, and procedures are available on the Commission web
site at http://www.mwcc.state.ms.us/#/electronicDataInterchange.
PRACTICE POINT: The failure to file a First Report of Injury has resulted in
court decisions refusing to apply the two-year statute of limitation on a claim and
has served as the basis for an employer to become a defendant in bad faith
litigation.
7.3.b.

B-18, Notice of Payment

Once payments are initiated, the Commission is notified of that
development by the use of form B-18. Likewise, when benefits are stopped,
restarted, converted to permanent disability benefits, or otherwise changed, the
B-18 is the notice form used. Note that it does not have to be signed by the
claimant, but the claimant should be given a copy of any such filing.
PRACTICE POINT: The filing of a B-18 by the employer/carrier indicates to
the Commission that the employer/carrier are willing to pay the benefits specified
on the form. It is in effect an “admission of liability” for the specified benefits. If
the agreement to pay stated on the B-18 relates to the payment of permanent
disability or death benefits, the claimant can apply to the Commission to allow
those benefits to be paid in a lump sum. See B-19 below and Chapter 14 relating
to Lump Sum Payments.
7.3.c.

B-19, Application for Lump Sum Payment

Recall that benefits are to be paid bi-weekly unless otherwise ordered by
the Commission, and this is the form filed by a claimant to obtain authority to get
paid for permanent disability or death benefits in a full or partial lump sum. See
Chapter 14 for further discussion as to Lump Sum Payments.
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7.3.d.

B-9, 27, Medical Report

The Commission has replaced all previous medical report forms (B-9, B-27,
and B-27-D) with a new form numbered B-9, 27. Commission Rule 1.9 allows
medical providers to provide copies of their office notes along with the CMS-1500
medical report forms used for health insurance purposes in lieu of these
Commission forms. All medical information relating to a claim is to be filed with
the Commission on all cases where the First Report of Injury is filed with the
Commission. Medical records filed with MWCC must contain the MWCC file # on
them or they will be returned by the Commission. A medical provider is required
to submit reports regarding treatment to the employer/carrier (and not directly
to the Commission) before being entitled to payment and should do so within
twenty days of the first treatment and periodically thereafter.
7.3.e.

B-31, Notice of Final Payment

One of the most important forms to use and understand is the B-31,
"Notice of Final Payment."

It is often a source of frustration for the Claims

Professional, but is one of the most important forms that the Claims Professional
uses in properly handling Mississippi Workers’ Compensation claims. This form,
when filed properly, starts the one-year statute of limitations on cases where
indemnity benefits are paid. If the form is not filed properly, the case in question
may never have a statute of limitations defense and will remain open indefinitely.
Stated differently, the function of this form is to provide the notice required by
Miss. Code Ann §71-3-37(7) before the claimant’s rights to benefits can be
terminated.
Since the proper filing of a B-31 terminates a claimant’s rights to benefits,
Court interpretations relating to its use have mandated that the procedures be
followed precisely.

Hale v. General Box Mfg. Co., 228 Miss. 394 (1956).

Commission Rule 2.17 has been amended effective January 18, 2018, and
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arguably the process to now be followed is significantly streamlined. Under the
revised rule, the form no longer has to be signed by the Claimant, but Claimant
or Claimant’s attorney must be given notice of the filing by any means which
acknowledges delivery of the B-31. The Rule also provides that if the B-31 is
signed by the Claimant, that signature will constitute acknowledged delivery of
the B-31.
If additional benefits are paid or treatment is authorized after the filing of a
B-31, the running of the one-year statute of limitations is tolled (or stopped), and
a corrected B-31 showing the new amounts of payments is required. Notice of
the filing requirements should also be followed for the revised B-31.
Sometimes additional bills will be presented for payment for treatment that
was rendered before the date of the B-31 filing, and arguably, payments for
those items would not toll the statute requiring a new B-31 to be filed.
PRACTICE POINT: In completing the B-31, care should be taken to clearly
explain payments made. Although a full week of disability (5, 6, or 7 consecutive
days) results in the payment of the weekly maximum amount, scattered or nonconsecutive days of disability where 6 or 7 days in total are paid at the daily rate
will yield a higher total amount due. That should be reflected and explained on
the B-31. See Section 8.3 for further information regarding the calculation of
those benefits.
PRACTICE POINT: When the B-31 is filed, the Commission usually sends to
the claimant a notice in a form letter designated the C-1. That letter contains
information regarding the legal effect of the B-31 filing similar to what is
discussed in this Guide.
PRACTICE POINT: The new Rule contemplates that is it acceptable to notify
a Claimant of the filing of a B-31 by e-mail if the e-mail system generates a
“notice of delivery”. The pragmatic approach suggests that e-mail for these
purposes only be used if e-mail has been a successful method of communication
with the Claimant up to that point.

The intent is to be able to prove that

Claimant was notified of the filing of the B-31. If e-mail is not a viable option,
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sending notice of the filing of the B-31 by any other means that generates a
receipt permits the use of resources such as FedEx or UPS or any other resource
that might be less expensive than the previously mandated use of “certified mail,
return receipt requested”.
7.3.f.

B-52, Employers’ Notice of Controversion
Commission form B-52, Employer’s Notice of Controversion, is filed to give

notice to the Commission of a controversy on a particular case, and a copy
should also be sent to the claimant when it is filed. See MWCC Rule 2.2. It does
not initiate litigation but is simply notice to the Commission and the claimant that
there is an issue which is either under review or that the claim has been denied.
Filing a B-52 within fourteen days of the employer’s notice of an injury will avoid
the imposition of the 10% penalty for the untimely payment of compensation
benefits that may later be awarded.
PRACTICE POINT:

Care should be used in completing this form to

accurately state the issue and explain the basis for the Controversion. The
claims professional should not state that the claim is denied unless a full
investigation has been completed and the decision to deny the claim has been
through appropriate internal protocols. Consider instead a statement such as:
“The employer/carrier controverts the right to benefits at this time as the
investigation is continuing and not yet complete; this is not a denial of the claim.”
Another possibility is to precisely state the reason benefits are not being paid
such as: “The employer/carrier have not received any medical information in
support of disability” or “The employer/carrier have not received any medical
information confirming that the claimant’s alleged disability is causally related to
the job”.
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7.3.g.

B-5, 11 and B-5, 22, Petition to Controvert and Answer

These two forms are used in connection with litigated cases.

The

claimant's "Petition to Controvert," form B-5, 11, is used by a claimant to
formally make a claim for benefits and seek a hearing on his claim. See MWCC
Rule 2.2. The employer's "Answer" to that Petition to Controvert is the B-5, 22.
See MWCC Rule 2.4. Once the Commission receives a claimant's Petition to
Controvert, the Commission will send a letter to the employer/carrier informing
them of that filing; the employer/carrier's Answer to the Petition is due twentythree days from the date of the Commission's letter. Except in a situation where
an employer is representing himself, a licensed Mississippi attorney must file the
Answer. See Miss Code Ann. § 71-3-63 (1972, as amended). Failure to timely
file an Answer could result in a default, loss of affirmative defenses, and impair
the ability to successfully defend the claim.
7.4.

R FORMS

7.4.a.

R-1, Early Notification of Severe Injury

The Commission wants to be notified immediately of a severe injury such as
a head injury, paralysis injury, or severe burn injury, and they have designated
the R-1 as the form to be filed along with a FROI to complete that notice.
7.4.b.

R-2, Referral for Rehabilitation and Initial Report

The R-2 is a form used by the Commission to refer a claimant to the
Vocational Rehabilitation Division of the Mississippi Department of Education and
to other rehabilitation suppliers. It is not a form filed by the employer/carrier.
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Chapter 8
AVERAGE WEEKLY WAGE
All workers’ compensation benefits are based on the claimant’s average
weekly wage. Consequently, it is important to understand how average weekly
wage should be calculated. Essentially Mississippi uses the wages earned during
the 52 weeks before the injury date in making this determination. To be precise,
there are three mutually exclusive methods for calculating the Average Weekly
Wage under Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-31 (1972, as amended):
8.1.

THREE FORMULAS
a.

If a claimant has worked for the employer for 52 weeks and has

missed less than seven unpaid days during that time, divide the total earnings by
52 to determine the average weekly wage. For example, if the claimant has
earned $20,000.00 (gross wages) in the 52-week period prior to the date of
injury, the claimant’s average weekly wage would be $384.62 ($20,000 divided
by 52 = $384.62).
b.

If a claimant has worked for the employer for 52 weeks and has

missed more than seven unpaid days during that time, convert the lost time into
workweeks and subtract the number of lost time weeks from 52 and use the
remainder to divide into the total earnings. For example, if the claimant missed
ten days of work during the year in question and had a 5-day workweek, he
would have missed two workweeks.

Subtracting 2 from 52 means that the

divisor into the total earnings would be 50. Consequently, if the claimant earned
$20,000.00 during the 52-week period prior to the injury in question and missed
two workweeks, the AWW would be $400.00. ($20,000 divided by 50 =
$400.00). For the purposes of this illustration, the 10 days missed from work are
not days for which the employee was paid sick leave or vacation leave, but
unpaid missed days from work that were available for other similarly situated
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employees to work.
c.

If a claimant has not worked for the employer for 52 weeks prior to

the injury, divide the total earnings of the employee by the number of weeks (or
parts of weeks) during which wages were earned. For instance, if the claimant
worked for 40 weeks prior to the date of injury and earned $20,000.00, the AWW
would be $500.00 ($20,000 divided by 40 = $500.00)
8.2.

PARTIAL WEEKS WORKED
It is typically argued that for partial weeks worked, one day will count as

.20 weeks, two days will count as .40 weeks, three days will count as .60 weeks,
and four days will count as .80 weeks for purposes of determining the
appropriate divisor. As an example, assume the claimant worked for parts of
four weeks before the injury date and earned a total of $1000. During those four
weeks, he worked one day one week, two days one week, three days one week
and 4 days one week. Adding up those partial weeks worked of .2, .4. .6, and .8
would total 2.0, so the $1000 earnings would be divided by 2 instead of 4 to give
an average weekly wage of $500.
Case law has held that as few as four weeks is an adequate period of time
to calculate the average weekly wage if those weeks are illustrative of the typical
workweek expected by similarly situated employees.
8.3.

EMPLOYED FOR SHORT TIME BEFORE INJURY
If none of these methods work due to the shortness of time during which a

claimant was employed before the injury in question, the average weekly wage
to be used will be that of a similarly situated employee calculated according
whichever of these three methods is applicable.
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8.4.

GRATUITIES/TIPS
Gratuities or tips are a part of the average weekly wage as well and should

be included in the total wages earned as a part of the calculation.

In fact,

allowances of any character that are paid the claimant, which are in lieu of wages
or specified as part of the wage contract, are a part of the earnings to be
considered. Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-31 (1972, as amended).
PRACTICE POINT: Proof of the dollar amount of tips to be considered as
part of the average weekly wage can be problematic, and decisions can be found
supporting the proposition that only reported taxable income from tips can be a
part of the average weekly wage, while other decisions have permitted the
claimant’s testimony on tips received to be the “best evidence” of the total
income. When confronting this issue, the claims professional will need to fully
investigate the allegations regarding tips received so that an informed decision
can be made as to the appropriate average weekly wage to use.
8.5.

SICK PAY AND VACATION PAY
Sick pay and vacation pay are not “salary in lieu of compensation” meaning

that the employer/carrier do not take credit for those payments against
compensation benefits that are due. Whether an employer’s policies permit or
prohibit that is not addressed in the workers’ compensation law. However, in
dealing with an employee of the State of Mississippi, there is statutory authority
addressing the extent to which an employee can take both workers’
compensation benefits and accrued sick leave. See Miss. Code Ann. §25-3-95
(1972, as amended). In summary, a state employee who misses work due to a
work

injury

can

receive

both

workers’

compensation

benefits

and

personal/medical leave but the amount of personal/medical leave can be limited
to prevent the employee from receiving benefits which exceed the total amount
of wages earned at the time of injury. The statute doesn’t allow for a reduction
in workers’ compensation benefits based on the receipt of sick leave benefits.
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8.6.

PART TIME EMPLOYEES
Part time employees are not discriminated against and are entitled to

benefits based on their actual average weekly wage calculated as above. The
minimum compensation rate, however, is $25 per week.
8.7.

CLAIMANT WITH MORE THAN ONE JOB AT TIME OF INJURY
If a claimant is working for more than one employer at time of injury, only

the wages paid to the claimant from the job in which the injury occurred are
included in the average weekly wage calculation; however, those additional
wages will be included in the average weekly wage calculation if both jobs are for
the same employer. As an example, if the claimant is working for a school as a
cafeteria worker and also drives a bus for the school, the wages earned in both
jobs will be included in the total earnings to calculate the average weekly wage.
PRACTICE NOTE: The Claims Professional is encouraged to obtain the
claimant’s wage record and analyze it appropriately to calculate the correct
average weekly wage and compensation rate so that payments are correctly
made.
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Chapter 9
DISABILITY BENEFITS
9.1.

MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM WEEKLY AMOUNTS
The weekly compensation rate for disability is calculated by taking 66 2/3%

of the claimant’s average weekly wage subject to the applicable maximum and
minimum weekly rates established under the law. The Act sets a maximum
weekly compensation rate as well as a weekly minimum in Miss. Code Ann. §713-13 (1972, as amended). The maximum and minimum weekly rates in effect as
of the date of injury will remain with the claim throughout its life. A listing of
those applicable weekly minimums and maximums is available on the MWCC Web
site: http://www.mwcc.state.ms.us/#/maximumBenefitMileageRatesChart.
9.2.

WAITING PERIOD
There is a five (5) day waiting period for disability benefits, but after

fourteen (14) days of disability, the waiting period is eliminated and benefits are
paid from the date of injury. See Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-11 (1972, as amended).
If the employee is paid in full for the date of injury, disability is calculated as
beginning on the day following the injury date. If the employee is not paid in full
for the injury date, disability is calculated as beginning on the injury date.
Neither the five-day waiting period nor the fourteen-day period of disability has
to be consecutive days. See MWCC Rule 1.11. It is important to note that a day
of disability, under the stated rule, is any day on which the injured employee is
unable, because of injury, to earn the same wages as before the injury. That
means that lost time, if supported by medical findings, includes weekend days or
other days on which the employee is not scheduled to work. For example, an
employee usually works Monday through Friday and is injured on Friday and is
paid wages in full for the injury date. His five-day waiting period would be
Saturday, Sunday, Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday. See Commission Rule 1.11.
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9.3.

NON-CONSECUTIVE LOST TIME DAYS
Lost time does not have to be consecutive or even full days in order to

trigger an obligation to pay compensation benefits. When completing the B-31 in
a situation involving non-consecutive lost time days, care should be taken to
clearly explain payments made. Although a full week of disability (five, six or
seven consecutive days) results in the payment of the same weekly maximum,
scattered or non-consecutive days of disability, where six or seven days in total
are paid at the daily rate, will yield a total amount due that is higher than the
weekly maximum. That should be reflected and explained on the B-31.
9.4.

DAILY COMPENSATION RATE
Under Commission Rule 1.10, the daily rate of compensation is the weekly

compensation rate divided by five. That means that a claimant gets the same
compensation amount if he or she is being paid five, six or seven days. To
illustrate, assume the claimant has an Average Weekly Wage of $500 and a
resulting compensation rate of $333.33. His daily compensation rate is therefore
$66.67 ($333.33 divided by 5) and if he has five days of disability, he gets
$333.33 (daily rate multiplied by 5). If he is being paid for six days of disability,
he also gets $333.33; and if he is being paid for a full seven days lost time, he
also gets $333.33. See Commission Rule 1.10.
9.5.

MAXIMUM RECOVERY
There is a dollar maximum applicable to indemnity or compensation

benefits set forth in Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-13 (1972, as amended).

It is

reached by the payment of a single period of 450 weeks at the applicable
maximum compensation rate for the year in which the injury occurred. As per
the chart on the MWCC website explaining the weekly indemnity maximum at
http://www.mwcc.state.ms.us/#/maximumBenefitMileageRatesChart, there is
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also a lifetime disability maximum which is reached by the payment of the
applicable weekly maximum for 450 weeks. It is an overall dollar maximum
applicable to the claim for indemnity benefits. This indemnity maximum is not
applicable to a claim for medical benefits.
9.6.

PENALTIES FOR LATE PAYMENTS
Any installment of compensation not paid within fourteen days of the due

date is subject to a 10% penalty. See Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-37(5) (1972, as
amended). Each installment of compensation is to be paid beginning on the 14th
day of disability with additional installments due each fourteen days thereafter.
Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-37(2). To illustrate, if the disability begins on January 1,
the first installment of compensation is due on January 14; if that payment is not
made by January 28, then the penalty is applicable.
The penalty can be avoided by (1) paying the amount due within fourteen
days of the due date; (2) controverting the right to compensation benefits within
fourteen days of the employer’s notice of the injury by filing a Form B-52,
Employer’s Notice of Controversion (See Section 6.3.f); or (3) proving that the
inability to make payments was due to circumstances beyond the control of the
employer.
If an installment of compensation payable under the terms of an award is
not paid within 14 days of the due date, the penalty is 20%. Miss. Code Ann.
§71-3-37(6).
In addition to penalties for late payments, the Commission can determine
that interest might also be payable on late installments of compensation.
9.7.

OVERPAYMENTS
If the employer has made advance payments of compensation, it shall be

entitled to be reimbursed out of any unpaid installment or installments of
compensation due. Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-37(11) (1972, as amended).
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9.8.

CHILD SUPPORT LIENS
Child and spousal support liens against workers’ compensation benefits are

enforceable. See Miss. Code Ann §71-3-129 (1972, as amended). A lien against
the wages of a claimant served on the employer is not the same thing as a valid
and enforceable lien against the claimant’s workers’ compensation benefits, but
that notice should serve as a requirement to further investigate the obligation to
honor the attempted lien. A lien formally attaches to workers’ compensation
benefits once the Mississippi Department of Human Services, Division of Child
Support Enforcement, obtains the lien in the court of appropriate jurisdiction.
Notice of that lien, once established, must then be filed (my mail or fax) with the
Executive Director of the Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Commission. The
Commission Executive Director then puts the employer/carrier on notice of the
lien, and, once that notice is received by the employer/carrier, the lien attaches
to the workers’ compensation benefits payable to that claimant. The parties are
deemed to have notice of the lien within five days of the mailing and the lien
shall attach to all workers’ compensation benefits that are thereafter payable.
If payments are ongoing, the appropriate child support department may
send an income withholding order. It will specify the monthly payments as well
as provide weekly and bi-weekly breakdowns. There are limits as to how much
can be withheld from the benefits, however.

Child support payments are

excepted from the limits on normal garnishments in Miss. Code Ann. §85-3-21
(1972, as amended).

For child support payments, limits are established as

follows:
If the employee is supporting a spouse or dependent other than the
dependent named in the Order, the maximum is 50% of disposable income;
If the employee is not supporting a spouse or dependent other than the
dependent named in the Order, the maximum is 60% of disposable income;
If the payment is in arrears for more than 12 weeks, those limits get a 5%
bump to 55% and 65%, respectively.
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Child and spousal support liens are the only liens against workers’
compensation benefits that are enforceable pursuant to Miss. Code Ann §71-3-43
(1972, as amended).
Obligations in the event of a settlement: The Commission, pursuant to
an official notice dated June 26, 2012, has been working with the Mississippi
Department of Human Services (DHS) to establish a uniform policy regarding the
handling of support liens in cases that are being settled. That policy notice is
found on the Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Commission website at
http://www.mwcc.state.ms.us/pdf/Child%20Support%20Web%20Policy.pdf. In
summary, the policy places on the employer/carrier the responsibility for
withholding the proceeds needed to satisfy a support lien and to pay those
proceeds directly to the Department of Human Services, or to a support obligee
who has his or her own attorney and is not using the DHS to help with collection.
If the DHS has negotiated the amount of the lien with the parties, a written
confirmation from the DHS regarding that compromise of the lien is required by
the Commission before approval of the settlement. Note, however, that the
employer/carrier still has the obligation to withhold the necessary proceeds to
satisfy the lien in the situation involving lien compromise.
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Chapter 10
CATEGORIES OF DISABILITY
There are four categories of disability benefits and they will each be
discussed briefly in turn. Disability is defined under the Act as “the incapacity
because of injury to earn the wages which the employee was receiving at the
time of injury in the same or other employment, which incapacity and the extent
thereof must be supported by medical findings.” Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-3(i)
(1972, as amended). Disability benefits are therefore conditional on a medical
opinion to the effect that the injury prohibits or impairs the claimant from
working on either a temporary or permanent basis.
10.1.

TEMPORARY TOTAL DISABILITY
Temporary Total Disability (TTD) benefits are discussed in Miss. Code Ann.

§71-3-17(b) (1972, as amended), and are generally payable when the employee
is completely unable to work because of injury but the disability is not expected
to be permanent. Installments of compensation are payable every fourteen
days (although weekly payments are permissible).
The weekly maximum changes annually but the weekly minimum is
$25.00. A complete listing of the applicable maximum and minimum
compensation

rates

is

on

the

MWCC

website

http://www.mwcc.state.ms.us/#/maximumBenefitMileageRatesChart.

at
Each

category of benefits (i.e. TTD, TPD, PPD, or PTD) is payable for a maximum of
450 weeks. However, the overall indemnity maximum discussed in Section 9.5
will be reached in a single 450-week period at the weekly maximum.
As previously noted, there is a five-day waiting period for benefits unless
the disability lasts longer than fourteen days. Temporary total disability is
essentially a medical issue in that if medical opinions support the inability to
return to work, then benefits would be payable. Conflicting medical opinions on
this issue are often a source of contention and the basis for controversion and
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litigation. The resolution of such disputes is often fact intensive.
The first installment is due on the fourteenth day after the employer has
notice of the disabling injury or death and is paid bi-weekly thereafter until the
claimant is released to return to work full duty, placed at maximum medical
improvement (MMI) or returns to work in any capacity.
An Order from the Commission is not usually required to suspend TTD
benefits, but suspending benefits without an appropriate reason could be
problematic from a bad faith standpoint. In two similar circumstances, an Order
authorizing the suspension of benefits must be obtained if the basis for the
suspension of benefits is an assertion that the claimant is (1) unreasonably
refusing to submit to medical treatment or (2) unreasonably refusing to submit to
an examination at the instance of the employer/carrier. In those instances, a
hearing is first required to determine whether claimant’s refusal to do either is
unreasonable. Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-15(1), Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-37(3) (1972,
as amended) and MWCC Rule 1.9.
PRACTICE POINT: The suspension of benefits issue usually comes up at
the point when a claimant is at maximum medical recovery or is released to
return to work. Suspending benefits without an Order when neither of those
contingencies has occurred can be particularly problematic from a bad faith
standpoint. In addition, automatically suspending benefits when those
contingencies occur can also be problematic in those cases, as examples, where
there is an issue of permanent disability, conflicting medical opinions on the
release, or multiple body parts involved and claimant is only at maximum medical
recovery from a part of his injury. To further illustrate, in scheduled member
disability cases, the employer/carrier owe at a minimum the medical impairment
rating. (As an example, if a claimant is released to return to work with a 10%
impairment rating to an arm, 10% of 200 weeks or 20 weeks is also due at a
minimum so those benefits should continue. See Chapter 9.3.a for a discussion
of those benefits).
Also, in body-as-a-whole cases such as back injuries, which are more fully
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discussed in Chapter 9.3.b, a “big picture” analysis must be made to see if
benefits should be suspended at maximum medical recovery or release to return
to work. As examples: Does the claimant have permanent work restrictions?
Can the employer accommodate the restrictions? Has the employer terminated
the claimant? A decision to terminate benefits is too important to adopt an
“always or never” approach to handling this issue.

A decision to terminate

benefits that is designed to use the superior economic weight of the
employer/carrier to force the claimant to settle his case for less than it might be
worth can be fuel for a bad faith case, and a claims professional should carefully
evaluate facts and analyze a decision to terminate benefits. That analysis might
also include advice of counsel if uncertainty prevails on the appropriate decision
to take.
Form B-18 is the MWCC form used to inform the Commission and the
claimant that his benefits have started, stopped, restarted, or changed to a
different category.
It is possible that the employer will pay claimant’s regular salary in lieu of
compensation benefits, and that is permissible. However, those payments must
be reported to the Commission on a B-18 and B-31 as well.
PRACTICE NOTE: If an employer pays salary in lieu of compensation on a
case involving more than five days lost time, the claim becomes a lost time claim
that must be reported to the Commission. A B-31 will need to be filed in order
for the statute of limitations to beginning running. The case is not a “medical
only” just because the employer pays salary in lieu of compensation.
10.2.

TEMPORARY PARTIAL DISABILITY
Temporary Partial Disability (TPD) benefits are payable when the employee

sustains a partial disability before maximum medical recovery. It is usually found
in those cases where claimant returns to work with temporary work restrictions
and, due to the injury, is unable to earn the same wages he was earning prior to
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the injury. Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-21 (1972, as amended). The benefit is
calculated by taking the pre-injury average weekly wage minus the wage-earning
capacity after the injury times 66 2/3%. The TPD benefit is subject to the same
maximum limitations as to TTD benefits, but there is no applicable minimum
weekly benefit. Examples: A claimant’s pre-injury weekly wage was $500. After
the injury (and before maximum medical recovery) claimant had a wage earning
capacity of $200. The TPD benefit would be calculated as follows: $500 - $200
= $300 x 66 2/3rds % = $200.00 per week. Assume instead the AWW of $500
but claimant returns to work at $490 per week. The benefit is arguably $6.67
per week or 66 2/3rds% of the $10 per week difference in his pre- and postinjury wages.
A common question dealing with TPD benefits is what to do if a claimant
has been released to return to light duty work, and the employer is willing and
able to accommodate the restrictions, but the claimant refuses to return to work.
Arguably TPD benefits are not owed because claimant is under a duty to make a
reasonable effort to return to work.

At the same time, if the employer is

unwilling to or unable to accommodate the light duty work restrictions, claimant’s
benefits probably continue at the same rate paid for TTD.
MWCC Form B-18 is the form used to notify the MWCC and the claimant
about the payment of TPD benefits.
10.3.

PERMANENT PARTIAL DISABILITY
Permanent Partial Disability (PPD) benefits are payable after the claimant

attains maximum medical improvement and is left with a disability that is less
than total but nonetheless permanent. See Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-17(c) (1972,
as amended). Permanent partial disability benefits fall into two categories: those
involving scheduled injuries and those involving non-scheduled injuries, or what
are generally referred to as "body as a whole" cases. There are similarities as
well as differences in the analysis and payment of these benefits. PPD for certain
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body parts likes arms, legs, hands, feet, eyes, etc. are “scheduled” members,
while injuries not included in the schedule, such as back or head injuries, are
“body as a whole” injuries.
10.3.a. SCHEDULED MEMBER INJURIES
Scheduled member PPD benefits are in addition to temporary disability
benefits and begin once a claimant is at maximum medical improvement. The
value of the impairment is a reflection of the claimant’s “industrial loss of use” of
the scheduled member. For a partial loss of use of a scheduled member, the
benefit is calculated by applying the percentage of industrial loss of use of the
scheduled member to the applicable number of weeks in the schedule, and those
benefits are then paid out at the same compensation rate paid for TTD (2/3rds of
the AWW subject to the weekly maximum). Unless ordered by the Commission,
they are not to be paid in a lump sum but should be paid out biweekly (although
weekly payments are also permissible).
USE OF AMA GUIDELINES: The permanent impairment rating obtained
from the claimant’s doctor should be calculated according to the latest edition of
the Guidelines to the Evaluation of Permanent Impairment published by the
American Medical Association, currently in its Sixth edition. See General Rule
IV.A. of the Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Medical Fee Schedule.
The medical impairment rating stated by the treating physician is not,
however, the only factor to be considered in evaluating the industrial loss of use
of the scheduled member, and often times a claimant is entitled to more than
just the permanent impairment rating.

The value of a scheduled member

permanent disability is based on a number of factors taken together including
claimant’s age, education, training, work experience, transferrable work skills,
and post-injury work history and earnings. The employer/carrier owe at least the
medical impairment rating to the scheduled member even if the industrial loss of
use is less than the rating.

Stated differently, a claimant is entitled to the
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greater of (1) the functional or medical impairment or (2) the industrial loss of
use of the scheduled member. Ard v Marshall Durbin Companies, Inc., 818 So.
2d 1240 (Miss. 2002).

In general terms, if the scheduled member injury

prohibits a claimant from performing the substantial acts of his usual
employment, the whole scheduled member can be awarded. There are even
instances where permanent total disability can be awarded where the scheduled
member impairment prohibits a claimant from returning to any work for which he
is capable when considered in light of those factors identified above.
To calculate the amount payable for a scheduled member PPD rating, the
doctor should first calculate the permanent impairment rating pursuant to the
latest edition of the AMA Guidelines to the Evaluation of Permanent Impairment.
Once that number is established, multiply the percentage loss of the scheduled
member times the number of weeks allowed for total loss of the scheduled
member and pay benefits for that number of weeks at the claimant’s applicable
compensation rate beginning with the date of maximum medical improvement.
To illustrate, the leg is worth 175 weeks under the Act. Assume a compensation
rate of $400 and a 10% PPD rating to the leg. Benefits would be calculated as
follows: 175 weeks x 10% = 17.5 weeks x compensation rate of $400 to be paid
out biweekly. Recall, however, that the real issue is not just the impairment
rating, and if this rating represents a 25% industrial loss of use of the scheduled
member, the number of weeks payable would be 175 weeks x 25% or 43.75
weeks at the claimant’s compensation rate.
PPD benefits are supposed to be paid biweekly. Weekly payments can by
made although monthly payments cannot be made unless ordered by the
Commission. The agreement to pay PPD benefits is reported to the Commission,
with notice to the claimant, on Form B-18. The clamant can request that the
Commission allow future benefits to be paid in a lump sum payment by filing
form B-19, Application for Lump Sum Payment. Upon receipt of the Order and
the lump sum calculation from the Commission, payment should be made within
fourteen days of the Order date.
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Inasmuch as it is often difficult to determine the exact amount payable for
injuries to scheduled members without having a hearing and determination by an
Administrative Judge, these cases are often settled on a compromise basis
pursuant to Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-29 (1972, as amended), and MWCC Rule
2.15.

These compromise settlements, which often also include a closure of

medical, are referred to as 9(i) settlements, a reference to the original code
section nomenclature when the law was first passed. Any settlement is subject
to approval by the Commission, and a licensed Mississippi attorney must be
retained by the employer/carrier to prepare the proper paperwork and present
the settlement to the Commission. The claimant does not have to be represented
in such a settlement, but if he is not, the Commission will interview him or her
(usually in person, but sometimes by telephone), to make sure that the
settlement is in his/her best interests. The MWCC has established a number of
specific rules regarding settlements and those rules may be obtained from the
MWCC

website:

http://www.mwcc.state.ms.us/pdf/memotoattorneys.pdf.

Changes effective January 18, 2018 related to settlements are also included in
Commission Rule 2.15. See Section 14.1 for further discussion of settlements.
A chart showing the number of weeks payable for scheduled members
follows. Other specific provisions are included in the Act relating to amputations
of fingers and toes, hearing loss, and loss of sight that should be consulted. See
Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-17(c) (1972, as amended). It is important to note that
the impairment rating for a partial loss of use of a schedule member must be
determined by a licensed medical doctor. A quick listing of the number of weeks
scheduled for most of the “scheduled members” is as follows:
Arm
Leg
Hand
Foot
Eye
Thumb
First finger
Great toe
Second finger

200 weeks
175 weeks
150 weeks
125 weeks
100 weeks
60 weeks
35 weeks
30 weeks
30 weeks

Third finger
Toe other than great toe
Fourth finger
Testicle, one
Testicle, both
Breast, female, one
Breast, female, both
Loss of hearing, 1 ear
Loss of hearing, both ears

20 weeks
10 weeks
15 weeks
50 weeks
150 weeks
50 weeks
150 weeks
40 weeks
150 weeks
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10.3.b. BODY AS A WHOLE INJURIES
The permanent partial disability benefits for non-scheduled injuries such as
those involving the back, head, or heart are calculated differently but have some
commonality with the scheduled member awards. The claimant is entitled, in
those cases, to two-thirds of his/her loss of wage earning capacity payable over
450 weeks. See Miss. Code Ann §71-3-17(c)(25) (1972, as amended). Please
note that such benefits are not calculated by multiplying 450 weeks by the
permanent impairment rating as might be done in scheduled member cases.
Also, the loss of wage earning capacity percentage may be more or less than the
medical impairment rating and, in some instances, a claimant might receive
permanent total disability benefits even though he/she had only a partial
disability rating.
A formula to follow as a starting point in calculating PPD benefits to the
body as a whole is the average weekly wage of the claimant, times the percent of
his/her loss of wage earning capacity, times 66 2/3rds percent, for 450 weeks.
Again, the concept of loss of wage earning capacity encompasses a review of
multiple factors such as the claimant’s age, education, training, work experience,
transferrable work skills, post-injury efforts to find a job, and actual work history
and earnings, all in an effort to evaluate claimant’s ability to earn wages on the
open labor market. The net result of that kind of analysis is that the outcome is
quite subjective. An award is not limited to an impairment rating.
To illustrate the calculation of benefits, assume the claimant has a back
injury and is left with a 15% anatomical impairment rating.

His pre-injury

average weekly wage is $500. If he has a 15% loss of wage earning capacity
consistent with the rating, the amount payable is calculated as follows: $500
times 15% ($75.00) times 2/3rds ($50.00) for 450 weeks. The benefit would
total $22,500, but is supposed to be paid bi-weekly unless the Commission
orders a lump sum payment (or a 9(i) settlement is reached).
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The calculation is easy to conceptualize and implement once the percent
loss of wage earning capacity is known. The harder part is the analysis of how to
establish the percentage of loss of wage earning capacity. Since the award is
supposed to be a reflection of how the injury has affected claimant’s ability to
earn wages on the open labor market, the analysis is subjective. Whatever the
loss of wage earning capacity percent turns out to be, however, the formula is
the same. If it is 25% loss of wage earning capacity, the benefit is calculated as
follows: $AWW x 25% x 2/3rds payable for 450 weeks. If it is a 50% loss of
wage earning capacity, the benefit is calculated as follows: $AWW x 50% x
2/3rds payable for 450 weeks. The formula remains the same with the variable
being a change in the assumed percent loss of wage earning capacity.

The

benefit is not calculated by taking a percent of 450 weeks.
Although Mississippi contemplates the payment of PPD benefits to the body
as a whole based on a loss of the capacity to earn wages due to the injury,
sometimes the result is a reflection of a comparison of the pre-injury and postinjury earnings. Although those decisions do not appear to analyze the capacity
to earn wages issue, it is another way to look at a potential result. If the preinjury AWW is $500 and the post-injury AWW is $300, a potential result is 2/3rds
of the difference for 450 weeks. $500 - $300 = $200 x 2/3rds = $133.33 for
450 weeks.
The $25.00 per week minimum is not applicable for partial disability cases,
but the same weekly maximum for temporary total disability does apply. See
Commission Rule 1.13 for additional provisions applicable to paying PPD benefits
at the same rate as TTD being considered an acceptable acceleration of
payments.
There are some presumptions to consider in evaluating these cases, all of
which are considered rebuttable:
A.

If claimant returns to work at the same wage he/she was earning

before the injury date, it is presumed that claimant has no loss of wage earning
capacity; claimant can rebut that presumption, however, by showing that his
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post-injury earnings are not a reliable basis for evaluating the capacity to earn
wages on the open labor market. Proof that claimant is only receiving sympathy
wages, or that the job is only temporary, or other similar factors, could still yield
an award for benefits.
B.

If an employer refuses to allow a claimant to return to work after

maximum medical improvement and claimant presents himself for reemployment at that time, there is a presumption that the claimant is totally
disabled. That presumption can be rebutted, however, by proof that there was
another legitimate reason the claimant was not rehired other than the refusal to
accommodate the injury. As an example, proof that the claimant violated an
established employment policy, such as failing to abide by the drug free work
place policy, or violating an established “no call, no show” policy, could be
adequate to rebut that presumption.
C.

If the claimant fails or refuses to make a legitimate effort to return to

work, there is a presumption that the claimant has sustained no loss of wage
earning capacity.
10.3.c. SERIOUS HEAD OR FACIAL DISFIGUREMENT
A claimant who sustains serious head or facial disfigurement is entitled to a
payment not to exceed $5,000.00. No such award can be made, however, until
a lapse of one year from the injury date that caused the disfigurement. See Miss
Code Ann. §71-3-17(c) (24) (1972, as amended). The parties are permitted to
agree on the amount to be paid and report it on a B-18 or the claimant can go to
the Commission on a Tuesday or Wednesday and have the Commission make the
determination of the amount due.
10.4

PERMANENT TOTAL DISABILITY
Permanent Total Disability (PTD) benefits are not payable for life but are

subject to the same 450-week limitation, weekly minimums and maximums, and
overall dollar maximum referenced above. PTD is payable for loss, either by
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amputation or total loss of use, of both arms, legs, hands, feet, eyes, or any
combination, and in other cases as the facts may appear. Miss. Code Ann. §713-17(a) (1972, as amended). The “other cases” provision is where PTD comes
up most frequently, and in its simplest form, PTD is payable when an employee is
unable, because of the injury, to return to any reasonable employment for which
he is trained by education, training or experience. PTD could be the result even if
the injury concerns only the loss of or loss of use of a single scheduled member.
The analysis is always focused on how the injury has affected a claimant’s ability
to earn wages on the open labor market, and a review of multiple factors such as
the claimant’s age, education, training, work experience, transferrable work
skills, post-injury efforts to find a job, and actual work history and earnings, is all
a part of the analysis on the extent of disability.
From a claims handling standpoint, the benefit is calculated by taking 66
2/3% of the claimant’s average weekly wage, subject to the maximum and
minimum compensation rates applicable for TTD. Installments of compensation
are payable every fourteen (14) days unless otherwise ordered by the
Commission. In some cases, the permanent and total nature of the disability is
apparent at the time of injury and benefits are therefore commenced
immediately.

In most cases, however, benefits are paid for a period of

temporary total disability and at some later date, it is determined that PTD is
due. In these cases, the employer/carrier take credit for the number of weeks
previously paid for temporary disability and pay the balance of the remaining 450
weeks for PTD. As an example, if the claimant has been paid fifty weeks of TTD
when he is found to be at MMI and deemed PTD, the employer/carrier would get
credit for the previously paid 50 weeks and owe an additional 400 weeks to be
paid because the total disability has existed since the beginning of the claim.
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Chapter 11
DEATH BENEFITS
Death benefits are payable only for a maximum of 450 weeks and are
subject to the same minimum and maximum weekly compensation rates as
disability cases.

As with disability benefits, the statute contemplates the

payment of benefits on a bi-weekly basis unless otherwise ordered by the
Commission. Benefits payable are set forth in Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-25 (1972,
as amended) and include the following:
11.1.

$1,000 IMMEDIATE PAYMENT
An immediate lump sum payment of one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) is

owed to the surviving spouse.
11.2.

FUNERAL ALLOWANCE
Reasonable funeral expenses, not to exceed five thousand dollars

($5,000.00), are owed on behalf of the decedent. The benefit is payable even if
the funeral expenses were paid by any other insurance or collateral sources.
11.3.

WEEKLY BENEFITS TO DEPENDENTS
A surviving spouse and minor children are conclusively presumed

dependent on the decedent.

They are in a priority category for the death

benefits and will take to the exclusion of any other dependents. A surviving
spouse is entitled to 35% of the decedent’s average weekly wage and each child
is entitled to 10% of the decedent’s average weekly wage, so long as the total
payable to all dependents does not exceed 66 2/3% of the decedent’s average
weekly wage.
If there is no surviving spouse, each child gets 25% of the decedent’s
average weekly wage, subject to the overall 66 2/3% for all dependents
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combined.

If the surviving spouse remarries, the surviving spouse’s death

benefit is suspended and each child’s rate is increased from 10% to 15%.
Children above age 18 may be entitled to benefits if they are incapable of
self-support by reason of mental or physical disability or if they are under age 23
and remain a full-time student. The Commission may, in its discretion, require
the appointment of a guardian for the purpose of receiving the compensation of a
minor dependent, but usually payments are made to the surviving parent who is
considered under Mississippi law to be the “natural guardian.”
If the surviving spouse and children do not take the full 66 2/3% of the
decedent’s AWW, then other dependents of the decedent such a parents,
grandparents, brothers, and sisters may qualify. Dependency is not presumed,
and each would have to prove at least a partial dependency on the decedent at
the time of the decedent’s death. Each such dependent would be entitled to 15%
of the decedent’s average weekly wage, but remember that they are in a
secondary category and are paid only if the amount payable to the surviving
spouse and minor children is less than 66 2/3rds% of the decedent’s AWW.
As an example, assume a decedent leaves as dependents a surviving
spouse, 3 children and his mother. The widow’s portion is 35% and each child is
10% for a total of 65%. In that scenario, the decedent’s mother would be paid 1
2/3rds% of the decedent’s AWW since it is the amount between the 65% for the
priority beneficiaries and 66 2/3rds percent of the AWW.
The $25 minimum payment has been held to be applicable to all
beneficiaries collectively and not to each individual death beneficiary.
If the total percentage of the decedent’s AWW for all beneficiaries
collectively exceeds 66 2/3rds, the benefits are distributed based on a
proportionate basis.

Assume the decedent had a $600 AWW giving him a

maximum compensation rate of $400, and he leaves a widow and 5 children. In
that instance, the total percentage of the AWW would be 85% (35% + 10% +
10% + 10% + 10% + 10%), but the benefit is subject to a maximum of 66
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2/3rds %. In that scenario, the widow’s portion would be 35/85ths of $400 and
each child’s portion would be 10/85ths of the $400 compensation rate.
Since benefits for each child stop at age 18 (unless he/she remains a fulltime student or is incapable of self-support because of a mental or physical
disability), once the benefits for a child stop, it is necessary to recalculate each
benefit. In other words, in our assumed scenario above, once the first child’s
benefits stop, the widow’s portion is recalculated at 35/75ths of $400 and each
child’s portion is 10/75ths of $400. When the next child’s benefits stop, the
widow’s portion becomes to 35% of the $600 AWW and each remaining child
gets 10% of $600 since total percentages for the remaining widow and 3 children
are now only 65%.
Dependency status is determined as of the date of death. Definitions of
“surviving spouse” and “child” in Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-3 (1972, as amended)
must be consulted for careful analysis in most cases. With the modern American
family, it is not unusual to find multiple families with a connection to the
decedent claiming benefits. It is the Claims Professional’s responsibility to do a
thorough investigation into those allegations so the payments are made to the
appropriate parties. This is another instance when consultation with counsel
might be warranted to thoroughly evaluate those issues.
11.3.a

DEATH CLAIMS INVOLVING UNDOCUMENTED WORKERS (ALIENS)

There are special provisions applicable to death claims involving
undocumented workers (still referred to in the statute as “aliens”) who are not
residents (or about to become residents) of the United States or Canada. As an
example of those differences, death beneficiaries living in a foreign country are
limited to the surviving wife and child or children of the decedent (with other
provisions also applicable as a contingency). When confronted with this situation,
consult the specific provisions applicable to cases of this nature in Miss. Code
Ann. §71-3-27 (1972, as amended) and seek advice of counsel.
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11.4.

PAYMENT TO SECOND INJURY FUND
An additional payment due on a death claim, but not a benefit to death

claim beneficiaries, is a payment to the Mississippi Workers’ Compensation
Commission Second Injury Fund. If there are no dependents entitled to benefits,
a $500 payment should be paid to the MWCC. If there are dependents entitled
to benefits, the payment due to the MWCC is $300; however, that payment can
be suspended by the MWCC once the amount of money accumulated in the Fund
exceeds a statutorily established level. See Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-73 (1972, as
amended).
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Chapter 12
MEDICAL BENEFITS
Restoring the claimant to good health (and thus gainful employment) is a
primary objective of the Mississippi Workers' Compensation Law. Miss. CODE ANN.
§71-3-1. To that end, the employer must furnish the claimant all necessary and
reasonable medical services, supplies and other attendance or treatment such as
the nature of the injury and the process of recovery requires. Medical Benefits
under the Mississippi Workers' Compensation Act are unlimited in amount and
have no time limitations unless a statute of limitations proves applicable. Miss.
Code Ann. §71-3-15 (1972, as amended).
12.1.

CHOICE OF PHYSICAN

An employer's obligation in the event of an injury is to tender medical
treatment to the claimant. The claimant's option is to either accept that tender
or to choose his own. Acceptance of the employer's tender of a physician must be
made in writing in order to be enforceable. MWCC Rule 1.9. In addition, a part of
the 2012 amendments provides that a physician shall be deemed to be claimant’s
choice whether or not the claimant had previously “chosen” that physician in
writing, if (1) the claimant had treated with that physician for six months or (2)
had undergone surgery by that physician.
Once the choice is made, the claimant's choice is limited to the chosen
physician and referrals by that physician to one physician in other areas of
specialty. In other words, a general practitioner chosen by the claimant can
make a referral to one orthopedic surgeon, one neurosurgeon, one neurologist,
one psychiatrist, etc., but could not make a referral to two different orthopedic
surgeons.
A chiropractor may be chosen as a treating physician, but the Mississippi
Workers' Compensation Medical Fee Schedule limits chiropractic treatment to
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fifteen visits or treatment for thirty days, whichever occurs first, unless additional
treatment is authorized by the employer/carrier.

See Mississippi Workers'

Compensation Medical Fee Schedule, Therapeutic Services, X.
Claimant's choice of physician is limited to an area reasonably convenient
to the injury or the residence of the claimant.
PRACTICE POINT: An open discussion with claimant about physician choice issues
is encouraged to avoid misunderstanding and added expense. Remember that
the Commission can still permit a change of physician after the physician choice
has been established, so a pragmatic analysis of these issues is recommended.
12.1.a. SELECTION OF DME VENDOR, PHARMACY VENDOR
An interesting point involving choice issues is that the Mississippi Workers'
Compensation Medical Fee Schedule gives to the employer/carrier control over
the vendor to be used for durable medical equipment. However, the selection of
a pharmacy vendor is left to the claimant.

See Mississippi Workers'

Compensation Medical Fee Schedule, General Rules XI and Pharmacy Rules III.
B.
12.1.b. SELECTION OF DIAGNOSTIC TESTING FACILITIES
The selection of appropriate providers for diagnostic testing or analysis,
including but not limited to CAT scans, MRI, x-ray, lab, physical and occupational
therapy, work hardening, FCE, back school, chronic pain programs, massage
therapy, EMG/NCV shall be at the direction of the treating or prescribing
physician. In the absence of specific direction from the treating or prescribing
physician, the employer/carrier, in consultation with the treating or prescribing
physician, shall make the selection.
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12.2.

TRAVEL EXPENSE
Travel expense to and from medical treatment is the responsibility of the

employer/carrier, and there is no minimum distance to travel before the
obligation to pay accrues. The rate changes regularly consistent with the rate
approved for reimbursement to state employees. See MWCC Rule 1.14. For a
complete

listing

of

the

applicable

mileage

reimbursement

rates,

see

http://www.mwcc.state.ms.us/#/maximumBenefitMileageRatesChart. The Fee
Schedule requires the payer to notify claimant in writing of his or her right to
receive mileage reimbursement, and reimbursement must be paid within 30 days
of the receipt of the request. Failure to do so can result in an assessment of
attorney’s fees, expenses, and a penalty of up to $10,000!
PRACTICE POINT: Remember that the applicable mileage reimbursement rate is
the rate in effect at the time the travel occurs rather than the rate in effect at the
time payment is actually issued.
12.3.

EMPLOYER’S MEDICAL EXAM (EME)
The employer/carrier have the right to have a claimant evaluated by a

physician of their choosing for the purposes of evaluating disability issues, the
necessity or reasonableness of treatment recommended by claimant's treating
physician, and other issues. Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-25 (1972, as amended) and
MWCC Rule 1.9. The procedure to be used is as follows:
(a)

The appointment is scheduled with the treating physician and
notice, in writing, is given to the claimant and the Commission
of the appointment date, time, place, etc.

(b)

The claimant's travel expense to and from the scheduled evaluation
at the applicable mileage rate must be prepaid.

(c)

Once the evaluation has been completed, all of the expenses in
connection with same must be paid and a copy of the report
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setting forth the physician's findings must be provided to both
the claimant and the Commission.
There may be instances where an employer is entitled to an evaluation by
more than one physician. As an example, if a claimant alleges both back and
psychiatric injuries, an evaluation by separate specialists for those different
problems might be obtainable. Also, there may be a situation where an EME for
the purpose of evaluating whether or not a person needs surgery is obtained and
then, a year or so later after the surgery has been performed, another
examination to evaluate whether disability is ongoing may be permitted. The
Commission will obviously not permit an abuse of the procedure, however, and
the focus is on what is “reasonable” under the circumstances.
As referenced in Chapter 12.9 of this guide, there is a two-day time
limitation for notifying a provider of the intent to use an EME in lieu of precertification.
12.4.

INDEPENDENT MEDICAL EXAM (IME)
Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-15(2) (1972, as amended) provides that the

Commission may order the worker to submit to an independent medical
evaluation (“IME”) when it suspects a treating or examining physician may not
have correctly estimated the extent or duration of disability or for other issues
such as appropriate treatment protocols to be provided. The Commission
generally requests the evaluating physician to do an extensive review of all prior
medical records relating to the work injury, to order diagnostic procedures as
needed, and to submit a written report of the findings of the evaluation. The
Commission may use an IME as a “tie-breaker” to resolve a dispute between
physicians offering different opinions about a worker's disability or necessity of
certain medical treatment. The employer/carrier must pay for the evaluation.
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12.5.

EX PARTE COMMUNICATIONS WITH MEDICAL PROVIDERS
Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-15(6) (1972, as amended) specifically provides that

medical treatment obtained in connection with a workers’ compensation claim is
not privileged information.

Case law has had a significant impact on that

provision, however, and once a case becomes controverted, case law indicates
that there can be no ex parte, or one sided, communications with the medical
providers. The fruit of such inappropriate contact with the medical providers
could be that the information obtained is not admissible in a hearing. The rule of
law is tied to the idea that such is inappropriate discovery under established
rules.

Arguably, other problems could also be flow from such inappropriate

contact.
PRACTICE NOTE: The prohibition against ex parte communications with
medical providers is not applicable to such things as obtaining medical records
and bills or, usually, dealing with pre-certification of testing and treatment issues.
Whether the activity is done by the claims professional or by a nurse case
manager, the professional is encouraged to not have one-sided communications
with medical providers to avoid these problems in controverted cases.
Conferencing with the medical providers when claimant is not present or writing
to the providers and not copying claimant’s attorney is not the way to handle
claims appropriately under the law as currently interpreted. Writing the medical
providers to ask the necessary questions and copying the claimant’s attorney
with that letter can still permit the claims professional to obtain information
regarding claimant’s injuries, however. The issue often comes up as well in
cases where the claimant is represented but the case is not yet controverted, and
claimant’s attorney requests that no ex parte communications take place with the
medical providers. Although technically the rule of law is not applicable in noncontroverted cases, ignoring the request will only result in a controversion to
invoke the rule, and that will only add legal expense to the claim and impair the
claims professional’s working relationship with the attorney.
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12.6.

HIPAA COMPLIANT MEDICAL AUTHORIZATION
Although the medical privilege is statutorily minimized in workers’

compensation cases as noted above, and the HIPAA regulations specifically
provide that they are not applicable to workers’ compensation cases, the Claims
Professional is encouraged to request that a claimant sign and return a HIPAA
compliant medical authorization. Many medical practitioners are reluctant to
release medical information, which is necessary to properly handle the claim,
without the authorization. See provisions on the MWCC WEB site relating to the
HIPAA issues at http://www.mwcc.state.ms.us/pdf/HIPAAWebNotice.pdf. Also
see the provisions on the website of the U. S. Department of Health & Human
Services

related

to

disclosures

for

workers’

compensation

purposes:

http://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/privacy/guidance/disclosuresworkers-compensation/index.html
12.7.

TREATMENT BY VA HOSPITAL OR PAID FOR BY GOVERNMENT
Sometimes a claimant’s medical treatment is obtained at a Veterans

Administration Hospital or at the expense of the State Division of Medicaid or the
Mississippi Department of Rehabilitation Services. Pursuant to Commission Rule
1.9, the employer/carrier are not liable for that treatment UNLESS the officials at
those facilities fully comply with Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-15 (1972, as amended)
and the Commission Rules. With recent changes required by the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services relating to Medicaid, this rule as it relates to
Medicaid may no longer be the final word related to a claim by Medicaid for
reimbursement as discussed in Chapter 14.5 of this Guide.
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12.8.

MEDICAL PAYMENTS BY HEALTH INSURANCE PROVIDERS
If medical treatment for a work-related injury is paid for by a health

insurance carrier, that health carrier may put the employer/carrier on notice of
its lien, and the employer/carrier may reimburse the health carrier. Payment to
the health carrier shall be considered payment of the employer/carrier’s
obligation to pay for medical expenses under the workers’ compensation law.
See Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-15(7) (1972, as amended).
12.9.

MISSISSIPPI WORKERS’ COMPENSATION FEE SCHEDULE
The Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Medical Fee Schedule was

established pursuant to statutory authority under Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-15(3)
(1972, as amended) and adopted pursuant to Commission Rule 1-12. It provides
rules and regulations for reimbursement of services provided to the workers’
compensation claimant. It includes maximum allowances for medical procedures,
as well as rules for appropriate services and determination of medical necessity.
A significant provision included in the statute authorizing the establishment
of the Fee Schedule is that a medical provider is not permitted to “balance bill” a
claimant for the charges of the medical provider that exceed the reimbursable
amount specified in the Fee Schedule. See Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-15(3) (1972,
as amended).
12.9.a. WHERE TO OBTAIN FEE SCHEDULE
The Fee Schedule has been amended by the MWCC several times since its
first implementation, and the latest version was adopted effective November 12,
2016. http://www.sos.ms.gov/ACProposed/00022323b.pdf. It can be purchased
at https://www.optum360coding.com/Product/46440/.
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12.9.b. ISSUES ADDRESSED IN THE FEE SCHEDULE
The Fee Schedule is a comprehensive document spanning more than 1200
pages. A discussion of every point included in the Fee Schedule is not the intent
of this publication, but a few important points and time frames will be mentioned.
The Fee Schedule addresses numerous issues including important things such as,
but not limited to:


Rules/guidelines to provide and pay for medical treatment;



Maximum reimbursement levels;



Utilization review;



Peer Review to determine medical necessity;



Pre-certification;



Procedures considered to be investigational and not reimbursable;



Deposition/witness fees;



Medical report fees;



Billing Guidelines;



Impairment ratings;



Out-of-state services;



Authorized providers;



Medical records requirements;



Provider rights for reconsideration and dispute resolution; and



Reimbursement requirements.

12.9.c. PRE-CERTIFICATION
One early distinction is important: utilization review companies provide
certification for proposed treatment while claims professionals provide approval
for those services to be rendered. The claims professional sometimes will be
called upon to overrule a pre-certification opinion.

Care must be taken in

overruling an approval as denying procedures without a compelling and
legitimate reason when the pre-certification opinion favors approval can be fuel
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for a bad faith lawsuit. Many claims organizations recognize the need to override
the pre-certification only when it is in favor of approving the procedure.
Under Fee Schedule Utilization Rule I, specific procedures requiring
utilization review are listed to include;
a.

Inpatient admissions;

b.

Surgical procedures;

c.

Repeat MRI and other similar studies;

d.

Pain Management;

e.

Chiropractic treatment in excess of fifteen visits or thirty days;

f.

Psychiatric treatment.

When a medical provider requests authorization to proceed with treatment,
initial review determination must be made within two (2) business days of
receiving the review request. Fee Schedule Utilization Rule IV A. Also see the
MWCC’s Notice Regarding Utilization Review Rules dated August 13, 2015 which
is

incorporated

into

the

Fee

Schedule

by

reference.

http://www.mwcc.state.ms.us/pdf/utilizationreviewnotice.pdf
If the Provider chooses to obtain an Employer’s Medical Exam (EME) in lieu
of pre-certification, notice of such election must be given to the Provider within
the same 2-day period applicable to a utilization review.
Failure to follow the required timelines with an ultimate determination of
the requested treatment in favor of the provider could result in the imposition of
penalties, attorneys and expenses.
When an initial determination is made to certify the service, notification
shall be provided within at least one (1) business day or before service is
scheduled, whichever occurs first. If initial determination to certify is provided by
phone, written confirmation shall be provided within two (2) business days
thereafter.
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12.9.d.

APPEALS FOR DENIALS OF PRE-CERTIFICATION

When a determination is made to not certify the procedure, the ordering
medical provider should be notified by phone within one (1) business day with
written notification within one (1) business day thereafter. Written notification
must include the principal reason for determination not to certify and instructions
regarding how to complete an appeal.
The Medical Services Provider has the right to either an expedited or
standard appeal:
An expedited appeal is appropriate when denial of services interrupts
current treatment (i.e. the patient is in the hospital and additional days to stay in
the hospital are denied). The provider has right to an appeal response within one
(1) business day.
A standard appeal is just that: “standard”. It requires notification of the
decision regarding the appeal to the provider within twenty (20) days.
After this appeals process, if the payer and medical provider cannot agree
on the appropriate resolution of the dispute, either party can appeal to the Cost
Containment Division of the Commission within twenty (20) days following the
conclusion of the underlying appeal process described above.
It is important to note that failure to timely notify the medical provider of
the decision regarding the requested service shall be deemed an approval by the
payer, and shall obligate the payer to reimburse the provider in accordance with
the fee schedule. Notification can be by mail, fax, email or phone (followed by
written notification), as long as provided within the applicable time periods set
forth in the Fee Schedule. As earlier indicated, failure to follow the required rules
and denying certification of procedures consistent with the Fee Schedule rules
can result in the imposition of penalties, attorneys and expenses.
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12.9.e.

RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW

The failure to obtain pre-certification shall not, of itself, result in denial of
payment for the services. Instead, the payer, if requested to do so by the
provider within one (1) year of the date of service, shall conduct a retrospective
review of the services, and if the payer determines that the services would have
been pre-certified if it had been timely sought, the payer shall reimburse the
provider according to the Fee Schedule, less a 10% penalty (computed as 10% of
the total allowed reimbursement). Fee Schedule General Rules IX. E.
12.9.f.

PROVIDER’S RESPONSIBILITIES

The medical provider must file appropriate billing forms and necessary
supporting documentation within thirty days of rendering services. The required
documentation is mandatory and must support medical necessity. Late billings
are subject to discounts (a onetime 10% discount if over sixty days late) and
penalties (not to exceed 1 ½% per month). Billing & Reimbursement Rule II(B).
Providers must include with their bills the medical records supporting the
charges. Medical records must include:


Office notes;



Progress notes



Lab, x-ray and diagnostic test results;



Physical medicine evaluation and treatments;



Operative reports;



Consult reports;



Impairment rating (projected and actual);



Anticipated MMI date.

A plan of care should be included and should address:


The disability;



Degree of restoration anticipated;



Measurable goals;
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Specific therapies to be used;



Frequency and duration of treatments to be provided;



Anticipated return to work date;



Projected impairment.

Facilities must submit:


Admission History and Physical;



Discharge summary;



Operative reports;



Pathology/lab reports;



Radiology reports;



Consult reports;



Other dictated reports; and



Emergency room records.

See Fee Schedule Billing and Reimbursement Rules I.
12.9.g.

FEES FOR COPY EXPENSES

The above listed records are to be provided at no cost to the payer. Any
additional records requested may warrant a copy fee as follows: $20.00 for the
first 20 pages; $1.00 per page for pages 21—100; $0.50 per page for everything
thereafter. Added to these charges are 10% of the total charge for postage and
handling and an additional $15.00 for retrieving records stored off premises.
There may also be up to 10% of this amount added for postage and handling,
and/or $ 15.00 for obtaining records from an off-the-premise site.
charges apply regardless of the media/storage system used.

These

In-patient

admissions are reimbursable at the same levels subject to a maxim reimbursable
allowance of $100.00 per admission.

Charges for copies of x-ray films are

$10.00 per film. Providers should provide these records within 14 working days
of the request. See Fee Schedule Billing and Reimbursement Rules II.
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12.9.h.

PAYER’S RESPONSIBILITIES

Properly submitted bills (with the required supporting documentation) must
be paid within thirty days of receipt. If not fully paid within thirty days, the
provider is also entitled to be paid interest (not to exceed 1 ½% per month) and
penalties (a one-time 10% if over sixty days late). Fee Schedule Billing &
Reimbursement Rule III(D).
When part of a bill is disputed, the undisputed portion must be paid within
thirty days of receipt of the properly submitted bill with supporting
documentation. The Payer must notify the Provider of the basis for the dispute
within thirty days from its receipt of the bill.

Fee Schedule Billing &

Reimbursement Rule III(E).
12.9.i.

FACILITY FEE ISSUES

The Payer must reimburse a hospital within 30 days of receipt of a valid
claim form (with supporting documentation) if prepayment review criteria are
met. If additional mandatory documentation is requested, the Payer must
make payment within 30 days of its receipt of the additional documentation, if
criteria are otherwise met.

Fee Schedule Billing & Reimbursement Rule

IV(A)(2). When a hospital bill is found to be correct or has been corrected, it
must be paid within thirty (30) days. If it is not paid when due, interest (1 ½%
per month) must be added to the payment and, if still not paid after sixty days,
an additional 10% penalty must be added to the payment.
12.9.j.

EXPLANATION OF REVIEW

When any payment is made, an Explanation of Review (EOR) must
accompany the payment. When the Payer’s reimbursement differs from the
amount billed, the EOR must be provided within thirty days of receipt of the bill.
Fee Schedule Billing & Reimbursement Rule V(A).
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12.9.k.

REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION

If the medical provider challenges the conclusion regarding the
reimbursable amount under the Fee Schedule, the medical provider must make a
written request for reconsideration within thirty days from its receipt of the EOR
or other written documentation evidencing the basis for the dispute. Fee
Schedule Billing & Reimbursement Rule VI(B).
The payer must provide notification of its decision on the requested
reconsideration to the requesting party within thirty days after receipt of the
request for reconsideration. Fee Schedule Billing & Reimbursement Rule VI(C).
If the Payer finds that the Provider’s request for reconsideration is well
taken, the additional payment should be made within the same thirty day period
as notification of outcome mentioned above. The additional payment shall
include interest from original due date of payment and the additional 10%
penalty, if applicable.
Failure of the Provider to seek reconsideration within the established time
shall bar any further reconsideration of the bill or other issue unless the
Commission, for good cause, extends that time period; however, the time shall
never be extended by more than thirty additional days. Fee Schedule Billing &
Reimbursement Rule VI(E).
12.9.l.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION

The Fee Schedule includes significant Dispute Resolution Rules to which the
readers are referred as all of the details are too cumbersome to be incorporated
into this summary. In brief summary, a request for resolution of a dispute may
be filed with the Cost Containment Division of the Commission. Following review,
the Cost Containment Division of the Commission shall render an administrative
decision.
An appeal to the Commission is permissible thereafter within 20 days of the
decision of the Cost Containment decision. Failure to timely request Commission
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review shall bar further review. No extension of this time shall be allowed. If no
request for review to the Commission is filed, the parties to the dispute shall
have fourteen days thereafter to comply with the final decision of the Cost
Containment Division.
Unless permitted by the Commission to proceed pro se, all parties
participating in a Commission review of the Cost Containment Division are
required to be represented by an attorney licensed in Mississippi.
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Chapter 13
VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
Although Mississippi Law does not have mandatory vocational rehabilitation
for claimants, considerable focus on those issues occurs inasmuch as one of the
stated purposes of the Act is to assist claimants in “their rehabilitation or
restoration to health and vocational opportunity….” See Miss. Code Ann. §71-31, (1972, as amended). Therefore, the Commission also focuses on vocational
rehabilitation, and the claims professional is encouraged to review the
information on the Commission WEB site regarding vocational rehabilitation at
http://www.mwcc.state.ms.us/#/frequentlyAskedQuestions.

In addition, the

Mississippi Department of Rehabilitation Services, http://www.mdrs.state.ms.us/,
can offer assistance in dealing with rehabilitation issues.
In the event a claimant is enrolled in a vocational rehabilitation program,
the employer/carrier have an obligation to pay $25.00 a week for a maximum of
fifty-two weeks during the period of time a claimant is undergoing an approved
vocational rehabilitation program. That payment is in addition to compensation
benefits that are otherwise payable. Miss. Code Ann §§71-3-19 and 71-3-105,
(1972, as amended) and MWCC Rule 2-19.
13.1.

USE OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION PROFESSIONALS
Vocational rehabilitation counselors and case managers are often used by

claims professionals to assist in finding post-injury employment possibilities for a
claimant to consider. In addition, vocational rehabilitation counselors are often
called as expert witnesses in the hearings on cases to offer opinions as to postinjury employability.
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Chapter 14
GENERAL ISSUES
14.1.

SETTLEMENTS
Mississippi workers’ compensation claims can be settled; typically

settlements include a closure of medical as well as indemnity benefits. Miss. Code
Ann §71-3-29 (1972, as amended) is the statutory basis for a compromise
settlement.

These settlements are often referred to as 9(i) settlements, a

reference to the original code section nomenclature when the law was first
passed. All settlements are subject to the approval of the Commission, and a
licensed Mississippi attorney must be retained by the employer/carrier to prepare
the proper paperwork and present the settlement to the Commission. For a
complete summary of the Commission’s requirements related to settlements, see
http://www.mwcc.state.ms.us/pdf/memotoattorneys.pdf.
A claimant does not have to have an attorney to settle his case. If he or
she is not represented, he/she will have to be interviewed by a Commissioner (or
an Administrative Judge) to make sure that the settlement is in the claimant’s
best interests. (See below regarding a change in procedure effective January 18,
2018). The settlement will not be approved if the MWCC finds that the settlement
is not accurately reported; is not completely understood by the claimant; or that
the settlement is not in the best interest of the claimant. The MWCC will approve
the settlement if the facts and settlement terms are accurately reported; the
claimant understands the settlement; and that it is in claimant’s best interest.
If the claimant travels to the Commission to have the settlement
considered, the employer/carrier are to pay claimant’s mileage expense to and
from the interview just as is paid for travel to and from medical treatment. See
Commission Rule 2.15.
Pursuant to a change in Commission Rule 2.15 effective January 18, 2018,
in a settlement involving an unrepresented Claimant, the settlements documents
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and supporting medical or other records must be filed with the MWCC before the
settlement conference at the MWCC is scheduled; after a review of the
documents and records, the MWCC will notify the attorney representing the
employer/carrier by e-mail that the settlement conference can be scheduled.
If an attorney represents a claimant, the interview of the claimant by the
Commission is not required. The Commission processes those settlements based
on the representations of the parties, through their attorneys, although
settlements are not automatically approved as the Commission will still make
sure that the settlement is in the best interest of Claimant.
If the claimant is a minor or is incompetent, the settlement might also have
to be considered by the Chancery Court so that an appropriate person who is
competent can be appointed to represent claimant in a fiduciary capacity before
consideration of the settlement by the Commission.
The Commission usually considers these types of settlements on Tuesdays
and Wednesdays. See Commission Rule 2.15 for additional details and rules
regarding settlements.
A settlement approved by the Commission can be set aside if it is
determined that the settlement was induced by fraud. There is also case law
supporting the proposition that a settlement can be set aside and the case
reopened for other reasons, and fortunately those circumstances rarely occur.
As discussed in Section 9.8, if there is a spousal or child support lien
pending at the time of any settlement, the employer/carrier have the obligation
to withhold proceeds necessary to satisfy the support lien and to pay those
directly to the Mississippi Department of Human Services, or, in some
circumstances, directly to the obligee. See the notice regarding this issue that is
posted

on

the

website

of

the

Commission

http://www.mwcc.state.ms.us/pdf/Child%20Support%20Web%20Policy.pdf.
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at

14.2.

LUMP SUM PAYMENTS
A lump sum payment, as contemplated by Miss. Code Ann §71-3-37(10)

(1972, as amended), is often confused with a “settlement”. Some refer to it as a
"13(j) settlement, but the lump sum payment is neither a settlement nor an
adjudication of any liability.

It is only a vehicle for paying, in a lump sum,

permanent disability or death benefits awarded following a hearing or agreed to
be paid on a form B-18. Recall that benefits are to be paid bi-weekly, unless
otherwise ordered by the Commission, and this is the vehicle used for getting
authority to pay benefits in a partial or full lump sum.

To obtain an Order

Authorizing Lump Sum Payment, the claimant would file a B-19, Application for
Lump Sum payment, and the Commission would consider that application with
the only issue being whether or not the lump sum payment would be in the
claimant’s best interests.
The Commission on Tuesdays or Wednesdays of each week usually
considers lump sum payment applications. See Commission Rule 2.15 for other
provisions regarding lump sum payments.
PRACTICE NOTE: Remember that a 13(j) lump sum payment is not a
settlement of anything. It is only a way to pay in a lump sum weekly benefits
that were either awarded by an Administrative Judge or voluntarily set up to be
paid as shown on a B-18. A compromise 9(i) settlement discussed in section
14.1 above where medical is left open is possible, but that is not a 13(j) lump
sum settlement.
14.3.

SUBROGATION/CLAIMS AGAINST THIRD PARTIES
Under Mississippi Law, a claimant (or his dependents in a death claim) has

a right to pursue a claim for workers’ compensation benefits and a claim against
a third party responsible for causing the injury. See Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-71
(1972, as amended). That third-party claim would be pursued in a court of
general jurisdiction and not before the Commission. When a third-party suit is
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filed, the employer/carrier is authorized by law to intervene in the suit, and a
claims professional should retain legal counsel to pursue the intervention. If
there is a recovery from the third party, it is distributed as follows: the costs of
collection

(including

claimant’s

attorney’s

fees)

are

paid

first;

the

employer/carrier are reimbursed for their compensation and medical expense
payments on the claim; and any balance thereafter belongs to the claimant. The
employer/carrier are also entitled to a credit against any additional liability they
might have to claimant in the workers’ compensation claim up to the amount of
the balance that was paid to the claimant over and above the costs of collection
and the amount used to reimburse the employer/carrier.
The employer/carrier has the right under the statute to pursue the claim
against the third party on its own behalf and in the name of the claimant, but
that rarely happens since the employer/carrier’s claim is heavily dependent on
claimant’s cooperation in the suit. There is a three-year statute of limitations on
most causes of action that could be brought against a third party in these
circumstances. For intentional torts such as an assault, however, the statute of
limitations is one year.
Any settlement of the third party claim is subject to the approval of the
Commission, unless suit has been filed against the third party. In the event the
claimant has filed suit against the third party, the settlement is subject to the
approval of the court in which the suit against the third party is pending. The
established Commission procedures relating to settlements must be followed
regarding

the

settlements

of

third

party

claims:

http://www.mwcc.state.ms.us/pdf/memotoattorneys.pdf. It is also important to
note that in a third party settlement, the third party must have a Mississippi
attorney sign the documents on its behalf; it would be deemed an unauthorized
practice of law for the claims professional to sign the documents.
Some claimant’s counsel will argue that the employer/carrier should not be
reimbursed in a third-party recovery until the claimant is “made whole”, but the
Mississippi Supreme Court specifically rejected that argument in Federated
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Mutual Insurance Company v. McNeal, 943 So.2d, 658 (Miss. 2006).
PRACTICE NOTE: In some cases, the employer/carrier may be called upon
to compromise their lien in the third-party claim. Sometimes it is prudent to do
so, particularly where the liability of the third party is doubtful or when there are
inadequate assets with which to satisfy the entire claim. A pragmatic approach in
dealing with such issues is usually the better course to follow.
14.4.

MEDICARE’S INTERESTS
The Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Commission has not adopted any

rules specifically dealing with the Medicare Secondary Payer Statute, 42 USC
1395(y), a statute designed to keep the nation’s Medicare system viable by
requiring that any other entity who is liable for medical expenses, such as a
workers’ compensation insurance carrier, pay for that medical expense before
Medicare is responsible for that payment. Approval of a settlement of a workers’
compensation claim by the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) is
required: (a) on all workers’ compensation settlements involving a Medicare
beneficiary where the settlement amount is more than $25,000; and, (b) where
the claimant has a reasonable expectation that he will become a Medicare
Beneficiary within thirty months from the date of the settlement AND the
settlement is for more than $250,000. These factors are referred to by CMS as
its “workload management thresholds” and, if the case meets these thresholds,
CMS will be asked to approve a Medicare Set-Aside Arrangement. A Medicare
Set-Aside Arrangement provides or “sets aside” a specified amount of the
settlement proceeds to cover claimant’s future medical expenses for which
Medicare would otherwise be responsible.
Therefore, the settlement of a workers’ compensation claim will often
involve approval by the Commission and by the CMS. There is no requirement as
to which entity must approve the settlement first; as such, that decision is left to
the agreement between the claims professional and claimant.
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Another important issue involving Medicare concerns payments already
made on claimant’s behalf by Medicare for the medical problems associated with
the claim. The CMS calls these “conditional payments” that were made pending
reimbursement by the responsible party such as a workers’ compensation
insurer, and those conditional payments will have to be considered and handled
independently of the Medicare Set-Aside Arrangement for claimant’s future
medical expenses.
14.5.

MEDICAID’S INTERESTS
Medicaid is a “need based” system that sometimes pays medical expenses

for people who have been injured on the job. It is administered by the State of
Mississippi, and payments made by the Division of Medicaid for medical problems
which are related to an on-the-job injury are intended under the law to be the
responsibility of the employer/carrier. Medicaid is supposed to be notified when
a Medicaid recipient files a claim and Medicaid may intervene in the action. A
claimant who fails to cooperate with the Division of Medicaid in its claim against
someone else liable for payment of the medical expenses, such as an
employer/carrier in a workers’ compensation claim, or who fails to pay to the
Division proceeds received by claimant from a “third-party” as provided by the
Mississippi Medicaid Law, will become ineligible for Medicaid benefits. Miss. Code
Ann. §43-13-307 (1972, as amended).
Unlike the Medicare Secondary Payer Statute, discussed in the previous
section, the Mississippi Statutes which authorize and outline the Medicaid system
in Mississippi do not appear to impose any duties on parties to a workers’
compensation settlement relating to medical expenses for treatment to be
obtained in the future. However, Medicaid has the right to recover its payments
already made for a claimant’s medical services out of a recovery in a workers’
compensation and a third-party claim. Miss. Code Ann. §43-13-125 (1972, as
amended). Failure to honor Medicaid’s subrogation rights by an employer/carrier
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could permit Medicaid to recover double the benefits paid by Medicaid and costs
of collection. Miss. Code Ann. §43-13-315 (1972, as amended).
PRACTICE POINT:

The claims professional would be well served to

ascertain whether a claimant is a Medicaid beneficiary prior to the settlement of
any claim in order to insure the finality of the settlement. If the claimant is a
Medicaid recipient at the time of settlement, no compromise is binding upon the
Medicaid Division unless ratified and/or approved by the Division. Miss. Code
Ann. §43-13-125(3) (1972, as amended).
14.6.

SOCIAL SECURITY OFFSETS
The Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Law is silent regarding Social

Security benefits. As such, a claimant’s entitlement to Social Security benefits
does not affect the workers’ compensation benefits payable. However, according
to Section 224 of the Social Security Act, if a claimant receives workers’
compensation benefits and Social Security benefits, the Social Security benefits
will be reduced under rules adopted by the Social Security Administration.
14.7 FRAUD
The pursuit of, or defense of, a claim without reasonable grounds is
contrary to public policy and is discouraged in several ways. There are both civil
and criminal remedies and penalties that can be brought into play.
Under Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-59 (1972, as amended), costs of
proceedings, including attorney’s fees, can be assessed against the party who
institutes or continues a claim without reasonable grounds.

Further, under

paragraph 2 of that code section, and in addition to the costs referenced above, a
civil penalty not to exceed $10,000 may be assessed against the party, the
attorney advising or assisting the party, or both. This administrative remedy is
vested with the Commission.
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Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-69 (1972, as amended) provides that it is a felony
to make a false or misleading statement or representation to obtain or wrongfully
withhold workers’ compensation benefits, punishable by a fine not to exceed
$5000.00, or double the value of the fraud, whichever is greater, or by
imprisonment not to exceed three years, or both fine and imprisonment.
The Mississippi Attorney General operates a Fraud Unit that can be of
assistance in investigating and prosecuting suspected fraud.

Additional

information regarding those efforts is available from the Office of the Attorney
General, http://www.ago.state.ms.us/.
14.8 CLAIMANT’S ATTORNEY FEES
Fees due an attorney representing a claimant are addressed in Miss.
Code Ann. §71-3-63 (1972, as amended) and Commission Rule 2.12. Under
that statute and rule, the attorney is obligated to inform the Commission of
his/her representation of a claimant and get the approval of the Commission
for any fee in excess of $200.00. The Commission cannot approve a fee in
excess of 25% of the recovery, but a court on appeal may approve a higher
fee. Those fees are paid by the claimant out of a recovery and are not in
addition to the benefits due the claimant.
2012 Legislative Amendment—For injuries on or after July 1, 2012,
an attorney is not entitled to recover a fee from benefits voluntarily paid for
temporary or permanent disability; however, any settlement negotiated by
the attorney is not considered a voluntary payment under this provision.
An amendment to MWCC Rule 2.12 effective January 18, 2018 provides
that the allowable 25% attorney’s fee in any proposed settlement must be
calculated only on the amount of the settlement that is not designated for a
Medicare Set Aside arrangement. If, however, in cases where there are no
indemnity benefits payable, the Commission may consider a claimant’s
attorney’s request for payment of attorney fees on a quantum meruit basis.
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Chapter 15
LITIGATION PROCEDURES
The litigation of a claim for benefits is not a matter handled in the courts of
Mississippi, but instead takes place pursuant to Rules of the Mississippi Workers’
Compensation Commission. The trial is held before an Administrative Judge who
is an employee of the Commission. Even in subsequent appeals, there is not a
new trial where additional evidence is offered.
A claimant controverts a case by filing a Petition to Controvert, Form B5,11.

The Commission provides written notice of that filing to the

employer/carrier. In cases in which no indemnity or medical benefits have been
paid, a claimant is required to file medical records supporting the claim along
with the Petition to Controvert; however, if a statute of limitations is about to
run, claimant shall file them within 60 days of the filing of the Petition.
The employer/carrier's Answer, B-5,22, is due within twenty-three days of
the date the Commission mails the Petition to Controvert to the employer/carrier,
and its cover letter will show the date that the Answer is due. The Answer should
be filed by a licensed Mississippi attorney, and should contain any affirmative
defenses that the employer/carrier intend to raise.
The rules of the Commission provide that discovery shall be completed
within one hundred twenty days from the date of notice from the Commission
that the case has been placed on the active docket. Discovery may include
interrogatories, depositions, requests for production of documents, and requests
for admissions.
Either party can file prehearing motions to be heard before the
Administrative Judge.

Motions may be heard in person or by telephone

conference between the parties and the Judge on pre-established motion days or
at the discretion of the Administrative Judge. If a party desires oral argument,
the party should notice the motion for any motion day at least five calendar days
before the motion day.

Emergency hearings can be scheduled in certain
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circumstances consistent with statutory notice requirements and Rules.
Within fifteen days of the expiration of the discovery period, claimant is
required

to

file

a

properly

completed

prehearing

statement.

The

employer/carrier have fifteen days after the filing of claimant’s properly
completed prehearing statement to file a properly completed prehearing
statement. These deadlines can be, and often are, extended. The claimant’s
failure to timely file a prehearing statement may result in the dismissal of the
case. Failure of the employer/carrier to file a timely and complete prehearing
statement can result in a unilateral setting of the case by the claimant. The rules
are designed to have a controverted case tried to a conclusion before the
Administrative Judge within about six months from the date of controversion,
although from a practical standpoint, that rarely occurs.
Generally a prehearing statement contains the following documentation:
(1) claimant’s education and employment history; (2) a description of the
accident and injuries which are alleged; (3) dates and amounts of indemnity
benefits paid; (4) the medical treatment and maximum medical improvement
date; (5) permanent partial impairment rating and restrictions, if any; (6) all
affirmative defenses; (7) the details of disputes regarding unpaid medical
expenses; (8) the claimant’s post-injury job search efforts; (9) the claimant’s
post-injury employment details; (10) any reports regarding vocational efforts and
labor market surveys; (11) stipulations; (12) hearing exhibits; and (13) a
proposed witness list.
After the Pre-Hearing Statements are filed, the case is set for hearing
before the Administrative Judge. The hearing is usually held at one or more
central locations with the territory of each Administrative Judge. The claims
professional handling the claim is required to be present or available to the
Commission by phone during the entirety of the hearing. The evidentiary record
is created at that hearing, and, although the Administrative Judge is not bound
by technical or formal rules of procedure or evidentiary rules, the hearing has the
appearance of a trial, except there is no jury present. The Administrative Judge
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does not usually announce a decision at the hearing but will usually issue a
written order that includes an itemization of the issues, analysis of evidence,
findings of fact, conclusions of law, and an award or denial of benefits. Depending
on the judge and the complexity of the case, the Judge’s decision may be
received anywhere between a week and six months after the hearing.
Once the Administration Judge’s order is written, it becomes final unless,
within twenty days of the date of the decision, either side may file an appeal to
the Full Commission.

The three Commissioners do not generally hear new

evidence sitting in their appellate capacity. The full Commission reviews the
record, considers the briefs of the parties, hears oral arguments (if requested by
the parties and granted by the Commission), and then by written Order either
affirms, reverses, or amends the Administrative Judge's decision.
Within 30 days of the Commission's Order, either party has the right of
appeal that decision to the Mississippi Supreme Court. The Mississippi Supreme
Court, in its discretion, will either hear the appeal or assign it to the Court of
Appeals for final disposition. From a practical standpoint, most workers’
compensation appeals do get referred to the Court of Appeals.

This is an

appellate review and not a trial de novo, and the appeals court is not permitted
to disturb the Commission's findings if its findings are supported by substantial
evidence. After the decision by the Court of Appeals, the Mississippi Supreme
Court can thereafter review the Court of Appeals’ decision by granting certiorari.
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Chapter 16
MEDIATION
Mediation is not mandatory on any case but is permissible by agreement of
the parties. Members of the Workers’ Compensation Section of the Mississippi
Bar Association often serve as mediators, and many of them agree to donate a
part of the fees paid to them to the Kid’s Chance Scholarship Fund, a college
scholarship program designed to assist the children of workers who were
significantly injured or killed on the job. It is not mandatory that Kid’s Chance
Mediators be used for mediation and the parties are free to choose any qualified
mediator.
That said, the panel of mediators approved by the Kids’ Chance program
have received specific training in mediation and were selected based on their
extensive experience with Mississippi workers’ compensation law.

Since its

inception the mediation program has successfully helped parties reach
compromise resolution of thousands of claims.
The decision to mediate and the decision to agree upon settlements is
always voluntary.

Mediation of workers’ compensation claims – like most

litigation – is strongly encouraged and recommended by the judiciary and the
Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Commission.
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Chapter 17
BAD FAITH CLAIMS
17.1.

WHAT IS BAD FAITH?
In Mississippi, courts have recognized a separate cause of action against

employers, carriers, and third-party administrators for a “bad faith” denial of a
claim—a potentially dangerous issue that should not be taken lightly. “Bad faith”
breach of contract is often described as the willful or intentional denial of a claim,
or a part of a claim, without reasonable grounds, where the denial reflects an
intent to injure the claimant or was made in reckless disregard of the claimant’s
rights. Southern Farm Bureau Casualty Ins. Co. v. Holland, 469 So.2d 55, 59
(Miss. 1985).
carrier.

The cause of action can lie against the employer as well as the

Luckett v. Mississippi Wood Inc., 481 So. 2d 288 (Miss. 1985).

Damages recoverable in such a suit are not a part of the workers' compensation
system and the cases are not tried before the Commission but in state or federal
court.

Mississippi Power & Light Co. v. Cook, 832 So. 2d 474 (Miss. 2002)

illustrates the exposure in such cases because the jury awarded $150,000 for
actual damages, $5,000,000 for punitive damages and a large attorney’s fee. On
appeal, the punitive award was somewhat reduced but bad faith cases can be
very expensive due to the exposure to a punitive damage award. Cook, 832
So.2d 474 (Miss. 2002).
AmFed Companies, LLC v Jordan, 34 So3d 1177 (Miss. App. 2009), cert
granted, 31 So.3d 1217 (Miss. 2010) is a recent example of a bad faith
determination and verdict where the thrust of the alleged wrongdoing was a
delay of about 11 weeks in making a payment.
Mississippi imposes an affirmative duty on employers, carrier and thirdparty administrators to perform a reasonable and prompt claim investigation.
Bankers Life & Cas. Co. v. Crenshaw, 483 So. 2d 254 (Miss. 1985). What
constitutes a “reasonable” investigation will vary on a case-by-case basis but
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will typically require that all relevant witnesses be interviewed and all relevant
documents (especially relevant medical records) be obtained. Eichenseer v.
Reserve Life Ins. Co., 682 F. Supp. 1355 (N.D. Miss. 1988). See also,
Crenshaw at 271-73. The claim investigation should allow for a realistic
evaluation of the claim and decision. If the claim is owed, benefits should be
promptly paid. If the claim is to be denied, then there is an affirmative duty
to honestly advise the claimant why the claim has been denied. Even after a
claim is denied there is an ongoing duty to reevaluate and reconsider if new
evidence develops.
Unfortunately, mistakes can and will happen. Claims personnel are
human and it is important to remember that clerical errors and inadvertence
do NOT represent bad faith conduct. Universal Life Ins. Co. v. Veasley, 610
So. 2d 290 (Miss.1982). General negligence, unaccompanied by malice, does
not rise to the level of bad faith conduct. Consolidated Am. Life Ins. Co. v.
Touche, 410 So.2d 1303 (Miss. 1982). Moreover, as mentioned throughout
these materials, seeking and relying on the advice of counsel is not only good
claim investigation but can also provide protection from a subsequent punitive
damage claim if the claim decision is incorrect. Murphree v. Federal Ins. Co.,
707 So.2d 523 (Miss.1997). Reliance on objectively reasonable legal advice in
making a claim decision will almost always prevent a conclusion that the
denial was make in bad faith.
Punitive damages, when awarded, are designed to punish the wrongdoer
and to set an example to keep others from committing a similar wrong. Effective
in 2004, statutory limits were imposed on punitive damages based on the net
worth of the defendant.

Miss. Code Ann §11-1-65 (1972, as amended).

Nevertheless, modest punitive damage awards can be staggering in comparison
to the relatively limited benefits involved in most compensation claims. Punitive
damages awards, and the potential for such in bad faith causes of action, cannot
be overemphasized.
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The potential for bad faith exposures can be reduced through a focus on
timely, informed, and reasonable claims handling practices. Unnecessary delays
in the processing of claims are the primary basis for such suits, and legitimate
disputes can become disastrous bad faith suits by the simple failure to follow
through on the completion of a prompt and thorough investigation so that an
informed and timely decision can be made.
17.2.

SUGGESTIONS FOR AVOIDING BAD FAITH
To avoid “bad faith” suits, it is recommended that the claims professional

(1) encourage prompt reporting of injuries; (2) act with a sense of urgency in the
proper handling of the claim; (3) complete a prompt and thorough investigation
of the claim; (4) have a legitimate and arguable basis for any denial; (5) act with
a commitment to competent, rational, and objective professionalism; and (6)
seek advice of counsel before issuing a denial.
Some other common-sense points to consider include the following:
A.

Do not write disparaging comments about the claimant or his claim

that could be considered as anything less than an unbiased professional analysis
of the facts and the application of law to those facts.
B.

Be open minded and objective in analyzing the law and the facts on

every claim. Thinking the answer to a question is “always or never this or that”
is generally a path that can become problematic.
C.

Consider having committee reviews that include the adjuster,

supervisor, manager, and defense attorney before issuing a denial. Again, advice
of counsel is a powerful defense to bad faith cases and should be part of the
claim decision process.
D.

Avoid delays in the processing of each claim. Unexplained delays in

processing benefits and failing to communicate issues can lead to problems.
With a focus on quality claims handling practices rooted in rational and
objective professionalism, the claims professional will avoid the pitfalls of “bad
faith” allegations.
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Chapter 18.
2012 LEGISLATIVE CHANGES
Interspersed throughout this Guide are references to the 2012 legislative
changes that are applicable to injuries that occur on or after July 1, 2012.
Injuries that occurred before July 1, 2012, are to be paid pursuant the law in
effect at the time of that injury. In an effort to include all of the changes in a
single list for quick reference, please note the following:


The legislation requires that the evidentiary field in workers’ compensation
cases be level and not favor either the claimant or the employer/carrier. It
eliminates the tradition upon which the workers’ compensation system was
formed to the effect that the claimant gets the benefit of the doubt in
furtherance of the “beneficent purposes of the Act.”



The “purpose of the Workers’ Compensation Act” is amended to provide
that the law is designed to pay timely disability benefits for legitimate
claims, to pay reasonable and necessary medical expenses related to the
injury, and to encourage a return to work.



In cases in which no indemnity or medical benefits have been paid, the
claimant is required to file medical records in support of a claim along with
the Petition to Controvert. If the statute of limitations is coming close to
running, Claimant is allowed 60 days to file the appropriate medical records
after filing the Petition to Controvert.



The Apportionment defense is amended to return to pre-1988 case law.
Apportionment is the reduction of permanent disability or death benefits
based upon the proportion to which a pre-existing condition contributes to
the

permanent

disability

or

death.

The

change

specifies

that

apportionment is applicable without having to prove that the pre-existing
condition had affected claimant’s employability before the injury.


Provisions regarding “choice of physician’ were amended to provide that a
physician (1) who has treated a claimant for 6 months or (2) performed
surgery on the claimant is deemed to be claimant’s physician choice
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whether or not the claimant had documented that choice in writing.


Benefits increases:
o The facial disfigurement maximum is increased from $2000.00 to
$5000.00.
o In a death claim, the surviving spouse’s lump sum payment is
increased from $250.00 to $1000.00 and the funeral benefit is
increased from $2000.00 to $5000.00.
o A claimant enrolled in a vocational rehabilitation program is entitled
to an additional benefit of $25.00 per week for a maximum of 52
weeks, (an increase from $10.00 per week).



A claimant’s attorney is not allowed to recover a fee from benefits
voluntarily paid by the employer/carrier for temporary or permanent
disability. Settlements are specifically excluded from that prohibition.



The intoxication defense is revised in a significant way:
o No compensation is payable if the use of alcohol or drugs (including
illegal drugs as well as prescription drugs taken inconsistent with the
instructions of the prescribing physician) is the proximate cause of
the injury.
o The employer has the right to request that a claimant undergo a
drug or alcohol test.
o A rebuttable presumption is created that the use of drugs or alcohol
was the proximate cause of the injury in the event of a positive test
revealing:


A blood alcohol content of .08% or greater;



An illegally used drug; or



A prescription drug taken contrary to the prescribing
physician’s orders.

o If a claimant refuses the drug test, it is presumed that one of the
above reasons was the proximate cause of the injury.
o Once the presumption arises, it is the claimant’s burden to prove
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that the drug or alcohol use was not a contributing factor in causing
the injury.


The Commission is required to issue a statement detailing these changes
which must be posted by an employer adjacent to the “Notice of Workers’
Compensation Coverage” that is required to be posted by all employers.
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EPILOGUE
This Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Claims Guide is designed to provide
claims and other professionals with an outline of the basic provisions in the
Mississippi Workers’ Compensation law, and every issue cannot be thoroughly
addressed. No guide of this nature should be treated as a substitute for advice
from competent legal counsel, so every professional is encouraged to consider
seeking such advice when confronted with an unusual situation or if there is
uncertainty as to the correct steps that should be taken on a claim.
To reiterate what was stated at the outset of this Guide, it is not to be
construed as an official publication of the Mississippi Workers’ Compensation
Commission. Cases are usually fact intensive and the law is continually evolving,
and it is not the intent for this guide to be construed as the Commission’s official
pronouncement of the law on any issue.
The Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Educational Association, Inc.
(MWCEA), the publisher of this Guide, is a non-profit entity whose purposes
include the dissemination of information related to Mississippi Workers’
Compensation Law and the education of those interested in that area of the law.
The MWCEA does not provide legal advice or services, nor is it involved in the
adjudication of any disputes. The MWCEA may be contacted by mail at Post
Office Box 13508, Jackson, Mississippi 39236; by email at info@mwcea.com; or
by phone at 601.987.4200 to speak to the Chairman of the Mississippi Workers’
Compensation Commission.
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GENERAL PROVISIONS
' 71-3-1. Citation; purpose; construction.
This chapter shall be known and cited as "Workers' Compensation Law," and shall be
administered by the workers' compensation commission, hereinafter referred to as the
"commission," cooperating with other state and federal authorities for the prevention
of injuries and occupational diseases to workers and, in event of injury or occupational
disease, their rehabilitation or restoration to health and vocational opportunity; and
this chapter shall be fairly construed according to the law and the
evidence.
Wherever used in this chapter, or in any other statute or rule or regulation affecting
the former workmen's compensation law and any of its functions or duties:
(a) The words "workmen's compensation" shall mean "workers' compensation";
and
(b) the word "commission" shall mean the workers' compensation commission.
*For injuries after July 1, 2012: ' 71-3-1.
(1) This chapter shall be known and cited as "Workers' Compensation Law," and shall
be administered by the Workers' Compensation Commission, hereinafter referred to as
the "commission," cooperating with other state and federal authorities for the prevention
of injuries and occupational diseases to workers and, in event of injury or occupational
disease, their rehabilitation or restoration to health and vocational opportunity; and this
chapter shall be fairly and impartially construed and applied according to the law and the
evidence in the record, and, notwithstanding any common law or case law to the
contrary, this chapter shall not be presumed to favor one party over another and shall not
be liberally construed in order to fulfill any beneficent purposes.
(2) Wherever used in this chapter, or in any other statute or rule or regulation
affecting the former Workmen's Compensation Law and any of its functions or duties:
(a) The words "workmen's compensation" shall mean "workers' compensation";
and
(b) The word "commission" shall mean the Workers' Compensation Commission.
(3) The primary purposes of the Workers' Compensation Law are to pay timely
temporary and permanent disability benefits to every worker who legitimately suffers a
work-related injury or occupational disease arising out of and in the course of his
employment, to pay reasonable and necessary medical expenses resulting from the workrelated injury or occupational disease, and to encourage the return to work of the worker.
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' 71-3-3. Definitions.
Unless the context otherwise requires, the definitions which follow govern the
construction and meaning of the terms used in this chapter:
(a) "Person" includes an individual, firm, voluntary association or a corporation.
(b) "Injury" means accidental injury or accidental death arising out of and in the
course of employment without regard to fault which results from an untoward
event or events, if contributed to or aggravated or accelerated by the
employment in a significant manner. Untoward event includes events causing
unexpected results. An untoward event or events shall not be presumed to have
arisen out of and in the course of employment, except in the case of an
employee found dead in the course of employment. This definition includes
injuries to artificial members, and also includes an injury caused by the willful
act of a third person directed against an employee because of his employment
while so employed and working on the job, and disability or death due to
exposure to ionizing radiation from any process in employment involving the use
of or direct contact with radium or radioactive substances with the use of or
direct exposure to roentgen (X-rays) or ionizing radiation. In radiation cases
only, the date of disablement shall be treated as the date of the accident.
Occupational diseases, or the aggravation thereof, are excluded from the term
"injury," provided that, except as otherwise specified, all provisions of this
chapter apply equally to occupational diseases as well as injury.
(c) "Death," when mentioned as a basis for the right to compensation, means
only death resulting from such an injury.
(d) "Employee" means any person, including a minor whether lawfully or
unlawfully employed, in the service of an employer under any contract of hire or
apprenticeship, written or oral, express or implied, provided that there shall be
excluded there from all independent contractors and especially any individual
performing service in, and at the time of, the sale of newspapers or magazines
to ultimate consumers under an arrangement under which the newspapers or
magazines are to be sold by the individual at a fixed price, the individual's
compensation being based on the retention of the excess of such price over the
amount at which the newspapers or magazines are charged to the individual,
whether or not the individual is guaranteed a minimum amount of compensation
for such service or is entitled to be credited with the unsold newspapers or
magazines returned. A student of an educational institution who, as a part of
such educational institution's curriculum, is receiving practical training at any
facility, who is under the active and direct supervision of the personnel of the
facility and/or an instructor of the educational institution, and who is not
receiving wages as a consequence of participation in such practical training shall
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not be considered an employee of such facility on account of participation in
such practical training.
(e) "Employer," except when otherwise expressly stated, includes a person,
partnership, association, corporation and the legal representatives of a deceased
employer, or the receiver or trustee of a person, partnership, association or
corporation.
(f) "Carrier" means any person authorized in accordance with the provisions of
this chapter to insure under this chapter and includes self-insurers.
(g) "Self-insurer" is an employer who has been authorized under the provisions
of this chapter to carry his own liability on his covered employees without
insuring in a stock or mutual carrier.
(h) "Commission" means the Workers' Compensation Commission.
(i) "Disability" means incapacity because of injury to earn the wages which the
employee was receiving at the time of injury in the same or other employment,
which incapacity and the extent thereof must be supported by medical findings.
(j) "Compensation" means the money allowance payable to an injured worker or
his dependents as provided in this chapter, and includes funeral benefits
provided therein.
(k) "Wages" includes the money rate at which the service rendered is
recompensed under the contract of hiring in force at the time of injury, and also
the reasonable value of board, rent, housing, lodging or similar advantage
received from the employer and gratuities received in the course of employment
from others than the employer. The term "wages" shall not include practical
training received by students of an educational institution as a part of such
educational institution's curriculum.
(l) "Child" shall include a posthumous child, a child legally adopted prior to the
injury of the employee, a child in relation to whom the deceased employee
stood in the place of a parent for at least one (1) year prior to the time of injury
and a stepchild or acknowledged illegitimate child dependent upon the
deceased, but does not include married children unless wholly dependent on
him. "Grandchild" means a child as above defined of a child as above defined.
"Brother" and "sister" include stepbrothers and stepsisters, half brothers and
half sisters, and brothers and sisters by adoption, but does not include married
brothers nor married sisters unless wholly dependent on the employee. "Child,"
"grandchild," "brother" and "sister" include only persons who are under eighteen
(l8) years of age, and also persons who, though eighteen (l8) years of age or
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over, are wholly dependent upon the deceased employee and incapable of selfsupport by reason of mental or physical disability, and also a child eighteen (18)
years of age or older, until his twenty-third birthday, who is dependent upon the
deceased and is pursuing a full-time education.
(m) "Parent" includes stepparents and parents by adoption, parents-in-law or
any person who for more than three (3) years prior to the death of the deceased
employee stood in the place of a parent to him, or her, if dependent on the
injured employee.
(n) The term "surviving spouse" includes the decedent's legal wife or husband,
living with him or her or dependent for support upon him or her at the time of
death or living apart for justifiable cause or by reason of desertion at such time,
provided, however, such separation had not existed for more than three (3)
years without an award for separate maintenance or alimony or the filing of a
suit for separate maintenance or alimony in the proper court in this state. The
term "surviving spouse" shall likewise include one not a legal wife or husband
but who had entered into a ceremonial marriage with the decedent at least one
(1) year prior to death and who, on the date of the decedent's death, stood in
the relationship of a wife or husband, provided there was no living legal spouse
who had protected her or his rights for support by affirmative action as
hereinabove required. The term "surviving spouse" as contemplated in this
chapter shall not apply to any person who has, since his or her separation from
decedent, entered into a ceremonial marriage or lived in open adultery with
another.
(o) The term "adoption" or "adopted" means legal adoption prior to the time of
the injury.
(p) The singular includes the plural and the masculine includes the feminine and
neuter.
(q) It is expressly provided, agreed and understood in determining beneficiaries
under this section that a surviving spouse suffering a mental or physical
handicap and children under the age of eighteen (18) years are presumed to be
dependent.
(r) "Independent contractor" means any individual, firm or corporation who
contracts to do a piece of work according to his own methods without being
subject to the control of his employer except as to the results of the work, and
who has the right to employ and direct the outcome of the workers independent
of the employer and free from any superior authority in the employer to say
how the specified work shall be done or what the laborers shall do as the work
progresses, one who undertakes to produce a given result without being in any
way controlled as to the methods by which he attains the result.
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(s) "Average weekly wage for the state" means an amount determined by the
commission as of October 1 of each year based upon wage and employment
statistics reported to the commission by the Mississippi Employment Security
Commission. Such amount shall be based upon data for the preceding twelvemonth period and shall be effective from and after January 1 of the following
year.
' 71-3-5. Application.
The following shall constitute employers subject to the provisions of this chapter:
Every person, firm and private corporation, including any public service corporation
but excluding, however, all nonprofit charitable, fraternal, cultural, or religious
corporations or associations, that have in service five (5) or more workmen or
operatives regularly in the same business or in or about the same establishment under
any contract of hire, express or implied.
Any state agency, state institution, state department, or subdivision thereof, including
counties, municipalities and school districts, or the singular thereof, not heretofore
included under the Workers' Compensation Law, may elect, by proper action of its
officers or department head, to come within its provisions and, in such case, shall
notify the commission of such action by filing notice of compensation insurance with
the commission. Payment for compensation insurance policies so taken may be made
from any appropriation or funds available to such agency, department or subdivision
thereof, or from the general fund of any county or municipality.
From and after July 1, 1990, all offices, departments, agencies, bureaus, commissions,
boards, institutions, hospitals, colleges, universities, airport authorities or other
instrumentalities of the "state" as such term is defined in Section 11-46-1, Mississippi
Code of 1972, shall come under the provisions of the Workers' Compensation Law.
Payment for compensation insurance policies so taken may be made from any
appropriation or funds available to such office, department, agency, bureau,
commission, board, institution, hospital, college, university, airport authority or other
instrumentality of the state.
From and after October 1, 1990, counties and municipalities shall come under the
provisions of the Workers' Compensation Law. Payment for compensation insurance
policies so taken may be made from any funds available to such counties and
municipalities.
From and after October 1, 1993, all "political subdivisions," as such term is defined in
Section 11-46-1, Mississippi Code of 1972, except counties and municipalities shall
come under the provisions of the Workers' Compensation Law. Payment for
compensation insurance policies so taken may be made from any funds available to
such political subdivisions
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From and after July 1, 1988, the "state" as such term is defined in Section 11-46-1,
Mississippi Code of 1972, may elect to become a self-insurer under the provisions
elsewhere set out by law, by notifying the commission of its intent to become a selfinsurer. The cost of being such a self-insurer, as provided otherwise by law, may be
paid from funds available to the offices, departments, agencies, bureaus, commissions,
boards, institutions, hospitals, colleges, universities, airport authorities or other
instrumentalities of the state.
The Mississippi Transportation Commission, the Department of Public Safety and the
Mississippi Industries for the Blind may elect to become self-insurers under the
provisions elsewhere set out by law by notifying the commission of their intention of
becoming such a self-insurer. The cost of being such a self-insurer, as provided
elsewhere by law, may be paid from funds available to the Mississippi Transportation
Commission, the Department of Public Safety or the Mississippi Industries for the
Blind.
The Mississippi State Senate and the Mississippi House of Representatives may elect to
become self-insurers under provisions elsewhere set out by law by notifying the
commission of their intention of becoming such self-insurers. The cost of being such
self-insurers, as provided elsewhere by law, may be paid from funds available to the
Mississippi State Senate and the Mississippi House of Representatives. The Mississippi
State Senate and the Mississippi House of Representatives are authorized and
empowered to provide workers' compensation benefits for employees after January 1,
1970.
Any municipality of the State of Mississippi having forty thousand (40,000) population
or more desiring to do so may elect to become a self-insurer under provisions
elsewhere set out by law by notifying the commission of its intention of becoming such
an insurer. The cost of being such a self-insurer, as provided elsewhere by law, may
be provided from any funds available to such municipality.
The commission may, under such rules and regulations as it prescribes, permit two (2)
or more "political subdivisions," as such term is defined in Section 11-46-1, Mississippi
Code of 1972, to pool their liabilities to participate in a group workers' compensation
self-insurance program. The governing authorities of any political subdivision may
authorize the organization and operation of, or the participation in such a group selfinsurance program with other political subdivisions, provided such program is
approved by the commission. The cost of participating in a group self-insurance
program may be provided from any funds available to a political subdivision.
Domestic servants, farmers and farm labor are not included under the provisions of
this chapter, but this exemption does not apply to the processing of agricultural
products when carried on commercially. Any purchaser of timber products shall not be
liable for workers' compensation for any person who harvests and delivers timber to
such purchaser if such purchaser is not liable for unemployment tax on the person
harvesting and delivering the timber as provided by United States Code Annotated,
Title 26, Section 3306, as amended. Provided, however, nothing in this section shall be
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construed to exempt an employer who would otherwise be covered under Section 713-5 from providing workers' compensation coverage on those employees for whom he
is liable for unemployment tax.
Employers exempted by this section may assume, with respect to any employee or
classification of employees, the liability for compensation imposed upon employers by
this chapter with respect to employees within the coverage of this chapter. The
purchase and acceptance by such employer of valid workers' compensation insurance
applicable to such employee or classification of employees shall constitute, as to such
employer, an assumption by him of such liability under this chapter without any
further act on his part notwithstanding any other provisions of this chapter, but only
with respect to such employee or such classification of employees as are within the
coverage of the state fund. Such assumption of liability shall take effect and continue
from the effective date of such workers' compensation insurance and as long only as
such coverage shall remain in force, in which case the employer shall be subject with
respect to such employee or classification of employees to no other liability than the
compensation as provided for in this chapter.
An owner/operator, and his drivers, must provide a certificate of insurance of workers'
compensation coverage to the motor carrier or proof of coverage under a self-insured
plan or an occupational accident policy. Any such occupational accident policy shall
provide a minimum of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00) of coverage. Should the
owner/operator fail to provide written proof of coverage to the motor carrier, then the
owner/operator, and his drivers, shall be covered under the motor carrier's workers'
compensation insurance program and the motor carrier is authorized to collect
payment of the premium from the owner/operator. In the event that coverage is
obtained by the owner/operator under a workers' compensation policy or through a
self-insured or occupational accident policy, then the owner/operator, and his drivers,
shall not be entitled to benefits under the motor carrier's workers' compensation
insurance program unless the owner/operator has elected in writing to be covered
under the carrier's workers' compensation program or policy or if the owner/operator
is covered by the carrier's plan because he failed to obtain coverage. Coverage under
the motor carrier's workers' compensation insurance program does not terminate the
independent contractor status of the owner/operator under the written contract or
lease agreement. Nothing shall prohibit or prevent an owner/operator from having or
securing an occupational accident policy in addition to any workers' compensation
coverage authorized by this section. Other than the amendments to this section by
Senate Bill No. 2181, 2006 Regular Session, [FN1] the provisions of this section shall
not be construed to have any effect on any other provision of law, judicial decision or
any applicable common law.
This chapter shall not apply to transportation and maritime employments for which a
rule of liability is provided by the laws of the United States.
This chapter shall not be applicable to a mere direct buyer-seller or vendor-vendee
relationship where there is no employer-employee relationship as defined by Section
71-3-3, and any insurance carrier is hereby prohibited from charging a premium for
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any person who is a seller or vendor rather than an employee.
Any employer may elect, by proper and written action of its own governing authority,
to be exempt from the provisions of the Workers' Compensation Law as to its sole
proprietor, its partner in a partnership or to its employee who is the owner of fifteen
percent (15%) or more of its stock in a corporation, if such sole proprietor, partner or
employee also voluntarily agrees thereto in writing. Any sole proprietor, partner or
employee owning fifteen percent (15%) or more of the stock of his/her corporate
employer who becomes exempt from coverage under the Workers' Compensation Law
shall be excluded from the total number of workers or operatives toward reaching the
mandatory coverage threshold level of five (5).
' 71-3-7. Liability for payment of compensation.
Compensation shall be payable for disability or death of an employee from injury or
occupational disease arising out of and in the course of employment, without regard to
fault as to the cause of the injury or occupational disease. An occupational disease
shall be deemed to arise out of and in the course of employment when there is
evidence that there is a direct causal connection between the work performed and the
occupational disease.
Where a preexisting physical handicap, disease, or lesion is shown by medical findings
to be a material contributing factor in the results following injury, the compensation
which, but for this paragraph, would be payable shall be reduced by that proportion
which such preexisting physical handicap, disease, or lesion contributed to the
production of the results following the injury.
(a) Apportionment shall not be applied until the claimant has reached maximum
medical recovery.
(b) The employer or carrier does not have the power to determine the date of
maximum medical recovery or percentage of apportionment. This must be done
by the attorney-referee, subject to review by the commission as the ultimate
finder of fact.
(c) After the date the claimant reaches maximum medical recovery, weekly
compensation benefits and maximum recovery shall be reduced by that
proportion which the preexisting physical handicap, disease, or lesion
contributes to the results following injury.
(d) If maximum medical recovery has occurred before the hearing and order of
the attorney-referee, credit for excess payments shall be allowed in future
payments. Such allowances and method of accomplishment of the same shall be
determined by the attorney-referee, subject to review by the commission.
However, no actual repayment of such excess shall be made to the employer or
carrier.
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No compensation shall be payable if the intoxication of the employee was the
proximate cause of the injury, or if it was the willful intention of the employee to
injure or kill himself or another.
Every employer to whom this chapter applies shall be liable for and shall secure
the payment to his employees of the compensation payable under its provisions.
In the case of an employer who is a subcontractor, the contractor shall be liable
for and shall secure the payment of such compensation to employees of the
subcontractor, unless the subcontractor has secured such payment.
*For injuries after July 1, 2012: ' 71-3-7.
(1) Compensation shall be payable for disability or death of an employee from
injury or occupational disease arising out of and in the course of employment, without
regard to fault as to the cause of the injury or occupational disease. An occupational
disease shall be deemed to arise out of and in the course of employment when there is
evidence that there is a direct causal connection between the work performed and the
occupational disease. In all claims in which no benefits, including disability, death and
medical benefits have been paid, the claimant shall file medical records in support of
his claim for benefits when filing a petition to controvert. If the claimant is unable to
file the medical records in support of his claim for benefits at the time of filing the
petition to controvert because of a limitation of time established by Section 71-3-35 or
Section 71-3-53, the claimant shall file medical records in support of his claim within
sixty (60) days after filing the petition to controvert.
(2) Where a preexisting physical handicap, disease, or lesion is shown by medical
findings to be a material contributing factor in the results following injury, the
compensation which, but for this subsection, would be payable shall be reduced by
that proportion which such preexisting physical handicap, disease, or lesion
contributed to the production of the results following the injury. The preexisting
condition does not have to be occupationally disabling for this apportionment to apply.
(3) The following provisions shall apply to subsections (1) and (2) of this section:
(a) Apportionment shall not be applied until the claimant has reached
maximum medical recovery.
(b) The employer or carrier does not have the power to determine the date of
maximum medical recovery or percentage of apportionment. This must be done by
the attorney-referee, subject to review by the commission as the ultimate finder of
fact.
(c) After the date the claimant reaches maximum medical recovery, weekly
compensation benefits and maximum recovery shall be reduced by that proportion
which the preexisting physical handicap, disease, or lesion contributes to the results
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following injury.
(d) If maximum medical recovery has occurred before the hearing and order of
the attorney-referee, credit for excess payments shall be allowed in future payments.
Such allowances and method of accomplishment of the same shall be determined by
the attorney-referee, subject to review by the commission. However, no actual
repayment of such excess shall be made to the employer or carrier.
(4) No compensation shall be payable if the use of drugs illegally, or the use of a
valid prescription medication(s) taken contrary to the prescriber's instructions and/or
contrary to label warnings, or intoxication due to the use of alcohol of the employee
was the proximate cause of the injury, or if it was the willful intention of the employee
to injure or kill himself or another.
(5) Every employer to whom this chapter applies shall be liable for and shall
secure the payment to his employees of the compensation payable under its
provisions.
(6) In the case of an employer who is a subcontractor, the contractor shall be
liable for and shall secure the payment of such compensation to employees of the
subcontractor, unless the subcontractor has secured such payment.
' 71-3-9. Exclusiveness of liability.
The liability of an employer to pay compensation shall be exclusive and in place of all
other liability of such employer to the employee, his legal representative, husband or
wife, parents, dependents, next-of-kin, and anyone otherwise entitled to recover
damages at common law or otherwise from such employer on account of such injury or
death, except that if an employer fails to secure payment of compensation as required
by this chapter, an injured employee, or his legal representative in case death results
from the injury, may elect to claim compensation under this chapter, or to maintain an
action at law for damages on account of such injury or death. In such action the
defendant may not plead as a defense that the injury was caused by the negligence of
a fellow servant, nor that the employee assumed the risk of his employment, nor that
the injury was due to the contributory negligence of the employee.
' 71-3-11. Waiting Period.
No compensation except medical benefits shall be allowed for the first five (5) days of
the disability. In case the injury results in disability of fourteen (14) days or more, the
compensation shall be allowed from the date of disability.
' 71-3-13. Maximum and minimum recovery.
(1) Compensation for disability or in death cases shall not exceed sixty-six and twothirds percent (66- 2/3 %) of the average weekly wage for the state per week, nor
shall it be less than Twenty-five Dollars ($25.00) per week except in partial
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dependency cases and in partial disability cases.
(2) Maximum recovery: The total recovery of compensation hereunder, exclusive of
medical payments under Section 71-3-15, arising from the injury to an employee or
the death of an employee, or any combination of such injury or death, shall not exceed
the multiple of four hundred fifty (450) weeks times sixty-six and two-thirds percent
(66- 2/3 %) of the average weekly wage for the state.
' 71-3-15. Medical services and supplies.
(1) The employer shall furnish such medical, surgical, and other attendance or
treatment, nurse and hospital service, medicine, crutches, artificial members, and
other apparatus for such period as the nature of the injury or the process of recovery
may require. The injured employee shall have the right to accept the services
furnished by the employer or, in his discretion, to select one (1) competent physician
of his choosing and such other specialists to whom he is referred by his chosen
physician to administer medical treatment. Referrals by the chosen physician shall be
limited to one (1) physician within a specialty or subspecialty area. Except in an
emergency requiring immediate medical attention, any additional selection of
physicians by the injured employee or further referrals must be approved by the
employer, if self-insured, or the carrier prior to obtaining the services of the physician
at the expense of the employer or carrier. If denied, the injured employee may apply
to the commission for approval of the additional selection or referral, and if the
commission determines that such request is reasonable, the employee may be
authorized to obtain such treatment at the expense of the employer or carrier.
Approval by the employer or carrier does not require approval by the commission. A
physician to whom the employee is referred by his employer shall not constitute the
employee's selection, unless the employee, in writing, accepts the employer's referral
as his own selection. Should the employer desire, he may have the employee
examined by a physician other than of the employee's choosing for the purpose of
evaluating temporary or permanent disability or medical treatment being rendered
under such reasonable terms and conditions as may be prescribed by the commission.
If at any time during such period the employee unreasonably refuses to submit to
medical or surgical treatment, the commission shall, by order, suspend the payment of
further compensation during such time as such refusal continues, and no
compensation shall be paid at any time during the period of such suspension;
provided, that no claim for medical or surgical treatment shall be valid and
enforceable, as against such employer, unless within twenty (20) days following the
first treatment the physician or provider giving such treatment shall furnish to the
employer, if self-insured, or its carrier, a preliminary report of such injury and
treatment, on a form or in a format approved by the commission. Subsequent reports
of such injury and treatment must be submitted at least every thirty (30) days
thereafter until such time as a final report shall have been made. Reports which are
required to be filed hereunder shall be furnished by the medical provider to the
employer or carrier, and it shall be the responsibility of the employer or carrier
receiving such reports to promptly furnish copies to the commission. The commission
may, in its discretion, excuse the failure to furnish such reports within the time
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prescribed herein if it finds good cause to do so, and may, upon request of any party
in interest, order or direct the employer or carrier to pay the reasonable value of
medical services rendered to the employee.
(2) Whenever in the opinion of the commission a physician has not correctly estimated
the degree of permanent disability or the extent of the temporary disability of an
injured employee, the commission shall have the power to cause such employee to be
examined by a physician selected by the commission, and to obtain from such
physician a report containing his estimate of such disabilities. The commission shall
have the power in its discretion to charge the cost of such examination to the
employer, if he is a self-insurer, or to the insurance company which is carrying the
risk.
(3) In carrying out this section, the commission shall establish an appropriate medical
provider fee schedule, medical cost containment system and utilization review which
incorporates one or more medical review panels to determine the reasonableness of
charges and the necessity for the services, and limitations on fees to be charged by
medical providers for testimony and copying or completion of records and reports and
other provisions which, at the discretion of the commission, are necessary to
encompass a complete medical cost containment program. The commission may
contract with a private organization or organizations to establish and implement such a
medical cost containment system and fee schedule with the cost for administering such
a system to be paid out of the administrative expense fund as provided in this chapter.
All fees and other charges for such treatment or service shall be limited to such
charges as prevail in the same community for similar treatment and shall be subject to
regulation by the commission. No medical bill shall be paid to any doctor until all forms
and reports required by the commission have been filed. Any employee receiving
treatment or service under the provisions of this chapter may not be held responsible
for any charge for such treatment or service, and no doctor, hospital or other
recognized medical provider shall attempt to bill, charge or otherwise collect from the
employee any amount greater than or in excess of the amount paid by the employer, if
self-insured, or its workers' compensation carrier. Any dispute over the amount
charged for service rendered under the provisions of this chapter, or over the amount
of reimbursement for services rendered under the provisions of this chapter, shall be
limited to and resolved between the provider and the employer or carrier in
accordance with the fee dispute resolution procedures adopted by the commission.
(4) The liability of an employer for medical treatment as herein provided shall not be
affected by the fact that his employee was injured through the fault or negligence of a
third party, not in the same employ, provided the injured employee was engaged in
the scope of his employment when injured. The employer shall, however, have a cause
of action against such third party to recover any amounts paid by him for such medical
treatment.
(5) An injured worker who believes that his best interest has been prejudiced by the
findings of the physician designated by the employer or carrier shall have the privilege
of a medical examination by a physician of his own choosing, at the expense of the
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carrier or employer. Such examination may be had at any time after injury and prior to
the closing of the case, provided that the charge shall not exceed One Hundred Dollars
($100.00) and shall be paid by the carrier or employer where the previous medical
findings are upset, but paid by the employee if previous medical findings are
confirmed.
(6) Medical and surgical treatment as provided in this section shall not be deemed to
be privileged insofar as carrying out the provisions of this chapter is concerned. All
findings pertaining to a second opinion medical examination, at the instance of the
employer shall be reported as herein required within fourteen (14) days of the
examination, except that copies thereof shall also be furnished by the employer or
carrier to the employee. All findings pertaining to an independent medical examination
by order of the commission shall be reported as provided in the order for such
examination.
(7) Any medical benefits paid by reason of any accident or health insurance policy or
plan paid for by the employer, which were for expenses of medical treatment under
this section, are, upon notice to the carrier prior to payment by it, subject to
subrogation in favor of the accident or health insurance company to the extent of its
payment for medical treatment under this act. Reimbursement to the accident or
health insurance company by the carrier or employer, to the extent of such
reimbursement, shall constitute payment by the employer or carrier of medical
expenses under this section. Under no circumstances, shall any subrogation be had by
any insurance company against any compensation benefits paid under this chapter.
*For injuries after July 1, 2012: ' 71-3-15.
(1) The employer shall furnish such medical, surgical, and other attendance or
treatment, nurse and hospital service, medicine, crutches, artificial members, and
other apparatus for such period as the nature of the injury or the process of recovery
may require. The injured employee shall have the right to accept the services
furnished by the employer or, in his discretion, to select one (1) competent physician
of his choosing and such other specialists to whom he is referred by his chosen
physician to administer medical treatment. Referrals by the chosen physician shall be
limited to one (1) physician within a specialty or subspecialty area. Except in an
emergency requiring immediate medical attention, any additional selection of
physicians by the injured employee or further referrals must be approved by the
employer, if self-insured, or the carrier prior to obtaining the services of the physician
at the expense of the employer or carrier. If denied, the injured employee may apply
to the commission for approval of the additional selection or referral, and if the
commission determines that such request is reasonable, the employee may be
authorized to obtain such treatment at the expense of the employer or carrier.
Approval by the employer or carrier does not require approval by the commission. A
physician to whom the employee is referred by his employer shall not constitute the
employee's selection, unless the employee, in writing, accepts the employer's referral
as his own selection. However, if the employee is treated for his alleged work-related
injury or occupational disease by a physician for six (6) months or longer, or if the
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employee has surgery for the alleged work-related injury or occupational disease
performed by a physician, then that physician shall be deemed the employee's
selection. Should the employer desire, he may have the employee examined by a
physician other than of the employee's choosing for the purpose of evaluating
temporary or permanent disability or medical treatment being rendered under such
reasonable terms and conditions as may be prescribed by the commission. If at any
time during such period the employee unreasonably refuses to submit to medical or
surgical treatment, the commission shall, by order, suspend the payment of further
compensation during such time as such refusal continues, and no compensation shall
be paid at any time during the period of such suspension; provided, that no claim for
medical or surgical treatment shall be valid and enforceable, as against such employer,
unless within twenty (20) days following the first treatment the physician or provider
giving such treatment shall furnish to the employer, if self-insured, or its carrier, a
preliminary report of such injury and treatment, on a form or in a format approved by
the commission. Subsequent reports of such injury and treatment must be submitted
at least every thirty (30) days thereafter until such time as a final report shall have
been made. Reports which are required to be filed hereunder shall be furnished by the
medical provider to the employer or carrier, and it shall be the responsibility of the
employer or carrier receiving such reports to promptly furnish copies to the
commission. The commission may, in its discretion, excuse the failure to furnish such
reports within the time prescribed herein if it finds good cause to do so, and may,
upon request of any party in interest, order or direct the employer or carrier to pay the
reasonable value of medical services rendered to the employee.
(2) Whenever in the opinion of the commission a physician has not correctly
estimated the degree of permanent disability or the extent of the temporary disability
of an injured employee, the commission shall have the power to cause such employee
to be examined by a physician selected by the commission, and to obtain from such
physician a report containing his estimate of such disabilities. The commission shall
have the power in its discretion to charge the cost of such examination to the
employer, if he is a self-insurer, or to the insurance company which is carrying the
risk.
(3) In carrying out this section, the commission shall establish an appropriate
medical provider fee schedule, medical cost containment system and utilization review
which incorporates one or more medical review panels to determine the
reasonableness of charges and the necessity for the services, and limitations on fees
to be charged by medical providers for testimony and copying or completion of records
and reports and other provisions which, at the discretion of the commission, are
necessary to encompass a complete medical cost containment program. The
commission may contract with a private organization or organizations to establish and
implement such a medical cost containment system and fee schedule with the cost for
administering such a system to be paid out of the administrative expense fund as
provided in this chapter. All fees and other charges for such treatment or service shall
be limited to such charges as prevail in the same community for similar treatment and
shall be subject to regulation by the commission. No medical bill shall be paid to any
doctor until all forms and reports required by the commission have been filed. Any
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employee receiving treatment or service under the provisions of this chapter may not
be held responsible for any charge for such treatment or service, and no doctor,
hospital or other recognized medical provider shall attempt to bill, charge or otherwise
collect from the employee any amount greater than or in excess of the amount paid by
the employer, if self-insured, or its workers' compensation carrier. Any dispute over
the amount charged for service rendered under the provisions of this chapter, or over
the amount of reimbursement for services rendered under the provisions of this
chapter, shall be limited to and resolved between the provider and the employer or
carrier in accordance with the fee dispute resolution procedures adopted by the
commission.
(4) The liability of an employer for medical treatment as herein provided shall not
be affected by the fact that his employee was injured through the fault or negligence
of a third party, not in the same employ, provided the injured employee was engaged
in the scope of his employment when injured. The employer shall, however, have a
cause of action against such third party to recover any amounts paid by him for such
medical treatment.
(5) An injured worker who believes that his best interest has been prejudiced by
the findings of the physician designated by the employer or carrier shall have the
privilege of a medical examination by a physician of his own choosing, at the expense
of the carrier or employer. Such examination may be had at any time after injury and
prior to the closing of the case, provided that the charge shall not exceed One Hundred
Dollars ($100.00) and shall be paid by the carrier or employer where the previous
medical findings are upset, but paid by the employee if previous medical findings are
confirmed.
(6) Medical and surgical treatment as provided in this section shall not be deemed
to be privileged insofar as carrying out the provisions of this chapter is concerned. All
findings pertaining to a second opinion medical examination, at the instance of the
employer shall be reported as herein required within fourteen (14) days of the
examination, except that copies thereof shall also be furnished by the employer or
carrier to the employee. All findings pertaining to an independent medical examination
by order of the commission shall be reported as provided in the order for such
examination.
(7) Any medical benefits paid by reason of any accident or health insurance policy
or plan paid for by the employer, which were for expenses of medical treatment under
this section, are, upon notice to the carrier prior to payment by it, subject to
subrogation in favor of the accident or health insurance company to the extent of its
payment for medical treatment under this section. Reimbursement to the accident or
health insurance company by the carrier or employer, to the extent of such
reimbursement, shall constitute payment by the employer or carrier of medical
expenses under this section. Under no circumstances, shall any subrogation be had by
any insurance company against any compensation benefits paid under this chapter.
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' 71-3-17. Compensation for disability.
Compensation for disability shall be paid to the employee as follows:
(a) Permanent total disability: In case of total disability adjudged to be
permanent, sixty-six and two-thirds percent (66- 2/3 %) of the average weekly
wages of the injured employee, subject to the maximum limitations as to weekly
benefits as set up in this chapter, shall be paid to the employee not to exceed
four hundred fifty (450) weeks or an amount greater than the multiple of four
hundred fifty (450) weeks times sixty-six and two-thirds percent (66- 2/3 %) of
the average weekly wage for the state. Loss of both hands, or both arms, or
both feet, or both legs, or both eyes, or of any two (2) thereof shall constitute
permanent total disability. In all other cases permanent total disability shall be
determined in accordance with the facts.
(b) Temporary total disability: In case of disability, total in character but
temporary in quality, sixty-six and two-thirds percent (66- 2/3 %) of the
average weekly wages of the injured employee, subject to the maximum
limitations as to weekly benefits as set up in this chapter, shall be paid to the
employee during the continuance of such disability not to exceed four hundred
fifty (450) weeks or an amount greater than the multiple of four hundred fifty
(450) weeks times sixty-six and two-thirds percent of the average weekly wage
for the state. Provided, however, if there arises a conflict in medical opinions of
whether or not the claimant has reached maximum medical recovery and the
claimant's benefits have terminated by the carrier, then the claimant may
demand an immediate hearing before the commissioner upon five (5) days'
notice to the carrier for a determination by the commission of whether or not in
fact the claimant has reached maximum recovery.
(c) Permanent partial disability: In case of disability partial in character but
permanent in quality, the compensation shall be sixty-six and two-thirds percent
(66- 2/3 %) of the average weekly wages of the injured employee, subject to
the maximum limitations as to weekly benefits as set up in this chapter, which
shall be paid following compensation for temporary total disability paid in
accordance with subsection (b) of this section, and shall be paid to the
employee as follows:
Member Lost
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Number Weeks Compensation

Arm
Leg
Hand
Foot
Eye
Thumb
First finger
Great toe

200
175
150
125
100
60
35
30
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(9) Second finger
(10) Third finger
(11) Toe other than great toe
(12) Fourth finger
(13) Testicle, one
(14) Testicle, both
(15) Breast, female, one
(16) Breast, female, both

30
20
10
15
50
150
50
150

(17) Loss of hearing: Compensation for loss of hearing of one (1) ear, forty (40)
weeks. Compensation for loss of hearing of both ears, one hundred fifty (150) weeks.
(18) Phalanges: Compensation for loss of more than one (1) phalange of a digit shall
be the same as for loss of the entire digit. Compensation for loss of the first phalange
shall be one-half ( 2 ) of the compensation for loss of the entire digit.
(19) Amputated arm or leg: Compensation for an arm or leg, if amputated at or above
wrist or ankle, shall be for the loss of the arm or leg.
(20) Binocular vision or percent of vision: Compensation for loss of binocular vision or
for eighty percent (80%) or more of the vision of an eye shall be the same as for loss
of the eye.
(21) Two (2) or more digits: Compensation for loss of two (2) or more digits, or one
(1) or more phalanges of two (2) or more digits, of a hand or foot may be
proportioned to the loss of the use of the hand or foot occasioned thereby, but shall
not exceed the compensation for loss of a hand or foot.
(22) Total loss of use: Compensation for permanent total loss of use of a member shall
be the same as for loss of the member.
(23) Partial loss or partial loss of use: Compensation for permanent partial loss or loss
of use of a member may be for proportionate loss or loss of use of the member.
(24) Disfigurement: The commission, in its discretion, is authorized to award proper
and equitable compensation for serious facial or head disfigurements not to exceed
Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000.00). No such award shall be made until a lapse of one
(1) year from the date of the injury resulting in such disfigurement.
(25) Other cases: In all other cases in this class of disability, the compensation shall
be sixty-six and two-thirds percent (66- 2/3 %) of the difference between his average
weekly wages, subject to the maximum limitations as to weekly benefits as set up in
this chapter, and his wage-earning capacity thereafter in the same employment or
otherwise, payable during the continuance of such partial disability, but subject to
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reconsideration of the degree of such impairment by the commission on its own motion
or upon application of any party in interest. Such payments shall in no case be made
for a longer period than four hundred fifty (450) weeks.
(26) In any case in which there shall be a loss of, or loss of use of, more than one (1)
member or parts of more than one (1) member set forth in paragraphs (1) to (23) of
this subsection, not amounting to permanent total disability, the award of
compensation shall be for the loss of, or loss of use of, each such member or parts
thereof, which awards shall run consecutively, except that where the injury affects
only two (2) or more digits of the same hand or foot, paragraph (21) of this subsection
shall apply.
*For injuries after July 1, 2012: ' 71-3-17.
Compensation for disability shall be paid to the employee as follows:
(a) Permanent total disability: In case of total disability adjudged to be
permanent, sixty-six and two-thirds percent (66-2/3%) of the average weekly wages
of the injured employee, subject to the maximum limitations as to weekly benefits as
set up in this chapter, shall be paid to the employee not to exceed four hundred fifty
(450) weeks or an amount greater than the multiple of four hundred fifty (450) weeks
times sixty-six and two-thirds percent (66-2/3%) of the average weekly wage for the
state. Loss of both hands, or both arms, or both feet, or both legs, or both eyes, or of
any two (2) thereof shall constitute permanent total disability. In all other cases,
permanent total disability shall be determined in accordance with the facts.
(b) Temporary total disability: In case of disability, total in character but
temporary in quality, sixty-six and two-thirds percent (66-2/3%) of the average
weekly wages of the injured employee, subject to the maximum limitations as to
weekly benefits as set up in this chapter, shall be paid to the employee during the
continuance of such disability not to exceed four hundred fifty (450) weeks or an
amount greater than the multiple of four hundred fifty (450) weeks times sixty-six and
two-thirds percent (66-2/3%) of the average weekly wage for the state. Provided,
however, if there arises a conflict in medical opinions of whether or not the claimant
has reached maximum medical recovery and the claimant's benefits have been
terminated by the carrier, then the claimant may demand an immediate hearing before
the commissioner upon five (5) days' notice to the carrier for a determination by the
commission of whether or not in fact the claimant has reached maximum recovery.
(c) Permanent partial disability: In case of disability partial in character but
permanent in quality, the compensation shall be sixty-six and two-thirds percent (662/3%) of the average weekly wages of the injured employee, subject to the maximum
limitations as to weekly benefits as set up in this chapter, which shall be paid following
compensation for temporary total disability paid in accordance with paragraph (b) of
this section, and shall be paid to the employee as follows:
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Member Lost

Number Weeks Compensation

(1) Arm
(2) Leg
(3) Hand
(4) Foot
(5) Eye
(6) Thumb
(7) First finger
(8) Great toe
(9) Second finger
(10) Third finger
(11) Toe other than great toe
(12) Fourth finger
(13) Testicle, one
(14) Testicle, both
(15) Breast, female, one
(16) Breast, female, both

200
175
150
125
100
60
35
30
30
20
10
15
50
150
50
150

(17) Loss of hearing: Compensation for loss of hearing of one (1) ear, forty
(40) weeks. Compensation for loss of hearing of both ears, one hundred fifty (150)
weeks.
(18) Phalanges: Compensation for loss of more than one (1) phalange of a
digit shall be the same as for loss of the entire digit. Compensation for loss of the first
phalange shall be one-half (1/2) of the compensation for loss of the entire digit.
(19) Amputated arm or leg: Compensation for an arm or leg, if amputated
at or above wrist or ankle, shall be for the loss of the arm or leg.
(20) Binocular vision or percent of vision: Compensation for loss of
binocular vision or for eighty percent (80%) or more of the vision of an eye shall be
the same as for loss of the eye.
(21) Two (2) or more digits: Compensation for loss of two (2) or more
digits, or one (1) or more phalanges of two (2) or more digits, of a hand or foot may
be proportioned to the loss of the use of the hand or foot occasioned thereby, but shall
not exceed the compensation for loss of a hand or foot.
(22) Total loss of use: Compensation for permanent total loss of use of a
member shall be the same as for loss of the member.
(23) Partial loss or partial loss of use: Compensation for permanent partial
loss or loss of use of a member may be for proportionate loss or loss of use of the
member.
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(24) Disfigurement: The commission, in its discretion, is authorized to
award proper and equitable compensation for serious facial or head disfigurements not
to exceed Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00). No such award shall be made until a
lapse of one (1) year from the date of the injury resulting in such disfigurement.
(25) Other cases: In all other cases in this class of disability, the
compensation shall be sixty-six and two-thirds percent (66-2/3%) of the difference
between his average weekly wages, subject to the maximum limitations as to weekly
benefits as set up in this chapter, and his wage-earning capacity thereafter in the
same employment or otherwise, payable during the continuance of such partial
disability, but subject to reconsideration of the degree of such impairment by the
commission on its own motion or upon application of any party in interest. Such
payments shall in no case be made for a longer period than four hundred fifty (450)
weeks.
(26) In any case in which there shall be a loss of, or loss of use of, more
than one (1) member or parts of more than one (1) member set forth in
subparagraphs (1) through (23) of this paragraph (c), not amounting to permanent
total disability, the award of compensation shall be for the loss of, or loss of use of,
each such member or parts thereof, which awards shall run consecutively, except that
where the injury affects only two (2) or more digits of the same hand or foot,
subparagraph (21) of this paragraph (c) shall apply.
' 71-3-19. Maintenance while undergoing vocational rehabilitation.
An employee who as a result of injury is or may be expected to be totally or partially
incapacitated for a remunerative occupation and who, under the direction of the
commission is being rendered fit to engage in a remunerative occupation may, in the
discretion of the commission under regulations adopted by it, receive additional
compensation necessary for his maintenance, but such additional compensation shall
not exceed ten dollars ($10.00) a week for not more than fifty-two (52) weeks.
*For injuries after July 1, 2012: ' 71-3-19.
An employee who as a result of injury is or may be expected to be totally or partially
incapacitated for a remunerative occupation and who, under the direction of the
commission is being rendered fit to engage in a remunerative occupation may, in the
discretion of the commission under regulations adopted by it, receive additional
compensation necessary for his maintenance, but such additional compensation shall
not exceed Twenty-five Dollars ($25.00) a week for not more than fifty-two (52)
weeks.
' 71-3-21. Temporary Partial Disability.
In case of temporary partial disability resulting in decrease of earning capacity, there
shall be paid to the injured employee sixty-six and two-thirds percent (66- 2/3 %) of
the difference between the injured employee's average weekly wages before the injury
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and his wage-earning capacity after the injury in the same or other employment,
subject to the maximum limitations as to weekly benefits as set up in this chapter,
payable during the continuance of such disability but in no case exceeding four
hundred fifty (450) weeks or an amount greater than the multiple of four hundred fifty
(450) weeks times sixty-six and two-thirds percent (66- 2/3 %) of the average weekly
wage for the state.
' 71-3-23. Hernia.
In all cases of claim for hernia, it shall be shown by a preponderance of the evidence:
(a) That the descent or protrusion of the hernia or rupture immediately followed
as the result of sudden effort, severe strain, or the application of force to the
abdominal wall;
(b) That there was severe pain in the region of the hernia or rupture;
(c) That there has been no descent or protrusion of the hernia or rupture prior
to the accident for which compensation is claimed;
(d) That the physical distress resulting from the descent or protrusion of the
hernia or rupture was noticed immediately by claimant, and communicated to
his employer within a reasonable time; and
(e) That the physical distress following the descent or protrusion of the hernia or
rupture was such as to require the attendance of a licensed physician or surgeon
within five (5) days after the injury for which compensation is claimed.
Postoperative hernias shall be considered as original hernias.
In every case of hernia or rupture as above defined, it shall be the duty of the
employer forthwith to provide the necessary and proper medical, surgical, and hospital
care and attention to effectuate a cure by radical operation of said hernia or rupture,
and to pay compensation under the provisions of paragraph (b) of section 71-3-17, not
exceeding, however, a period of twenty-six (26) weeks.
In case the employee shall refuse to permit such operation, it shall be the duty of the
employer to provide all necessary first aid, medical and hospital care and services, to
supply the proper and necessary truss or other mechanical appliance to enable said
employee to resume work, and shall further pay compensation under the provisions of
paragraph (b) of section 71-3-17, not exceeding, however, the period of thirteen (13)
weeks.
In case death results within a period of one year, either from the hernia or rupture or
from the radical operation thereof, compensation shall be paid the dependents as
provided in other death cases under this chapter.
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' 71-3-25. Compensation for death.
If the injury causes death, the compensation shall be known as a death benefit and
shall be payable in the amount and to or for the benefit of the persons following:
(a) An immediate lump sum payment of Two Hundred Fifty Dollars ($250.00) to
the surviving spouse, in addition to other compensation benefits.
(b) Reasonable funeral expenses not exceeding Two Thousand Dollars
($2,000.00) exclusive of other burial insurance or benefits.
(c) If there be a surviving spouse and no child of the deceased, to such
surviving spouse thirty-five percent (35%) of the average wages of the
deceased during widowhood or dependent widowhood and, if there be a
surviving child or children of the deceased, the additional amount of ten percent
(10%) of such wages for each such child. In case of the death or remarriage of
such surviving spouse, any surviving child of the deceased employee shall have
his compensation increased to fifteen percent (15%) of such wages, provided
that the total amount payable shall in no case exceed sixty-six and two-thirds
percent (66- 2/3 %) of such wages, subject to the maximum limitations as to
weekly benefits as set up in this chapter. The commission may, in its discretion,
require the appointment of a guardian for the purpose of receiving the
compensation of a minor dependent. In the absence of such a requirement, the
appointment of a guardian for such purposes shall not be necessary, provided
that if no legal guardian be appointed, payment to the natural guardian shall be
sufficient.
(d) If there be a surviving child or children of the deceased but no surviving
spouse, then for the support of each such child twenty-five percent (25%) of the
wages of the deceased, provided that the aggregate shall in no case exceed
sixty-six and two-thirds percent (66- 2/3 %) of such wages, subject to the
maximum limitations as to weekly benefits as set up in this chapter.
(e) If there be no surviving spouse or child, or if the amount payable to a
surviving spouse and to children shall be less in the aggregate than sixty-six
and two-thirds percent (66- 2/3 %) of the average wages of the deceased,
subject to the maximum limitations as to weekly benefits as set up in this
chapter, then for the support of grandchildren or brothers and sisters, if
dependent upon the deceased at the time of the injury, fifteen percent (15%) of
such wages for the support of each such person; and for the support of each
parent or grandparent of the deceased, if dependent upon him at the time of
injury, fifteen percent (15%) of such wages during such dependency. But in no
case shall the aggregate amount payable under this subsection exceed the
difference between sixty-six and two-thirds percent (66- 2/3 %) of such wages
and the amount payable as hereinbefore provided to surviving spouse and for
the support of surviving child or children, subject to the maximum limitations as
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to weekly benefits as set up in this chapter.
(f) The total weekly compensation payments to any or all beneficiaries in death
cases shall not exceed the weekly benefits as set up in this chapter and shall in
no case be paid for a longer period than four hundred fifty (450) weeks or for a
greater amount than the multiple of four hundred fifty (450) weeks times sixtysix and two-thirds percent (66- 2/3 %) of the average weekly wage for the
state.
(g) All questions of dependency shall be determined as of the time of the injury.
A surviving spouse, child or children shall be presumed to be wholly dependent.
All other dependents shall be considered on the basis of total or partial
dependence as the facts may warrant.
*For injuries after July 1, 2012: ' 71-3-25.
If the injury causes death, the compensation shall be known as a death benefit and
shall be payable in the amount and to or for the benefit of the persons following:
(a) An immediate lump-sum payment of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) to
the surviving spouse, in addition to other compensation benefits.
(b) Reasonable funeral expenses not exceeding Five Thousand Dollars
($5,000.00) exclusive of other burial insurance or benefits.
(c) If there be a surviving spouse and no child of the deceased, to such
surviving spouse thirty-five percent (35%) of the average wages of the deceased
during widowhood or dependent widowhood and, if there be a surviving child or
children of the deceased, the additional amount of ten percent (10%) of such wages
for each such child. In case of the death or remarriage of such surviving spouse, any
surviving child of the deceased employee shall have his compensation increased to
fifteen percent (15%) of such wages, provided that the total amount payable shall in
no case exceed sixty-six and two-thirds percent (66-2/3%) of such wages, subject to
the maximum limitations as to weekly benefits as set up in this chapter. The
commission may, in its discretion, require the appointment of a guardian for the
purpose of receiving the compensation of a minor dependent. In the absence of such
a requirement, the appointment of a guardian for such purposes shall not be
necessary, provided that if no legal guardian be appointed, payment to the natural
guardian shall be sufficient.
(d) If there be a surviving child or children of the deceased but no surviving
spouse, then for the support of each such child twenty-five percent (25%) of the
wages of the deceased, provided that the aggregate shall in no case exceed sixty-six
and two-thirds percent (66-2/3%) of such wages, subject to the maximum limitations
as to weekly benefits as set up in this chapter.
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(e) If there be no surviving spouse or child, or if the amount payable to a
surviving spouse and to children shall be less in the aggregate than sixty-six and twothirds percent (66-2/3%) of the average wages of the deceased, subject to the
maximum limitations as to weekly benefits as set up in this chapter, then for the
support of grandchildren or brothers and sisters, if dependent upon the deceased at
the time of the injury, fifteen percent (15%) of such wages for the support of each
such person; and for the support of each parent or grandparent of the deceased, if
dependent upon him at the time of injury, fifteen percent (15%) of such wages during
such dependency. But in no case shall the aggregate amount payable under this
subsection exceed the difference between sixty-six and two-thirds percent (66-2/3%)
of such wages and the amount payable as hereinbefore provided to surviving spouse
and for the support of surviving child or children, subject to the maximum limitations
as to weekly benefits as set up in this chapter.
(f) The total weekly compensation payments to any or all beneficiaries in death
cases shall not exceed the weekly benefits as set up in this chapter and shall in no
case be paid for a longer period than four hundred fifty (450) weeks or for a greater
amount than the multiple of four hundred fifty (450) weeks times sixty-six and twothirds percent (66-2/3%) of the average weekly wage for the state.
(g) All questions of dependency shall be determined as of the time of the
injury. A surviving spouse, child or children shall be presumed to be wholly
dependent. All other dependents shall be considered on the basis of total or partial
dependence as the facts may warrant.
' 71-3-27. Aliens.
Compensation under this chapter to aliens not residents (or about to become
nonresidents) of the United States or Canada shall be in the same amount as provided
for residents, except that dependents in any foreign country shall be limited to
surviving wife and child or children or, if there be no surviving wife or child or children,
to surviving father or mother whom the employee has supported, either wholly or in
part, for the period of one (1) year prior to the date of the injury, and except that the
commission may, at its option or upon the application of the insurance carrier,
commute all future installments of compensation to be paid to such aliens by payment
of a lump sum equal to the present value of all future payments of compensation
computed at four percent (4%) discount compounded annually.
'71-3-29. Compromise, commutation, and lump sum payments.
Rules of the commission shall govern compromise payments where the prescribed
schedules are not applicable and which, in its discretion, may be made in cases where
it is not possible to determine the exact extent of disability, as for example in certain
injuries to the back or head. The commission shall also have full authority to
adjudicate the disposition of death claims. Commutation and lump sum settlement
payments shall be governed by rules of the commission, and shall not be made except
when determined to be in the best interest of the injured worker or his dependents,
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the commission having final authority in such questions.
' 71-3-31. Determination.
Except as otherwise specifically provided, the basis for compensation under this
chapter shall be the average weekly wages earned by the employee at the time of the
injury, such wages to be determined from the earnings of the injured employee in the
employment in which he was working at the time of the injury during the period of 52
weeks immediately preceding the date of the injury divided by fifty-two; but if the
injured employee lost more than seven days during such period, although not in the
same week, then the earnings for the remainder of such 52 weeks shall be divided by
the number of weeks remaining after the time so lost has been deducted. When the
employment prior to the injury extended over a period of less than 52 weeks, the
method of dividing the earnings during that period by the number of weeks and parts
thereof during which the employee earned wages shall be followed, provided that
results just and fair to both parties will thereby be obtained. Where, by reason of the
shortness of time during which the employee has been in the employment of his
employer, it is impracticable to compute the average weekly wages by the above
method of computation, regard shall be had to the average weekly amount which,
during the first fifty-two (52) weeks prior to the injury or death, was being earned by a
person in the same grade, employed at the same or similar work in the community.
Wherever allowances of any character are made to an employee in lieu of wages or
specified as part of the wage contract, they shall be deemed a part of his earnings.
' 71-3-33. Guardian for minor or incompetent.
The commission may require the appointment by a court of competent jurisdiction, for
any person who is mentally incompetent or a minor, of a guardian or other
representative to receive compensation payable to such person under this chapter and
to exercise the powers granted to or to perform the duties required of such person
under this chapter.
' 71-3-35. Limitation.
(1) No claim for compensation shall be maintained unless, within thirty (30) days after
the occurrence of the injury, actual notice was received by the employer or by an
officer, manager, or designated representative of an employer. If no representative
has been designated by posters placed in one or more conspicuous places, then notice
received by any superior shall be sufficient. Absence of notice shall not bar recovery if
it is found that the employer had knowledge of the injury and was not prejudiced by
the employee's failure to give notice. Regardless of whether notice was received, if no
payment of compensation (other than medical treatment or burial expense) is made
and no application for benefits filed with the commission within two years from the
date of the injury or death, the right to compensation therefore shall be barred.
(2) If a person who is entitled to compensation under this chapter is mentally
incompetent or a minor, the limitation for filing application for benefits shall not be
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applicable so long as such person has no guardian or other authorized representative,
but shall be applicable in the case of a person who is mentally incompetent or a minor
from the date of appointment of such guardian or other representative, or in the case
of a minor, if no guardian is appointed before he becomes of age, from the date he
becomes of age.
(3) Where recovery is denied to any person, in a suit brought at law or admiralty to
recover damages in respect of injury or death, on the ground that such person was an
employee and that the defendant was an employer within the meaning of this chapter
and that such employer had secured compensation to such employee under this
chapter, the limitation upon filing application for benefits shall begin to run only from
the date of termination of such suit.
' 71-3-37. Payment of compensation.
(1) Compensation under this chapter shall be paid periodically, promptly, in the usual
manner, and directly to the person entitled thereto, without an award except where
liability to pay compensation is controverted by the employer.
(2) The first installment of compensation shall become due on the fourteenth day
(14th) after the employer has notice, as provided in Section 71-3-35, of the injury or
death, on which date all compensation then due shall be paid. Thereafter,
compensation shall be paid in installments, every fourteen (14) days, except where
the commission determines that payment in installments should be made at some
other period.
(3) Upon making the first payment and upon suspension of payment for any cause,
the employer shall immediately notify the commission in accordance with a form
prescribed by the commission that payment of compensation has begun or has been
suspended, as the case may be. No suspension in payments of compensation shall be
made for refusing to submit to medical or surgical treatment until the reasonableness
of such request or refusal has been determined by the commission, and a written
order suspending payment issued.
(4) If the employer controverts the right to compensation he shall file with the
commission, on or before the fourteenth (14th) day after he has knowledge of the
alleged injury or death, a notice in accordance with a form prescribed by the
commission, stating that the right to compensation is controverted, the name of the
claimant, the name of the employer, the date of the alleged injury or death, and the
grounds upon which the right to compensation is controverted. Failure to file this
notice shall not prevent the employer raising any defense where claim is subsequently
filed by the employee, nor shall the filing of the notice preclude the employer raising
any additional defense.
(5) If any installment of compensation payable without an award is not paid within
fourteen (14) days after it becomes due, as provided in subsection (2) of this section,
there shall be added to such unpaid installment an amount equal to ten percent (10%)
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thereof, which shall be paid at the same time as, but in addition to, such installment
unless notice is filed under subsection (4) of this section, or unless such nonpayment
is excused by the commission after a showing by the employer that owing to
conditions over which he had no control such installment could not be paid within the
period prescribed for the payment.
(6) If any installment payable under the terms of an award is not paid within fourteen
(14) days after it becomes due, there shall be added to such unpaid installment an
amount equal to twenty percent (20%) thereof, which shall be paid at the same time
as, but in addition to, such compensation unless review of the compensation order
making such award is had.
(7) Within thirty (30) days after the final payment of compensation has been made,
the employer shall send to the commission a notice in accordance with a form
prescribed by the commission, stating that such final payment has been made, the
total amount of compensation paid, the name of the employee and of any other person
to whom compensation has been paid, the date of the injury or death, and the date to
which compensation has been paid. If the employer fails so to notify the commission
within such time, the commission may assess against such employer a civil penalty in
an amount not exceeding One Hundred Dollars ($100.00). No case shall be closed nor
any penalty be assessed without notice to all parties interested and without giving to
all such parties an opportunity to be heard.
(8) The commission (a) may upon its own initiative at any time in a case in which
payments are being made without an award, and (b) shall in any case where right to
compensation is controverted or where payments of compensation have been stopped
or suspended, upon receipt of notice from any person entitled to compensation or from
the employer that the right to compensation is controverted or that payments of
compensation have been stopped or suspended, make such investigations, cause such
medical examinations to be made, hold such hearings, and take such further action as
it considers will properly protect the rights of all parties.
(9) Whenever the commission deems it advisable, it may require any self-insurer to
make a deposit with the State Treasurer to secure prompt and convenient payment of
such compensation; and payments therefrom upon any awards shall be made upon
order of the commission.
(10) Whenever the commission determines that it is for the best interests of a person
entitled to compensation, the liability of the employer for compensation, or any part
thereof as determined by the commission, may be discharged by the payment of a
lump sum equal to the present value of future compensation payments commuted,
computed at four percent (4%) true discount compounded annually. The probability of
the death of the injured employee or other person entitled to compensation shall be
determined in accordance with validated actuarial tables or factors as the commission
finds equitable and consistent with the purposes of the Workers' Compensation Law,
and the probability of the remarriage of the surviving spouse or other person entitled
to compensation may be determined in accordance with rules adopted by the
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commission which shall apply validated actuarial tables or factors as the commission
finds equitable and consistent with the purposes of the Workers' Compensation Law.
The probability of the happening of any other contingency affecting the amount or
duration of the compensation shall be disregarded. The commission shall be the sole
judge as to whether or not a lump-sum payment shall be to the best interest of the
injured worker or his dependents.
(11) If the employer has made advance payments of compensation, he shall be
entitled to be reimbursed out of any unpaid installment or installments of
compensation due.
(12) An injured employee or, in case of death, his dependents or personal
representative shall give receipts for payment of compensation to the employer paying
the same; and whenever required, such employer shall produce the same for
inspection by the commission.
(13) Whenever a dispute arises between two (2) or more parties as to which party is
liable for the payment of workers' compensation benefits to an injured employee and
there is no genuine issue of material fact as to the employee's employment, his
average weekly wage, the occurrence of an injury, the extent of the injury, and the
fact that the injury arose out of and in the course of the employment, the commission
may require the disputing parties involved to pay benefits immediately to the
employee and to share equally in the payment of those benefits until it is determined
which party is solely liable, at which time the liable party must reimburse all other
parties for the benefits they have paid to the employee with interest at the legal rate.
' 71-3-38. Special workers= compensation account for payment.
While acting as a self-insurer as authorized by section 71-3-5, the state highway
commission is authorized and empowered to establish and maintain, from funds made
available upon requisition from the state treasury, a special workmen's compensation
account, and to deposit such funds therein, and to pay therefrom the workmen's
compensation benefits as authorized by section 71-3- 37, and to pay such awards as
may be entered and such other costs, expenses and benefits as may be incidental to
the settlement of such workmen's compensation claims. Disbursement from such
special account shall be by check properly drawn against such account and signed by
such personnel as may be duly authorized by the state highway commission. Payment
from the special account shall be deemed payments of and from the State of
Mississippi.
' 71-3-39. Recording and reporting of payments.
Every insurance company which transacts the business of compensation insurance and
every employer who is subject to the workmen's compensation law, but who has not
insured his liability, shall keep a record of all payments made under the provisions of
this law, and of the time and manner of making such payments, and shall furnish such
reports based upon these records to the workmen's compensation commission as it
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may require by general order, upon forms approved by the commission.
' 71-3-41. Invalid agreements.
No agreement by an employee to pay any portion of premium paid by his employer or
to contribute to a benefit fund or department maintained by such employer for the
purpose of providing compensation or medical services and supplies as required by this
chapter shall be valid. Any employer who makes a deduction for such purpose from
the pay of any employee entitled to the benefits of this chapter shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of not more than
one thousand dollars ($1,000.00).
No agreement by an employee to waive his right to compensation under this law shall
be valid.
' 71-3-43. Assignment and exemption from claims of creditors.
No assignment, release, or commutation of compensation or benefits due or payable
under this chapter, except as provided by this chapter, shall be valid; and such
compensation and benefits shall be exempt from all claims of creditors and from levy,
execution, and attachment or other remedy for recovery or collection of a debt, which
exemption may be waived. This section prevails over Sections 75-9-406 and 75-9-408
of Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code to the extent, if any, that these sections
may otherwise be applicable.
' 71-3-45. Compensation a lien against assets.
Any person entitled to compensation under the provisions of this chapter shall have a
lien against the assets of the carrier or employer for such compensation without limit
of amount, and shall, upon insolvency, bankruptcy, or reorganization in bankruptcy
proceedings of the carrier or employer, or both, be entitled to preference and priority
in the distribution of the assets of such carrier or employer, or both.
' 71-3-47. Determination for claims for compensation.
Except as otherwise provided by this chapter, the details of practice and procedure in
the settlement and adjudication of claims shall be determined by rules of the
commission, the text of which shall be published and be readily available to interested
The commission shall have full power and authority to determine all questions relating
to the payment of claims for compensation. The commission shall make or cause to be
made such investigation as it deems necessary and, upon application of either party or
upon its own initiative, shall order a hearing, shall make or deny an award, and shall
file the same in its office.
Informal conferences and hearings in contested cases may be conducted by a duly
designated representative of the commission. Upon the conclusion of any such
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hearing, the commission's representative shall make or deny an award, and file the
decision in the office of the commission. Immediately after such filing, a notice of
decision shall be sent to all interested parties. This decision shall be final unless within
twenty (20) days a request or petition for review by the full commission is filed.
' 71-3-49. Enforcement of payment in default.
(1) In case of default by the employer in the payment of any compensation due under
an award for the period of thirty (30) days after payment is due and payable or, where
the employer has failed to secure the payment of compensation to his employees as
required, where there is such default in payment for a period of ten (10) days after
same is due, any party in interest may file with the county clerk for the county in
which the injury occurred or the county in which the employer has his principal place
of business a certified copy of the decision of the commission awarding compensation
or ending, diminishing or increasing compensation previously awarded, from which no
appeal has been taken within the time allowed therefor or, if an appeal has been taken
by an employer who has not complied with the provisions of Section 71-3-75, where
he fails to deposit with the commission the amount of the award as security for its
payment within ten (10) days after same is due and payable, and thereupon judgment
must be entered in the circuit court by the clerk of such county in conformity therewith
immediately upon the filing of such decision. If the payment in default be an
installment, the commission may declare the entire award due and judgment may be
entered in accordance with the provisions of this section. Such judgment shall be
entered in the same manner, have the same effect, and be subject to the same
proceedings as though rendered in a suit duly heard and determined by the circuit
court, except that no appeal may be taken therefrom. The court shall vacate or modify
such judgment to conform to any later award or decision of the commission upon
presentation of a certified copy of such award or decision. The award may be so
compromised by the commission as in its discretion may best serve the interest of the
persons entitled to receive the compensation or benefits. Neither the commission nor
any party in interest shall be required to pay any fee to any public officer for filing or
recording any paper or instrument or for issuing a transcript of any judgment executed
in pursuance of this section.
(2) In case of default by a self-insurer in payment of any compensation due under an
award where the default is due to the insolvency of the self-insurer, the claimant may
file a claim based on the award with the Mississippi Workers' Compensation Selfinsurer Guaranty Association, pursuant to the rules and regulations of said association,
as established and provided for in Sections 71-3-151 through 71-3-181.
' 71-3-51. Court review of compensation award.
The final award of the commission shall be conclusive and binding unless either party
to the controversy shall, within thirty (30) days from the date of its filing in the office
of the commission and notification to the parties, appeal therefrom to the Supreme
Court.
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Such appeal may be taken by filing notice of appeal with the commission, whereupon
the commission shall under its certificate transmit to the Supreme Court all
documents and papers on file in the matter, together with a transcript of the evidence,
the findings, and award, which shall thereupon become the record of the cause.
Appeals shall be considered only upon the record as made before the commission. The
Supreme Court shall always be deemed open for hearing of such appeals. The
Supreme Court shall review all questions of law and of fact. If no prejudicial error be
found, the matter shall be affirmed and remanded to the commission for enforcement.
If prejudicial error be found, the same shall be reversed and the Supreme Court shall
enter such judgment or award as the commission should have entered. An appeal
from the commission to the Supreme Court shall not act as a supersedeas unless the
court shall so direct, and then upon such terms as such court shall direct.
No controversy shall be heard by the commission or an award of compensation made
therein while the same matter is pending either before a federal court or in any court
in this state.
Any award of compensation made by the Supreme Court shall bear the same interest
and penalties as do other judgments awarded in the circuit court.
' 71-3-53. Continuing jurisdiction of the Commission.
Upon its own initiative or upon the application of any party in interest on the ground of
a change in conditions or because of a mistake in a determination of fact, the
commission may, at any time prior to one (1) year after date of the last payment of
compensation, whether or not a compensation order has been issued, or at any time
prior to one (1) year after the rejection of a claim, review a compensation case, issue
a new compensation order which may terminate, continue, reinstate, increase, or
decrease such compensation, or award compensation. Such new order shall not affect
any compensation previously paid, except that an award increasing the compensation
rate may be made effective from the date of the injury; and if any part of the
compensation due or to become due is unpaid, an award decreasing the compensation
rate may be made effective from the date of the injury, and any payment made prior
thereto in excess of such decreased rate shall be deducted from any unpaid
compensation in such manner and by such method as may be determined by the
commission.
' 71-3-55. Procedure before the Commission.
(1) In making an investigation or inquiry or conducting a hearing, the commission shall
not be bound by common law or statutory rules of evidence or by technical or formal
rules or procedure, except as provided by this chapter, but may make such
investigation or inquiry or conduct such hearing in such manner as best to ascertain
the rights of the parties. Declarations of a deceased employee concerning the injury in
respect of which the investigation or inquiry is being made or the hearing conducted
shall be received in evidence and shall, if corroborated by other evidence, be sufficient
to establish the injury.
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(2) Hearings before the commission shall be open to the public and shall be
stenographically reported or recorded and transcribed. The commission shall by
regulations provide for the preparation of a record of the hearings and other
proceedings.
(3) Unless otherwise ordered by the commission, hearings shall be conducted in the
county where the injury occurred.
' 71-3-57. Witnesses and their fees.
The commission shall regulate, by rules published and available to the parties, the
summoning, attendance, use, and compensation of witnesses, and determine the
qualifications of specialists and their scale of fees as expert witnesses. Unless
otherwise provided by the commission, witnesses summoned in a proceeding before
the commission or whose depositions are taken shall receive the same fees and
mileage as witnesses in civil cases in courts of record.
' 71-3-59. Costs in proceedings brought without reasonable ground; penalties
for pursuit of frivolous claim.
(1) If the court having jurisdiction of proceedings in respect of any claim or
compensation order determined that the proceedings in respect of such claim or order
have been instituted or continued without reasonable ground, the costs of such
proceedings shall be assessed against the party who has so instituted or continued
such proceedings.
(2) If the full commission determines that proceedings in respect to a claim have been
instituted, continued or delayed, including by way of appeal to the commission,
without reasonable ground, the full commission shall require the party who has so
instituted, continued or delayed such proceedings or the attorney advising such party,
or both, to pay the reasonable expenses, including attorney's fees, caused by such
institution, continuance or delay to the opposing party. In addition to requiring the
payment of reasonable expenses, including attorney's fees, to the opposing party, the
commission may levy a civil penalty not to exceed Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00)
against such party, or attorney advising or assisting such party, or both, payable to
the commission. Any such civil penalty levied and collected by the commission shall be
deposited into the Administrative Expense Fund provided for in Section 71-3-97 and
any such penalty which is not voluntarily paid may be collected by civil suit brought by
the commission.
' 71-3-61. Procedural authority of the Commission.
(1) The commission and its hearing officers shall have power to preserve and enforce
order during hearings; to issue subpoenas for, to administer oaths to, and to compel
the attendance and testimony of witnesses or the production of books, papers,
documents, and other evidence, or the taking of depositions before any designated
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individual competent to administer oaths; to examine witnesses; and to do all things
conformable to law which may be necessary to enable them effectively to discharge
the duties of their office.
(2) If any person in proceedings before the commission disobeys or resists any lawful
order or process, or misbehaves during a hearing or so near the place thereof as to
obstruct the same, or neglects to produce, after having been ordered to do so, any
pertinent book, paper, or document, or refuses to appear after having been
subpoenaed or upon appearing refuses to take the oath as a witness, or after having
taken the oath refuses to be examined according to law, the commission shall certify
the facts to the court having jurisdiction in the place in which it is sitting, and the court
shall thereupon in a summary manner hear the evidence as to the acts complained of
and, if the evidence so warrants, punish such person in the same manner and to the
same extent as for a contempt committed before the court, or commit such person
upon the same condition as if the doing of the forbidden act had occurred with
reference to the process of or in the presence of the court.
' 71-3-63. Fees for legal and other services.
(1) No claim for legal services or for any other services rendered in respect of a claim
or award for compensation, to or on account of any person, shall be valid unless
approved by the commission or, if proceedings for review of the order of the
commission in respect of such claim or award are had before any court, unless
approved by such court. Any claim so approved shall, in the manner and to the extent
fixed by the commission or such court, be a lien upon such compensation.
(2) Any person (a) who receives any fee, other consideration, or any gratuity on
account of services so rendered, unless such consideration or gratuity is approved by
the commission or such court, or (b) who makes it a business to solicit employment for
a lawyer or for himself in respect of any claim or award for compensation, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall for each offense be
punished by a fine of not more than one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) or by
imprisonment not to exceed one year, or by both such fine and imprisonment.
(3) Representation of one other than himself or herself before the commission shall be
considered the practice of law, and all statutes applying to and regulating the practice
in all other courts of law in this state shall likewise apply to practice before the
commission, in so far as the qualifications of those practicing before the commission
are concerned. This paragraph shall not be construed as tightening the rules of
evidence which are otherwise relaxed in other sections of this chapter.
In no instance shall the amount recovered by an attorney for an appearance before the
commission exceed twenty-five per centum (25%) of the total award of compensation.
Such limitations, however, shall not be construed as applying to a fee awarded for
additional services by any superior court. Legal services rendered where no motion to
controvert has been filed by either employer or employee shall be considered as
consultation, and that factor shall be taken into consideration in awarding a fee. In all
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instances, fees shall be awarded on the basis of fairness to both attorney and client.
Although exceptions may be made in the interest of justice, it shall be deemed
conducive to the best interest of all concerned for the commission to approve contracts
for attorney fees voluntarily entered into between attorney and client, within the
limitations hereinabove set out.
When an award of compensation becomes final and an attorney fee is outstanding, a
partial lump sum settlement sufficient to cover the attorney fee approved therein by
the commission shall be made immediately, from payments last to become due, and
the deductions allowed by the law shall be borne equally by the attorney and the
client.
*For injuries after July 1, 2012: ' 71-3-63.
(1) No claim for legal services or for any other services rendered in respect of a
claim or award for compensation, to or on account of any person, shall be valid unless
approved by the commission or, if proceedings for review of the order of the
commission in respect of such claim or award are had before any court, unless
approved by such court. Any claim so approved shall, in the manner and to the extent
fixed by the commission or such court, be a lien upon such compensation.
(2) Any person (a) who receives any fee, other consideration, or any gratuity on
account of services so rendered, unless such consideration or gratuity is approved by
the commission or such court, or (b) who makes it a business to solicit employment for
a lawyer or for himself in respect of any claim or award for compensation, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall for each offense be
punished by a fine of not more than One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) or by
imprisonment not to exceed one (1) year, or by both such fine and imprisonment.
(3) Representation of one other than himself or herself before the commission
shall be considered the practice of law, and all statutes applying to and regulating the
practice in all other courts of law in this state shall likewise apply to practice before the
commission, insofar as the qualifications of those practicing before the commission are
concerned. This paragraph shall not be construed as tightening the rules of evidence
which are otherwise relaxed in other sections of this chapter.
In no instance shall the amount recovered by an attorney for an appearance before
the commission exceed twenty-five percent (25%) of the total award of compensation.
Such limitations, however, shall not be construed as applying to a fee awarded for
additional services by any superior court. Legal services rendered where no motion to
controvert has been filed by either employer or employee shall be considered as
consultation, and that factor shall be taken into consideration in awarding a fee.
Attorneys may not recover attorney's fees based upon benefits voluntarily paid to an
injured employee for temporary or permanent disability. Any settlement negotiated by
an attorney shall not be considered a voluntary payment. In all instances, fees shall
be awarded on the basis of fairness to both attorney and client. Although exceptions
may be made in the interest of justice, it shall be deemed conducive to the best
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interest of all concerned for the commission to approve contracts for attorney's fees
voluntarily entered into between attorney and client, within the limitations hereinabove
set out.
When an award of compensation becomes final and an attorney's fee is
outstanding, a partial lump-sum settlement sufficient to cover the attorney's fee
approved therein by the commission shall be made immediately, from payments last
to become due, and the deductions allowed by the law shall be borne equally by the
attorney and the client.
' 71-3-65. Record of injury or death.
Every employer shall keep a record in respect of any injury to an employee. Such
record shall contain such information of disability or death in respect of such injury as
the commission may by regulation require, and shall be available to inspection by the
commission or by any state authority at such times and under such conditions as the
commission may by regulation prescribe.
' 71-3-66. Confidentiality of records.
The noncontroverted case medical reports, rehabilitation counselor reports and
psychological reports of the commission, insofar as they refer to accidents, injuries and
settlements, shall not be open to the public under the Mississippi Public Records Act of
1983, but only to the parties satisfying the commission of their interest in such records
and the right to inspect them. Under such reasonable rules and regulations as the
commission may adopt, the records of the commission as to any employee in any
previous case in which such employee was a claimant shall be open to and made
available to such claim to an employer or its insurance carrier which is called upon to
pay compensation, medical expenses and/or funeral expenses, or to any party at
interest, except that the commission may make such reasonable charge as it deems
proper for furnishing information by mail and for copies of records.
' 71-3-67. Reports of injuries.
(1) Within ten (10) days after the fatal termination of any injury, the employer, if selfinsured, or its carrier, shall file a report thereof with the commission on a form
approved by the commission for this purpose.
In the event of an injury which shall cause loss of time in excess of the waiting period
prescribed in Section 71-3-11, a report thereof shall be filed with the commission by
the employer or carrier, on a form approved by the commission for this purpose,
within ten (10) days after the prescribed waiting period has been satisfied.
Within ten (10) days after the employer or carrier knows, or reasonably should know,
that an injury has resulted, or likely will result, in permanent disability or serious head
or facial disfigurement, but which does not cause a loss of time in excess of the
prescribed waiting period, a report thereof shall be filed with the commission on a form
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approved by the commission for this purpose.
(2) Injuries not otherwise provided for in this section, and for which only medical
benefits are due, are not required to be reported to the commission. Records of such
injuries shall be maintained by the employer, if self-insured, or its carrier, and shall
contain the name and address of the employee, the date of the accident, the name
and address of the employer, the nature of the injury, the number of days lost and the
total medical expense. These records shall be made available to the commission upon
request.
If an injury provided for in this subsection subsequently causes a loss of time in excess
of the prescribed waiting period, or causes permanent disability or serious head or
facial disfigurement, it shall be reported within ten (10) days thereafter on the form
approved for such claims.
Any additional reports shall be sent to the commission in such time and in such
manner as the commission may prescribe.
(3) Filing may be by mail, electronic means or other form of delivery reasonably
calculated to accomplish receipt by the commission. Any such report required to be
filed hereunder shall be considered filed on the date of mailing, if filing is by mail, and
on the date the electronic equipment being used acknowledges receipt of the material,
if filing is by electronic means. Otherwise, the date of filing shall be the date of receipt
by the commission.
(4) Whenever an employer or carrier fails or refuses to file any report required by this
section within the time prescribed, the commission may, in its discretion, and after
giving the employer or carrier notice and an opportunity to show cause to the
contrary, levy a penalty against such employer or carrier not to exceed One Hundred
Dollars ($100.00). This penalty shall be payable to the Administrative Expense Fund
provided for by this chapter, and if not voluntarily paid, may be collected by civil suit
brought by the commission.
In addition to the above civil penalty, a sum not to exceed One Hundred Dollars
($100.00) may, in the discretion of an administrative judge or the commission, be
added to any award which may be made as a result of any injury not timely reported
hereunder.
' 71-3-69. Penalty for misrepresentation.
Any person who willfully makes any false or misleading statement or representation for
the purpose of obtaining or wrongfully withholding any benefit or payment under this
chapter is guilty of a felony and on conviction thereof may be punished by a fine of not
to exceed Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00) or double the value of the fraud,
whichever is greater, or by imprisonment not to exceed three (3) years, or by both
fine and imprisonment.
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' 71-3-71. Compensation for injuries where third parties are liable.
The acceptance of compensation benefits from or the making of a claim for
compensation against an employer or insurer for the injury or death of an employee
shall not affect the right of the employee or his dependents to sue any other party at
law for such injury or death, but the employer or his insurer shall be entitled to
reasonable notice and opportunity to join in any such action or may intervene therein.
If such employer or insurer join in such action, they shall be entitled to repayment of
the amount paid by them as compensation and medical expenses from the net
proceeds of such action (after deducting the reasonable costs of collection) as
hereinafter provided.
The commencement of an action by an employee or his dependents (or legal
representative) against a third party for damages by reason of the injury, or the
adjustment of any such claim, shall not affect the right of the injured employee or his
dependents (or legal representative) to recover compensation, but any amount
recovered by the injured employee or his dependents (or legal representative) from a
third party shall be applied as follows: reasonable costs of collection as approved and
allowed by the court in which such action is pending, or by the commission of this
state in case of settlement without suit, shall be deducted; the remainder, or so much
thereof as is necessary, shall be used to discharge the legal liability of the employer or
insurer; and any excess shall belong to the injured employee or his dependents. The
employee or his dependents bringing suit against the third party must notify the
employer or carrier within fifteen days of the filing of such suit.
An employer or compensation insurer who shall have paid compensation benefits
under this chapter for the injury or death of the employee shall have the right to
maintain an action at law against any other party responsible for such injury or death,
in the name of such injured employee or his beneficiaries, or in the name of such
employer or insurer, or any or all of them. If reasonable notice and opportunity to be
represented in such action by counsel shall have been given to the compensation
beneficiary, all claims of such compensation beneficiary shall be determined in such
action, as well as the claim of the employer or insurer. If recovery shall be had against
such other party, by suit or otherwise, the compensation beneficiary shall be entitled
to any amount recovered over and above the amount that the employer and insurer
shall have paid or are liable for in compensation or other benefits, after deducting the
reasonable costs of collection.
In case of settlement of any action before the trial thereof, such settlement shall be
subject to the approval of the court wherein such action is pending, and settlement
before an action is brought shall be subject to the approval of the commission.
Distribution of the portion belonging to the dependents shall be made among such
dependents in the manner provided in this chapter.
In case of liability of the employer or insurer to make payment to the state treasury
under the second injury fund provisions, if the injury or death creates a legal liability
against a third party, the employer or insurer shall have a right of action against such
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third party for reimbursement of any sum so paid into the state treasury, which right
may be enforced in the action heretofore provided or by an independent action.
' 71-3-73. Second Injury Fund.
If an employee who has previously lost, or lost the use of, one (1) hand, one (1) arm,
one (1) foot, one (1) leg, or one (1) eye, becomes permanently and totally
incapacitated through the loss, or loss of use, of another member or organ, the
employer shall be liable only for the compensation payable for such second injury. In
addition to such compensation and after the completion of the payment therefor, the
employee shall be paid the remainder of the compensation that would be due for
permanent total incapacity, out of a special fund known as the "Second Injury Fund,"
and created for such purpose in the following manner:
In every case of compensable death of an employee under this chapter, the employer
or, if insured, his insurance carrier shall pay to the commission the sum of Three
Hundred Dollars ($300.00) except in cases where there is no dependency, then there
shall be paid to the commission the sum of Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00) to be
deposited with the State Treasurer for the benefit of said fund. A suspension of said
payments of Three Hundred Dollars ($300.00) per death shall be made when the total
amount of all such payments, together with the accumulated interest thereon, equals
or exceeds Three Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($350,000.00), and no further
contributions to said fund shall be made except in cases where there is no
dependency. Whenever, thereafter, the amount of such sum shall be reduced below
One Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($150,000.00) by reason of payments made
pursuant to this section, then such contributions of Three Hundred Dollars ($300.00)
per death shall be resumed forthwith and shall continue until such sum, together with
accumulated interest thereon, shall again amount to Three Hundred Fifty Thousand
Dollars ($350,000.00); and the commission shall direct the distribution thereof.
' 71-3-75. Security for payment of compensation.
(1) Insurance of liability: An employer liable under this chapter to pay compensation
shall insure payment of such compensation by a carrier authorized to insure such
liability in this state unless such employer shall be exempted from doing so by the
commission.
(2) Exemption from insuring: An employer desiring to be exempt from insuring its
liability for compensation shall make application to the commission, showing its
financial ability to pay such compensation and agreeing as a condition for the granting
of the exemption to faithfully report all injuries under compensation according to law
and the requirement of the commission, and to comply with the provisions of this
chapter and the rules of the commission pertaining to the administration thereof;
whereupon the commission by written order may make such exemption. The
commission may from time to time require further statement of financial ability of such
employer to pay compensation and may, upon ten (10) days' notice in writing, for
financial reasons or for failure of the employer to faithfully discharge its obligations
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according to the agreements contained in its application for exemption, revoke the
order granting such exemption, in which case such employer shall immediately insure
its liability as otherwise required under this chapter. As a condition for the granting of
an exemption, the commission shall have authority to require the employer to furnish
such security as the commission may consider sufficient to insure payment of all
claims of such employer under compensation. State agencies qualified as self-insured
status shall not be required to furnish any security to insure or guarantee payment of
claims or expenses and shall not be required to establish and maintain reserves for
claims incurred but not reported and expenses associated therewith, as a condition for
the granting or continuation of an exemption as herein provided. Where the security is
in the form of a bond or other personal guaranty, the commission may, at any time
either before or after the entry of an award upon at least ten (10) days' notice and
opportunity to be heard, require the sureties to pay the amount of the award, the
same to be enforced in like manner as the award itself may be enforced. Where an
employer procures an exemption as herein provided and thereafter enters into any
form of agreement for insurance coverage with an insurance company or interinsurer
not licensed to operate in this state, its conduct shall automatically operate as a
revocation of such exemption. An order exempting an employer from insuring its
liability for compensation shall be null and void if the application contains a financial
statement which is false in any material respect. The commission shall revoke the selfinsurance permit if the employer is found to have directly or indirectly induced an
employee to forego his right to workers' compensation benefits.
(3) Pooling of liabilities: The commission may, under such rules and regulations as it
prescribes, permit two (2) or more employers engaged in a common type of business
activity or pursuit, or having other reasons to associate, to enter into agreements to
pool their liabilities under this section for the purpose of qualifying as group selfinsurers, and, in conjunction therewith, to enter into agreements to pool any other
liabilities to their employees, and each employer member of such approved group shall
be classified as a self-insurer. A self-insured group under this section shall be
comprised of employer members of the same bona fide trade association or trade
group. Such trade association or trade group shall be domiciled in the State of
Mississippi, shall have been in existence for five (5) or more consecutive years as of
the date of application for an approved group and shall not be comprised solely of
employer members who are affiliates of a person possessing controlling interest in
such affiliates.
' 71-3-77. Insurance policy regulations.
(1) Every contract for the insurance of the compensation herein provided, or against
liability therefor, shall be deemed to be made subject to the provisions of this chapter,
and provisions thereof inconsistent with the chapter shall be void. Such contract shall
be allowed to offer deductibles on all liability of the assured under and according to the
provisions of the chapter, notwithstanding any agreement of the parties to the
contrary. However, the payments of the claims, including the deductible amounts,
shall be made directly from the insurance company to the employee, except for
medical benefits which shall be paid to the medical provider. A copy of such payments
shall be forwarded to the employer. The insurance company shall collect the deductible
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from the employer as shall be provided in the contract between the employer and the
insurer. No such policy shall be cancelled by the insurer within the policy period until a
notice in writing shall be given to the commission and to the assured, fixing the date
on which it is proposed to cancel it or declaring that the company does not intend to
renew the policy upon expiration date, such notices to be served personally or by
registered mail on the commission at its office in Jackson, and upon the assured. No
such cancellation shall be effective until thirty (30) days after the service of such
notice, unless the employer has obtained other insurance coverage, in which case such
policy shall be deemed cancelled as of the effective date of such other insurance,
whether or not such notice has been given.
The insured may cancel such a policy on the day that the assured either (a) returns
the policy to the agent, or (b) signs and delivers to the agent a "lost policy release." If
the assured desires to cancel a policy before the policy has become effective, he may
cancel the policy by written notice of cancellation to the agent or company without
return of the policy or a release.
(2) In any case where the employer is not a self-insurer, in order that the liability for
compensation imposed by this chapter may be most effectively discharged by the
employer and in order that the administration of this chapter in respect of such liability
may be facilitated, the commission shall by regulation provide for the discharge, by the
carrier or carriers for such employer, of such obligations and duties of the employer in
respect of such liability imposed by this chapter upon the employer as it considers
proper in order to effectuate the provisions of this chapter. For such purpose (a) notice
to or knowledge of an employer of the occurrence of the injury shall be notice to or
knowledge of the carrier or carriers; (b) jurisdiction of the employer by the
commission or any court under this chapter shall be jurisdiction of the carrier or
carriers; and (c) any requirement by the commission or any court under any
compensation order, finding, or decision shall be binding upon the carrier or carriers in
the same manner and to the same extent as upon the employer.
' 71-3-79. Acceptance of premium by carrier and estoppel.
Acceptance of a premium on a policy securing to an employee compensation, either
alone or in connection with other insurance, shall estop the carrier so accepting from
pleading that the employment of such employee is not covered under the chapter or
that the employment is not carried on for pecuniary gain.
When any member of a partnership, firm, or association who does or does not perform
manual labor, and where there is coverage of fellow employees, elects to take
coverage under the provisions of the chapter, the intent of the insured as well as
acceptance by the carrier shall be shown by endorsement to the policy. Any such
affirmative action by the parties shall entitle said members or officers to the benefits
enjoyed by an employee under the chapter. Every executive officer elected or
appointed and empowered in accordance with a charter and bylaws of a corporation,
other than nonprofit charitable, fraternal, cultural, or religious corporations or
associations, shall be an employee of such corporation under this chapter, provided
that said executive officer may reject said coverage by giving notice in writing to the
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carrier of this election not to be covered as an employee.
Any such executive officer of a nonprofit charitable, fraternal, cultural, or religious
corporation or association may, notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, be
brought within the coverage of its insurance contract by any such corporation or
association by specifically including such executive officer in such contract of
insurance. The election to bring such executive officer within the coverage shall
continue for the period such contract of insurance is in effect, and during such period
such executive officers thus brought within the coverage of the insurance contract
shall be employees of such corporation or association under this chapter.
' 71-3-81. Notice of coverage.
Every employer who has secured compensation under the provisions of this chapter
shall keep notices posted in a conspicuous place or places in and about his place or
places of business, in accordance with a form prescribed by the commission, stating
that such employer has secured the payment of compensation in accordance with the
provisions of this chapter. Such notices shall contain the name and address of the
carrier, if any, with whom the employer has secured payment of the compensation and
the date of the expiration of the policy.
' 71-3-83. Civil and criminal penalties for failure to secure payment of
compensation.
(1) Any employer required to secure the payment of compensation under this chapter
who fails to secure such compensation is guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction
thereof, shall be punished by a fine of not more than One Thousand Dollars
($1,000.00), or by imprisonment for not more than one (1) year, or by both such fine
and imprisonment. If the employer is a corporation, the president, secretary and
treasurer thereof shall be also severally liable to such fine or imprisonment as herein
provided for the failure of such corporation to secure the payment of compensation;
and such president, secretary and treasurer shall be severally personally liable, jointly
with such corporation, for any compensation or other benefit which may accrue under
this chapter in respect to any injury which may occur to any employee of such
corporation while it shall so fail to secure the payment of compensation as required by
this chapter.
(2) Any uninsured employer who knowingly transfers, sells, encumbers, assigns, or in
any manner disposes of, conceals, secretes or destroys any property belonging to such
employer after one of his employees has been injured within the purview of this
chapter, and with intent to avoid the payment of compensation under this chapter to
such employee or his dependents, is guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction
thereof, shall be punished by a fine of not more than One Thousand Dollars
($1,000.00), or by imprisonment for not more than one (1) year, or by both such fine
and imprisonment. If the employer is a corporation, the president, secretary and
treasurer thereof shall be also severally liable to such penalty of imprisonment as well
as jointly liable with such corporation for such fine.
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(3) This section shall not affect any other liability of the employer under this chapter.
(4) In addition to the criminal penalties set forth above, and under the same
circumstances, terms and conditions as set forth in subsections (1) and (2), the
commission may assess a civil penalty in an amount to be determined by the
commission on a case by case basis, but not to exceed Ten Thousand Dollars
($10,000.00). Any civil penalty levied and collected by the commission shall be
deposited into the Administrative Expense Fund provided for in Section 71-3-97, and
any penalty not voluntarily paid may be collected by civil suit brought by the
commission.
' 71-3-85. Workers' Compensation Commission.
(1) There is hereby created a commission to be known as the workmen's
compensation commission, consisting of three (3) members, who shall devote their
entire time to the duties of the office. The governor shall appoint the members of the
commission, by and with the consent of the Mississippi State Senate, one (1) for a
term of two (2) years, one (1) for a term of four (4) years, and one (1) for a term of
six (6) years. Upon the expiration of each term as above set forth, the governor shall
appoint a successor for a term of six (6) years, and thereafter the term of office of
each commissioner shall be for six (6) years. One (1) member shall be a person who
by reason of his previous vocation or affiliation can be classed as a representative of
employers, and one (1) member shall be a person who by reason of his previous
vocation or affiliation can be classed as a representative of employees. One (1)
member shall be an attorney at law of recognized ability with at least five (5) years'
active practice in Mississippi prior to his appointment. The governor shall designate the
chairman of the commission, whose term of chairman shall run concurrently with his
appointment as a commissioner.
The chairman shall be the administrative head of the commission and shall have the
final authority in all matters relating to assignment of cases for hearing and trial and
the administrative work of the commission and its employees, except in the
promulgation of rules and regulations wherein the commission shall act as a body, and
in the trial and determination of cases as otherwise provided.
Upon the expiration of the term of a commissioner, he shall continue to serve until his
successor has been appointed. Because cumulative experience is conspicuously
essential to the proper administration of a workmen's compensation law, it is declared
to be in the public interest to continue workmen's compensation commissioners in
office as long as efficiency is demonstrated. A commissioner may be removed for
cause prior to the expiration of his term, but shall be furnished a written copy of the
charges against him and shall be accorded a public hearing.
Each member of the commission and each administrative law judge shall receive an
annual salary fixed by the legislature.
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(2) A vacancy in the commission, if there remain two (2) members of it, shall not
impair the authority of such two (2) members to act. In case of illness or continued
absence for other reasons, the same authority of such two (2) members shall apply.
(3) The commission shall have the powers and duties necessary for effecting the
purposes of this chapter, including the powers of a court of record for compelling the
attendance of witnesses, examining them under oath, and compelling the production
of books, papers, documents and objects relevant to the determination of a claim for
compensation, and the power to adopt rules and regulations and make or approve the
forms relating to notices of injuries, payment of claims and other purposes. The
authority of the commission and its duly authorized representatives to investigate and
determine claims for compensation shall include the right to enter the premises where
an injury occurred, to ascertain its causes and circumstances.
(4) The office of the commission shall be situated in the City of Jackson, but hearings
may be held at such places as it may deem most convenient for the proper and speedy
performance of its duties. The commission is authorized, if it deems it necessary for
the convenient and efficient dispatch of business, to lease office space and facilities in
other than publicly owned buildings.
(5) The commission shall adopt detailed rules and regulations for implementing the
purposes of this chapter at hearings attended by the main parties interested. Such
rules, upon adoption, shall be published and be at all reasonable times made available
to the public and, if not inconsistent with law, shall be binding upon those participating
in the responsibilities and benefits of the workmen's compensation law.
(6) The commission shall adopt or approve the forms required for administering the
chapter, such notices of injury, application for benefits, receipts for compensation and
all other forms needed to assure the orderly and prompt operation of the law, and may
require the exclusive use of any or all such approved forms.
' 71-3-87. Official bond.
Members of the commission shall give bond in the sum of ten thousand dollars
($10,000.00) of a surety company authorized to do business in the state, for the
faithful performance of their duties. The premium upon such bonds shall be paid out of
the workmen's compensation administration fund.
' 71-3-89. Seal.
The commission shall have a seal for authentication of its orders, awards, and
proceedings, upon which shall be inscribed the words "workmen's compensation
commission-Mississippi-seal," and it shall be judicially noticed.
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' 71-3-91. Traveling expenses.
Commissioners and employees of the commission shall receive their necessary
traveling expenses and costs of subsistence while traveling on official business and
away from their designated station. Expense accounts shall be sworn to by the person
presenting them and, upon approval by the chairman of the commission, shall be
allowed and paid as provided in Section 71-3-97.
' 71-3-93. Administrative staff.
The commission shall appoint such officers and employees as are necessary
adequately to administer the Workers' Compensation Law, including not more than
eight (8) administrative judges to be appointed by the commission with the consent of
the Governor and an executive director who shall serve at the will of the commission
and shall have such administrative duties as are assigned by the commission, a
secretary, a statistician, a rehabilitation unit, and any other employees deemed
essential to the administration of the law including court reporters whose salaries shall
be the same as set for court reporters for circuit and chancery courts by Section 9-1319. The annual salary of the executive director shall be equal to that of an
administrative judge. An administrative judge shall be a member of the Mississippi
State Bar and shall have a minimum of three (3) years' experience in the practice of
law.
All salaries not specifically fixed by law shall be set by the commission. The
establishing of a merit system or career service for employees of the commission is
declared to be in the public interest because of the length of time required for
understanding the details and problems involved in administering this legislation. The
commission shall establish and enforce fair and reasonable rules for the appointment,
promotion and demotion of personnel. All employees of the commission with the
exception of medical consultants shall devote their entire time to the duties of their
office.
For the purpose of conducting hearings and making decisions upon claims, the
administrative judge or administrative judges appointed by the commission shall have
the authority of a commissioner.
' 71-3-95. Payment of operating expense.
(1) The commission shall make such expenditures as may be necessary for the
adequate administration of this chapter, including salaries and traveling expense, the
cost of personal services, office rent at the seat of government and elsewhere, the
purchase of books, periodicals, office equipment and supplies, printing and binding
reports, the cost of membership in official organizations, and other purposes. All
expenditures of the commission in the administration of this chapter shall be allowed
and paid out of the Administration Expense Fund as provided in Section 71-3-97, upon
the presentation of itemized vouchers therefore approved by the chairman of the
commission.
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(2) The commission is authorized, in its discretion, to transfer a sum or sums not to
exceed Two Hundred Thousand Dollars ($200,000.00) from the Administration
Expense Fund to the Second Injury Fund. The commission is further authorized, in its
discretion, to replace any funds so transferred in the event that funds become
available.
' 71-3-97. Administrative expense fund.
(1) There is hereby established in the state treasury a special fund for the purpose of
providing for the payment of all expenses in respect to the administration of this
chapter. Such fund shall be administered by the commission. The state treasurer shall
be the custodian of such funds, and all monies and securities in such fund shall be held
in trust by such treasurer and shall not be the money or property of the state.
(2) The state treasurer is authorized to disburse monies from such fund only upon
order of the commission. The official bond of the state treasurer shall be conditioned
for the faithful performance of his duty hereunder.
(3) The state treasurer shall deposit any monies paid into such fund into such qualified
depository banks as the commission may designate, and is authorized to invest any
portion of the fund which, in the opinion of the commission, is not needed for current
requirements, in the same manner and subject to all the provisions of the law with
respect to the deposit of state funds by such treasurer. All interest earned by such
portion of the fund as may be invested by the state treasurer shall be collected by him
and placed to the credit of such fund.
(4) All civil penalties provided in this chapter, if not voluntarily paid, may be collected
by civil suit brought by the commission, and shall be paid into such fund.
' 71-3-99. Budgeting and collection procedure.
(1) The commission shall estimate annually in advance the amounts necessary for the
administration of this chapter, in the following manner:
(a) The commission shall, as soon as practicable after the first day of January in
each year, determine the expense of administration of this chapter for the oneyear period preceding the first day of January. The expense of administration for
such period shall be used as the basis for determining the amount to be
assessed against each carrier and self-insurer in order to provide for the
expenses of the administration of this chapter for the one-year period.
(b) Each carrier and self-insurer shall be assessed Two Hundred Fifty Dollars
($250.00). The proceeds of such assessment shall be deducted from the
estimate of total expenses and the remaining expenses of administration shall
be prorated among the carriers writing compensation insurance in the state and
self-insurers. The gross claims for compensation and medical services and
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supplies paid by the insurance carriers and self-insurers is the basis for
computing the amount to be assessed, in the proportion that the total gross
claims for compensation and medical services and supplies paid by such carrier
or self-insurer during the preceding one-year period bore to the total gross
claims for compensation and medical supplies and services paid by all carriers
and self-insurers during such period. This amount may be assessed as a specific
amount or as a percentage of gross claims for compensation and medical
supplies and services paid by the insurance carriers and self-insurers as the
commission may direct, and shall be such amount as shall be reasonably
necessary to defray the necessary expense of such administration.
(2) The commission shall provide by regulation for the collection of the amounts
assessed against each carrier and self-insurer. Such amounts shall be paid within
thirty (30) days from the date that notice is served upon such carrier. If such amounts
are not paid within such period, there may be assessed, for each thirty (30) days the
amount so assessed remains unpaid, a civil penalty equal to ten percent (10%) of the
amount so unpaid, which shall be collected at the same time and as a part of the
amount assessed.
(3) If any carrier or self-insurer fails to pay the amounts assessed against it under the
provisions of this section within sixty (60) days from the time such notice is served,
the commission may suspend or revoke the authorization to insure compensation or to
be self-insured.
(4) All amounts collected under the provisions of this section shall be paid into the
Administration Expense Fund.
(5) The commission may require from each carrier and self-insurer, at such time and
in accordance with regulations as the commission may prescribe, reports in respect to
all payments of compensation and medical supplies and services by such carriers or
self-insurers during each prior period, and may determine the amounts paid by each
carrier and self-insurer and the amounts paid by all carriers and self-insurers during
such period.
(6) Every carrier and self-insurer shall file with the commission on or before the first
day of March of each year, a statement on the prescribed forms showing the gross
claims for compensation and medical services and supplies paid by such carrier or selfinsurer during the preceding one-year period ending on the thirty-first day of
December. Any carrier or self-insurer which neglects to make and file its annual
written statement within the time provided in this chapter shall pay to the commission
Twenty Dollars ($20.00) for each day's neglect.
' 71-3-100. Payment and deposit in state treasury of funds received by
Commission.
All funds received by the workmen's compensation commission, as established by
section 71-3-85 et seq., shall be paid to the state treasurer, who shall issue receipts
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therefor and who shall deposit such funds in the state treasury in a special fund to the
credit of said commission. All such funds shall be expended only pursuant to
appropriation approved by the legislature and as provided by law.
' 71-3-101. Registration of insurance companies.
Each insurance company and all other carriers which desire to write workmen's
compensation insurance in compliance with this chapter shall be required, before
writing such insurance, to register with the workmen's compensation commission and
pay a registration fee of one hundred dollars ($100.00). This shall be deposited by the
commission in the administration expense fund.
' 71-3-103. Annual Report.
The commission shall each calendar year make a report to the governor upon the
operation of this chapter, including suggestions and recommendations as to
improvements in the law and administration, a detailed statement of receipts and
disbursements, and an exposition of industrial injury experience and compensation and
medical cost.
' 71-3-105. Rehabilitation.
The commission shall cooperate with federal, state, and local agencies in the
rehabilitation of handicapped workers, and shall promptly report to the proper
authority industrial injury cases in which retraining or job placement may be needed.
' 71-3-107. Compensation and death benefits for minors illegally employed.
Compensation and death benefits shall be double the amount otherwise payable if the
injured employee at the time of the injury is a minor under eighteen (18) years of age
employed, permitted, or suffered to work in violation of any provision of the Mississippi
labor laws. The employer alone and not the insurance carrier shall be liable for such
increased compensation or increased death benefits. Any provision in an insurance
policy undertaking to relieve an employer from such increased liability shall be void.
The provisions of this section shall not apply, and double compensation and double
death benefits shall not be payable, for death or injury to an employee under eighteen
(18) years of age employed in the following programs:
(a) Students fourteen (14) years of age and over and regularly enrolled in an
accredited secondary school or college and employed between regular terms or
semesters with the written consent of their parent or parents or person standing
in loco parentis.
(b) Students fourteen (14) years of age and over and employed in on-the-job
training as a part of a regular program of education in an accredited secondary
school with the written consent of their parent or parents or person standing in
loco parentis.
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' 71-3-109. Extraterritorial application.
(1) If an employee who has been hired or is regularly employed in this state receives
personal injury by accident arising out of and in the course of his employment while
temporarily employed outside of this state, he or his dependents in case of his death
shall be entitled to compensation according to the law of this state. This provision shall
apply only to those injuries received by the employee within six months after leaving
this state unless, prior to the expiration of such six months' period, the employer has
filed with the commission of Mississippi notice that he has elected to extend such
coverage a greater period of time.
(2) The provisions of this section shall not apply to an employee whose departure from
this state is caused by a permanent assignment or transfer.
(3) Any employee who has been hired or is regularly employed outside of this state
and his employer shall be exempted from the provisions of this chapter while such
employee is temporarily within this state doing work for his employer if such employer
has furnished workmen's compensation insurance coverage under the workmen's
compensation or similar laws for a state other than this state so as to cover such
employee's employment while in this state, provided the extra-territorial provisions of
this chapter are recognized in such other state and provided employers and employees
who are covered in this state are likewise exempted from the application of the
workmen's compensation or similar laws of such other state. The benefits under the
workmen's compensation or similar laws of such other state shall be the exclusive
remedy against such employer for any injury, whether resulting in death or not,
received by such employee while working for such employer in this state.
' 71-3-111. Mississippi Workers= Compensation Assigned Risk Plan;
commissioner=s duties and responsibilities; temporary joint underwriting
association.
(1) The Department of Insurance is directed to promulgate such rules and regulations
as will enable the department to provide the "Mississippi Workers' Compensation
Assigned Risk Plan" for the assignment of risks which in good faith are entitled to
insurance under this chapter but which, because of unusual conditions and
circumstances, are unable to obtain such insurance.
(2) The Commissioner of Insurance is designated as the Director of the Mississippi
Workers' Compensation Assigned Risk Plan, and he shall design the assigned risk plan
in such a manner that the plan should become self-supporting with no outside
assessments. The commissioner may contract for a safety program.
(3) The Commissioner of Insurance is authorized to advertise and contract with any
workers' compensation insurance carriers that are licensed and writing workers'
compensation insurance within the State of Mississippi or providers of workers'
compensation claims and loss control services within the State of Mississippi to be
servicing carriers. A servicing carrier shall provide all insurance services to employers
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insured under the plan as are otherwise rendered to those covered by policies
voluntarily written by companies licensed to write workers' compensation insurance in
the state.
(4) The Commissioner of Insurance may establish the "Mississippi Workers'
Compensation Assigned Risk Pool" as a reinsurance mechanism for the "Mississippi
Workers' Compensation Assigned Risk Plan" to accomplish the equitable distribution of
all underwriting profit or loss of the plan to the companies licensed to write workers'
compensation insurance in the state in direct proportion to their share of the total
voluntary workers' compensation premiums written in the state. If established, all
insurance companies licensed to write workers' compensation insurance under this
chapter shall be members of and participants in this pool.
(5) The Commissioner of Insurance shall be responsible for the administration of both
the "Mississippi Workers' Compensation Assigned Risk Plan" and the "Mississippi
Workers' Compensation Assigned Risk Pool" but may designate an administrator of
either or both, at his discretion. The Commissioner of Insurance may levy special
assessments against the Mississippi Workers' Compensation Assigned Risk Pool, if
necessary, to provide funding for administrative expenses.
(6) The commissioner is hereby authorized to establish a temporary joint underwriting
association that shall consist of all insurers authorized to write, or engaged in writing,
within this state on any basis, workers' compensation insurance as reported in the
companies' annual statements.
The purpose of the association shall be to provide a market for workers' compensation
insurance on a self-supporting basis.
The association shall not be established nor begin underwriting operations until the
commissioner, after due hearing and investigation, has determined that workers'
compensation insurance is not readily available. A determination that such insurance is
not readily available shall be necessary before the association begins operations.
Upon such determination, the association shall be authorized to issue policies of
workers' compensation insurance.
If the commissioner determines at any time that workers' compensation insurance can
be made readily available in the voluntary market, the association shall then cease its
underwriting operations for such workers' compensation insurance that has been
determined to be available in the voluntary market.
The Commissioner of Insurance is authorized to promulgate rules and regulations to
effectuate the purposes of this section, to include levying assessments, if necessary, to
provide funding for start-up and administrative expenses.
' 71-3-113. Repealed by Laws 1990, Ch. 405, ' 60, eff. July 1, 1990
[Laws, 1979, ch. 301, ' 48; 1982, ch. 473, ' 58]
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' 71-3-115. Medical Advisory Board; appointment; qualifications; expenses;
recommendations.
(1) The Mississippi Workers' Compensation Commission shall appoint a medical
advisory board to serve in an advisory capacity to study the possibility of the use of a
medical fee schedule and to provide assistance to the commission in the performance
of its functions relating to regulation of medical fees and charges pursuant to Section
71-3-15(3), Mississippi Code of 1972.
(2) Such board shall consist of five (5) members, one (1) appointed from each
congressional district as they existed on January 1, 1985. Members of the board shall
serve at the will and pleasure of the commission. All members of the medical advisory
board shall be health care providers.
(3) Such board shall meet upon the call of the chairman of the Mississippi Workers'
Compensation Commission. The board shall receive per diem and mileage as
authorized by Section 25-3-69, Mississippi Code of 1972, for attendance at called
meetings to be paid from the administrative expense fund as provided in Section 71-397, Mississippi Code of 1972.
(4) The Mississippi Workers' Compensation Commission shall provide all office space
and clerical assistance that might be required by the board.
(5) The Workers' Compensation Commission shall file a report with the Secretary of
the Senate and the Clerk of the House of Representatives not later than December 15,
1987, concerning the result of the medical fee schedule study, together with any
recommendations that the commission may consider necessary in regard to the
regulation of medical fees and other costs. Such report shall contain any available
comparative data generated by the commission or the medical advisory board.
' 71-3-117. Review and evaluation of alternative systems of workers=
compensation; expenses; recommendations.
(1) The Mississippi Workers' Compensation Commission is hereby authorized and
directed to review and make recommendations to the Legislature concerning
alternative systems of workers' compensation for the State of Mississippi. The
commission shall evaluate (a) the feasibility of group self-insurance and a selfinsurance guarantee fund; (b) the deregulation of compensation insurance rates,
including the impact of reserving practices, return on investments and profitability on
workers' compensation ratemaking; (c) structural alternatives, such as the utilization
of a state fund to operate the compensation system; and (d) the provisions of
vocational rehabilitation services for covered employees. The Mississippi Department of
Insurance shall cooperate and assist the Workers' Compensation Commission in
preparing its recommendations.
(2) The Mississippi Workers' Compensation Commission may employ an actuary and
such other staff as may be required to properly conduct this study. The expense of this
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study shall be paid from the administrative expense fund as provided in Section 71-397, Mississippi Code of 1972.
(3) The Mississippi Workers' Compensation Commission shall file its report with the
Clerk of the House of Representatives and the Secretary of the Senate, together with
recommendations for legislation, no later than December 15, 1987, with respect to the
subject matter set forth in paragraphs (1)(a) and (1)(d) and no later than November
1, 1988, with respect to the subject matter set forth in paragraphs (1)(b) and (1)(c).
' 71-3-119. Workers= Compensation Advisory Council; qualifications;
appointment; compensation; expenses; purpose; reports.
(1) There is hereby created the Mississippi Workers' Compensation Advisory Council
composed of individuals who, by their practice, experience and expertise, reflect the
general composition of those involved with the workers' compensation field. The
council shall consist of not more than twenty-five (25) members excluding the
members of the Mississippi Workers' Compensation Commission, who shall be ex
officio members. The members of such council shall be appointed by the Mississippi
Workers' Compensation Commission within thirty (30) days of March 19, 1987 to a
one-year term or until their successors are appointed and qualified. The members of
the council shall select one of their number to be chairman. The advisory council shall
consider and advise the Mississippi Workers' Compensation Commission on all matters
related to the administration of the Mississippi Workers' Compensation Act. In its
discretion the council may recommend to the Mississippi Workers' Compensation
Commission changes it deems needed in the substance and administration of the
Mississippi Workers' Compensation Act. The council shall report periodically to the
Mississippi Workers' Compensation Commission regarding the performance of its duties
and functions.
(2) The members of the advisory council shall receive the per diem under Section 253-69 for attendance of meetings of the council and shall be reimbursed for actual and
necessary mileage and travel expenses incurred in the discharge of their duties
pursuant to Section 25-3-41. The Mississippi Workers' Compensation Commission may
provide personnel to aid the council in the performance of its functions. The amounts
allowed to the members of the council for per diem compensation, travel and other
council expenses is an expense incurred in the administration of the Mississippi
Workers' Compensation Law.
' 71-3-121. Safety programs; employer policies for drug and alcohol testing;
use of test results.
The Commissioner of Insurance shall promulgate such rules and regulations as to
require each insurer to establish a safety program for the health and benefit of the
employees of the insured employer. Such safety program shall include language to
explain the rights of workers under the Workers' Compensation Law. Such safety
program shall require that all insured employers implement a written policy for drug
and alcohol testing in accordance with Section 71-7- 1 et seq., Mississippi Code of
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1972, in order to ensure that the workplace is a drug and alcohol free environment
and to deter the use of drugs and alcohol at the workplace. Under such policy, if the
employer has probable cause to suspect that an employee's injury was occasioned
primarily by the intoxication of the employee or by the illegal use of any controlled
substances that affected the employee to the extent that the employee's normal
faculties were impaired, the employer may require the employee to submit to a test
for the presence of any controlled substances or alcohol in his system.
The results of the employer-administered tests shall be considered admissible evidence
solely on the issue of causation in the determination of intoxication of an employee at
the time of injury for workers' compensation purposes under Section 71-3-7.
*For injuries after July 1, 2012: ' 71-3-121.
(1) In the event that an employee sustains an injury at work or asserts a workrelated injury, the employer shall have the right to administer drug and alcohol testing
or require that the employee submit himself to drug and alcohol testing. If the
employee has a positive test indicating the presence, at the time of injury, of any drug
illegally used or the use of a valid prescription medication(s) taken contrary to the
prescriber's instructions and/or contrary to label warnings, or eight one-hundredths
percent (.08%) or more by weight volume of alcohol in the person's blood, it shall be
presumed that the proximate cause of the injury was the use of a drug illegally, or the
use of a valid prescription medication(s) taken contrary to the prescriber's instructions
and/or contrary to label warnings, or the intoxication due to the use of alcohol by the
employee. If the employee refuses to submit himself to drug and alcohol testing
immediately after the alleged work-related injury, then it shall be presumed that the
employee was using a drug illegally, or was using a valid prescription medication(s)
contrary to the prescriber's instructions and/or contrary to label warnings, or was
intoxicated due to the use of alcohol at the time of the accident and that the proximate
cause of the injury was the use of a drug illegally, or the use of a valid prescription
medication(s) taken contrary to the prescriber's instructions and/or contrary to label
warnings, or the intoxication due to the use of alcohol of the employee. The burden of
proof will then be placed upon the employee to prove that the use of drugs illegally, or
the use of a valid prescription medication(s) taken contrary to the prescriber's
instructions and/or contrary to label warnings, or intoxication due to the use of alcohol
was not a contributing cause of the accident in order to defeat the defense of the
employer provided under Section 71-3-7.
(2) The results of the drug and alcohol tests, employer-administered or otherwise,
shall be considered admissible evidence solely on the issue of causation in the
determination of the use of drugs illegally, or the use of a valid prescription
medication(s) taken contrary to the prescriber's instructions and/or contrary to label
warnings, or the intoxication due to the use of alcohol of an employee at the time of
injury for workers' compensation purposes under Section 71-3-7.
(3) No cause of action for defamation of character, libel, slander or damage to
reputation arises in favor of any person against an employer under the provisions of
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this section.
' 71-3-123. Report of commissioner on assigned risk plan and safety
programs.
The Commissioner of Insurance shall submit a report consisting of the condition of the
assigned risk plan and the safety programs established by insurers in accordance with
Laws, 1992, ch. 577 to the Senate and House Insurance Committees by January 1 of
each year, beginning January 1, 1993.
' 71-3-125. Workers= compensation claims offices; provision of same services
by contract; waiver.
(1) Each insurance carrier or commission approved self-insured employer shall
maintain a workers' compensation claims office, subject to the waiver provisions
herein, within the borders of the State of Mississippi beginning July 1, 1993.
Alternatively, each insurance carrier or commission approved self-insured employer
may provide by contract the same services within the borders of the State of
Mississippi beginning July 1, 1993. This claims office shall maintain workers'
compensation claims files and shall be the office responsible to the Mississippi Workers'
Compensation Commission for the proper filing of all commission forms for the
employer/insureds. This office shall be the sole contact for the commission for the
administration of all claims filed within the jurisdiction of the Mississippi Workers'
Compensation Commission. Authority to issue checks and to pay claims shall be vested
in personnel located within the State of Mississippi.
The insurance carrier and self-insured employer shall notify the commission of the
address of its claims office before July 1, 1992, and shall report any subsequent
changes of address before the effective date of the change. After October 1, 1992, no
processing or payment of workers' compensation claims shall occur outside the State
of Mississippi without the specific written waiver by the commission.
Waiver requests must be submitted to the commission in writing and shall not be
considered unless the applicant has exercised claims management and filing practices
that illustrate proper compliance with the law and other commission regulations.
Proper compliance shall be measured by the commission by continued monitoring of
the timeliness of reporting by the carrier/self-insured employer and by monitoring the
resolution, or lack thereof, of written complaints regarding noncompliance to all
aspects of the Mississippi Workers' Compensation Law and rules of the commission and
orders of the administrative law judges, commission or court.
The commission shall prepare a report at least twice each year as to the filing
performance, first payment performance and problems resolution of each carrier and
self-insured employer during the calendar year beginning January 1, 1993, and each
successive year. Carrier's and self-insured employer's performance as measured in
each calendar year shall be the basis for approval or continuation of the waiver
beginning on July 1 of each successive year.
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Any and all waivers previously granted by the commission under prior versions of this
section are subject to review under this section in effect at the time the waiver request
is submitted for approval or continuation.
2) Any failure to comply with the provisions of Laws, 1992, Chapter 577, shall subject
the carrier/self-insured employer to the sanctions of the Workers' Compensation Law.
' 71-3-127. Use of arbitrators to resolve disputes.
The Workers' Compensation Commission may utilize one or more arbitrators to resolve
disputes under such procedures as prescribed by the commission in its uniform
procedure rules.
' 71-3-129. Child and spousal support liens placed upon workers=
compensation.
(1) The Mississippi Department of Human Services, Division of Child Support
Enforcement (the department) or the obligee may cause a lien for unpaid and
delinquent child or spousal support to be placed upon any workers' compensation
benefits payable to an obligor delinquent in child support or spousal support payments
where a minor child is living with such spouse and such maintenance or spousal
support is collected in conjunction with child support.
(2) The lien shall be effective upon notice being filed with the Executive Director of the
Mississippi Workers' Compensation Commission. The notice shall contain the name and
address of the delinquent obligor, the Social Security number of the obligor, if known,
the name of the obligee, and the amount of delinquent child or spousal support.
(3) Any person(s), firm(s), corporation(s), including an insurance carrier, making any
payment of workers' compensation benefits to such obligor or to his attorney(s),
heir(s) or legal representative(s), after receipt of such notice, if support has been
assigned to the department pursuant to Section 43-19-31, Mississippi Code of 1972,
shall be liable to the obligee. In such event, the lien may be enforced by the
department against any person(s), firm(s), corporation(s) making the workers'
compensation benefit payment.
(4) Upon the filing of a notice under this section, the Executive Director of the
Mississippi Workers' Compensation Commission shall mail to the obligor and to all
attorneys and insurance carriers of record, a copy of the notice. The obligor, attorneys
and insurance carriers shall be deemed to have received the notice within five (5) days
of the mailing of the notice by the Executive Director of the Mississippi Workers'
Compensation Commission. The lien described in this section shall attach to all
workers' compensation benefits which are thereafter payable.
(5) In cases in which the department is not a party, the obligee or his attorney shall
file notice of the lien with such payor as described in subsection (3) above. This notice
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shall have attached a certified copy of the court order with all modifications and a
sworn statement by the obligee attesting to or certifying the amount of the arrearages.
(6) Notice of the lien shall be filed with the Executive Director of the Mississippi
Workers' Compensation Commission either by serving a certified copy of the court
order by first class mail; or by transmittal of the information described in subsection
(2) via automated means.
(7) Any amount deducted and withheld pursuant to subsection (1) shall be paid by the
commission to the department.
(8) Any amount deducted and withheld pursuant to subsection (1) shall for all
purposes be treated as if it were paid to the individual as benefits and paid by such
individual to the department in satisfaction of the individual's child support obligations.
(9) For purposes of this section, the term "benefits" means any compensation payable
under this chapter (including amounts payable by the commission pursuant to an
agreement under any federal law providing for compensation, assistance or allowances
with respect to injury or death).
(10) The department and the Mississippi Workers' Compensation Commission may
enter into agreements to carry out the provisions of subsection (6) of this section.
(11) The term "child support obligation" shall be as defined in Section 93- 11-101,
Mississippi Code of 1972.
MISSISSIPPI WORKERS= COMPENSATION
SELF-INSURER GUARANTY ASSOCIATION LAW
' 71-3-151. Title.
Sections 71-3-151 through 71-3-181 shall be known and may be cited as the
"Mississippi Workers' Compensation Self-insurer Guaranty Association Law."
' 71-3-153. Purpose and application.
The purpose of Sections 71-3-151 through 71-3-181 is to provide a mechanism for the
payment of the covered claims under the Workers' Compensation Law, to avoid
excessive delay in payment and to avoid financial loss to claimants because of the
insolvency of a self-insurer, to assist in the detection and prevention of self-insurer
insolvencies, and to provide associations to assess the cost of such protection among
self-insurers.Sections 71-3-151 through 71-3-181 shall apply to all employers who are
self-insurers under the provisions of Section 71-3-75, Mississippi Code of 1972.
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' 71-3-155. Workers= compensation self-insurer guaranty association law to
be liberally construed.
Sections 71-3-151 through 71-3-181 shall be liberally construed to effect the purpose
under Section 71-3-153, which shall constitute an aid and guide to interpretation.
' 71-3-157. Definitions.
For the purposes of Sections 71-3-151 through 71-3-181, the following words shall
have the meanings ascribed herein unless the context shall otherwise require:
(a) "Individual association" means the Mississippi Workers' Compensation
Individual Self-insurer Guaranty Association created under Section 71-3-159.
(b) "Group association" means the Mississippi Workers' Compensation Group
Self-insurer Guaranty Association created under Section 71-3-159.
(c) "Commission" means the Mississippi Workers' Compensation Commission.
(d) "Compensation" means amounts payable to claimants under the Mississippi
Workers' Compensation Law as defined in Section 71-3-3(j), Mississippi Code of
1972.
(e) "Covered claim" means an unpaid claim upon which compensation or
medical is payable by an individual self-insurer or a group self-insurer under the
Workers' Compensation Law.
(f) "Self-insurer in default" means an individual self-insurer or a group selfinsurer as defined by this chapter that has defaulted or failed for any reason to
satisfy any of its obligations under the Workers' Compensation Law, including,
without limitation, all obligations for payment of indemnity compensation,
disability, expenses of medical, hospital, surgical, rehabilitation and other
services, death benefits and funeral expenses, whether such default or failure is
the result of insolvency or bankruptcy or receivership or otherwise.
(g) "Member self-insurer" means a self-insurer as defined by this chapter who is
a member of the Mississippi Workers' Compensation Individual Self-insurer
Guaranty Association or the Mississippi Workers' Compensation Group Selfinsurer Guaranty Association.
(h) "Individual self-insurer" is an employer who has been authorized under
Section 71-3-75(2), Mississippi Code of 1972, to insure under the Workers'
Compensation Law.
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(i) "Group self-insurer" is a group of employers who have been authorized under
Section 71-3-75(3), Mississippi Code of 1972, to insure under the Workers'
Compensation Law.
(j) "Person" means any individual, corporation, partnership, association or
voluntary
organization.
' 71-3-159. Workers' Compensation Individual Self-insurer Guaranty
Association and Workers' Compensation Group Self-insurer Guaranty
Association.
The Mississippi Workers' Compensation Self-insurer Guaranty Association created
under this chapter shall be renamed as the "Mississippi Workers' Compensation
Individual Self-insurer Guaranty Association" and there is created a separate nonprofit
unincorporated legal entity to be known as the "Mississippi Workers' Compensation
Group Self-insurer Guaranty Association." All individual self-insurers shall be and
remain members of the individual association and all group self-insurers shall be and
remain members of the group association as a condition of their authority under
Section 71-3-75, Mississippi Code of 1972. These associations shall perform their
functions under plans of operation established and approved under Section 71-3-165
and shall exercise their powers through boards of directors established under Section
71-3- 161. However, any individual or group self-insurer composed of the state, or any
agency thereof, or county or municipal governments shall not be required to be
members of the individual association or the group association.
' 71-3-161. Board of directors of associations.
(1) The boards of directors of the individual association and the group association shall
each consist of not less than five (5) nor more than nine (9) persons, serving terms as
established in their plans of operation. The members of each of the boards shall be
selected by their respective member self-insurers, subject to the approval of the
commission. Vacancies of the boards shall be filled for the remaining period of the
term in the same manner as initial appointments.
(2) In approving selections to the boards, the commission shall consider, among other
things, whether all member self-insurers of their respective association are fairly
represented.
(3) Subject to board approval, members of the boards may be reimbursed from the
assets of their respective associations for expenses, including, but not limited to,
attorney fees, incurred by them as members of the boards of directors.
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' 71-3-163. Powers, duties and obligations of the associations.
(1) Each association shall:
(a) Be obligated to the extent of its covered claims existing prior to the date of
default and arising within thirty (30) days after the date of default. In no event
shall an association be obligated to a claimant in an amount in excess of the
obligation of the defaulting member self-insurer of such association.
(b) Be deemed the self-insurer to the extent of obligations on its covered claims
and to such extent shall have all rights, duties and obligations of the individual
self-insurer in default or insolvent group self-insurer in default as if such selfinsurer were not in default.
(c) Assess its respective individual self-insurers or group self-insurers amounts
necessary to pay the obligations of the association under subsection (2) of this section,
the expenses of handling covered claims and other expenses authorized by Sections
71-3-151 through 71-3-181. The assessments of each individual self-insurer and each
group self-insurer shall be two percent (2%) of the gross paid compensation and
medical supplies and services of said member self-insurer during each period of six (6)
months. Said two percent (2%) assessment shall be collected by the commission at
the same time as and pursuant to the procedures adopted by the commission pursuant
to Section 71- 3-99, Mississippi Code of 1972. If the obligations of the individual
association incurred on or after July 1, 2004, for covered claims arising before July 1,
2004, plus necessary expenses of the individual association incurred on or after July 1,
2004, in evaluating, adjusting, defending or settling such covered claims, exceed the
total amount of funds held by the individual association on July 1, 2004, then and to
that extent all individual employers and groups of employers who were self-insurers on
the dates that the covered claims arose shall be liable for a special assessment in the
amount of such deficiency. This special assessment shall be collected by the
commission in accordance with the procedures adopted by the commission under
Section 71-3-99. All obligations for covered claims arising on or after July 1, 2004,
shall be the sole obligation of the association to which the self-insurer in default
belongs. The two percent (2%) assessment on each individual self- insurer and on
each group self-insurer shall be collected by the commission until the sum of Two
Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) is accumulated by the individual association and the
sum of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00) is accumulated by the group association.
At that time the assessments shall be suspended. However, any employer that
becomes authorized under Section 71- 3-75 to be a member self-insurer after July 1,
1996, is not entitled to have the two percent (2%) assessment suspended until such
member self-insurer has contributed to the guaranty fund to which it belongs for the
first four (4) years such employer is a member self-insurer regardless of the amount in
the guaranty fund of the association to which it belongs. The two percent (2%)
assessment shall be reinstituted for all member self-insurers of the individual
association at any time that the guaranty fund balance of the individual association
reaches One Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,500,000.00) and such
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assessment shall continue until such time as the balance is Two Million Dollars
($2,000,000.00). The two percent (2%) assessment shall be reinstituted for all
member self-insurers of the group association at any time that the guaranty fund
balance of the group association reaches Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars
($750,000.00) and such assessment shall continue until such time as the balance is
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00). If the maximum assessment, together with the
other assets of an association, does not provide in any one (1) year an amount
sufficient to make all necessary payments, the funds available in such association shall
be paid as directed by the commission and any unpaid portion shall be paid as soon
thereafter as funds in such association become available. When the guaranty fund
balance of the group association reaches One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00), the
commission may waive the need for bonding requirements for self-funded pools.
(d) Investigate claims brought against the association; adjust, compromise, settle and
pay covered claims to the extent of the association's obligations; deny all other claims;
and may review settlements, releases and judgments to which the member selfinsurer in default were parties to determine the extent to which such settlements,
releases and judgments may be properly contested.
(e) Notify such persons as the commission directs under Section 71-3- 167(2)(a).
(f) Handle claims through its employees or through one or more other persons
designated as servicing facilities. Designation of a servicing facility is subject to the
approval of the commission.
(g) Reimburse each servicing facility for obligations of the association paid by the
facility and for expenses incurred by the facility while handling claims on behalf of the
association, and shall pay the other expenses of the association authorized by Sections
71-3-151 through 71-3-181.
(2) Each association may:
(a) Employ or retain such persons as are necessary to handle claims and perform
other duties of the association.
(b) Sue or be sued.
(c) Negotiate and become a party to such contracts as are necessary to carry out the
purposes of Sections 71-3-151 through 71-3-181.
(d) Perform such other acts as are necessary or proper to effectuate the purposes of
Sections 71-3-151 through 71-3-181.
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' 71-3-165. Plan of operation of associations.
(1) Each association shall submit to the commission a plan of operation and any
amendments thereto necessary or suitable to assure the fair, reasonable and equitable
administration of the association. The plan of operation and any amendments thereto
shall become effective upon approval in writing by the commission.
(2) If at any time an association fails to submit suitable amendments to its plan, the
commission shall, after notice and hearings, adopt and promulgate such reasonable
rules as are necessary or advisable to effectuate the provisions of Sections 71-3-151
through 71-3-181. Such rules shall continue in force until modified by the commission
or superseded by a plan submitted by the noncomplying association and approved by
the commission.
(3) All member self-insurers shall comply with the plan of operation of the association
to which they belong. The plan of operation of each association shall:
(a) Establish the procedures whereby all the powers and duties of the
association under Section 71-3-163 will be performed.
(b) Establish procedures for handling assets of the association.(c) Establish the
amount and method of reimbursing members of the board of directors under
Section 71-3-161.
(d) Establish procedures by which claims may be filed with the association, and
establish acceptable forms of proof of covered claims.
(e) Establish regular places and times for meetings of the board of directors.
(f) Establish procedures for records to be kept of all financial transactions of the
association, its agents and the board of directors.
(g) Provide that any individual self-insurer or group self-insurer aggrieved by
any final action or decision of the association to which it belongs may appeal to
the commission within thirty (30) days after the action or decision.
(h) Establish the procedures whereby selections for the board of directors will be
submitted to the commission.
(i) Contain additional provisions necessary or proper for the execution of the
powers and duties of the association.
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(4) The plan of operation of each association may provide that any or all powers and
duties of the association, except those under Section 71-3- 163(1)8 and Section 71-3174, are delegated to a corporation, association or other organization which performs
or will perform functions similar to those of the association. Such a corporation,
association or organization shall be reimbursed as a servicing facility would be
reimbursed, and shall be paid for its performance of any other functions of the
association. A delegation under this subsection shall take effect only with the approval
of both the board of directors of the association and the commission, and may be
made only to a corporation, association or organization which extends protection not
substantially less favorable and effective than that provided by Sections 71-3-151
through 71-3-181.
' 71-3-167. Duties and power of the Commission.
(1) The commission shall:
(a) Upon the request of an association or of any other party or without any
request on its own motion, enter any appropriate order finding a member selfinsurer to be in default and to determine the date of such default and promptly
notify the association to which such member self-insurer belongs of the
existence of such default and the date of such default.
(b) Upon request of the board of directors of an association, provide such
association with a statement of compensation payments of each member selfinsurer of such association.
(2) The commission may:
(a) Require that the group association notify the member self-insurers of any
group self-insurer in default and any other interested parties of the default.
Such notification shall be by mail at their last known address, where available,
but if sufficient information for notification by mail is not available, notice by
publication in a newspaper of general circulation shall be sufficient.
(b) Suspend or revoke, after notice and hearing, the authority to self-insure
granted under Section 71-3-75, Mississippi Code of 1972, of any member selfinsurer who fails to pay an assessment when due, or fails to comply with the
plan of operation of the association to which it belongs. As an alternative, the
commission may levy a fine on any member self-insurer who fails to pay an
assessment when due or fails to comply with the plan of operation. Such fine
shall not exceed five percent (5%) of the unpaid assessment per month, except
that no fine shall be less than One Hundred Dollars ($100.00) per month.
(c) Revoke the designation of any servicing facility if it finds claims are being
handled unsatisfactorily.
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(3) Any final action or order of the commission under Sections 71-3-151 through 71-3181 shall be subject to judicial review in a court of competent jurisdiction.
' 71-3-169. Assignment of rights under workers' compensation law to
association; claims by association against insolvent self-insurer.
(1) Any person recovering from an association under Sections 71-3-151 through 71-3181 shall be deemed to have assigned his rights under the Workers' Compensation
Law to such association to the extent of his recovery from such association. Any
claimant seeking the protection of Sections 71- 3-151 through 71-3-181 shall
cooperate with the association against which claim is made to the same extent as such
person would have been required to cooperate with the member self-insurer in default.
Such association shall have no cause of action under the Workers' Compensation Law
against the claimant of the member self-insurer in default for any sums it has paid out
except such causes of action as such member self-insurer in default would have had if
such sums had been paid by such member self-insurer in default.
(2) An association may recover from the self-insurer in default and from a group selfinsurer in default all amounts paid by such association on account of covered claims of
employees of the member self-insurer in default and any group self-insurer in default
to which such member self-insurer in default belongs, as well as all expenses incurred
by such association in evaluating, adjusting, defending or settling covered claims of
such employees. It shall be presumed that all amounts paid by such association under
this section are reasonable, necessary and otherwise in compliance with this chapter.
There shall be added to any recovery under this section expenses of litigation of such
association in obtaining such recovery, interest at the rate of eight percent (8%) per
annum commencing on the date of such default and a ten percent (10%) penalty.
' 71-3-171. Repealed by Laws 2003, Ch. 553, ' 9, eff. July 1, 2003
[Laws, 1988, ch. 554, ' 11, eff from and after July 1, 1988.]
' 71-3-173. Examination of association members; powers and duties of the
board of directors; detection and prevention of insolvency of members of
association.
To aid in the detection and prevention of individual self-insurer insolvencies and group
self-insurer insolvencies:
(a) The board of directors of an association may, upon majority vote, request
that the commission order an examination of any of its member self-insurers
and group self-insurers which the board in good faith believes may be in a
financial condition hazardous to the potential claimants or the public. Upon
making any such request to the commission, such board of directors shall
recommend for commission approval persons to perform the examination. The
examination shall commence within thirty (30) days following the commission's
approval of such request for examination. The commission may request a board
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of directors to recommend for commission approval, and a board of directors
can request the commission to approve, alternative persons to complete an
examination if it is believed the examination is not being performed in a timely
and efficient manner. The cost of such examination shall be paid by the
association requesting such examination, and examination reports shall be
forwarded to the commission and treated as are other examination reports. In
no event shall reports of such examination be released to the board of directors
of such association prior to release to the public, but this shall not preclude the
commission from complying with paragraph (b) of this section. The commission
shall notify the board of directors of such association when the examination is
completed. Each request for an examination by an association shall be kept on
file by the commission, but it shall not be open to public inspection prior to the
release of an examination report to the public.
(b) It shall be the duty of the commission to report to the board of directors of
an association when it has reasonable cause to believe that any member selfinsurer or group self-insurer examined or being examined at the request of the
board of directors of such association may be insolvent or in a financial condition
hazardous to potential claimants or the public.
(c) The board of directors of an association may, upon majority vote, make
reports and recommendations to the commission upon any matter germane to
the solvency, bankruptcy or reorganization of any of its member self-insurers
and group self-insurers. Such reports and recommendations shall not be
considered public documents.
(d) The board of directors of an association may, upon majority vote, make
recommendations to the commission for the detection and prevention of
member self-insurer insolvencies and group self-insurer insolvencies.(e) The
board of directors of an association shall, at the conclusion of any insolvency,
bankruptcy case or default where such association was obligated to pay covered
claims, prepare a report on the history and causes of such insolvency and
bankruptcy, based on the information available to such association, and submit
such report to the commission.
' 71-3-174. Special assessment plans where association assumes obligations
of individual or group self-insurer exceeding the assets of such association.
If an association assumes any obligations of an individual self-insurer or group selfinsurer under this chapter, and payments of such obligations exceed the assets of such
association, such association shall within not less than sixty (60) days thereafter
submit for approval by the commission a plan for special assessment of each individual
self-insurer and group self-insurer who may be responsible for payment of such
obligations in excess of the assets of such association. Such plan for special
assessment shall also include the expenses of such association related to the
processing of obligations covered by the special assessment plan. Failure to comply
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with a commission-approved special assessment plan of an association shall create a
cause of action in favor of such association against any noncompliant member selfinsurer and any noncompliant group self-insurer for recovery of payments and
expenses by such association for which the noncompliant member self-insurer or
noncompliant group self-insurer should have been obligated. It shall be presumed that
all obligations paid by an association pursuant to a commission-approved special
assessment plan, including, but not limited to, expenses associated with processing
such obligations, are reasonable, necessary and otherwise in compliance with the
requirements of this chapter. There shall be added to any recovery under this section
expenses of litigation of such association related to such cause of action, interest at
the rate of eight percent (8%) per annum beginning on the date of such
noncompliance and a ten percent (10%) penalty.
' 71-3-175. Association subject to examination; annual financial report.
The individual association and group association shall be subject to examination and
regulation by the commission. The board of directors of each association shall submit,
not later than March 30 of each year, a financial report for the preceding calendar year
in a form approved by the commission. The commission shall furnish the board of
directors of an association any records of the commission which would aid in the
preparation of this financial report.
' 71-3-177. Association exempt from fees and taxes.
The individual association and group association shall be exempt from payment of all
fees and all taxes levied by this state or any of its subdivisions except taxes levied on
real or personal property.
' 71-3-179. Immunity from liability.
Subject to Section 71-3-174, there shall be no liability on the part of and no cause of
action of any nature shall arise against any individual self-insurer, any group selfinsurer, association, agents and employees of an association, board of directors of an
association, and the commission and its employees and representatives, or any of
them, for any good faith, affirmative action taken by any of them in the performance
of their powers and duties under Sections 71-3-151 through 71-3-181. This section
does not apply to individual employers who are members of a group self-insurer. Such
immunity shall not extend to any acts of gross negligence by any such individual selfinsurer, group self-insurer, association, agents and employees of an association, board
of directors of an association and the commission and its employees and
representative committed in the performance of their duties hereunder.
' 71-3-181. Stay of proceedings involving self-insurer in default.
All proceedings in which any individual self-insurer in default or group self-insurer in
default is a party before the commission or in any court in this state, on order of the
commission, may be stayed for a period not to exceed six (6) months from the date of
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the default to permit proper defense by such association of all covered claims. If any
judgment, order, decision, verdict or finding is made or entered against such individual
self-insurer in default or group self-insurer in default while the stay provided in this
section is effective, the association to which such individual self-insurer or group selfinsurer belongs may apply to have such judgment, order, decision, verdict or finding
set aside by the same court or administrator that made such judgment, order,
decision, verdict or finding. Such association shall be permitted to enter its appearance
and defend against any covered claim which is pending on the date of default or which
is filed thereafter.
DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE WORKERS= COMPENSATION
PREMIUM REDUCTION ACT
' 71-3-201. Title.
Sections 71-3-201 through 71-3-225 shall be known and may be cited as the "DrugFree Workplace Workers' Compensation Premium Reduction Act."
' 71-3-203. Legislative intent.
It is the intent of the Legislature to promote drug-free workplaces in order that
employers in this state be afforded the opportunity to maximize their levels of
productivity, enhance their competitive positions in the marketplace, and reach their
desired levels of success without experiencing the costs, delays and tragedies
associated with work-related accidents resulting from substance abuse by employees.
' 71-3-205. Definitions.
The following words and terms in Sections 71-3-201 through 71-3-225 shall have
meanings as follows:
(a) "Employee" means any person who works for salary, wages or other
remuneration for an employer.
(b) "Employer" means a person or entity that is subject to the Mississippi
Workers' Compensation Law as found in Section 71-3-1 et seq., Mississippi Code
of 1972.
' 71-3-207. Implementation of drug-free workplace program; qualification of
employer of premium reduction.
(1) If an employer implements a drug-free workplace program substantially in
accordance with Sections 71-3-201 through 71-3-225, the employer shall qualify for
certification for a five percent (5%) premium discount if offered under the employer's
workers' compensation insurance policy.
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(2) For each policy of workers' compensation insurance issued or renewed in the state
on or after July 1, 1997, a five percent (5%) reduction in the premium for such policy
may be granted by the insurer if the insured certifies to the insurer that it has
established and maintains a drug-free workplace program that complies with the
requirements of Sections 71-3-201 through 71-3- 225.
(3) The premium discount provided by this section shall be applied to an insured's
workers' compensation insurance pro rata as of the date of receipt of certification by
the insurer.
(4) The Workers' Compensation Commission shall promulgate appropriate forms and
procedures to allow self-certification by an insured to its insurer. Certification by an
insured shall be required for each year in which a premium discount is granted.
(5) The insured's workers' compensation insurance policy shall be subject to an
additional premium for the purposes of reimbursement of a previously granted
premium discount if it is determined that such insured misrepresented the compliance
of its drug-free workplace program within the provisions of Sections 71-3-201 through
71-3-225.
(6) The Workers' Compensation Commission shall be authorized to promulgate rules
and regulations necessary for the implementation and enforcement of this section.
' 71-3-209. Elements of drug-free workplace program.
A drug-free workplace program must contain the following elements:
(a) Written policy statement as provided in Section 71-3-211;
(b) Comply with the substance abuse testing procedures as provided in Sections
71-7-1 through 71-7-33, Mississippi Code of 1972, if testing is initiated by the
employer;
(c) Resources of employee assistance providers or other rehabilitation
resources, maintained in accordance with Section 71-3-213;
(d) Employee education as provided in Section 71-3-215; and
(e) Supervisor training in accordance with Section 71-3-217.
' 71-3-211. Employer's written policy statement on substance abuse.
A drug-free workplace must provide a written policy statement on substance abuse in
order to qualify for the provisions of Section 71-3-207. All employees must be given a
written policy statement from the employer that contains:
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(a) A general statement of the employer's policy on substance abuse notifying
employees that the unlawful manufacture, sale, distribution, solicitation,
possession with intent to sell or distribute, or use of alcohol or other drugs is
prohibited in the person's workplace;
(b) A statement advising an employee or job applicant of the existence of
Sections 71-3-201 through 71-3-225;
(c) A general statement concerning confidentiality;
(d) A statement advising an employee of the employee assistance program,
external employee assistance program, or the employer's resource file of
employee assistance programs and other persons, entities or organizations
designed to assist employees with personal or behavioral problems;
(e) A statement informing an employee of the provisions of the federal DrugFree Workplace Act if applicable to the employer.
' 71-3-213. Qualification as private sector drug-free workplace.
In order for an employer's workplace to qualify as a private sector drug-free workplace
and to qualify for the provisions of Section 71-3-207, the following must be met:
(a) If an employer has an employee assistance program, the employer must
inform the employee of the benefits and services of the employee assistance
program. An employer shall post notice of the employee assistance program in
conspicuous places and explore alternatives to publicize such services. In
addition, the employer must provide the employee with notice of the policies
and procedures regarding access to and utilization of the program.
(b) If an employer does not have an employee assistance program, the
employer must maintain a resource file of employee assistance service
providers, alcohol and other drug abuse programs, mental health providers, and
other persons, entities or organizations available to assist employees with
personal or behavioral problems. The employer shall provide all employees
information about the existence of the resource file and a summary of the
information contained within the resource file. The summary should contain, but
need not be limited to, all information necessary to access the services listed in
the resource file. In addition, the employer shall post in conspicuous places a
listing of multiple employee assistance providers in the area.
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' 71-3-215. Education program on alcohol and drug abuse.
An employer must provide all employees with an education program on alcohol and
other drug abuse prior to instituting a private sector drug-free workplace program
under Sections 71-3-201 through 71-3-225. Also, an employer must provide all
employees with an annual education program on alcohol and other drug abuse, in
general, and its effects on the workplace, specifically. An education program for a
minimum of one (1) hour should include, but is not limited to, the following
information:
(a) The explanation of the disease of addiction for alcohol and other drugs;
(b) The effects and dangers of the commonly abused substances in the
workplace; and
(c) The company's policies and procedures regarding alcohol and other drug use
or abuse in the workplace and how employees who wish to obtain substance
abuse treatment can do so.
' 71-3-217. Training of supervisory personnel.
In order to qualify as a private sector drug-free workplace and to qualify for the
provisions of Section 71-3-207, and in addition to the educational program provided in
Section 71-3-215, an employer must provide all supervisory personnel a minimum of
two (2) hours of training prior to the institution of a drug-free workplace program
under Sections 71-3-201 through 71-3-225, and each year thereafter which should
include, but is not limited to, the following:
(a) Recognition of evidence of employee alcohol and other drug abuse;
(b) Documentation and corroboration of employee alcohol and other drug
abuse;
(c) Referral of alcohol and other drug abusing employees to the proper
treatment providers;
(d) Recognition of the benefits of referring alcohol and other drug abusing
employees to treatment programs, in terms of employee health and safety and
company savings; and
(e) Explanation of any employee health insurance of HMO coverage for alcohol
and other drug problems.
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' 71-3-219. Confidentiality of results of substance abuse program.
(1) All information, interview, reports, statements, memoranda and test results,
written or otherwise, received by the employer through a substance abuse program
are confidential communications as they pertain to the employee only and may not be
used or received in evidence, obtained in discovery or disclosed in any public or private
proceedings, except as provided in Sections 71-7-1 through 71-7-33, Mississippi Code
of 1972.
(2) Release of any such information under any other circumstance shall be solely
pursuant to a written consent form signed voluntarily by the person tested, unless
such release is compelled by an agency of the state or a court of competent
jurisdiction or unless deemed appropriate by a professional or occupational licensing
board in a related disciplinary proceeding. The consent form must contain at a
minimum:
(a) The name of the person who is authorized to obtain the information;
(b) The purpose of the disclosure;
(c) The precise information to be disclosed;
(d) The duration of the consent; and
(e) The signature of the person authorizing release of the information.
(3) Nothing in Sections 71-3-201 through 71-3-225 shall be construed to call for
actions that may violate federal or state confidentiality statutes for employee
assistance professionals and alcohol and other drug abuse counseling or treatment
providers.
' 71-3-221. Failure of employer to establish substance abuse program.
No cause of action shall arise in favor of any person against an employer based upon
the failure of an employer to establish a substance abuse program in accordance with
Sections 71-3-201 through 71-3-225.
' 71-3-223. Relation to other laws.Nothing in Sections 71-3-201 through 71-3-225
shall be construed to operate retroactively, and nothing in Sections 71-3-201 through
71-3-225 shall abrogate the right of an employer under state law to conduct substance
abuse tests, or implement employee substance abuse testing programs. Only those
programs that meet the criteria outlined in Sections 71-3-201 through 71-3-225
qualify for reduced workers' compensation insurance rates under Section 71-3-207.
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' 71-3-225. Severability
If any provision of Sections 71-3-201 through 71-3-225 or application thereof to any
person or circumstance is held invalid, the invalidity does not affect other provisions or
applications of Sections 71-3-201 through 71- 3-225 that can be given effect without
the invalid provision or application, and to this end the provisions of Sections 71-3-201
through 71-3-225 are severable.
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Compilation of the Rules of the Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Commission
Title 20: Labor
Part 1: Rules of the Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Commission
Part 1 Chapter 1: General Rules
Rule 1.1 Meetings.
The office of the Mississippi Workers' Compensation Commission shall be in the City of
Jackson. The Commission shall remain in continuous session; also, the Commission shall meet
as a body at the call of the Chairman to transact other business as needed.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 1.2 Amendments and Construction.
The Rules of the Commission are subject to amendment at any time, and the Commission
will adopt additional Rules as needed.
All references in these Rules to the "Law" or to the "Act" refer to the most current
provisions of the Mississippi Workers' Compensation Law, Miss. Code Ann. 71-3-1 et seq.
(1972, as amended), unless otherwise provided.
All references to "Commission" shall not include and apply to any Administrative Judge
of this Commission, unless otherwise provided.
These Rules shall be in effect and shall apply to all claims or matters pending before the
Commission as of the effective date of the Rules, and to all matters or claims thereafter filed.
If the Commission, an Administrative Judge, or any court of competent jurisdiction finds
that any provision of these Rules conflicts with any provision of the Mississippi Workers'
Compensation Law, the provision of the Law shall control.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 1.3 Proof of Coverage.
Every employer within the scope of the Mississippi Workers' Compensation Law shall
file proof of compliance with the insurance provisions of the Law in the manner directed by the
Commission. In cases where insurance is taken with a carrier registered with the Commission,
employer's notice of compliance shall be filed by the carrier with and through the National
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Council on Compensation Insurance's Proof of Coverage System, or with any other vendor
approved by the Commission for such purposes. Individual and group self-insured employers
shall file notice of coverage in the manner and format prescribed by the Commission.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 1.4. [Repealed effective April 1, 2001]
Rule 1.5 Cancellation of Policies.
To cancel or terminate an insurance policy with an employer before the expiration date
stated in the policy, the carrier shall give the employer thirty (30) days prior notice as provided in
Miss. Code Ann. Section 71-3-77 of the Act.
The employer whose policy has been canceled or terminated per Miss. Code Ann.
Section 71-3-77 shall, on or before the thirtieth (30th) day after receiving notice of cancellation
or termination, furnish proof of coverage in accordance with Mississippi Workers’
Compensation Commission General Rule1.3. Employer’s failure to furnish such proof of
coverage within thirty days shall be considered a violation of Miss. Code Ann. Section 71-3-9
and subject the employer to the penalties prescribed under Miss. Code Ann. Section 71-3-83.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 1.6. [Repealed effective September 1, 1993]
Rule 1.7 Self-Insurers.
(A) SELF-INSURERS -- GENERAL PROVISIONS. Any employer desiring to qualify
as an individual self-insurer, or any group of employers desiring to qualify as a group selfinsurer, and carry its own risk under the provisions of Miss. Code Ann. Section 71-3-75 shall
make application on a form provided by the Commission, and shall be required to reply fully to
all inquiries made thereon.
(1) In no event shall an application for self-insurance be approved unless the applicant is
willing and able to furnish adequate security for the payment of its obligations under the Act, and
the type and amount of such security shall be determined by the Commission and in no event
shall be less than $100,000.00 unless otherwise ordered by the Commission. Each application
will be considered upon its merits with strict regard to the hazards involved and the financial
strength of the applicant.
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(2) No record or any information concerning the solvency and financial ability of any
applicant for self-insurance, or of any approved individual self-insurer or group self-insurer, and
no other information which is deemed confidential by other provisions of law, which is acquired
by the Commission, shall be subject to public inspection. However, such information shall be
made available to the Guaranty Association in the instance of a self-insurer in default pursuant to
Miss. Code Ann. Sections 71-3-151 through 71-3-181.
(3) Upon approval of any application submitted hereunder, the Commission may
continually monitor the financial status and claim liabilities of the self-insurer, and may require,
at the expense of the self-insurer, periodic financial, actuarial or other such audits, statements or
reports as the Commission deems necessary to ensure that the financial status of the self-insurer
remains satisfactory, that its liabilities remain adequately funded, and that its obligations under
the compensation law are being promptly met. The Commission may require further or
additional security from the self-insurer or institute proceedings requiring the self-insurer to
show cause why its certificate of authority to act as a self-insurer should not be terminated. The
Commission will notify the Individual Association of any such proceedings instituted against an
individual self-insurer and of the basis for the Commission’s decision to institute the
proceedings.
(4) The security posted or the indemnity bond held by the Commission shall be for the
benefit of, as applicable, the Mississippi Workers' Compensation Commission, the Mississippi
Workers' Compensation Individual Self-insurer Guaranty Association, or the Mississippi
Workers' Compensation Group Self-Insurer Guaranty Association, as security for the payment of
the self-insurer's or group self-insurer's covered claims and other obligations under the Law; for
the expenses incurred by either Association, as applicable, in evaluating, adjusting, defending, or
settling the self-insurer's covered claims; and for any assessment made against the self-insurer
pursuant to the Guaranty Association Act, Miss. Code Ann. Sections 71-3-151 through 181. The
security posted or the indemnity bond held by the Commission shall also be for the benefit of the
Commission to the extent of any assessment made against the self-insurer pursuant to the
applicable provisions of the Act. Any bond or other security held by the Commission shall not be
returned to a self-insurer or released any earlier than at least one (1) year after the last known
claim against such self-insurer has been closed in accordance with the provisions of the Act.
Prior to releasing or reducing or increasing by 30% or more any security or bond held in whole
or part for the benefit of the Individual Association, the Commission will notify the Individual
Association of the Commission’s intent to release, reduce, or increase the security or bond.
(5) All self-insurers are required to furnish the Commission safety reports at least
annually, according to the schedule or time fixed by the Commission. Such reports are to be
made by a safety engineer or some other party competent to make safety surveys and reports, and
shall be in the format prescribed by the Commission.
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(6) All self-insurers shall file with the Commission a statement of financial condition
audited by an independent certified public accountant six months after the end of the selfinsurer's fiscal year. At the same time, each individual self-insurer shall file with the
Commission (a) an addendum or update to the individual self-insurer’s application for selfinsurance, in accordance with a form prescribed or approved by the Commission; and (ii) proof
of specific and/or aggregate excess insurance that is in a form and in an amount by an insurance
company acceptable to the Commission and that names the Individual Association as an
additional insured in the event of the self-insurer’s insolvency or default. All group self-insurers
must also comply with any and all annual reporting requirements set forth in Part B of this Rule.
Additionally, at least every three years, or more often if prescribed by the Commission,
every individual self-insurer shall file an actuarial report with the Commission from a Member of
the American Academy of Actuaries or other Commission approved qualified loss reserve
specialist, a statement which shall include, but not be limited to, the amount of actuarially
appropriated reserves for (1) known Mississippi claims and expenses associated therewith, and
(2) Mississippi claims incurred but not reported and expenses associated therewith, which
reserves shall be shown as liabilities. The group self-insurers shall submit these reports annually.
All applications and all renewals of certificates of authority for the right of self-insurance
are granted upon the express condition that said self-insurers file by the prescribed due date all
reports required of them by the Commission and that they comply with the plan of operation of
the guaranty association to which they are members, in accordance with Mississippi Code § 713-165(3).
(7) All self-insurers shall maintain specific and/or aggregate excess insurance coverage in
an approved form providing statutory coverage with retention in an amount set by the
Commission in the initial order approving their Certificate of Authority. A copy of the renewal
policy shall be filed with the Commission within thirty (30) days of the policy inception date.
(B) GROUP SELF-INSURERS.
(1) Authority to Act as a Workers' Compensation Self-Insurance Group. No person,
association or other entity shall act as a workers' compensation self-insurance group unless it has
been issued an annual certificate of authority by the Mississippi Workers' Compensation
Commission. Such certificate of authority must be renewed annually on or before the anniversary
date of the original award of group self-insurance.
(2) Qualifications for Initial Approval and Continued Authority to Act as a
Workers' Compensation Group.
a. Before a group of employers may file an application to act as a self-insurer, they must
demonstrate the need to form such a group to the satisfaction of the Commission. The potential
group self-insurer must show cause as to why a new group self-insurer should be approved. This
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may be through written presentation, oral, or both, at the direction of the Commission. Once the
Commission approves the demonstration of need to form a group self-insurer, the proposed selfinsurance group shall file with the Commission its application for a certificate of approval
accompanied by a non-refundable filing fee in the amount of Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00).
The application shall include the group self-insurer's name, location of its principal office, date
of organization, name and address of each member, together with the following:
(1) A copy of the articles of association, if any;
(2) A copy of the bylaws of the proposed group self-insurer;
(3) A copy of agreements with the administrator and with any and all service companies;
(4) A copy of the agreement between the group self-insurer and each member securing
the payment of workers' compensation benefits, which shall include provisions for payment of
assessments as provided by Law;
(5) Designation of the initial board of trustees and administrator;
(6) The address in this State where the books and records of the group self-insurer will be
maintained;
(7) A pro-forma financial statement and any other documents required by the
Commission on forms acceptable to the Commission showing the financial ability of the group
self-insurer to pay workers' compensation obligations of its members;
(8) Proof of payment to the group self-insurer by each member of not less than 25% of
that member's first year of estimated annual premium as defined by the Commission on a date
prescribed;
(9) Public group self-insurers must submit authorization from the governing authorities of
each proposed member allowing participation in such a group self-insurance program with other
political subdivisions or state agencies, boards, commissions or other public entities;
(10) Rates, Rating Plans, (including all rating elements and formulas, e.g., experience
rating factors, discounts, Schedule Rating Plans, etc.) Premium payment plans and classes of
business to be written must be submitted for, and approved by the Commission, prior to a
certificate of authority being issued.
b. To maintain its certificate of approval for group self-insurance, the group self-insurer
must comply with the following provisions and supply the following items to the Commission:
(1) A combined net worth of all members of at least $1,000,000.00;
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(2) Each group self-insurer shall submit to the Commission a statement of financial
condition audited by an independent certified public accountant, approved by the Commission,
six months after the end of the group self-insurer's fiscal year. The financial statement shall
include actuarially appropriated reserves for (a) known claims and expenses associated
therewith, (b) claims incurred but not reported and expenses associated therewith, (c) unearned
premiums and (d) bad debt, which reserves shall be shown as liabilities;
(3) An actuarial opinion regarding reserves for (a) claims and expenses associated
therewith and (b) claims incurred but not reported and expense associated therewith shall be
submitted to the Commission included in the audited financial statement;
(4) Rates, Rating Plans, (including all rating elements and formulas, e.g., experience
rating factors, discounts, Schedule Rating Plans, etc.) Premium payment plans and classes of
business to be written must be submitted to the Commission at least ninety (90) days prior to the
renewal date in order for the group self-insurer's certificate of authority to be renewed.
(5) Unless relieved by the Commission, an actuarial rate analysis will be performed
annually and presented to the Commission in conjunction with the submission of the items
mentioned in part (b) (4) above. This analysis will include all classes to be written by the group
self-insurer. The actuarial opinions and rate analysis shall be given by a Commission-approved
Member of the American Academy of Actuaries or other Commission-approved qualified loss
reserve specialist as defined in the annual statement adopted by the National Association of
Insurance Commissioners, or any other qualified entity approved by the Commission.
(6) Security against all unpaid claims and other liabilities in case of insolvency as
prescribed by the Commission which shall be provided by either a surety bond, financial security
endorsement, guaranty agreement, or such other security as may be required by the Commission,
continued membership and payment into the self-insurance guaranty fund in an amount specified
by the Commission, or any combination thereof. The Commission may adjust from time to time
the requirements for the amount of security based on differences among group self-insurers in
their size, types of employment, years in existence, financial status or other relevant factors;
(7) Specific and/or aggregate excess insurance in a form and in an amount by an
insurance company acceptable to the Commission;
(8) An indemnity agreement jointly and severally binding the group self-insurer and each
member thereof to meet the workers' compensation obligations of each member. The indemnity
agreement shall be in a form prescribed by the Commission;
(9) A fidelity bond for the administrator in a form and amount acceptable to the
Commission.
(3) Examinations.
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The Commission may examine the affairs, transactions, accounts, records, assets and
liabilities of each group self-insurer as often as the Commission deems advisable. The expenses
of such examinations shall be assessed against the group self-insurer.
(4) Board of Trustees: Membership, Powers, Duties, Prohibition.
Each group self-insurer shall be operated by a board of trustees which shall consist of not
less than five persons whom the members of a group self-insurer elect for stated terms of office.
At least two-thirds of the trustees shall be employees, officers, or directors of members of the
group self-insurer. The group self-insurer's administrator, service company or any owner, officer,
employee of, or any person affiliated with such administrator or service company shall not serve
on the board of trustees of the group self-insurer. All trustees shall be residents of the state of
Mississippi or officers of corporations authorized to do business in the state of Mississippi. The
board of trustees of each group self-insurer shall ensure that all claims are paid promptly and
shall take all necessary precautions to safeguard the assets of the group self-insurer.
a. The board of trustees shall:
(1) Maintain responsibility for all monies collected or disbursed from the group selfinsurer. Unless otherwise required by the Commission at least 70% of the premium as
determined by the Commission shall be for the sole purpose of paying claims, allocated claims
expenses, reinsurance or excess insurance, and special fund contributions, including second
injury and other loss related funds. The remaining premium shall be for the payment of taxes,
general regulatory fees, and assessments, and administrative costs. The Commission may
approve an administrative fund account of more than 30% and a claims fund account of less than
70% only if the group self-insurer shows to the Commission's satisfaction that (a) more than 30%
is needed for an effective safety and loss control program or (b) the group self-insurer's
aggregate excess insurance attaches at less than 70%;
(2) Maintain minutes of all board meetings and make such minutes available to the
Commission;
(3) Designate an administrator to carry out the policies established by the board of
trustees, provide day to day management of the group self-insurer, and delineate in the written
minutes of its meetings the areas of authority it delegates to the administrator;
(4) Retain an independent certified public accountant to prepare the statement of financial
condition as required by the Commission;
(5) Adopt and be responsible for maintaining an investment policy which will permit no
more than 30% of investments in equities, unless otherwise approved by the Commission.
b. The board of trustees shall not:
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(1) Extend credit to individual members for payment of a premium except pursuant to
payment plans approved by the Commission;
(2) Borrow any monies from the group self-insurer or in the name of the group selfinsurer except in the ordinary course of business, without first advising the Commission of the
nature and purpose of the loan and obtaining prior approval from the Commission.
(5) Group Membership; Termination and Liability.
a. An employer joining a workers' compensation self-insurance group after the group
self-insurer has been issued a certificate of approval shall (1) submit an application for
membership to the board of trustees or its administrator and (2) enter into the indemnity
agreement required by this Rule. Membership takes effect no earlier than each member’s date of
approval. The application for membership and its approval shall be maintained as permanent
records of the board of trustees.
b. Individual members of a group self-insurer shall be subject to cancellation by the
group self-insurer pursuant to the by-laws of the group. In addition, individual members may
elect to terminate their participation in the group. The group self-insurer shall notify the
Commission of the termination or cancellation of a member within ten (10) days and shall
maintain coverage of each canceled or terminated member for thirty (30) days after such notice,
at the terminating member's expense, unless the group self-insurer is notified sooner that the
canceled or terminated member has procured workers' compensation insurance, has become an
approved individual self-insurer, or has become a member of another group self-insurer. The
Commission may terminate any member of a group self-insurer. Any member that owes
undisputed premium or assessment to a group self-insurer will be prohibited from joining any
other self-insurance groups or becoming a self-insurer until such debt is paid.
c. The group self-insurer shall pay all workers' compensation benefits for which each
member incurs liability during its period of membership. A member who wishes to terminate its
membership or is canceled by a group self-insurer remains jointly and severally liable for
workers' compensation obligations of the group self-insurer and its members which were
incurred during the canceled or terminated member's period of membership.
d. A group self-insurer member is not relieved of its workers' compensation liabilities
incurred during its period of membership except through payment by the group self-insurer or
the member of required workers' compensation benefits and other assessments or liabilities.
e. The insolvency or bankruptcy of a member does not relieve the group self-insurer or
any other member of liability for the payment of any workers' compensation benefits or
assessments and liabilities incurred during the insolvent or bankrupt member's period of
membership.
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(6) Service Companies.
No service company or its employees, officers or directors shall be an employee, officer,
or director of, or have either a direct or indirect financial interest in, an administrator. No
administrator or its employees, officers or directors shall be an employee, officer or director of,
or have either a direct or indirect financial interest in, a service company. All contracts shall be
made available to the Commission upon request.
(7) Other Reports.
a. The Commission may prescribe the format and frequency of other reports which may
include, but shall not be limited to, payroll audit reports, summary loss reports (loss runs), and
quarterly financial statements.
b. The Commission may also prescribe that information be submitted in a data form to
the Commission so that the Commission may prepare its own reports and to satisfy oversight
responsibility. In any case, non-cooperation, incomplete or improper submissions may result in
hearing for revocation.
(8) Rates and Reporting of Rates.
a. Each group member shall be audited at least annually, unless relieved by the
Commission, and by an auditor acceptable to the Commission to verify proper classification,
experience rating, payroll and rates. A group self-insurer or any member thereof may request a
hearing and review by the Commission on any objections to the classifications, experience
rating, payroll or rates. The Commission may, in its discretion, convene a hearing for such
purpose or consider the request without a formal hearing. If the Commission determines that as a
result of an improper classification, a member's premium is insufficient, the Commission may
order the group self-insurer to assess that member an amount equal to the deficiency. If the
Commission determines that as a result of an improper classification a member's premium is
excessive the Commission may order the group self-insurer to refund to the member the excess
collected. The Commission may grant such other relief as may be appropriate under the
circumstances. The audit shall be at the expense of the group self-insurer.
(9) Refunds.
a. Any monies for a fund year in excess of the amount necessary to fund all obligations
for that fund year may be declared to be refundable by the board of trustees with the approval of
the Commission.
b. Each member shall be given a written description of the refund plan at the time of
application for membership. A refund for any year shall be paid only to those employers who
remain participants in the group for the entire fund year for which such refund has been
approved. However, payment of a refund based on a premium fund year shall not be contingent
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on continued membership in the group after that fund year for which such refund has been
approved.
(10) Payment of Premium.
a. Each group self-insurer shall establish a premium payment plan which is filed with and
approved by the Commission.
b. Each group self-insurer shall establish and maintain bad debt reserves based on the
historical experience of the group self-insurer or other group self-insurers.
(11) Deficits and Insolvencies.
a. If the assets of a group self-insurer are at anytime found by the Commission to be
insufficient to enable the group to discharge its legal liabilities and other obligations and to
maintain the reserves required of it under the Mississippi Workers' Compensation Act and the
provisions herein, it shall immediately levy an assessment upon its members for the amount
needed to make up the deficiency.
b. In the event of a deficiency in any fund year, such deficiency shall be made up
immediately, either from (1) surplus from a fund year other than the current fund year, (2)
administrative funds, (3) assessments of the membership, if ordered by the group self-insurer or
the Commission, or (4) such alternate method as the Commission may approve or direct. The
Commission shall be notified prior to any transfer of surplus funds from one year to another.
c. The Commission may deem a group self-insurer insolvent if:
(1) it fails to make and collect the assessments to overcome Commission recognized
deficiencies; or
(2) it is unable to pay its outstanding lawful obligations as they mature in the regular
course of business, as may be shown either by an excess of its required reserves and other
liabilities over its assets or by its not having sufficient assets to reinsure all of its outstanding
liabilities after paying all accrued claims and assessments owed by it.
The Commission shall levy an assessment upon the members of an insolvent group selfinsurer sufficient to discharge all liabilities of the group, including the reasonable cost of
liquidation. The Commission may replace the current board of directors and/or administrator if
necessary to collect outstanding liabilities and assessments through rehabilitation or liquidation
of the fund.
(12) Revocation and Non-Renewal of Certificate of Authority.
a. After notice and opportunity for a hearing, the Commission may revoke a group selfinsurer's certificate of approval or authority if (1) it is found to be insolvent, (2) fails to pay 9
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assessments, fines, or other payments imposed upon it, (3) fails to comply with any of the
provisions of the Mississippi Workers' Compensation Act or Rules promulgated thereunder, (4)
any certificate of approval that was issued to the group self-insurer was obtained by fraud, (5)
there was a material misrepresentation in the application for the certificate of approval, (6) the
group self-insurer or its administrator has misappropriated, converted, illegally withheld, or
refused to pay over upon proper demand any monies that belong to a member, or employee of a
member, or a person otherwise entitled thereto and that may have been entrusted to the group
self-insurer or its administrator in its fiduciary capacities, or (7) for other good cause.
b. Non-renewal of the annual certificate of authority shall be at the discretion of the
commission and shall not require a hearing.
c. Any group self-insurer which ceases to act as a self-insurer shall remain subject to
regulation by the Commission until such time as all claims are paid and an appropriate amount of
time, as determined by the Commission, has passed to insure that no additional liability under the
Act will be incurred. This Rule applies whether the privilege of self-insurance has been
surrendered voluntarily, or has been lost through non-renewal, revocation or other act or
occurrence. During this time of continuing regulatory oversight by the Commission, all reports
required by the Commission will continue to be submitted by the group self-insurer as will any
additional reports required by the Commission. The Commission maintains the ultimate
responsibility for regulation throughout said process up to and including the installation of a new
group self-insurer if the Commission so warrants, or final dissolution.
(13) Definitions.
a. "Administrator" means an individual, partnership or corporation engaged by a workers'
compensation group self-insurer's board of trustees to carry out the policies established by the
group self-insurer's board of trustees and to provide day to day management of the group selfinsurer.
b. "Commission" means the Mississippi Workers' Compensation Commission.
c. "Service Company" means a person or entity which provides services not provided by
the administrator, including but not limited to, (1) claims adjustment, (2) safety engineering, (3)
compilation of statistics and the preparation of premium, loss and tax reports, (4) preparation of
other required self-insurance reports, (5) development of members' assessments and fees, and (6)
administration of a claim fund.
This Rule is effective from and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 1.8 Posting Notice of Coverage.
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Every employer operating under the provisions of the Mississippi Workers'
Compensation Law shall keep in a conspicuous place in and about its place of business a "Notice
of Coverage" form which measures at least 8 1/2 inches by 11 inches and which contains the
following information:
I. The name, address and telephone number of the workers' compensation insurance
carrier for the employer, or a statement that the employer is self-insured, if applicable;
II. The name, address and telephone number of the third party administrator, if any, or
other office responsible for processing and paying the workers' compensation claims on behalf of
the carrier or self-insured employer;
III. The effective dates of the workers' compensation insurance coverage or the selfinsurance certificate of authority which the employer maintains;
IV. The name of the person or representative affiliated with the employer to whom
employees should provide notice of their injuries or illnesses; and
V. A statement that any person who willfully makes any false or misleading statement or
representation for the purpose of obtaining or wrongfully withholding any benefits or payment
under the Mississippi Workers' Compensation Law may be charged with violation of Miss. Code
Ann. Section 71-3-69 and upon conviction be subjected to the penalties therein provided.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 1.9 Selection of Medical.
The employer shall select competent physicians, hospitals, and other attendance or
treatment and immediately furnish such services, including all emergency services, to the injured
employee. The injured employee shall have the right to accept the services furnished by the
employer or, in his discretion, to select one (1) competent physician of his choosing and such
other specialists to whom he is referred by his chosen physician to administer medical treatment
according to the guidelines set forth in Miss. Code Ann. Section 71-3-15 (1) and the
Commission’s Medical Fee Schedule. Such physician(s) selected by the employer or the
employee, including any authorized referral, shall be located in an area reasonably convenient to
the place of the injury or the residence of the injured employee, and the medical services shall be
reasonably suited to the nature of the injury.
The employer may have the injured employee examined by a physician or medical
provider of its choice to evaluate temporary or permanent disability or medical treatment being
rendered. If the employer desires such an examination, the employer must:
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a. make an appointment with the provider for the injured employee at a time reasonably
convenient to the injured employee;
b. prepay mileage at the prevailing statutory rate;
c. pay all reasonable expenses for the attendance of the injured employee; and
d. pay the charges by the provider.
The Commission must be notified in writing of such appointment for the examination,
and copies of all reports must be promptly furnished to the Commission and the injured
employee.
If at any time the injured employee unreasonably refuses or fails to submit to such
medical examination, the Commission or Administrative Judge may, by order, suspend the
payment of future compensation during such time as such refusal continues; no compensation
shall be paid at any time during the period of such suspension.
If any party of interest shows that the injured employee is suffering from improper
medical attention or lack of medical treatment, the Commission or Administrative Judge may
order further medical treatment at the employer's expense. If, during such period, the injured
employee unreasonably refuses to submit to medical or surgical treatment, the Commission or
Administrative Judge shall order the suspension of payment of compensation while such refusal
continues.
Any hearing required by the Commission or Administrative Judge under this Rule may,
in the discretion of the Commission or Administrative Judge, be held no sooner than five (5)
days after notice to determine whether:
(1) compensation payments should be suspended for refusal or failure to submit to a
medical examination or to proper medical treatment, or
(2) the injured employee is suffering from improper medical attention or lack of medical
treatment.
Within twenty (20) days of each date of service, all treating and examining physicians
shall:
(1) file HCFA 1500 with the Commission and with the employer or carrier, and
(2) attach all office or progress notes to the HCFA 1500 which shall specify
a. the date of maximum medical improvement,
b. any permanent impairment rating, and
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c. any permanent work restrictions resulting from the work-connected injury.
A physician’s failure to timely file complete reports may result in the claim for medical and
surgical treatment being unenforceable against the employer unless excused by the Commission
or Administrative Judge.
If an injured employee receives treatment at any Veterans Hospital, or at the expense of
the State Division of Medicaid or the Mississippi Department of Rehabilitation Services because
of a disability under the Workers' Compensation Act, the employer or its carrier shall not be
liable for such medical treatment as in other cases, unless the officials of the Veterans Hospital,
the Division of Medicaid or Department of Rehabilitation Services to whom the injured
employee is referred comply fully with Miss. Code Ann. Section 71-3-15 and the Commission
Rules.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 1.10 Daily Rate of Compensation.
All weekly compensation benefits payable for loss of time or other disability shall be
based upon a five day work week so that the daily compensation benefit payable in any case
shall be the total weekly compensation benefit divided by five (5).
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 1.11 Waiting Period.
If the injured employee is paid in full for the date of the accident, disability should be
computed as beginning the day after the date of accident. If the injured employee is not paid in
full for the date of accident, disability should be computed as beginning as of the date of the
accident.
To determine whether an injured employee has satisfied the waiting period requirement
of Miss. Code Ann. Section 71-3-11 a day of disability shall be any day on which the injured
employee is unable, because of injury, to earn the same wages as before the injury, and neither
the five (5) day period of disability nor the fourteen (14) day period of disability has to consist of
consecutive days.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 1.12 Medical fees: Medical Dispute Resolution.
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The fees of physicians, hospitals, and other attendant parties must be
a. reasonable and measured according to the employee's need, and
b. within the guidelines established by the Commission in its Medical Fee Schedule
pursuant to Miss. Code Ann. Section 71-3-15 (3).
The procedure for resolving fee disputes and other issues which arise from utilization,
billing or payment of medical services is set forth in the Medical Fee Schedule, and is
incorporated herein by reference. Please consult the most current edition of the Medical Fee
Schedule for rules regarding fee and other dispute resolution.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 1.13 Acceleration of Payments.
Whether paying voluntarily or under an order, employer or carrier may accelerate
payment of permanent partial disability benefits by tendering payment at the higher weekly rate
of temporary total disability benefits until the full amount of permanent partial disability benefits
has been paid.
If the parties elect to pay and receive such compensation at the accelerated rate, employer
or carrier shall report how and when payments were accelerated on Form B-18 or on a statement
attached to Form B-18.
After such election should the claimant request and the Commission or Administrative
Judge approve payment of future compensation benefits in a partial or full lump sum, the
employer/carrier’s discount shall be computed as if there had been no such election -- as if
claimant were to receive all future benefits at the original lesser weekly rate; i. e., the amount
previously paid shall be subtracted from the total compensation benefits to which the claimant is
entitled, and the difference shall be divided by the original lesser weekly benefit rate, thereby
producing the number of weeks to be used in computing the discount.
If a partial lump sum payment is made after the payment of benefits at the accelerated
rate, the remaining weekly benefits shall continue to be paid at the accelerated rate and shall
begin immediately after the last payment of compensation received prior to the lump sum, so as
not to interrupt the continuity of benefits.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 1.14 Mileage.
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Employer or carrier shall pay mileage at the rate authorized for state travel per Miss.
Code Ann. Section 25-3-4 to:
a. witnesses who are subpoenaed in a proceeding before the Commission or whose
depositions are taken,
b. claimants being interviewed by the Commission or an Administrative Judge for a
compromise settlement or lump sum payment, and
c. claimants requiring medical treatment or attendance as prescribed in the Mississippi
Workers' Compensation Law.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 1.15 Inspection and Reproduction of Records.
1. Each person has a right to inspect and reproduce any public record on file in the offices
of the Commission, except those records expressly exempted by a statute or a Commission Rule.
(a) To insure protection of Commission records and to prevent interference with the
regular duties of the Commission, all Commission claim files shall be made available for
inspection and copying only in the offices of the Commission during usual business hours,
provided:
(1) A written request marked "Request for Public Records" is submitted to the Secretary
of the Commission;
(2) The written request sufficiently identifies the claim file by referencing the names of
parties and/or the Commission file number; and
(3) The written request states the desired time for inspection and/or the number of copies
sought.
On the requesting party's compliance with (1), (2) and (3) above, the Commission shall
respond in writing by granting or denying the request within ten (10) working days after receipt
of the request. A Commission response denying a "Request for Public Records" shall specifically
state the grounds for the denial and shall remain on file with the Commission for three (3) years.
The Commission shall attach an estimate of its actual copy costs to its response to the
“Request for Public Records.” Actual costs to the Commission shall be determined as follows:
(1) For copies of records not required to be certified by the Commission, $.50 per page;
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(2) For certified copies of records, $1.00 per page and $3.50 for every certificate under
seal affixed thereto;
(3) For copies of transcripts not required to be certified by the Commission, such cost per
page shall be equal to the prevailing cost per page of transcripts in the trial courts of this state.
Within ten (10) business days after receiving payment of copy costs, the Commission
shall supply machine copies of the material sought. The Commission may also elect to respond
to a records request by making the requested records available for inspection in its offices or by
electronically transmitting the records.
Any excess costs exceeding the previously paid estimated charges shall be due no later
than ten (10) business days after Commission compliance with the request. Non-payment of
estimated charges shall justify Commission denial of future requests.
(b) Notwithstanding any other provision contained herein, the Commission shall provide
to any party to a claim a copy of any record in the file of such claim, including but not limited to,
transcripts prepared for review by the Full Commission, at a charge of ten cents ($.10) per page,
with a minimum charge of five dollars ($5.00).
2. As provided in Miss. Code Ann. Section 71-3-66 (1972), the following records are
exempt from public disclosure under the Mississippi Public Records Act of 1983 and shall not be
available for public inspection: medical reports, rehabilitation counselor reports and
psychological reports on file with the Commission in controverted and non-controverted cases,
insofar as they refer to accidents, injuries and settlements.
(a) Such information contained in controverted and non-controverted case files shall be
made available only to the claimant or to the employer or its insurance carrier which is called
upon to pay claimant compensation in the same or any other workers' compensation claim.
However, such information shall be subject to inspection by proper representatives of the Social
Security Administration, Medicaid Commission, Employment Security Commission, or other
state or federal agency which, in the opinion of the Commission, can show a compelling state
interest requiring disclosure. The Commission may also issue statistical information where the
individual claimants are not identified.
(b) The Commission may also make such information available to interested parties
involved in proceedings or negotiations regarding the legal liability owing claimant from a third
party. However, such request for disclosure, just as all other requests not specifically referred to
in (a), above, shall be accompanied by a statement of the requesting party's interest in disclosure
of exempt materials. On Commission receipt of such request, the Secretary of the Commission,
by certified mail, shall provide claimant a copy of the request and notify claimant of his right to
file with the Commission an objection to such disclosure within ten (10) working days. Should
claimant file an objection to the request, the parties shall be entitled to a hearing before the
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Commission. If claimant files no objection within ten (10) working days, such failure to respond
shall be a waiver of any objection to the release of such requested information, and such
information shall be provided upon payment of fees as set forth in section 1(a).
(c) To assure the right of individual privacy, any "Request for Public Records" referring
to non-exempt information contained in a claim file shall be accompanied by a statement of the
requesting party's interest in such records. Should the requesting party satisfy the Commission of
its right to inspect records contained in a claim file, the Commission shall separate exempt
material from non-exempt material and make the non-exempt material available after the
requesting party's payment of costs.
The Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Part 1 Chapter 2: Procedural Rules
Rule 2.1 Reporting Injuries or Deaths.
Employers shall report all on-the-job deaths of and injuries to their employees to the
Mississippi Workers' Compensation Commission as provided for in Miss. Code Ann. Section 713-67 and on forms prescribed by the Commission.
As required by Miss. Code Ann. Section 71-3-65, employer shall keep a record of all
injuries and make the record available to the Commission upon request.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 2.2 Procedure to Controvert.
An employee may controvert a claim by filing with the Commission a properly executed
Petition to Controvert, Form B-5,11 (original and two copies). This document may be filed
electronically with the Commission through the Attorney Transmittal Online System (ATOS).
A claimant’s attorney preparing to file a Petition to Controvert shall (a) locate the proper
Commission claim file number by using claimant’s name/social security number to check the
“First Report of Injury” portal on the Commission web site for a non-controverted file that
appears to reference the same injury; (b) determine whether the employer had workers’
compensation insurance coverage on the date of the injury by checking the “Proof of Coverage”
portal on the Commission web site; (c) list only one date of injury per Petition to Controvert; (d)
correctly identify the employer, county of injury and date of injury to prevent filing delays due to
misinformation; and (e) file an attorney employment/fee contract, if one is not already on file.
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If the employer is uninsured, the claimant shall include on the Petition to Controvert the
name and address of each owner of the employer, or, in the case of an uninsured corporation, the
names and addresses of the corporate president, secretary and treasurer pursuant to Miss. Code
Ann. Section 71-3-83, so the owners/officers will be given notice of the claim when filed and
afforded an opportunity to answer.
An employer may controvert its liability to pay a claim by filing a Notice of
Controversion, Form B-52, pursuant to Miss. Code Ann. Section 71-3- 37(4). Employer or
Carrier shall simultaneously mail or personally deliver a copy of the Notice of Controversion to
the employee at the employee’s most current address which can be determined by diligent
inquiry or, if the claimant is represented, to his or her attorney. Employer or Carrier must file the
First Report of Injury form before or with the Notice of Controversion. Commission Form B-18,
Notice to Employee of Suspension of Payment, shall suffice as notice of controversion if the
employer or carrier has paid workers' compensation disability benefits.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 2.3 Notice.
Upon the filing of claimant's Petition to Controvert, Form B-5,11 in triplicate, the
Commission shall immediately furnish a copy of the Petition to Controvert with any attachments
to employer and carrier.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 2.4 Response to Petition to Controvert.
The employer or carrier shall file a properly executed Answer, Form B-5,22, with the
Commission within twenty-three (23) days after the Commission mails claimant's Petition to
Controvert, Form B-5,11 to the employer or carrier. Employer or Carrier may attach a list of
affirmative defenses to the Answer. No other copies of the Answer need be furnished to the
Commission. The employer or carrier shall mail a copy of the completed Answer and any
attachments to the claimant or, if represented, to the claimant's attorney.
Averments contained in claimant's Petition to Controvert to which a responsive answer is
required are admitted unless denied in the Answer. All affirmative defenses such as intoxication
of the injured employee, willful intent to injure himself or another, statute of limitations, lack of
notice, etc., must be pleaded. Unless so pleaded, they shall be deemed waived.
The Administrative Judge may grant employer/carrier additional time to file an Answer,
but the discovery period will still begin twenty-three (23) days after the Commission mails the
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Petition to Controvert to employer/carrier. All requests for additional time shall note claimant’s
agreement to the extension or be filed as a motion and noticed for hearing in the usual manner.
An employer may be sanctioned for failure to timely file an Answer without good cause.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 2.5 Prehearing Statement; Setting of Hearings.
Before a matter can be set for hearing on the merits, each party must submit a complete
Prehearing Statement with appropriate documents attached. The completed Prehearing Statement
shall follow the form prescribed by the Commission and be completed per its instructions.
Attorneys shall file the Prehearing Statement electronically with the Commission through the
Attorney Transmittal Online System (ATOS).
All depositions shall be taken or officially noticed before the hearing on the merits is set.
If medical witnesses have not been deposed before the Prehearing Statement is filed, a copy of
the notice of the deposition must be attached to the Prehearing Statement.
The written information submitted by the parties shall comprise the only prehearing
conference to be held routinely before the hearing, unless the Administrative Judge or a party
requests further conference for special needs in a particular claim. The granting of a prehearing
conference shall be in the discretion of the Administrative Judge. After the parties file complete
Prehearing Statements, the Administrative Judge shall advise the Commission docket room that
the matter is ready to be set for hearing. The Administrative Judge may schedule the hearing, or
the docket room will notify the parties in writing that they may contact the Administrative
Judge’s legal assistant to request a setting. The hearing date shall follow the date of the last
deposition. The Commission will confirm the date, time and place of hearing by written notice
to the parties.
Within fifteen (15) days after the discovery deadline expires per Mississippi Workers’
Compensation Commission Procedural Rule 2.7, the claimant shall file a properly completed
Prehearing Statement or a written request for an extension of time explaining the reasons for the
request. The employer and carrier shall have fifteen (15) days after the filing of the claimant's
properly completed Prehearing Statement to file a properly completed Prehearing Statement or
written request for an extension of time. Claimant’s failure to timely file the Prehearing
Statement may result in the dismissal of the claim or other sanctions. Employer/Carrier’s failure
to timely file the Prehearing Statement may entitle Claimant to a unilateral setting or other
sanctions.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
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Rule 2.6 Notice of Hearing.
Absent agreement by the parties, the Commission will give notice of an evidentiary
hearing at least twenty (20) days before the hearing date. The notice shall contain the names of
the parties and the date, time and place of the hearing. The hearing will be limited solely to the
issues reflected by the pleadings, requests for admissions, and prehearing statements.
Per Miss. Code Ann. Section 71-3-55(3), the Commission may designate one or more
central locations within the territory of each Administrative Judge, other than the county where
the injury occurred, as the location for all hearings by the Administrative Judge in that territory.
The hearing locations are listed on the Commission’s website.
The parties shall contact each other fourteen (14) days prior to the hearing to discuss
settlement. Counsel for the employer/carrier shall report the results of this discussion via e-mail
to the Administrative Judge’s legal assistant.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 2.7 Hearings; Discovery.
All evidentiary hearings before an Administrative Judge or review hearings before the
Commission, shall be docketed with the Commission at least twenty-three (23) days before the
date set for hearing, except when the parties otherwise agree or when shorter notice is allowed by
statute or rule, including but not limited to Miss. Code Ann. Sec. 71-3-17(b) and Mississippi
Workers’ Compensation Commission General Rule 1.9. The Commission will provide all
parties written notice of the date, time and place of the hearing.
At each evidentiary hearing before an Administrative Judge, the employer shall have the
claims professional handling the claim present at the hearing or available to the Commission by
telephone during the entirety of the hearing. Parties will bring three (3) hard copies of all
proposed exhibits to the hearing. Medical records must be paginated and presented in
chronological order. Twenty-three days after Claimant files a Petition to Controvert, the claim
shall be assigned to an Administrative Judge and placed on the active docket. Discovery shall be
completed and medical depositions scheduled within 120 days after the claim is placed on the
active docket.
A party may request extension of the 120-day time limitation for discovery if there is
credible medical evidence that the claimant has not reached maximum medical improvement or
if other good cause is shown in writing to the Administrative Judge. The discovery deadline may
be shortened to as few as sixty (60) days if the claimant files a complete Prehearing Statement
indicating discovery is complete and the claim is ready for a hearing on the merits; in that event,
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employer/carrier will have fifteen (15) days after the filing of the claimant's Prehearing
Statement to file its completed Prehearing Statement or written request for additional time.
Unless the Administrative Judge finds a bifurcated hearing will expedite resolution of a
claim, all claims shall be completed at one hearing on the merits, and all lay, expert, and
documentary evidence, including medical depositions, shall be introduced at the hearing. All
issues ripe for determination at the time of the hearing shall be addressed at the hearing.
Absent the illness of a party or other extreme circumstances, no claim set for a hearing on
the merits shall be continued. All requests for continuances shall be in writing and state with
particularity the grounds for the request. An Administrative Judge or a Commissioner may grant
a continuance by written order or hearing cancellation notice.
If a party fails to appear at a scheduled hearing, the Administrative Judge on the
Administrative Judge’s motion, or the motion of a party, may dismiss the claim or award
compensation upon presentation of proper proof. If a justifiable reason for the party’s absence is
presented within fourteen (14) days after the date of the order dismissing or awarding
compensation the Commission or Administrative Judge may grant a motion to reopen or set
aside the order of dismissal.
Each controverted claim not set for hearing shall be reviewed periodically. Failure of the
party or the party's attorney to respond to a status inquiry within twenty (20) days may result in
the dismissal of the claim, award of benefits, or other sanctions.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 2.8 General Rules of Evidence Relaxed.
In compensation hearings the general rules of evidence shall be relaxed to permit the
introduction of any relevant and competent evidence. On motion of a party or Administrative
Judge, the Administrative Judge may exclude any matters that are libelous or personal which do
not have a direct bearing on the claim. All other matters which are accepted by the
Administrative Judge over the objection of either party shall become a part of the record with the
objection properly shown.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 2.9 Introduction of Evidence and Discovery.
All testimony and documentary evidence shall be presented at the evidentiary hearing
before the Administrative Judge. The hearing shall be stenographically reported or recorded.
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The Commission has discretion to admit any additional evidence offered on review. A motion to
introduce additional evidence must be made in writing at least five (5) days before the date of the
Commission’s review hearing. The motion shall state with particularity the nature and need for
such evidence, and the reason it was not introduced at the evidentiary hearing. If additional
evidence is admitted, it shall be stenographically reported or recorded and become a part of the
record.
Depositions may be taken and discovery had by any party in accordance with the
Mississippi Rules of Civil Procedure relating to depositions and discovery (Rules 26 - 37) except
as specifically amended by the Commission Rules.
INTERROGATORIES; REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION. Interrogatories to parties,
responses to interrogatories, requests for production of documents and things, and the responses
to requests for production shall be served upon other counsel or parties per Rules 33 and 34 of
the Mississippi Rules of Civil Procedure, respectively. The interrogatories, requests for
production, and responses shall not be filed with the Commission, but the party serving the
discovery requests or responses shall file a copy of the transmittal letter with the Commission.
DEPOSITIONS. Medical deposition transcripts shall be filed with the Commission.
Deposition transcripts other than medical depositions shall not be filed with the Commission.
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION. Requests for admissions and responses to requests for
admission (Rule 36 of the Mississippi Rules of Civil Procedure) shall be filed with the
Commission.
MEDICAL RECORDS AND AFFIDAVITS. Parties in controverted claims shall
exchange medical records upon receipt. They are encouraged to admit into evidence medical
records of claimant’s treatment for the injury alleged in the Petition to Controvert. Absent
agreement, the medical records of examining or treating physicians, including narrative office
notes, reports dictated by the physician in the ordinary course of his or her practice, HCFA 1500
forms, and other records composed by the physician in his or her practice, may be introduced
into evidence in lieu of direct testimony taken at the hearing or by deposition upon the following
conditions. The records shall not contain narrative reports or opinions composed by attorneys
for the signature of the medical providers.
All medical records filed with the Commission, whether attached to a Motion, Response
to Motion, Prehearing Statement, or submitted at a hearing or otherwise, shall be paginated and
arranged in chronological order. Failure to do so may constitute unreasonable delay in the
proceedings and subject the party to sanctions by the Commission.
1. The party wishing to introduce such medical records shall notify opposing parties and
the Commission in writing at least thirty (30) days before the scheduled hearing. The
Prehearing Statement may suffice as notification under this Rule.
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2. A copy of the medical records shall be attached to the written notice. Each set of
medical records shall be presented in chronological order and paginated.
3. An attorney offering the medical records shall attach to the records his or her sworn
statement that
a. the records are a true, correct and complete copy of the records received from the
medical provider, or
b. opposing counsel agreed to submit only those records which are attached.
4. The contents of the medical reports shall be subject to the same objections as to
relevancy and competency as the testimony of the reporting physician had he or she been
personally present to testify at the hearing. Any objection to the use of an affidavit must be made
within fifteen (15) days after receipt by the objecting party of a notice of intent to use such
affidavit.
5. Any other party to the controversy may depose the physician and/or require the
physician's presence at the hearing on the merits, at the sole expense of the party who requests
the deposition or appearance at the hearing. Notice of the deposition must be made before setting
the case for hearing on the merits, and the deposition must be taken before the evidentiary
hearing on the merits. At the deposition or hearing, the physician shall be declared to be the
witness of the party who introduced the medical records in lieu of testimony. The other party
must cooperate in the taking of the deposition.
6. The affidavit used for the introduction of medical records shall be in the form
prescribed by the Commission.
The Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 2.10 Review Hearings.
Any party seeking Commission review of a decision by an Administrative Judge shall file
a written request or petition for review with the Secretary of the Commission within twenty (20)
days of the date of the Administrative Judge’s decision. Any other party to the dispute may
cross-appeal by filing a written cross-petition for review within ten (10) days after the petition
for review is filed in the office of the Commission, except that in no event shall a cross-appellant
have less than twenty (20) days from the date of decision or award within which to file a crosspetition for review.
Oral argument is not required and may, in the discretion of the Commission, be granted if
one or more of the parties file a written request within fifteen (15) days after the date the petition
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for review is filed with the Commission. The Commission may also ask the parties for oral
argument. Arguments of counsel will be limited to twenty (20) minutes for each party.
In any case pending for review before the Commission, a party may submit a brief of law
and fact. The brief may be in the form of a letter or in the format required by the Supreme Court
of Mississippi. The party filing a brief shall file the original and two copies and serve a copy to
opposing parties. Briefs previously prepared for the Administrative Judge are not a part of the
record on review and are not considered by the Commission.
If a review hearing is scheduled before the Commission, any party submitting a written
brief shall file the brief with the Commission at least five (5) business days before the hearing
date. If a review hearing is not scheduled before the Commission, the Commission will send all
parties written notice of the briefing schedule.
The parties filing a petition for review, cross-petition for review or briefs shall certify that
copies have been provided to the opposing party; however, failure to file such certification shall
not bar review of the claim.
The record on review before the Commission shall consist of:
a) Petition to Controvert and Amended Petitions to Controvert;
b) Answers and Amended Answers;
c) Required “B” forms to be filed with the Commission including the B-3, First
Report of Injury form; B-18, Payment Notice form; and B-31, Notice of final
payment form;
d) Motions with attachments and Responses to Motions with attachments;
e) Administrative Judge Orders;
f) Petitions for Settlement along with supporting documentation and Orders
Approving Settlement;
g) Prehearing Statements (not including attachments) and Amended Prehearing
Statements (not including attachments);
h) Petition for Review and Response to Petition for review; and
i) Any additional documentation the Commission determines is necessary for
inclusion into the record on review.
The record on appeal from the Commission to the Mississippi Supreme Court shall
consist of:
a) All of the above listed documents;
b) Motions (with attachments) and Responses to Motions (with attachments) filed
before the Commission while on review;
c) Evidence admitted by the Commission on review; and
d) Commission Orders.
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This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 2.11 Appeal from Commission Award.
A party appealing from a Commission order shall file a notice of appeal with the
Commission within thirty (30) days of the date of the Commission Order. The notice shall set out
the style of the case, the grounds upon which the appeal is taken, and certification that copies of
the notice of appeal have been filed with the opposing parties.
When a notice of appeal to the Mississippi Supreme Court is filed with the Commission,
the Secretary shall, with a proper letter of transmittal, deliver the record to the Clerk of
Appellate Courts within thirty (30) days after such notice of appeal is received by the
Commission.
After the Appellate Court renders any order or decree affecting any matter over which
this Commission has jurisdiction, the parties to the claim shall file a copy of the decree or order
with the Commission within thirty (30) days of the date of rendition.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 2.12 Attorneys.
Upon satisfactory evidence of employment, attorneys shall be entitled to all information
available to their respective clients, whether claimants or employers. Either party shall likewise
be bound by the acts of his respective counsel until a revocation of employment is filed with the
Commission.
A fee of not more than $200.00, or an aggregate of $200.00 in any one claim shall be
considered consultation, and shall not be submitted to the Commission for approval. In all
instances where a claimant’s attorney's fees in any matter exceed $200.00, a fee agreed upon by
the attorney and claimant shall be submitted to the Commission for approval per Miss. Code
Ann. Section 71-3-63. Unless Claimant objects, the attorney’s submission of an employment
contract to the Commission and the Commission’s acknowledgment of the contract shall
constitute approval by the Commission of the parties’ fee arrangement subject to the fee limits
established by Miss. Code Ann. Section 71-3-63. Further, the allowable 25% attorney’s fee in
any proposed settlement containing the designation of funds for a Medicare Set-Aside
arrangement (MSA) shall be calculated based only upon the amount of the settlement not
proposed as funding the Medicare Set-Aside arrangement (MSA).
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If medical benefits are awarded and indemnity benefits have been paid out or claimant no
longer has access to indemnity benefits, the Commission may consider a claimant’s attorney
request for payment of attorney’s fees on a quantum meruit basis.
An attorney who is not licensed in good standing to practice law in Mississippi, but who
is
a. currently a member in good standing of the bar of another state, the District of
Columbia, or other American jurisdiction and
b. who is of good moral character and familiar with the ethics, principles, practices,
customs, and usages of the legal profession in this state,
may appear as counsel pro hac vice in a claim before the Commission, pursuant to the conditions
set forth in the Mississippi Rules of Appellate Procedure (Rule 46).
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 2.13 Violations of Child Labor Law.
In matters pertaining to violations of the Child Labor Law, Miss. Code Ann. Sections 711-17 through 71-1-33 shall be considered by the Commission as the labor law referred to in
Section 71-3-107 of the Mississippi Workers' Compensation Act. The Commission or
Administrative Judge may order double compensation assessed against any employer where a
minor worker is injured in the occupations or businesses specifically listed as hazardous in said
sections of the Mississippi Code of 1972 Annotated. In all other instances of injury to minors,
before double compensation shall be assessed against an employer as a penalty, there shall be
filed with the Secretary of the Commission a certified copy of the findings of the court of final
appeal on the prosecution and conviction of the employer in connection with violation of the
Child Labor Law.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 2.14 Deviation from Rules.
In any claim, for good cause shown, the Commission or the Administrative Judge may
permit deviations from these Rules insofar as compliance is found to be impossible or
impracticable. However the time limits for requesting review of an Administrative Judge's
decision or judicial review or appeal of a decision of the Commission may not be waived unless
otherwise provided by statute or case law.
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This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 2.15 Settlements and Mediation.
All matters pertaining to applications for lump sum payment of benefits pursuant to
Miss. Code Ann. Section 71-3-37(10); requests for lump sum payment of attorney’s fees
pursuant to Miss. Code Ann. Section 71-3-63; requests for approval of compromise settlements
pursuant to Miss. Code Ann. Section71- 3-29; and requests for approval of third party
settlements pursuant to Miss. Code Ann. Section 71-3-71will be considered at the offices of the
Commission on Tuesday or Wednesday of each week by either the Commission or an
Administrative Judge. Administrative Judges may also consider such matters at other times and
places within their assigned territories as they deem appropriate. A settlement agreement or lump
sum payment application approved by an Administrative Judge shall have the same force and
effect as one approved by the Commission.
In all Miss. Code Ann. Section 71-3-29 compromise settlements and Miss. Code Ann.
Section 71-3-71 third party settlements, where the claimant is physically able, it shall be the
responsibility of the employer or insurer to make the claimant available, along with the legal
representative of the employer or insurer, at the office of the Commission in Jackson,
Mississippi, or at some other designated location, on a day set by the Commission or
Administrative Judge; however, where minors and incompetents are concerned, or where the
claimant is represented by counsel, claimant's presence will not be required. All expenses
incurred in transporting the claimant from his home to the designated location shall be paid by
the employer or insurer.
Prior to appearing before the Commission with an unrepresented claimant, counsel for
employer or insurer shall file the proposed settlement paperwork and supporting documentation
with the Commission. After the Commission reviews the proposed settlement, the attorney will
be notified via e-mail that the claimant should be brought before the Commission for the
settlement interview.
A claimant making application for lump sum payment of benefits pursuant to Section 713- 37(10) shall, unless represented by an attorney or unless otherwise provided by the
Commission or Administrative Judge, make himself or herself available for an interview with the
Commission or one of its Administrative Judges prior to approval of the application. The
purpose of this interview is to
a. explain to the applicant the nature and consequences of his or her actions in applying
for a lump sum payment of benefits, and
b. determine whether payment in this manner is in the claimant’s best interest.
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In every case of compromise settlement, the proposed settlement will be explored and
medical reports will be examined to determine if the amount of the proposed settlement appears
fair and reasonable. The Commission or Administrative Judge shall not approve the settlement if
it is:
a. not accurately reported,
b. not completely understood by the claimant, or
c. not in the best interest of the claimant.
The Commission or Administrative Judge will approve the settlement if:
a. the underlying facts, terms , and amount of the settlement are accurately reported,
b. claimant understands the settlement’s import and effect, and
c. the settlement is in claimant's best interest.
MEDIATION.
The Commission encourages voluntary alternative dispute resolution and mediation by
the parties on the terms they may choose. The Commission does not endorse or recommend any
particular mediation procedures or lists of mediators. Names of mediators may be obtained from
the Mississippi Bar’s website, for which there is a link on the Commission’s website. All
settlement agreements reached through mediation must be submitted for consideration and
review by the Commission pursuant to Miss. Code. Ann. Section 71-3-29.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 2.16. [Repealed effective April 1, 2001]
Rule 2.17 Report of Payment and Settlement Receipt.
Employer or carrier’s filing of a properly completed Form B-31 shall constitute
compliance with the requirements of Miss. Code Ann. Section71-3-37(7). Notice of the filing
shall be mailed to counsel for claimant and to the claimant by certified mail at the address
information required pursuant to Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Commission Procedural
Rule 2.21. If the original or any subsequent Form B-31 filed with the Commission does not
furnish all medical or other information required, Employer or Carrier shall file another Form B31 containing complete information as soon as possible per Section 71-3-37, and following the
above notice requirements.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
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Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 2.18 Subpoenas Witness Fees and Sanctions.
(a) For Attendance of Witnesses: Forms; Issuance. Every subpoena shall be issued by the
Commission Secretary or as provided in Miss. Code Ann. Section 71-3-61, under the seal of the
Commission, shall state the name of the Commission and the title of the claim, and shall
command each person to whom it is directed to attend and give testimony at a time and place
therein specified. The Commission Secretary shall issue a subpoena, or a subpoena for the
production of documentary evidence, signed and sealed, but otherwise in blank, to a party
requesting it, who shall fill it in before service. The Commission’s official subpoena forms,
signed and sealed but otherwise in blank, may be printed from the Commission website.
(b) For Production of Documentary Evidence.
(1) A subpoena may also command the person to whom it is directed to produce the
books, papers, documents, or tangible things designated therein; and in such cases, the party to
whom the subpoena is directed is entitled to be reimbursed by the requesting party for the
reasonable costs of producing the things subpoenaed; but the Commission or Administrative
Judge, upon motion made promptly and in any event at or before the time specified in the
subpoena for compliance therewith, may (a) quash or modify the subpoena if it is unreasonable
and oppressive or (b) condition the denial of the motion upon the advance by the person in
whose behalf the subpoena is issued of the reasonable cost of producing the books, papers,
documents, or tangible things. The subpoena duces tecum form, signed and sealed by the
Commission Secretary but otherwise in blank, may be printed from the Commission website.
(2) A subpoena issued pursuant to subparagraph (b)(1) of this Rule may compel the
production of books, papers, documents, or tangible things by the person in possession, custody,
or control thereof without the necessity that such person be deposed.
(3) Unless for good cause shown the Commission or Administrative Judge enlarges or
shortens the time, a subpoena issued pursuant to subparagraph (b)(1) of this Rule shall allow not
less than ten (10) days for the person upon whom it is served to produce the books, papers,
documents, or tangible things therein specified. A copy of all such subpoenas shall be served
forthwith upon counsel for all opposite parties.
(c) Service.
A subpoena may be served by the sheriff, by his deputy, or by any person who is not a
party and is not less than eighteen (18) years of age; and his return endorsed thereon shall be
prima facie proof of service, or the witness may acknowledge service in writing on the subpoena.
Service of the subpoena shall be executed upon the witness personally.
(d) Subpoena for Taking Depositions; Place of Examination.
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(1) Proof of service of a notice to take deposition as provided in Rules 30(b) and 31(a) of
the Mississippi Rules of Civil Procedure constitutes a sufficient authorization for the issuance by
the Commission Secretary of subpoenas for the persons named or described therein. The
subpoena may command the person to whom it is directed to produce and permit inspection and
copying of designated books, papers, documents, or tangible things which constitute or contain
matters within the scope of the examination permitted by Rule 26(b) of the Mississippi Rules of
Civil Procedure, but in that event the subpoena will be subject to the provisions of Rule 26(b)
and subdivision (b)(1) of this Rule. The subpoena for taking deposition form, signed and sealed
by the Commission Secretary but otherwise in blank, may be printed from the Commission
website.

(2) The person to whom the subpoena is directed may within ten (10) days after the
service thereof or on or before the time specified in the subpoena for compliance if such time is
less than ten (10) days after service serve upon the attorney designated in the subpoena written
objection to inspection or copying of any or all of the designated materials. If objection is made,
the party serving the subpoena shall not be entitled to inspect and copy the material except
pursuant to an order of the Commission or Administrative Judge and the party serving the
subpoena may, if objection has been made, move upon notice to the deponent for an order at any
time before or during the taking of the deposition.
(3) A resident of the State of Mississippi may be required to attend an examination only
in the county wherein he resides or is employed or transacts his business in person, or at such
other convenient place as is fixed by an order of the Commission or Administrative Judge. A
nonresident of this state subpoenaed within this state may be required to attend only in the
county wherein he is served, or at a place within this state not more than forty (40) miles from
the place of service, or at such other convenient place as is fixed by an order of the Commission
or Administrative Judge.
(e) Subpoena for a Hearing or Trial. At the request of any party subpoenas for attendance
at a hearing or trial shall be issued by the Secretary of the Commission, if available, otherwise by
a Commissioner or an Administrative Judge. The subpoena of witness form, signed and sealed
by the Commission Secretary but otherwise in blank, may be printed from the Commission
website. A subpoena requiring the attendance of a witness at a hearing or trial may be served at
any place within the state.
(f) Contempt. Failure by any person without adequate excuse to obey a subpoena served
upon him may be certified to the proper Circuit Court for contempt proceedings by the
Commission.
(g) Sanctions. On motion of a party or of the person upon whom a subpoena for the
production of books, papers, documents, or tangible things is served and upon a showing that the
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subpoena power is being exercised in bad faith or in such manner as unreasonably to annoy,
embarrass, or oppress the party or the person upon whom the subpoena is served, the
Commission may order that the subpoena be quashed and may enter such further orders as
justice may require to curb abuses of the power granted under this Rule. To this end, the
Commission or Administrative Judge may award to the successful movant attorney's fees and
expenses for challenging the subpoena and may order that they be paid directly by the attorney
who caused the issuance of such subpoena.
(h) Witness Fees. Witnesses subpoenaed to appear in proceedings before the Commission
shall receive a witness fee of Twenty Five Dollars ($25.00) per day plus mileage at the rate
authorized by Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Commission General Rule1.14. The
Commission or Administrative Judge may allow the payment from the Administrative Expense
Fund of said fees and mileage to witnesses, other than expert medical witnesses, subpoenaed at
the request of claimants.
The Commission may at its discretion suspend or eliminate payment for expert medical
witness fees as provided herein without notice. Inasmuch as the Administrative Expense Fund is
funded by assessments against the carriers writing compensation insurance in the state and selfinsurers, as provided by Miss. Code Ann. Section 71-3-99, and inasmuch as the application,
computation, requisition, and disbursement of payments of fees and mileage for witnesses or
carriers and self-insurers result in additional expense which ultimately must be borne by them,
said carriers and self-insurers are, therefore, required to pay said fees and mileage directly to
each witness subpoenaed at their request. It is not intended that carriers and self-insurers shall
pay fees and mileage, if payment of same is ordered to be paid by claimant pursuant to Miss.
Code Ann. Section 71-3-59 of the Act.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 2.19 Rehabilitation.
Rehabilitation cases shall be reported on Form R-1 or R-2 in compliance with the
provisions of Miss. Code Ann. Sections 71-3-105 and 71-3-19.
(a) Claim files shall be reviewed by the Mississippi Workers' Compensation Commission
to assure that employees entitled to rehabilitation will receive needed services expediently.
(b) In all cases referred for rehabilitation services by the Commission Form R-2 shall be
completed and the appropriate copy returned to the Commission together with copies of all
reports, programs and services.
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(c) All cases referred for rehabilitation services to either a public or private supplier by
employers and carriers must be reported to the Commission, using Form R-2 together with
copies of all reports, programs and services.
(d) Using Form R-1, employers and carriers shall notify the Commission immediately of
all serious injuries, i.e., (1.) Major amputations,( 2.) Spinal cord injuries,( 3.) Brain damage, (4.)
Loss of sight of one or both eyes, (5.) Severe 2nd and 3rd degree burns as well as those which
result in the loss of or loss of use of any member of the body which will render the employee
unable to continue employment in the job performed at the time of the injury, or which causes
him to be unemployable in another position with the employer or which by experience in the
industry causes the employee to be unemployable in any part of the industry.
(e) The amount of additional compensation awarded to be used for vocational
rehabilitation purposes will be determined by the recommendation of Vocational Rehabilitation
Division setting out the contemplated program of training needed and the necessary cost thereof,
and shall be awarded only after the injured has been accepted for training. The employer and
carrier shall report all cases not within the purview of the Mississippi Workers’ Compensation
Act where an employee needs vocational rehabilitation services.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 2.20 Filing of Pleadings and Other Documents.
Except for the claimant's Petition to Controvert (in triplicate); proposed order for
approval of settlement (original and three copies); and briefs to the Commission (original and
two copies); only one copy of a pleading or other document is required to be filed at the
Commission, either by mail or electronically through the Attorney Transmittal Online System
(ATOS). Once a claim is controverted, each party shall certify that he or she has sent a copy of
the pleading or other document to each other party to the claim whether filed by mail or
electronically. Effective January 1, 2018, attorneys must file all accepted documents
electronically through the Attorney Transmittal Online System (ATOS).
Any document or pleading prepared by an attorney for a party shall contain the typed or
printed name, official Mississippi Bar identification number, and address and telephone number
of the attorney. All pleadings and other documents filed with the Commission, including any
stenographically reported depositions, shall be typed or printed on letter size (8-1/2" x 11") paper
to conform with the Mississippi Rules of Civil Procedure and the Mississippi Rules of Appellate
Procedure and shall contain the style of the claim and Commission file number.
Any proposed order submitted to the Commission or Administrative Judge shall be
signed by the party preparing the order, and where the proposed order is an agreed or joint order,
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such as an order approving settlement, it must be signed and approved by an attorney or other
legal representative for each party.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 2.21 Address and Phone of Parties.
Every party to a controverted or non-controverted case must keep the Commission
informed of that party's current address, e-mail address and telephone number. Attorneys
representing a party in any claim shall also keep the Commission informed of their current
address, telephone number, facsimile number, and e-mail address.
All self-insured employers, workers’ compensation insurance carriers, and third party
administrators shall also maintain a single address, e-mail address and telephone number on file
with the Commission for the purpose of electronic service, notice, and/or other correspondence
with the Commission.
Claimants, either pro se or through their attorney must provide the Commission with their
current mailing address, e-mail address and telephone number.
All of the above have a continuing obligation during the claim to notify the Commission
of any changes in their required contact information. The most recent contact information on file
with the Commission shall be presumed correct unless the Commission is notified otherwise in
writing.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 2.22 Prehearing Motions; Motion Days.
(a) The original of a motion shall be filed with the Commission which shall forward the
motion to an Administrative Judge. All documents to be considered as evidence by the
Administrative Judge shall be attached to the motion or described with specificity if already
filed. A proposed order must accompany each nondispositive motion. The movant shall serve a
copy of the motion, attachments and proposed order on the opposite party.
(b) If a party desires oral argument on a motion, the party shall notice the motion for
motion day or, at the discretion of the Administrative Judge, other agreed time and place, before
the assigned Administrative Judge. The party desiring oral argument on motion day shall
coordinate the date of hearing on a particular motion day with counsel opposite at least five (5)
calendar days before the motion day; file the notice with the Commission. The movant shall
serve the notice on the opposite party.
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(c) A response is required within fifteen (15) days after the date of service of the motion
with a copy of the response provided to the movant and with all attached documents to be
considered as evidence by the Administrative Judge, or described with specificity in the response
if already filed. The Administrative Judge may, in his or her discretion, hear oral argument by
telephone conference or waive oral argument. If either party desires to present testimony before a
court reporter in lieu of a telephonic hearing, that party shall file a written motion for a hearing
on the record at least five (5) days before the date set for the telephonic hearing. Otherwise said
issue is moot and will not be considered by the Commission upon any appeal thereafter. Before
the date of all matters to be argued by telephonic conference, the attorneys for the parties shall
discuss and decide which documents each party wishes to have entered into evidence by the
Administrative Judge with the assistance of a Commission court reporter at the conclusion of the
telephonic motion hearing. Briefs or other memoranda of law will not routinely be required.
(d) MOTION DAY. Each Administrative Judge shall hold at least one motion day a
month on a date certain beginning at 10:00 a.m. and at a place central to the territory to which he
or she travels. The dates and locations shall be published on the Commission website.
(e) SPECIAL MOTIONS. A party who files a motion for emergency hearing (e.g. motion
for immediate hearing or five-day hearing under Mississippi Workers’ Compensation
Commission General Rule 1.9 or Miss. Code Ann. Section 71-3-17(b)) or a motion to reopen
shall first request a telephonic prehearing conference with the Administrative Judge and other
parties to the claim so the parties may consult with the Administrative Judge about all necessary
prehearing matters.
(f) PREHEARING STATEMENTS. The parties shall file Prehearing Statements if an
evidentiary hearing is needed to resolve any motion.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 2.23 Earwigging Prohibited.
No person or party shall discuss or attempt to discuss with or in the presence of a
Commissioner or Administrative Judge the merits of a claim which is pending before the
Commission or Administrative Judge or which is likely to be pending therein, except in
pleadings, motions, briefs, forms or other correspondence necessarily required in the
development and presentation of a claim to the Commission or Administrative Judge. No person
or party shall attempt in any manner, except as stated above, to influence the decision of a
Commissioner or Administrative Judge in any such matter. No person or party shall send any
written communication to a Commissioner or Administrative Judge on any matter pending or
likely to be pending before the Commission or Administrative Judge without simultaneously
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delivering or mailing a copy of that communication to all other parties to the claim, or their legal
representatives.
Any person or party who violates the provisions of this Rule shall be subject to sanctions
as determined by the Commission or Administrative Judge.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 2.24 Requests for Declaratory Opinions.
Scope of Rules
100 These sections set forth the Commission's Rules governing the form and content of
requests for declaratory opinions and the Commission's procedures regarding the requests as
required by Mississippi Code 25-43-2.103.
Persons Who May Request Declaratory Opinions
101.01 Any person with a substantial interest in the subject matter may make a request to
the Commission for a declaratory opinion by following the specified procedures.
101.02 "Substantial interest in the subject matter" as used in this chapter means: that a
party is directly affected by the Commission's administration of the laws within the
Commission's primary jurisdiction.
101.03 "Primary jurisdiction of the Agency" as used in this chapter means the
Commission has a constitutional or statutory grant of authority in the subject matter at issue.
101.04 (Reserved)
Subjects Which May Be Addressed In Declaratory Opinions
201 The Commission will issue declaratory opinions regarding the applicability to
specified facts of:
1. a statute administered or enforceable by the Commission,
2. a rule promulgated by the Commission, or
3. an order issued by the Commission.
Circumstances In Which Declaratory Opinions Will Not Be Issued
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301 The Commission may, for good cause, refuse to issue a declaratory opinion. Without
limiting the generality of the foregoing, the circumstances in which declaratory opinions will not
be issued include, but are not necessarily limited to:
1. the matter is outside the primary jurisdiction of the Commission;
2. lack of clarity concerning the question presented;
3. there is pending or anticipated litigation, administrative action, or other adjudication
which may either answer the question presented by the request or otherwise make an answer
unnecessary;
4. the statute, rule, or order on which a declaratory opinion is sought is clear and not in
need of interpretation to answer the question presented by the request;
5. the facts presented in the request are not sufficient to answer the question presented;
6. the request fails to contain information required by these Rules or the requestor failed
to follow the procedure set forth in these Rules;
7. the request seeks to resolve issues which have become moot, or are abstract or
hypothetical such that the requestor is not substantially affected by the rule, statute or order on
which a declaratory opinion is sought;
8. no controversy exists concerning the issue as the requestor is not faced with existing
facts or those certain to arise which raise a question concerning the application of the statute,
rule, or order;
9. the question presented by the request concerns the legal validity of a statute, rule or
order;
10. the request is not based upon facts calculated to aid in the planning of future conduct,
but is, instead, based on past conduct in an effort to establish the effect of that conduct;
11. no clear answer is determinable;
12. the question presented by the request involves the application of a criminal statute or
sets forth facts which may constitute a crime;
13. the answer to the question presented would require the disclosure of information
which is privileged or otherwise protected by law from disclosure;
14. the question is currently the subject of an Attorney General's opinion request; or,
15. the question has been answered by an Attorney General's opinion.
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302 A declaratory opinion will not be issued where a similar request is pending before
this agency, or any other agency or a proceeding is pending on the same subject matter before
any agency, administrative or judicial tribunal, or where such an opinion would constitute the
unauthorized practice of law.
303 A declaratory opinion will not be issued if it may adversely affect the interests of the
State, the Commission, or any of their officers or employees in any litigation which is pending or
may reasonably be expected to arise.
304 Where a request for a declaratory opinion involves a question of law, the
Commission may refer the matter to the State Attorney General.
305 A declaratory opinion will not be issued where the question involves eligibility for a
license, permit, certificate or other approval by the Commission or some other agency and there
is a statutory or regulatory application process by which eligibility for said license, permit, or
certificate or other approval may be determined.
Form of the Request for a Declaratory Opinion
401 Written Requests Required. Each request must be typewritten. Each request must be
submitted on standard business letter size paper (8 1/2" by 11"). Requests may be in the form of
a letter addressed to the Commission or in the form of a pleading as might be addressed to a
court.
402 Where to Send Requests. All requests must be mailed or delivered to the
Commission. The request and its envelope shall clearly state that it is a request for a declaratory
opinion. Oral and telephone requests are unacceptable.
403 Name, Address and Signature of Requestor. Each request must include the full name,
telephone number, and mailing address of the requestor. All requests shall be signed by the
person filing the request, unless represented by an attorney, in which case the attorney may sign
the request. The signing party shall attest that the request complies with the requirements set
forth in these Rules, including but not limited to a full, complete, and accurate statement of
relevant facts and that there are no related proceedings pending before any agency,
administrative or judicial tribunal.
404 Single transaction. A request must be limited to a single transaction or occurrence.
405 Question Presented. Each request must contain the following:
1. a clear identification of the statute or rule at issue;
2. the question for the declaratory opinion;
3. a clear and concise statement of all facts relevant to the question presented;
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4. the identity of all other known persons involved in or impacted by the factual situation
causing the request including their relationship to the facts, name, mailing address and telephone
number;
5. a statement sufficient to show that the person seeking relief has a substantial interest in
the subject matter.
406 The terms of the proposed opinion suggested by the requestor may be submitted with
the request or may be requested by the agency;
407 Memorandum of Authorities. A request may contain an argument by the requestor in
support of the terms of the proposed opinion suggested by the requestor. The argument may be
submitted in the form of a memorandum of authorities, containing a full discussion of the
reasons and any legal authorities, in support of such position of the requestor. The agency may
request that the argument and memorandum of authorities be submitted by any interested party.
Time for Agency's Response
501 Agency's Response. Within forty-five (45) days after the receipt of a request for a
declaratory opinion which complies with the requirements of these Rules, the Commission shall,
in writing:
1. issue an opinion declaring the applicability of the specified statute, rule, or order to the
specified circumstances;
2. decline to issue a declaratory opinion, stating the reasons for its action; or
3. agree to issue a declaratory opinion or a written statement declining to issue a
declaratory opinion, by a specified time but no later than ninety (90) days after receipt of the
written request.
502 When Period Begins. The forty-five (45) day period shall begin on the first State of
Mississippi business day that the request is received by the Commission.
503 Opinion Not Final for Sixty Days. A declaratory opinion shall not become final until
the expiration of sixty (60) days after the issuance of the opinion. Prior to the expiration of sixty
(60) days, the Commission may, in its discretion, withdraw or amend the declaratory opinion for
any reason which is not arbitrary or capricious. Reasons for withdrawing or amending an opinion
include, but are not limited to, a determination that the request failed to meet the requirements of
these Rules or that the opinion issued contains a legal or factual error.
Procedure After Request for Declaratory Opinion Received
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601 Notice by Agency. The Commission may give notice to any person that a declaratory
opinion has been requested and may receive and consider data, facts, arguments and opinions
from persons other than the requestor.
602 Notice by Requestor. The requestor, or his attorney, shall append to the request for a
declaratory opinion a listing of all persons, with addresses, known to the requestor who may
have an interest in the declaratory opinion sought to be issued, and shall mail a copy of the
request to all such persons. The requestor or his attorney shall certify that a copy of the request
was mailed to all such persons together with this statement: "Should you wish to participate in
the proceedings of this request, or receive notice of such proceedings or the declaratory opinion
issued as a result of this request, you should contact the Commission within twenty days of the
date of this request."
Hearings at the Discretion of the Agency
701 Provision for Hearing. If the Commission in its sole discretion deems a hearing
necessary or helpful in determining any issue concerning a request for a declaratory opinion, the
Commission may schedule such a hearing. Notice of the hearing shall be given to all interested
parties unless waived. Notice mailed by first class mail 7 calendar days prior to the hearing shall
be deemed appropriate.
702 Proceedings at the Hearing. The procedure for conducting a hearing, including but
not limited to the manner of presentation, the time for presentation, and whether and how
evidence may be taken, shall be within the discretion of the Commission.
703 Persons Appearing at the Hearing. The Commission shall allow the requestor to
participate in any hearing. The Commission may allow any other persons or entities to
participate in the hearing.
Public Availability of Requests and Declaratory Opinions
801 Declaratory opinions and requests for declaratory opinions shall be available for
public inspection and copying at the expense of the viewer during normal business hours.
Declaratory opinions and requests which contain information which is confidential or exempt
from disclosure under the Mississippi Public Records Act or other laws shall be exempt from this
requirement and shall remain confidential.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
Rule 2.25 Rulemaking Oral Proceedings.
Scope
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101 This Rule applies to all oral proceedings held for the purpose of providing the public
with an opportunity to make oral presentations on proposed new rules and amendments to rules
before the Commission pursuant to the Mississippi Administrative Procedures Law.
When an Oral Proceeding will be Scheduled on a Proposed Rule
102 Where an oral proceeding has not previously been held or scheduled, the
Commission will conduct an oral proceeding on a proposed rule or amendment if requested by a
political subdivision, an agency or ten (10) persons in writing within twenty (20) days after the
filing of the notice of the proposed rule.
Format of Request
103.01 Each request must be typewritten. Each request must be submitted on standard
business letter-size paper (8-1/2 inches by 11 inches).
103.02 The request may be in the form of a letter addressed to the Commission or as a
pleading filed with a court.
103.03 Each request must include the full name, telephone number, and mailing address
of the requestor(s).
103.04 All requests shall be signed by the person filing the request, unless represented by
an attorney, in which case the attorney may sign the request.
Notification of Oral Proceeding
104 The date, time and place of all oral proceedings shall be filed with the Secretary of
State's office and mailed to each requestor. The oral proceedings will be scheduled no earlier
than twenty (20) days from the filing of this information with the Secretary of State.
Presiding Officer
105 The Commission or designee, who is familiar with the substance of the proposed
rule, shall preside at the oral proceeding on a proposed rule.
Public Presentations and Participation
106.00 Public participation shall be permitted at oral proceedings in accordance with the
following sections.
106.01 At an oral proceeding on a proposed rule, persons may make oral statements and
make documentary and physical submissions, which may include data, views, comments or
arguments concerning the proposed rule.
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106.02 Persons wishing to make oral presentations at such a proceeding shall notify the
Commission at least three business days prior to the proceeding and indicate the general subject
of their presentations. The presiding officer in his or her discretion may allow individuals to
participate that have not previously contacted the Commission.
106.03 At the proceeding, those who participate shall indicate their names and addresses,
identify any persons or organizations they may represent, and provide any other information
relating to their participation deemed appropriate by the presiding officer.
106.04 The presiding officer may place time limitations on individual oral presentations
when necessary to assure the orderly and expeditious conduct of the oral proceeding. To
encourage joint oral presentations and to avoid repetition, additional time may be provided for
persons whose presentations represent the views of other individuals as well as their own views.
106.05 Persons making oral presentations are encouraged to avoid restating matters that
have already been submitted in writing. Written materials, however, may be submitted at the oral
proceeding.
106.06 There shall be no interruption of a participant who has been given the floor by the
presiding officer, except that the presiding officer may in his or her discretion interrupt or end
the partisan's time where the orderly conduct of the proceeding so requires.
Conduct of Oral Proceeding
Presiding Officer
107.01 The presiding officer shall have authority to conduct the proceeding in his or her
discretion for the orderly conduct of the proceeding. The presiding officer shall (i) call
proceeding to order; (ii) give a brief synopsis of the proposed rule, a statement of the statutory
authority for the proposed rule, and the reasons provided by the Agency for the proposed rule;
(ii) call on those individuals who have contacted the Agency about speaking on or against the
proposed rule; (iii) allow for rebuttal statements following all participants' comments; (iv)
adjourn the proceeding.
Questions
107.02 The presiding officer, where time permits and to facilitate the exchange of
information, may open the floor to questions or general discussion. The presiding officer may
question participants and permit the questioning of participants by other participants about any
matter relating to that rulemaking proceeding, including any prior written submissions made by
those participants in that proceeding; but no participant shall be required to answer any question.
Physical and Documentary Submissions
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107.03 Physical and Documentary Submissions. Submissions presented by participants in
an oral proceeding shall be submitted to the presiding officer. Such submissions become the
property of the Commission, part of the rulemaking record, and are subject to the Commission's
public records request procedure.
Recording
107.04 The Commission may record oral proceedings by stenographic or electronic
means.
This Rule shall be in force and effect on and after January 1, 2018.
Source: Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-85.
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BAD FAITH! BAD FAITH! BAD FAITH! The stinging refrain of those
allegations are repeated day after day to employers, claims professionals, and
attorneys who are involved in the tiring and difficult process of handling workers’
compensation claims in Mississippi on behalf of employers and carriers.
Sometimes the complaints are legitimate, and this presentation is not intended
to belittle the claims of those who might be abused by that declining group who
derive pleasure from the adrenalin rush associated with the exercise of power
over fellow human beings. But more often than not, the allegations are nothing
more than an attempt by the claimant’s advocate to force the employer/carrier
to overlook a deficiency in the proof of a claim, or to get them to waive a
legitimate defense, or to otherwise make the claims professional see things his
or her way. Regardless of the motives of the opposition, however, this
presentation will attempt to help the claims professional understand the nature
of the putative claim and its roots and help define a course of conduct designed
to avoid the potential bad faith claim. The avoidance of those claims is rooted in
the ethical obligations of the claims professional to do a prompt and thorough
investigation and analysis of each claim presented, and that obligation is the
focus of this presentation.

1

Smart, Timely, Assertive, and Reasonable
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In an effort to understand the avoidance of the bad faith claim itself, one
must understand the nuances of the Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Law so
that the claims professional can do the right thing at the right time as expected
by the administrators of the system. A part of this presentation therefore is a
focus on how Mississippi law works, what benefits are payable, what defenses
are available, and what procedures must be followed. Since Mississippi claims
are now handled by claims professionals in many different jurisdictions, the
program is intended to reach out to adjusters everywhere and create the focus
on avoiding such suits through attention to the right details.
Let’s look first at the Bad Faith cause of action itself which provides a
potential award of both actual and punitive damages to the injured worker
outside the confines and limits of the workers’ compensation system. How did
we get to the point where every claim carries with it the potential for a different
and potentially more expensive claim based on the fact that the claims
professional didn’t pay all or a part of the original claim? When the idea was
first presented to the Mississippi Supreme Court, in 1982, it rejected the notion
with no dissenting votes. See Taylor v. USF&G, 420 So.2d 564 (Miss. 1982).
Quoting from a California decision, if you can believe that, it was pointed out
that, if such suits were permitted, “the system of workmen’s compensation could
be subjected to a process of partial disintegration. In the practical operation of
the plan, minor delays in getting medical service, such as for a few days or even
a few hours, caused by a carrier, could become the bases of independent suits,
and these could be many and manifold indeed. The uniform and exclusive
application of the law would become honeycombed with independent and
conflicting rulings of the courts. The objective of the Legislature and the whole
pattern of workmen’s compensation could thereby be partially nullified.” Id. at
566, (citing Noe v. Travelers Ins. Co., 172 Cal.App.2d 731, 737 (1959)).
Holy cow! Did that prediction ever come true when only 3 years later, the
Mississippi Supreme Court reversed itself, in a sharply divided opinion, and held
that the exclusive remedy provision of the Mississippi Workers’ Compensation
Act “does not bar an action by the employee against the insurance carrier for the
commission of an intentional tort. The independent tort is not compensable
under our Workers’ Compensation Act and to extend immunity to compensation
carriers for a separate injury to workers goes far beyond the intent of the act.”
Southern Farm Bureau Casualty Ins. Co. v. Holland, 469 So.2d 55, 59 (Miss.
1985). Later that same year, the Court, with only one dissent, applied the same
reasoning to a similar claim against an employer. See Luckett v. Mississippi
Wood Inc., 481 So.2d 288 (Miss. 1985).
So now we know that the cause of action is real--it is permissible--it is
dangerous--and it is potentially fatal to a business enterprise because of
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punitive damages exposure. Since the day the Court recognized the viability of
the cause of action, there have been many, many suits filed making allegations
designed to elicit a recovery for such a perceived wrong, many of which have
settled, and some for very large sums of money according to rumor and
innuendo.
This writer has located 42 reported decisions to date dealing with bad faith
suits arising out of workers’ compensation claims in Mississippi. Perhaps there
are others, but these certainly offer the illustration sought to explain the
problem. Attached as an exhibit to this presentation is a brief summary of the
reported decisions.
Most of the reported decisions do not reflect on the merits of the claims,
although from personal experience many others have been settled, and only a
few of these reported decisions are supportive of a recovery. Some were
dismissed due to the failure to exhaust administrative remedies (i.e. the
claimant had to prove in proceedings before the Mississippi Workers’
Compensation Commission that he was entitled to the benefits before he could
sue on the theory that he had been intentionally wronged by the failure to pay
those benefits); some of the decisions had to do with removals to Federal Court
and attempts to remand to State Court; some had to do with ancillary issues
such as doctors alleging a wrong because they were not paid or their treatment
not authorized. The limits of this presentation neither permit nor require a
detailed analysis of each decision, but some truths can be gleaned by looking at
a few of the decisions.
What constitutes a legitimate claim? In brief summary, the cause
of action takes life from the denial of payments to a claimant without a
legitimate or arguable reason where the denial of benefits constitutes a
willful and intentional or malicious wrong. If those elements are
satisfied, punitive damages may be recovered upon proof that the
actions were with malice, gross negligence or reckless disregard for the
rights of others.
A 1998 decision by the 5th Circuit Court of Appeals is one of those wherein
a recovery was theoretically permitted, although procedurally it had reached the
5th Circuit from an appeal by plaintiff from a Summary Judgment in favor of the
defendants so the final result in terms of “how much” is not a part of what we
see from the decision. In Rogers v. Hartford Accident and Indem. Co., 133 F.3d
309 (5th Cir. 1998), the carrier was the workers’ compensation insurer for two
different employers who were disputing liability for a compensable injury (one
was the actual employer and the other was an employer to whom the employee
had been “loaned” at the time of the injury). The Court concluded that the
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carrier did not have a legitimate or arguable reason to deny claimant benefits, in
spite of the fact that the Mississippi Supreme Court had concluded that it was an
“extremely close question” as to the liability of one of the employers. Since the
carrier had the coverage for both, the Court thought that, on behalf of which of
its insureds the carrier was to make payments was not a justifiable issue, and
the existence of the question did not constitute a legitimate or arguable reason
for not paying the claimant.
Another decision wherein a recovery was permitted is Mississippi Power &
Light Co. v. Cook, 832 So.2d 474 (Miss. 2002). Therein, claimant alleged to
have had 3 injuries while employed by MP&L. Claimant’s benefits were
suspended by the employer upon receipt of a 15% permanent partial rating from
the treating physician. The claimant later settled his workers’ compensation
claims but retained the right to file a “bad faith” suit, which he did after the
settlement was approved. At trial, the jury awarded $150,000 in actual
damages, $5,000,000 in punitive damages, and $2,060,000 in attorneys’ fees to
the claimant. On appeal, the Mississippi Supreme Court held that it was the trial
court’s responsibility to determine if there was an arguable basis for terminating
benefits upon receipt of the PPD rating and the Court did not disagree with the
Judge’s finding that there was no such basis. The Court did find that the
punitive damage award was excessive, however, and entered a remittitur to
$500,000 and also vacated the award of attorneys’ fees and remanded that issue
to the Circuit Court for further proceedings.
Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. v. McKneely, 862 So.2d 530 (Miss. 2003) is
another good illustration to consider because it involved a claim stemming from
a back injury wherein the carrier suspended benefits after receiving a report
from the treating physician to the effect that the claimant had reached a point of
maximum medical recovery and that claimant’s condition at that point was not
causally related to the injury in question (but instead to a diagnosis of
fibromyalgia). In subsequent proceedings before the Commission, however, the
claimant was successful in obtaining an additional award. A bad faith suit
ensued and claimant was awarded $150,000 in actual damages and $200,000 in
punitive damages at his Circuit Court trial. The Mississippi Court of Appeals
affirmed the decision, and the Supreme Court agreed to review the decision on a
petition for writ of certiorari. Upon review, the decision was reversed and
rendered in favor of the carrier by a divided Court. The majority opinion of the
Court concluded that the carrier’s burden is not to “disprove all possible
allegations made by a claimant” but to only “perform a prompt and adequate
investigation and make a reasonable, good faith decision based on that
investigation.” The Court found that the carrier’s “investigation was adequate
and that there was an arguable basis for discontinuing benefits.” Also of
significance, the Court reaffirmed the proposition that “[g]enerally, a client’s
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reliance upon advice of his attorney prevents a finding of bad faith and the
imposition of punitive damages.”
On February 10, 2004, in Pilate v. American Federated Ins. Co., 865 So.2d
387 (Miss. App. 2004), a plurality decision (5 to 5 vote) by the Court of Appeals
let stand a summary judgment in favor of the defendants on a bad faith claim
arising from a delay in making payments. The plurality carefully analyzed the
developments over the year in question wherein benefits had been withheld and
concluded that the delay was not actionable. It noted that “[t]he duty to timely
investigate and pay workers’ compensation claims is a mutual obligation of both
the claimant and the employer or its carrier. The employer or carrier may not
ignore the duty and wait for the claimant to provide the necessary information.
Also, the claimant is not excused from participation and must cooperate to assist
in the resolution of the claim.” Because the employer had immediate knowledge
of the injury but failed to timely report the injury to the carrier, the Court also
rejected an argument that the law of agency imputes the employer’s knowledge
of the injury to the carrier. It reiterated the rule that “in committing intentional
torts, the insurance carrier ceases to be the ‘alter ego’ of the employer.”
Most recently, on August 25, 2009, in AmFed Co. v. Jordan, 34 So.3d 1177
(Miss. App. 2009), a majority decision by the Court of Appeals affirmed a jury’s
finding that the defendants acted in bad faith in abdicating their investigation to
their attorney and relying on him solely to perform administrative tasks that
could have been handled by the claims adjuster. The underlying workers’
compensation claim stemmed from an electrocution accident that caused the
death of an A&B Electric Company employee. The decedent’s wife obtained a
lump-sum order for death benefits from the Commission. The order, however,
was not filed and the defendants were never advised that it had been issued.
After the decedent’s wife finally advised the adjuster of the order, the adjuster
asked her attorney to contact the Commission to confirm it had been issued.
Upon doing so, the attorney sent notice of the order to the adjuster, but she was
out of the office on her honeymoon. Upon her return, an issue came up
regarding the accuracy of the order and, again, the adjuster asked her attorney
to handle the matter. This time, however, the attorney was out of town.
Ultimately, seventy-six days passed from the time the defendants became aware
of the order and the time payments were issued. In the resulting bad faith suit
for failure to timely pay benefits, the jury awarded the decedent’s wife
compensatory and punitive damages, as well as attorneys’ fees, totaling
$266,500. Although the Court of Appeals reversed and remanded in part,
finding that the trial court erred in instructing the jury on the correct standard of
proof for awarding punitive damages, it affirmed the jury’s finding that the
defendants acted in bad faith.
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So against that background, how does the claims professional complete his
or her career with a NO CLAIMS listed by his or her name in the final
accounting by the Big Claims Guy? Here are a few ideas:

N

Never say, write in the file, put in the computer notes, or
communicate to anyone disparaging things about the
claimant, his claim, his heritage, his life style, or anything
else that could be construed as being anything other than an
unbiased professional analysis of the facts and the application
of the law to those facts.

O

Open mindedness and objectivity are crucial requirements for
maintaining the professionalism necessary to reach valid
conclusions and make good decisions regarding the payment
of claims. An objective analysis of whether or not benefits
should continue once a claimant is at a point of maximum
medical recovery, as an example, should not rest on the
assertion that Awe always do such and such.@ Instead, look at
the complete facts of THIS case, and make an informed
decision as to whether or not benefits are justifiably to be
terminated or continued until the next piece of the puzzle is
completed.

C

Committee reviews involving the adjuster, supervisor,
manager, or others with authority prior to issuing any denial
are an integral part of quality claims management and a great
way to avoid unnecessary litigation.

L

Legal opinions must be a part of the defensive strategy. As
indicated by the case law, acting upon advice of counsel
might constitute the arguable basis for a position if
challenged in subsequent litigation.

A

I

Avoid delays. The leading cause of allegations of bad faith
claims handling is a lapse of time without proper activity and
failure to timely communicate decisions and the basis for
those decisions. Do it now as a priority.
Intellectual, not emotional, analysis. Basing a decision to pay
or deny a claim on whether or not the claims professional

6

likes the claimant rather than what the facts are and how the
law applies to those facts is a recipe for disaster.

M

S

Make the main thing the main thing. Claims operations are
about paying valid claims. They are not about finding ways to
avoid all claims at all costs but to control claims costs in a
legitimate exercise of investigation, legal analysis, and timely
activity. In order to achieve the goals of the operation,
thoroughness is required. As an example, one should expect
to try and get all of the available medical information for a
claim rather than just part of what might be available.
Seek the help of the Mississippi Workers= Compensation
Commission. Legitimate disputes are meant to be resolved at
the Commission, and if the parties cannot agree on an issue,
procedures are available at the Commission to expeditiously
resolve disputes. That resolution might be settlement or it
might be litigation. Either way, the Commission plays a valid
role.

So there it is in a nutshell. This writer will be the first to say that the job
of the claims professional in today’s environment is one of the most challenging,
difficult, and thankless jobs in the American economy, and chances are that
status will not improve in the short run. But the claims professional can find
fulfillment in his or her work by helping legitimate claimants deal with the
consequences of the physical, emotional and financial disaster that accompanies
a work related injury. The challenge is to avoid a callous attitude that leads to a
bad decision which in turn reaps as its reward a terrible result in a bad faith suit.
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APPENDIX
SUMMARY OF
REPORTED DECISIONS
INVOLVING BAD FAITH
SUITS FLOWING FROM
MISSISSIPPI
WORKERS’
COMPENSATION
CLAIMS

1.

Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. v. McKneely, 862 So. 2d 530 (Miss. 2003).

The claimant sustained a compensable injury to his back on March 30, 1994. The
claimant received compensation benefits but those benefits were terminated by the
carrier on the basis of medical advice in December of 1994. The claimant filed a
motion to compel benefits which was granted by the Administrative Judge and affirmed
by the Full Commission.
The resulting bad faith suit concerned the information available to the carrier at the
time of the suspension of benefits. In November of 1994, Dr. Weatherly opined that
the claimant’s current complaints were not work related, and that the claimant was at
MMI as to “any obvious organic musculoskeletal problem, but the inorganic problems
may exist. Dr. Hensarling is to complete the workup so I will leave this for him to
answer.” The carrier denied further benefits based upon this opinion.
The claimant argued, and the Court of Appeals agreed, that the carrier had a duty to
investigate the claim further on the question of whether the claimant’s fibromyalgia
was work related. The Court indicated that the carrier could have inquired further into
the opinion of Dr. Weatherly or sought the opinion of Dr. Hensarling or of a third party.
On Appeal, the Supreme Court soundly disagreed. The Court found that the carrier
had hired an investigative nurse who gathered the claimant’s medical records and
sought a definitive diagnosis in writing from the claimant’s treating physicians. This,
the Court concluded, was an adequate investigation and evidence of a good faith basis
for discontinuing benefits.
The Court also addressed the issue of the diagnosis of fibromyalgia. Reviewing the
case law on the subject the court stated that “The absence of any consensus among
the medical authorities, at least at the time of the denial of this claim, that
fibromyalgia could be caused by a traumatic event weighs against a finding of bad
faith.”
Finally, the Supreme Court noted that the carrier’s obligations were limited to
performing a prompt and adequate investigation and dealing with the claimant in good
faith. “The defendants are not required to disprove all possible allegations made by a
claimant.” Clearly, the burden of proof lies on the claimant: “the claimant carries the
burden of proving the compensability of his injury by a preponderance of the
evidence.”

1

2.

PDN, Inc. v. Loring, 843 So. 2d 685 (Miss. 2003).

In April 1987, Mr. James Dickens was reduced to a vegetative state as a result of a
work related motor vehicle accident. The workers’ compensation carrier, National
Union Insurance Company of Pittsburgh, paid benefits under the statute with the
assistance of AIG Claim Services, Inc. and AIG’s employee, Ms. Ivory Loring.
After a lengthy dispute regarding the cost of nursing home services and the existence
of a contract, Ms. Loring declined payment to PDN, Inc. and further refused to assign
the company any additional workers’ compensation matters. PDN, Inc. brought suit
against Ms. Loring for intentional interference with business relations and for bad faith.
PDN’s bad faith claim was predicated on the rule that an individual claims
representative can be held liable for failure to investigate a claim when his/her conduct
constitutes gross negligence, malice, or reckless disregard for the rights of the insured.
The plaintiff argued that Ms. Loring failed to adequately investigate PDN’s allegation
that a contract was in place and thus committed a bad faith refusal to bay benefits.
Summary Judgment in favor of Ms. Loring was granted by the Circuit Court and
Affirmed by the Supreme Court. The Court found that the claims representative was
not a party to the contract between PDN, Inc., AIG, and National Union, stating “Loring
correctly relies on the rule of law which states that an agent acting on behalf of his
employer is not personally liable for breaching his employers’ contracts.” Id. at 689.

2

3.

Miss. Power and Light v. Cook, 832 So. 2d 474 (Miss. 2002).

Kenneth Cook alleged he sustained three separate injures as an Employee of MP & L.
The claimant settled his workers’ compensation matter but reserved the right to bring
a bad faith claim against the employer and carrier for non-payment of benefits. In
particular the claimant was aggrieved that his benefits had been terminated upon
receipt by the employer of a 15% impairment rating to the right shoulder.
The claimant’s bad faith suit was filed and tried before Judge Tommie Green in Hinds
County Circuit Court. The jury returned a verdict of $150,000 in compensatory
damages and $5,000,000 in punitive damages against the employer and carrier. In
addition, a motion by the claimant for Attorney’s fees and interest was granted totaling
$2,060,000.
The Supreme Court affirmed the award of $150,000 in compensatory damages, but
punitive damages were remitted to $500,000. The attorneys’ fee claim was remanded
to the Circuit Court for additional proof and corroboration.
The Court noted that the claimant could bring his bad faith action without a ruling from
the Commission that he was entitled to further benefits, and noted that the claimant’s
act of settling his workers compensation matter effectively exhausted his
administrative remedy such that no other findings by the Commission were necessary.

3

4.

Walls v. Franklin Corp, 797 So. 2d 973 (Miss. 2001).

The claimant in this case underwent back surgery and was awarded a 20% impairment
rating to the body as a whole. In 1992, the matter was tried before an Administrative
Judge who awarded benefits for temporary total and permanent partial disability, as
well as continuing medical treatment.
The claimant brought a bad faith suit in 1997, alleging that the carrier had in bad faith
refused to pay for certain medical benefits, including prescription orthopedic shoes and
a whirlpool the claimant had installed in her home.
The Circuit Court found that the claimant had failed to exhaust her remedies under the
Act and dismissed her suit. The Court of Appeals reversed and remanded, and the
Supreme Court affirmed the decision of the Circuit Court. The Supreme Court held
“…we find that Walls could not maintain a bad faith action for refusal to pay for
disputed medical services and supplies absent the Commission’s prior determination
that those services and supplies were reasonable and necessary.” Id at 977.

4

5.

Travis v. Hartford Accident and Indemnity Co., 630 So. 2d 337 (Miss. 1994).

The workers’ compensation claim in this cause was initially denied by the employer and
carrier as an accident which did not occur in the course and scope of the claimant’s
employment. The matter was heard before the Administrative Judge and the
claimant’s injury was found to be compensable. The claimant was awarded benefits
and continuing medical care.
While the matter was on appeal, the carrier declined to pay certain medical expenses,
informing the claimant’s doctors in writing that the refusal was due to the unwillingness
of the claimant to settle his case. The parties then entered into settlement
negotiations which allegedly resulted in an oral agreement to settle the claim in 1987.
The decision of the Administrative Judge was affirmed by the Circuit and Supreme
Courts in 1987. In 1988 the carrier filed suit in the Chancery Court of Hinds County to
enforce the alleged oral agreement to settle. The claimant counter-sued claiming bad
faith refusal to pay benefits.
In March 1990, the Chancery Court entered an order denying the carrier’s request for
enforcement of the alleged settlement which was later affirmed by the Supreme Court.
On the claim of bad faith, the Chancellor found that the carrier had not acted in bad
faith and granted the carrier’s motion for a dismissal.
On appeal, the decision of the Chancellor was affirmed and the Chancellor’s holding
that the actions of the carrier did not rise to bad faith were found not to be in error.

5

6.

McCain v. Northwestern Nat. Ins. Co., 484 So. 2d 1001 (Miss. 1986).

The claimant brought suit against the carrier alleging that the carrier had failed to
honor a workers compensation settlement agreement. The claimant argued that the
carrier had willfully, maliciously, intentionally, wrongfully, and in bad faith failed to
fulfill duties under the agreement.
The Circuit Court dismissed the suit on the grounds that the exclusivity provision of the
workers’ compensation act barred common law actions in tort.
On appeal, the decision of the Circuit Court was reversed and remanded. The Court
found that the claimant had stated a cause of action which could not be dismissed
pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6).

6

7.

Leathers v. Aetna Casualty & Surety Co., 500 So. 2d 451 (Miss. 1986).

The claimant sustained a first injury in October 1976 and a second injury with the
same employer in September of 1977. The claimant’s injuries were found
compensable by the Administrative Judge, the full Commission, the Circuit Court of Lee
County and the judgment of the Circuit Court was affirmed by the Supreme Court in
May of 1980.
The claimant subsequently filed a bad faith action against the carrier and its claims
representative who managed the case individually. In January of 1983, based upon
the authority of Taylor v. U.S.F.&G., 420 So.2d 564 (Miss. 1982), the Circuit Court of
Lee County dismissed the claimant’s suit, finding that the ‘exclusive remedy’ provision
of the Act prohibited actions for negligent refusal to pay benefits.
On appeal, the Supreme Court reversed and remanded the decision of the Circuit
Court. The Court found that the cases of Southern Farm Bureau Cas. Ins. Co. v.
Holland, 469 So.2d 55 (Miss. 1984), and Luckett v. Mississippi Wood, Inc., 481 So.2d
288 (Miss. 1985) permitted an action for a bad faith refusal to pay benefits to proceed.
The Court found persuasive the fact that the claimant had received almost no benefits
from the carrier, even though ten years had passed since the original injury.
Also, the claimant in this cause brought an action against the carrier’s claims
representative. The claims representative was originally dismissed from the action as
an employee who could not be held personally liable. The Court noted the rule that
“…the agent or servant, the one who has rendered his principal liable, has individual
liability to the plaintiff” and remanded the matter to the Circuit Court for further
consideration.

7

8.

Luckett v. Mississippi Wood Inc., 481 So. 2d 288 (Miss. 1985).

The claimant in this cause sustained injuries to his legs in October of 1981. The
claimant alleged that the employer had actual notice of the accident, but no report of
injury was filed by the employer until June of July of 1982. The Court noted that
although a Petition to Controvert was eventually filed in May of 1982, the employer
and carrier had tendered no benefits to the claimant.
The Circuit Court of Leake County dismissed the claimant’s bad faith action under the
holding of Taylor v. United States Fidelity and Guaranty Co., 420 So.2d 564 (Miss.
1982), finding the ‘exclusive remedy’ provision of the Act prohibited an action for bad
faith.
The Supreme Court reversed the holding of the Circuit Court, noted its holding in
Southern Farm Bureau Cas. Ins. Co. v. Holland, 469 So.2d 55 (Miss. 1984), and found
that the bar in Taylor only applied to actions for negligent refusal to pay benefits. The
Court held “Today we extend Holland to include a bad faith refusal action against the
employer, as well as the carrier, and hold that Luckett may recover if he can prove his
claim.” Id. at 290.
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9.

Southern Farm Bureau Cas. Ins. Co. v. Holland, 469 So. 2d 55 (Miss. 1984).

The claimant in this cause suffered a compensable back injury in October of 1977. The
carrier extended medical and temporary total disability benefits to the claimant.
However, in July of 1979 the carrier terminated benefits based upon medical advice. A
motion to compel benefits was filed and granted by the Commission and the carrier
resumed benefits.
The claimant then filed suit alleging that the carrier’s actions were an intentional
attempt to compel her to accept an inadequate settlement of her claim. The claimant
alleged breach of contract, breach of fiduciary duties, and intentional infliction of
emotional distress. The carrier’s motion to dismiss was denied and the carrier took
an interlocutory appeal to the Supreme Court on the issue of whether the ‘exclusive
remedy’ provision of the Act prohibited an action for intentional torts committed during
the processing of a compensation claim.
The Court affirmed the denial of the carrier’s motion and held “the exclusivity provision
of the Workers’ Compensation Act does not bar an action by the employee against the
insurance carrier for the commission of an intentional tort.” Southern Farm Bureau
Cas. Ins. Co. v. Holland, 469 So.2d 55, 59 (Miss. 1984).
The Court also briefly examined the penalties contained in the Act for non-payment of
benefits. The Court concluded that these penalties were not intended to cover
independent torts and that they were “hardly adequate to deter willful actions of an
overreaching insurance company against a weekly wage earner.” Id. at 58.

9

10.

Taylor v. United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co., 420 So. 2d 564 (Miss. 1982).

The claimant in this cause filed suit against his employer’s workers’ compensation
carrier and against the employees of the carrier alleging that the defendants
“negligently, carelessly, wrecklessly [sic], willfully and hazardiously [sic], failed, refused
and neglected to process legitimate medical claims….” Details of the underlying
compensation claim were not included in the opinion.
The Circuit Court of Jones County granted the carrier’s motion to dismiss and the
Supreme Court affirmed that holding, finding “Upon this record we cannot say that the
legislators, in codifying ‘Exclusiveness of Liability’ in § 71-3-9, supra, intended to allow
a tort action such as the one asserted here by the plaintiff.” Taylor v. United States
Fidelity & Guaranty Co., 420 So.2d 564,566 (Miss. 1982). Also noteworthy was the
Court’s footnote which concluded that the Act “provides penalties in such a situation.”
Id.

10

11.

Pilate v. American Federated Insurance Co., 865 So. 2d 387 (Miss. App. 2004).

**SLIP OPINION ** 5 Justices Affirmed Summary Judgment, 5 Dissented
Claimant was injured at work on January 21, 1995. The employer did not report the
injury to the carrier timely, and Carrier’s first notice was the filing of the Petition to
Controvert in April 1995. Claimant, through his attorney, did not cooperate with the
investigation by permitting a statement to be taken from the claimant and did not
submit medical support of disability. Medical support of disability was finally received
in September 1995; the claimant’s deposition was taken in October 1995; claimant
failed to attend an EME appointment in December 1995; and the Carrier made a
voluntary payment of TTD in January 1996. A hearing was held in September 1996
and an order issued by the Administrative Judge on December 11, 1996 awarded the
period of TTD paid voluntarily paid by the carrier but no PPD. Subsequent appeals took
the claim all the way to the Court of Appeals which affirmed the decision on January
25, 1999. See Pilate v Int’l Plastics Corp., 727 So.2d 771 (Miss.Ct.App.1999).
Claimant’s bad faith suit was based on the delay in payment between January 1995
and January 1996 and was dismissed by the trial court on Summary Judgment. The
plurality carefully analyzed the developments over the year in question and concluded
that the delay was not actionable. It noted that “The duty to timely investigate and
pay workers’ compensation claims is a mutual obligation of both the claimant and the
employer or its carrier. The employer or carrier may not ignore the duty and wait for
the claimant to provide the necessary information. Also, the claimant is not excused
from participation and must cooperate to assist in the resolution of the claim.”
The Court also rejected an argument that the law of agency imputes the employer’s
knowledge of the injury to the carrier and reiterated the rule that “in committing
intentional torts, the insurance carrier ceases to be the ‘alter ego’ of the employer.”

11

12.

Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. v. McKneely, 2001 WL 379996 (Miss.
2001).

App.

**SLIP OPINION**
Over-ruled by Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. v. McKneely, 862 So. 2d 530 (Miss. 2003).
The claimant sustained a compensable injury to his back on March 30, 1994. The
claimant received compensation benefits but those benefits were terminated by the
carrier on the basis of medical advice in December of 1994. The claimant filed a
motion to compel benefits which was granted by the Administrative Judge and affirmed
by the Full Commission.
The resulting bad faith suit concerned the information available to the carrier at the
time of the suspension of benefits. In November of 1994, Dr. Weatherly opined that
the claimant’s current complaints were not work related, and that the claimant was at
MMI as to “any obvious organic musculoskeletal problem, but the inorganic problems
may exist. Dr. Hensarling is to complete the workup so I will leave this for him to
answer.” The carrier denied further benefits based upon this opinion.
The claimant argued, and the Court of Appeals agreed, that the carrier had a duty to
investigate the claim further on the question of whether the claimant’s fibromyalgia
was work related. The Court indicated that the carrier could have inquired further into
the opinion of Dr. Weatherly or sought the opinion of Dr. Hensarling or of a third party.
The Court was persuaded by the fact that the claimant did eventually receive
extensive treatment for fibromyalgia and the fact that during Dr. Hensarling’s 1994
deposition Dr. Hensarling testified that the work injury aggravated the fibromyalgia.
The Court of Appeals considered the defense that punitive damages are not awardable
in cases where a defendant relies in good faith on advice of counsel. Finding that the
defense did not offer a complete bar in every case, the Court affirmed the finding of
the trial judge awarding $150,000.00 in compensatory damages and $200,000.00 in
punitive damages. The Court was convinced by the findings of the trial court judge,
“Liberty Mutual Insurance Company made a selfish financial decision and did not
comply with the mandates of fairness and good faith…” Liberty Mutual Insurance Co.
v. McKneely, 2001 WL 379996 (Miss.App.2001).
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13.

Benson v. National Union Fire Insurance Co. of Pittsburgh, P.A., 762 So. 2d 795
(Miss. App. 2000).

The claimant in this cause sustained a compensable work related injury to her right and
left wrists in April of 1991. The employer and carrier admitted the compensability of
the claimant’s bilateral carpal tunnel condition and provided benefits. However, the
claimant then went on to claim the necessity of psychiatric treatment as a result of her
injury.
In January of 1993, the Administrative Judge reviewed the testimony of various
experts and concluded that the psychiatric problems of the claimant were in fact
related to the admitted work injury.
In October 1995, the claimant filed suit against the carrier alleging bad faith in the
payment of her claims. However, the claimant was unable or unwilling to provide the
carrier with an itemized list of benefits that remained unpaid. Counsel for the carrier
made a Rule 12(e) motion to compel the claimant to make a more definite statement
regarding expenses the carrier had allegedly failed to pay. The motion was granted
and the claimant was given twenty days to provide the required information. When
she failed to do so, the carrier’s motion for summary judgment was granted.
On Appeal, the Court of Appeals affirmed the decision of the trial court finding that the
claimant had failed to meet her burden to prove an essential element of her claim,
namely that benefits had not been paid. The Court also noted that regardless of the
fact that the claimant’s case had been dismissed, the record indicated that the carrier
had a legitimate reason for denying payments on the psychological complaint.

13

14.

Toney v. Lowery Woodyards and Employers Insurance of Wausau, 278 F. Supp.
2d 786 (S.D. Miss. 2003)

The claimant in this cause sustained a compensable injury to his neck, back, and
shoulders in 1996. Over the next five years the carrier continued to pay benefits for
treatment to the left shoulder and arm and for psychological counseling. The carrier
discontinued benefits in 2001 pursuant to medical records which indicated the claimant
was at maximum medical improvement as to injuries sustained to the left shoulder and
arm. However, evidence presented at trial indicated that the claimant was still treating
for psychological injures.
A motion to compel benefits was filed by the claimant in January of 2002 and the
Administrative Judge ordered the carrier to renew benefits for physical and mental
treatment. In the bad faith suit that followed, the claimant filed suit against the
carrier, a Wisconsin Corporation, and the employer, a Mississippi company.
After suit was filed, the carrier made a motion to remove the matter to the United
States District Court for the Southern District of Mississippi. In response, the claimant
filed a motion to remand alleging that the parties were not sufficiently diverse to allow
the matter to proceed in Federal court. The court held that in this particular case the
employer had no control over the management of the claimant’s benefits and was not
aware that benefits were not being paid properly. Further, the Court declined to agree
with the argument that the employer could be imputed to have knowledge, or should
have had knowledge of the details of the matter. As such, the Court found that the
claimant had no claim against the employer and that the employer had been
improperly joined into the suit. After dismissing the employer, the carrier and claimant
were sufficiently diverse for the suit to proceed and the motion to remand was denied.
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15.

Blakeney v. Georgia Pacific Corporation, 151 F. Supp. 2d 736 (S.D. Miss. 2001).

The claimant in this cause suffered a hernia in the course and scope of his employment
with Georgia Pacific on November 30, 1996. He sought medical treatment the same
day and was scheduled for surgery on December 4, 1996. It was alleged at hearing
that the claimant’s spouse notified Georgia Pacific about the injury on December 3rd,
but a personnel manager at the plant declined to approve benefits. The claimant then
used private health insurance to cover his surgery.
The claimant passed away in July of 1997, and the cause of death was not included in
the opinion. The claimant’s spouse then brought a workers’ compensation action for
temporary and permanent benefits. In May 1999, the Commission found that the
employer should be responsible for all medical expenses related to the injury and that
the claimant’s estate was entitled to temporary total disability benefits.
The claimant’s spouse filed an action alleging bad faith refusal to pay benefits in
December 1999, including as defendants the employer and the above mentioned
personnel manager. Defendants removed the suit to the Southern District alleging that
the manager was fraudulently joined such that the parties were diverse for purposes of
Federal jurisdiction.
The plaintiff moved to remand to the Circuit Court of Smith County. The District Court
granted the plaintiff’s motion for remand and found that the personnel manager, Mr.
Steve Harper, was not fraudulently joined. The Court held that “this court simply
cannot say that there is no possibility that a Mississippi state court would find a valid
cause of action set forth against Harper for bad faith refusal to process and pay
plaintiff’s claim.” Id. at 741.
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16.

Richards v. Amerisure Insurance Company, 935 F. Supp. 863 (S.D. Miss. 1996).

The claimant in this case sustained an injury in a work related motor vehicle accident in
September of 1992. He was diagnosed with a herniated cervical disc at C6-7 and was
treated conservatively and released to return to work. The claimant returned to work
for the employer and sustained a lifting injury in July of 1994. The claimant was
diagnosed with a large focal herniation at C6-7 and surgery was conducted.
Unfortunately, the employer changed workers’ compensation carriers after the 1992
injury but prior to the 1994 injury. The insurer at the time of the 1994 injury,
Amerisure Insurance Company, denied liability for the injury on the grounds that
medical records indicated that the 1994 injury was related to the 1992 injury. After
the denial, the employer’s previous carrier, Continental Insurance Company, filed a
notice of payment and provided benefits to the claimant.
The claimant filed suit against Amerisure and the employer in November of 1994
alleging bad faith breach of contract. The case was removed to the U.S. District Court
of the Southern District of Mississippi and the Defendants filed a motion for summary
judgment.
The Court granted the Defendant’s motion for summary judgment and found that the
carrier relied in good faith upon the medical records of the claimant’s treating
physician. Those records, together with the statements of the claimant that he had
never been pain free since the 1992 injury, provided the carrier with an “arguable
reason” to deny liability on the claim.
In addition, it should be noted that the claimant brought his bad faith action before his
claim for workers’ compensation had been resolved. On the issue of whether the
claimant was required to exhaust his administrative remedies before issues of bad faith
could be decided, the Court concluded that in obvious cases where the carrier had an
arguable reason for denying benefits, the Court was not required to wait until the
underlying compensation claim was resolved to grant a motion for summary judgment.
The court reasoned that the primary reason for delay was to prevent a situation where
a District Court jury found bad faith, and then the Commission found no liability for
benefits. In this case, however, the Court noted that the claimant could proceed with
his compensation case without prejudice and granting the motion for summary
judgment on the issue of bad faith had no affect on the underlying compensation
matter.
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17.

Billingsley v. United Technologies Motor Systems, 895 F. Supp. 119 (S.D. Miss.
1995).

The claimant filed a Petition to Controvert alleging bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome.
The Administrative Judge found for the claimant and ordered the employer and carrier
to provide benefits. While the claimant’s compensation matter was on appeal to the
Full Commission, the claimant filed a suit against the employer and carrier alleging bad
faith denial of benefits.
The employer and carrier removed the case to District Court and filed a motion for
summary judgment on the grounds that the claimant had failed to exhaust her
administrative remedies. The Court granted the motion and noted that “as this case is
still climbing through the state administrative/judicial procedures where possibly any or
all of the prior determinations by the ALJ or Commission could be overturned or
modified, this case shall be dismissed without prejudice.” Id. at 122.
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18.

Shepherd v. Boston Old Colony Insurance Company, 811 F. Supp. 225 (S.D.
Miss. 1992).

The claimant, a Mississippi resident, was injured in the course and scope of his
employment with a Louisiana company while working in the State of Louisiana. The
company’s carrier provided benefits initially, but when a dispute arose regarding
payment of benefits, the claimant brought an action in Louisiana to enforce payment.
The Louisiana court found in the claimant’s favor and further found that the carrier’s
denial was capricious and arbitrary. Under the Louisiana statute, a capricious and
arbitrary denial of benefits entitled the claimant to statutory penalties, which were
awarded by the court.
The claimant then brought an action in the Circuit Court of George County, Mississippi
for bad faith termination of benefits. The Defendants removed the matter to the
Southern District and filed a motion to dismiss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction
and/or for summary judgment.
The Court found that it was required to dismiss any action brought pursuant to the
Louisiana Workers’ Compensation Act, noting that the issues alleged in the claimant’s
Complaint had already been litigated before the Eastern District of Louisiana. In
addition, the Court concluded that any opportunity to recover damages for bad faith
denial of benefits in Mississippi required a finding by the Mississippi Workers’
Compensation Commission that the claimant was entitled to those benefits. As the
claimant had never brought a proceeding before the Commission in Mississippi, a bad
faith action would not lie, and the Defendant’s motion for summary judgment was
granted.
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19.

Butler v. Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company, 712 F. Supp. 528 (S.D. Miss.
1989).

The claimant in this cause was temporarily and totally disabled for approximately two
years before being released to return to work. After approximately one month, the
claimant alleged he was unable to continue working and requested additional TTD
benefits. Subsequent to the carrier’s denial the claimant filed a Petition to Controvert
and an action for bad faith against the carrier and the agent who sold the employer the
policy of workers’ compensation coverage.
The insurance agent moved for dismissal and/or summary judgment while the carrier
moved to dismiss on the grounds that the claimant had failed to exhaust administrative
remedies. The Court held that the agent was not a party to the contract and his
motion to dismiss was granted. The motion of the carrier was also granted and the
claimant’s bad faith suit was dismissed without prejudice pending final resolution of his
workers’ compensation claim.
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20.

Street v. South Carolina Ins. Co., 698 F. Supp. 662 (S.D. Miss. 1988).

The claimant was injured in a motor vehicle accident on February 21, 1983. A Petition
to Controvert was filed and the Administrative Judge subsequently awarded medical
and temporary total disability benefits on August 9, 1984. A default judgment was
entered on behalf of the claimant against the employer in October of 1984.
The employer and carrier complied with the Order of the Administrative Judge and
benefits were paid, plus a ten percent penalty. The claimant acknowledged receipt of
these benefits by signing a B-31 on March 25, 1985.
The claimant brought a bad faith suit on February 16, 1988 alleging that the employer
and carrier had failed to pay all benefits to which the claimant was entitled. The
employer and carrier filed a motion for summary judgment on the grounds that the
claimant was barred by the one-year statute of limitations that began running after the
B-31 was filed.
The court held that as the claimant did not request or receive benefits within one year
of the filing of the B-31, his claim for additional benefits was barred. The court
likewise held that the claimant was paid all compensation to which he was entitled such
that his claim of bad faith was insufficient as a matter of law, and the employer and
carrier’s motion for summary judgment was granted.
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21.

Norville v. Commercial Union Ins. Co., 690 F. Supp. 558 (S.D. Miss.1988).

In early May of 1984 and employee suffered a compensable injury in the course and
scope of his employment. Acting on the advice of the insurance agent who issued the
policy, the employer authorized treatment by a Hinds County chiropractor, Dr. Alfred
Norville.
After the carrier learned that the chiropractic treatment had been authorized it issued a
letter to the employer and to the claimant advising that chiropractic treatment was not
covered and revoking authorization for future visits. All bills for chiropractic treatment
prior to the date of the revocation were covered by the carrier.
Dr. Norville then brought this action against the carrier for tortious interference with a
business relationship and bad faith refusal to pay a valid claim. The carrier filed a
motion for summary judgment which was granted by the court.
The Court first decided that Dr. Norville, as a provider of medical services, was a party
with sufficient standing to bring a bad faith action. However, under Mississippi law,
specifically Miss. Code Ann. §71-3-15, the employer and carrier had the right to
deauthorize chiropractic treatment previously approved if they provided alternative
treatment with another physician. The Court went on to hold that the plaintiff had
failed to prove a prima facie case of tortuous interference with a business relationship
and that the employer and carrier had an ‘arguable reason’ to deny payment such that
they were entitled to summary judgment.
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Powers v. Travelers Ins. Co., 664 F. Supp. 252 (S.D. Miss. 1987).

The details of the underlying compensation claim were not completely detailed in this
opinion by the Court. At issue was whether the claimant was entitled to at-home
nursing care five days a week or seven days a week over a five-year period. The
claimant filed a bad faith suit for refusal to pay benefits in the Circuit Court of Hinds
County, and the carrier had the matter removed to the Southern District Court. The
claimant filed a motion requesting the case be remanded to Hinds County and the
carrier moved to have the matter stayed or alternately dismissed.
The Court held that the action was properly removed to the Southern District and
denied the claimant’s motion for remand. The Court went on to find that it was
improper to proceed on the bad faith claim, and that the matter should be stayed until
the claimant had exhausted all administrative remedies and had obtained a finding
from the Workers’ Compensation Commission that he was entitled to benefits.
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Kitchens v. Liberty Mutual Ins. Co., 659 F. Supp. 467 (S.D. Miss. 1987).

The claimant in this case received a compensable injury to her lower back in June of
1983. Her treating physician referred her to an orthopedic surgeon, Dr. Bruce
McCarthy, who referred her to neurosurgeon, Dr. Ralph Wicker. In November of 1983
Dr. Wicker reviewed the claimant’s CAT scan and myelogram and reported that the
claimant did not have a ruptured disc as had been suspected. Dr. McCarthy found the
claimant to be at MMI and released her to return to work without apparent restriction.
Te employer and carrier suspended benefits based upon the report of Dr. McCarthy.
The claimant went on to treat with another orthopedic surgeon, Dr. Donald Cook, who
concluded that the claimant had suffered a “stage II discogenic disorder. L4-L5 with
traumatic precipitation” and awarded her a 5% impairment rating to the body as a
whole.
When the employer and carrier declined to reinstate benefits the claimant filed a
Petition to Controvert and the Administrative Judge ordered that benefits be reinstated.
The claimant then filed a suit against the carrier alleging bad faith. While the bad
faith suit was pending, the full commission affirmed the decision of the administrative
judge and the employer and carrier filed an appeal to the circuit court.
The carrier filed a motion for summary judgment on the bad faith claim. The court
noted that bad faith actions against workers’ compensation carriers were new to
Mississippi jurisprudence and determined that case law from other jurisdictions and
language from other Mississippi bad faith cases indicated that the claimant’s case
should be dismissed without prejudice pending the final resolution of the underlying
compensation claim. The Court limited its holding to situations in which the claimant
institutes administrative proceedings and subsequently files a bad faith action prior to
the conclusion of the administrative process.
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Ward v. Royal Insurance Co. of America, 662 F. Supp. 1079 (S.D. Miss. 1986).

The claimant in this cause negotiated and settled his workers’ compensation claim with
the employer and carrier. The settlement was approved by the Commission and the
claimant and his attorney endorsed a full and final release.
Following the execution of the release the claimant initiated an action against the
carrier for bad faith denial of benefits. The claimant argued that the release was
specifically limited to workers’ compensation claims and had no impact on an
independent claim for bad faith. The Court disagreed.
On the carrier’s Motion for Summary Judgment, the Court indicated that the release
was worded broadly enough to encompass bad faith claims. Further, the Court found
that the resulting bad faith claim arose out of or was so related to the work accident as
to be covered by the specific language of the release waiving claims arising out of the
injury.
The Court appeared to have been particularly persuaded by the fact that the claimant
entered into the release voluntarily, with full knowledge of any wrongs allegedly done
to him prior to the settlement.
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Ray v. Travelers Insurance Company, 1998 WL 433949 (N.D. Miss.).

In this cause an employee made a claim for workers’ compensation as a result of a
hernia injury. The claimant was initially interviewed by the claims representative
during which the claimant indicated that the hernia was pre-existing. As the part of
the workers’ compensation statue that deals with hernia specifically requires proof that
the hernia was not pre-existing, the claims rep denied the claim on those grounds. No
further investigation was conducted, no medical records were obtained, and no doctor’s
opinions were solicited.
A Petition to Controvert was filed and the Administrative Judge ruled that the hernia
was a compensable injury. The claimant then filed a suit for bad faith against the
carrier and against the claims representative specifically.
The Carrier removed the matter to the Northern District on the grounds that the claims
representative was fraudulently joined to destroy diversity jurisdiction. The claimant
moved to remand the matter back to State court.
The Northern District found that the claims representative could only be found liable for
“gross negligence, malice, or reckless disregard for the rights of the insured” but could
not be held liable for simple negligence. As such, there was a question of fact as to
whether the claims representative was liable for bad faith denial of the claim. Since
the claims rep’s liability was in question, she was not fraudulently joined and the
claimant’s motion to remand the matter to State court was granted.
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McFadden v. Liberty Mutual Ins. Co., 803 F. Supp. 1178 (N.D. Miss. 1992).

The claimant in this case sustained a compensable injury to his back on August 11,
1987. The claimant was eventually referred to Dr. Engleberg, who conducted surgery
to remove a herniated disc. In December of 1987, Dr. Engleberg released the
claimant to return to work and found him to be at maximum medical improvement.
After his release, the claimant sought treatment with Dr. John McFadden of the Tupelo
Pain Clinic. The carrier declined to cover the cost of this treatment on the grounds
that the claimant was at MMI, that the treatment was not medically necessary, and
that Dr. McFadden was insufficiently qualified to treat the claimant.
Dr. McFadden initiated a suit against the employer and carrier alleging a bad faith
refusal to pay. While the Doctor’s suit was pending the claimant sought relief through
the Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Commission, who ordered that the claimant’s
medical bills, including those of Dr. McFadden, be paid. The employer and carrier
complied with that order and Dr. McFadden’s bill was paid.
However, Dr. McFadden continued to pursue his claim of bad faith. The employer and
carrier removed the case to the Northern District and moved for summary judgment.
The employer and carrier’s motion was granted.
The Court held that although a physician has standing under the Compensation Statute
to sue for payment of medical expenses, that statute does not give a medical provider
standing to sue for bad faith. The Court went on to state that while the employee, the
employer, and the carrier have a contractual relationship that carries a duty of good
faith, a provider of medical services is an unintended third party creditor beneficiary to
the contract without standing to sue for bad faith.
The Court went on to hold that public policy demanded that insurers be free from
liability to unintended third party beneficiaries to the insurance contract. In addition,
the Court stated that even if Dr. McFadden had standing to bring the suit the employer
and carrier had an arguable reason for denying the claim such that summary judgment
would be proper. The Court noted that the employer and carrier had the competing
opinions of two physicians regarding the necessity of additional medical care, which
provided an arguable reason for denial. Also, Dr. McFadden’s status as a boardcertified pediatrician in contrast with the opinion of Dr. Engleberg, a board certified
neurosurgeon created an arguable reason for declining to cover the treatment by Dr.
McFadden.
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Sims v. Hartford Accident and Indemnity Co., 1996 WL 408047 (N.D. Miss.).

The claimant is this cause sustained a shoulder injury and was provided temporary
disability and medical benefits. When the claimant declined to return to work, her
temporary benefits were discontinued. In the underlying compensation action, the
Administrative Judge found that the claimant was entitled to additional temporary and
permanent disability benefits.
The claimant then brought an action for bad faith against the employer and carrier.
The employer filed a motion for summary judgment and the claimant did not file a
response to that motion. The employer alleged that all decisions regarding payment
or non-payment of compensation were made by the carrier and that, therefore, the
employer could not be liable in bad faith to the claimant.
The Court noted that the claimant failed to respond to the motion and offered no
evidence to refute the assertions of the employer and granted the employer’s motion
for summary judgment.
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Whitehead v. Zurich American Ins. Co., 348 F.3d 478 (5th Cir. 2003).

The claimant sustained an injury to his leg on or about July 12, 2000. The claimant
initially alleged that the injury caused the recurrence of his non-Hodgkins lymphoma,
an allegation which he later withdrew. The employer and carrier filed an Answer to
the claimant’s Petition to Controvert contesting the causal connection between the
claimant’s work and his injury. However, the employer and carrier did eventually
tender payment for medical treatment and temporary disability benefits.
The claimant filed a complaint against the carrier alleging bad faith failure to provide
benefits and adequately investigate his claim. The carrier had the case removed to the
Northern District of Mississippi and filed a motion to dismiss. The carrier’s motion was
granted by the Northern District Court and the case dismissed without prejudice on the
grounds it was premature to bring the suit while the underlying compensation claim
was still pending before the Commission.
On Appeal to the 5th Circuit, the Court affirmed the judgment of the District Court and
found that under Mississippi law, an injured employee was required to exhaust
administrative remedies bringing an action for bad faith. Further, the Court found that
a determination by the Commission that the claimed benefits were reasonable and
necessary was a prerequisite to the bad faith action.
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Rogers v. Hartford Accident and Indemnity Co., 133 F.3d 309 (5th Cir. 1998).

In this case the claimant was employed by Quick Change Oil and Lube in Ridgeland,
Mississippi. However, on occasion, employees of Quick Change were used by the
Speedway gas station next-door for the purpose of changing gasoline pricing on
Speedway’s sign. While performing this task, the claimant fell from the ladder and
was injured. Both Quick Change and Speedway had workers’ compensation coverage
through Hartford.
However, Hartford declined to extend compensation to the claimant for reasons not
specified in the opinion. The claimant filed a Petition to Controvert naming Quick
Change and Hartford as the employer and carrier. Hartford answered and denied the
claim, stating that the claimant was a borrowed servant of Speedway at the time of the
accident. An Administrative Judge agreed and the claimant appealed the decision
while simultaneously filing a second Petition to Controvert naming Speedway as the
Employer. Hartford responded to the second claim, admitted compensability, and
tendered compensation to the claimant.
Meanwhile, the initial claim went forward on appeal. The Commission reversed the
finding of the Administrative Judge and found that the claimant was an employee of
Quick Change at the time of the accident. The Circuit Court and the Supreme Court
affirmed that decision.
The subsequent bad faith suit named Quick Change, Speedway, Hartford and the two
individual claims representatives who worked the claims. The defendants had the
matter removed to District Court alleging that the claims representatives were
fraudulently joined to defeat diversity. The District Court agreed and they were
dismissed. On Hartford’s Motion for Summary Judgment the District Court found for
Hartford and held that the carrier had an arguable reason for delaying payment of
compensation. On appeal to the 5th Circuit, the Court took particular notice that
Hartford was the carrier for both employers. As Speedway and Quick Change had
notice of the accident, knowledge of the accident and a corresponding duty to provide
compensation was imputed to Hartford. The Court dismissed Hartford’s argument that
the conflict among employers as to who was responsible created an ‘arguable reason’
for denial. The Court concluded that the claimant should not be made to go without
benefits because of internal concerns at Hartford over which policy should be used. “As
explained previously, Hartford had an obligation to provide benefits to Rogers
regardless of whether Quick Change or Speedway was ultimately found to be the actual
employer of Rogers at the time of the accident.” Subsequent to that ruling, the
summary judgment granted by the District Court in favor of Hartford was vacated, and
summary judgment as to the issue of whether Hartford had an ‘arguable reason’ to
deny benefits was granted in favor of the claimant.
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Hood v. Sears Roebuck & Co., 532 F. Supp. 2d 795 (S.D. Miss. 2005), aff’d,
Hood v. Tinta, 247 Fed. Appx. 531 (5th Cir. 2007).

The claimant was employed as a sales associate at Sears. According to the claimant,
she and the manager of her department, Mike McDonald, began a sexual relationship in
1995. The claimant later reported the relationship to Sears’ management, at which
time Sears conducted an investigation to determine if there had been a violation of its
harassment policy. McDonald denied participating in any sexual relationship with the
claimant. After a thorough investigation, Sears determined that no violation had
occurred.
In 2000, the claimant filed a workers’ compensation claim against Sears and its carrier,
Lumbermen’s Mutual Insurance Company, alleging that she suffered from severe
emotional and psychiatric problems caused by harassment from McDonald and her coworkers. Sears contested the claim, arguing that there was no evidence of any sexual
relationship between the claimant and McDonald and, even if one existed, it took place
at the claimant’s home and was not within the course and scope of her employment.
Ultimately, the claim was settled. After settlement, the claimant filed a bad faith claim
against Sears for denying her claim. She also argued untimely filing of her claim,
alleging that Sears should have first filed her claim in 1996.
Sears moved for summary judgment. In granting summary judgment in Sears’ favor,
Judge Wingate held that in order to succeed in an action for bad faith denial of workers’
compensation benefits under Mississippi law, the claimant “must show that: (1) a
workers’ compensation insurance contract existed between a carrier and plaintiff’s
employer; (2) the carrier denied plaintiff’s compensable . . . claim without a legitimate
arguable reason; and (3) the denial . . . constituted willful and intentional or malicious
wrong. In order to prevail, a defendant needs to show only that it had an arguable
reason for its actions.” Id. at 801. Based on the evidence, Judge Wingate held that
Sears’ investigation into the incident provided bona fide arguable reasons for denying
the claim. Regarding the untimely filing claim, Judge Wingate opined that in 1996 the
claimant never alleged any causal incident in the workplace that would trigger a
workers’ compensation claim, and since her allegations at the time did not rise above
the level of ordinary incidents of employment, Sears was under no obligation to report
her mental condition to the Commission.
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Sistrunk v. Hydro Aluminum Puckett, Inc., 2006 WL 1140025 (S.D. Miss.).

The claimant brought suit in Smith County Circuit Court against his employer, Hydro
Aluminum, and its workers’ compensation insurance carrier, Strategic, alleging bad
faith refusal to pay work comp benefits allegedly owed him as a result of a workrelated injury. The employer/carrier removed the case to federal court, where the
court determined that Hydro was improperly joined by the claimant. As such, the case
was properly before the federal court based on diversity jurisdiction. Strategic then
brought its motion to dismiss, arguing that the claimant did not have a viable claim
based on any alleged failure to pay workers’ compensation benefits because the
claimant had not filed a petition to controvert with the Commission nor received an
adjudication of entitlement to work comp benefits by the Commission.
In granting Strategic’s motion to dismiss, the court pointed to Walls v. Franklin Corp.,
797 So. 2d 973 (Miss. 2001), discussed supra at 4, where the Mississippi Supreme
Court held that a workers’ compensation claimant would first have to establish his or
her entitlement to benefits through the administrative process before pursuing a bad
faith suit. In this case, the claimant did not offer any proof or argument that he had
even filed a claim with the Commission and, as a result, Strategic’s motion to dismiss
was granted.
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Leisure v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 2006 WL 1674304 (S.D. Miss.).

The claimant injured her lower back while working in the course and scope of her
employment for Wal-Mart. Wal-Mart and its workers’ compensation insurance carrier,
American, accepted compensability for the claimant’s injuries and made at least some
payments for benefits. However, an issue arose as to the proper course of treatment
for the claimant’s injury, with Dr. Michael Patterson recommending surgery and Dr.
Thomas Jeffcoat disagreeing with the surgery recommendation.
The defendants filed a motion with the Commission for an IME, which was performed
by Dr. Robert McGuire. Dr. McGuire concurred with Dr. Patterson’s recommendation
for surgery. The defendants subsequently approved the surgery, which was performed
by Dr. Patterson. However, prior to surgery, the claimant filed suit against the
defendants, alleging bad faith refusal to authorize reasonable and necessary medical
treatment “generally and for depression.” Id. at *2. The claimant’s primary allegation
involved the defendants’ alleged failure to approve and pay for her depression. The
defendants filed a motion to dismiss, arguing that they contested compensability for
the claimant’s depression, and that the claimant had not exhausted her administrative
remedies before the Commission on this issue. The claimant did not dispute that she
had not sought remedy with the Commission on this issue and, as such, the court
granted the defendants’ motion to dismiss.
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Garner v. Toys R. Us, Inc., 2006 WL 1892567 (S.D. Miss.).

The claimant was employed by Toys R Us in Hattiesburg, MS. She arrived for work one
morning under the influence of a prescription muscle relaxant. The store manager
asked her if she needed to go home and the claimant responded that she did. The
store manager directed her to go into the office and call someone to come pick her up.
Although the specific facts as to what happened next are not clear, it is clear that the
claimant somehow fell and broke her wrist. The incident was reported to the store’s
workers’ compensation insurance carrier, The Travelers Indemnity Co. After its initial
investigation, Travelers, twelve days after the incident, denied the claim. Travelers
argued that the fall was the result of an idiopathic condition and that it did not occur in
the course and scope of the claimant’s employment.
A compensability hearing was held before the ALJ. The ALJ ruled in favor of the
claimant and found that the intoxication defense did not bar the claim. As a result of
the ruling, the parties agreed to a $22,000 settlement. The claimant subsequently
filed a bad faith action against Toys R Us and Travelers for denial of her claim. The
defendants filed a motion for summary judgment, arguing that the claimant had not
fully exhausted her administrative remedies because, although the parties reached a
settlement prior to an appeal to the full Commission, the defendants still had a right to
appeal to the full Commission. Therefore, the defendants argued, the decision of the
ALJ was not necessarily a final ruling. The court disagreed, finding that and ALJ’s
decision regarding compensation is final unless an appeal is taken. As a result, the
court denied the motion for summary judgment as to Travelers. The court did,
however, grant summary judgment is favor of Toys R Us, finding that the claimant
asserted no specific bad faith conduct on the part of her employer.
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McLendon v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 521 F. Supp. 2d 561 (S.D. Miss. 2007)

The claimant in this case unloaded trucks for Wal-Mart. While unloading a truck, he
slipped off a pallet and twisted his knee. He immediately reported his injury to his
supervisor and sought medical treatment. On the day of his injury, the claimant
completed a statement for Wal-Mart claiming that he had never injured that knee
before. He also repeated this claim to an adjuster for CMI, Wal-Mart’s workers’
compensation insurance carrier. Medical records later indicated that the claimant had
sought treatment for several knee problems.
The claimant’s treating physician, Dr. Raymond Whitehead, recommended surgery for
his work-related injury. CMI did not approve the surgery until four months after it was
first recommended. The delay occurred because CMI was attempting to obtain medical
records for the claimant’s prior treatments on his knee. The claimant’s bad faith claim
was based primarily on CMI’s delay in surgery approval. The claimant argued that CMI
engaged in abusive conduct in delaying the investigation of his claim and intentionally
caused him emotional distress. The claimant also argued that the defendants failed to
abide by the Official Mississippi Uniform Workers’ Compensation Fee Schedule, alleging
that the Fee Schedule mandates that a review determination be made within two
business days of receipt of the information on a proposed admission or service. The
defendants filed a motion for summary judgment on all counts.
In granting the defendants’ motion for summary judgment, the court found that there
was a valid legal basis for CMI to spend time investigating the claimant’s prior injuries
and whether conservative treatment would be sufficient to restore the claimant to his
pre-accident condition. The court also found that adopting the claimant’s application of
the Fee Schedule would diminish an insurer’s ability to investigate suspect claims. The
court opined that cases that involve the aggravation of a prior injury often require
efforts similar to those of CMI’s to determine causation and compensability. The court
further found that the claimant’s emotional distress claim was without merit, as he
made no showing that CMI’s conduct was malicious, intentional, willful, wanton, grossly
careless, indifferent or reckless.
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Buchanan v. Ameristar Casino Vicksburg, Inc., 957 So. 2d 969 (Miss. 2007).

Claimant was employed by Ameristar Casino in Vicksburg, MS. She allegedly injured
her left knee while working and had to go to the emergency room. AmeristarVicksburg and its workers’ compensation carrier, Legion Insurance Company, paid the
emergency room expenses, but refused to pay additional medical expenses, including
Claimant’s subsequent surgery. As a result, Claimant filed a petition to controvert
against Ameristar and Legion. The Administrative Judge held that Claimant had
received a work-related injury and, therefore, ordered Defendants to pay the claim.
Defendants appealed to the full Commission, and the order was affirmed. Defendants
appealed the full Commission’s order to the Warren County Circuit Court, but again the
AJ’s order was affirmed. Defendants, however, waited almost six months to begin
payment as ordered.
Thereafter, Claimant brought suit against Defendants, alleging bad faith for their
refusal and delay in payment. During discovery, Claimant learned that AmeristarVicksburg did not have separate financial statements from it parent company,
Ameristar-Las Vegas. The trial court then granted Claimant’s motion to amend to bring
Ameristar-Las Vegas into the lawsuit as a co-defendant, as Claimant argued AmeristarLas Vegas was the alter-ego of Ameristar-Vicksburg. Ameristar-Las Vegas denied that
it was the alter ego of Ameristar-Vicksburg and, as such, it filed a motion to dismiss,
which was ultimately granted. Claimant appealed.
The Mississippi Supreme Court affirmed the trial court’s order granting the motion to
dismiss. The Court opined that Mississippi case law generally favors maintaining
corporate entities and avoiding attempts to pierce the corporate veil, which Claimant
was attempting to do in this case. The Court outlined the three-factor test it uses to
determine whether to pierce the corporate veil: (1) some frustration of contractual
expectations regarding the party to whom Claimant looked for performance; (2) the
flagrant disregard of corporate formalities by the defendant corporation and its
principals; and (3) a demonstration of fraud or other equivalent misfeasance on the
part of the corporate shareholder. The Court found that Claimant failed to present
sufficient evidence satisfying any of the three factors. As a result, the Court
determined that Ameristar-Las Vegas was not the alter ego of Ameristar-Vicksburg
and, therefore, it could not be held liable for any alleged bad faith by its subsidiary.
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Bullock v. AIU Ins. Co., 995 So. 2d 717 (Miss. 2008).

Claimant worked as a subcontractor for Gottfried Corporation when he injured both of
his knees while stepping off a ladder. Claimant filed a claim with Gottfried’s workers’
compensation carrier, AIU Insurance Company. Coverage was ultimately denied, and
Claimant filed a petition to controvert.
On October 12, 1999, after conducting a hearing on compensability, the AJ found the
claim compensable. No appeal was taken to the full Commission. On December 1,
2003, following another hearing, the AJ again found the claim compensable and
entered an order awarding Claimant additional benefits. On May 25, 2004, based on
the AJ’s finding of additional benefits, the Commission approved a lump-sum
settlement to Claimant.
On August 26, 2004, Claimant filed suit in circuit court against Gottfried and AIU,
arguing bad faith in refusal to provide benefits. The case was removed to federal court
based on diversity jurisdiction. The defendants filed a motion to dismiss, arguing that
the statute of limitations began running on November 1, 1999 (or 20 days after the
October 1999 AJ order, the period within which a request or petition for review by the
full Commission is permissible). Claimant responded by arguing that the limitations
period did not start running until May 25, 2004, the day the Commission approved the
settlement. The district court noted that Claimant’s complaint did not allege any
actionable conduct after October 12, 1999, and since that date Claimant had been
timely paid all compensation benefits. The court granted the defendants’ motion based
on its determination that the limitations period began running in October 1999.
Claimant appealed to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit.
The case was brought before the Mississippi Supreme Court as a certified question from
the Fifth Circuit. The Court was asked to determine when a decision from a MWCC
Administrative Judge becomes final for purposes of determining when the statute of
limitations begins to run for bringing a bad faith claim against an employer/carrier/TPA.
The Court found that the October 1999 ruling by the AJ was not a final order from
which the statute of limitations began to run. In making its decision, the Court looked
to the “make or deny an award” language outlined in Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-47. The
Court held that it is the final decision to grant or deny a specific amount of
compensation, not a determination of liability or entitlement alone, which constitutes
an “award.” Since the October 1999 order did not make or deny an award and simply
addressed compensability, it did not constitute a final order from which the statute of
limitations began to run.
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Bullock v. AIU Ins. Co., 2010 WL 1141122 (S.D. Miss. 2010).

**SLIP OPINION**
Upon receiving the response to its certified question from the Mississippi Supreme
Court (see Bullock, discussed supra at 36), the Fifth Circuit reversed the district court’s
judgment and remanded the case. On remand to the district court, Gottfried moved
for summary judgment, arguing that Claimant failed to produce any significant
evidence that Gottfried actively participated in the acts alleged to constitute bad faith
denial of his claim and, even assuming Gottfried was responsible for the denial of his
claim, it had legitimate reasons to do so.
The district court noted that an employer is not liable for the bad faith acts of an
insurance carrier. The court also noted that AIU was responsible for completing the
investigation of Claimant’s claim. Additionally, the court noted that, even if Gottfried
were liable, there was sufficient evidence demonstrating that it had an arguable basis
for litigating Claimant’s claim – there was a genuine dispute as to whether an
employee-employer or statutory employee-employer relationship existed between
Gottfried and Claimant. Therefore, Gottfried demonstrated that there was no question
of material fact for the jury and, as such, its motion for summary judgment was
granted.
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Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. v. Tedford, 658 F. Supp. 2d 786 (N.D. Miss. 2009).

Liberty Mutual brought a declaratory judgment action against its insured, Franklin
Corporation, seeking reimbursement of defense fees, workers’ compensation benefits,
and costs arising out of a state court case against Franklin and other individual
defendants. Franklin counterclaimed, arguing, inter alia, breach of fiduciary duty, bad
faith, and gross negligence. Liberty then moved for partial summary judgment.
In the underlying state case, a jury returned a substantial verdict, including punitive
damages, against Franklin as a result of its failure to provide its employees adequate
ventilation and protective gear from an adhesive used in the furniture production
process. Liberty Mutual provided legal defense for Franklin under a reservation of
rights. Liberty, however, never informed Franklin of its Moeller right to bring in
independent counsel at Liberty’s expense or any conflicts of interest created by
Liberty’s defense pursuant to a reservation of rights.
In the declaratory judgment action before the district court, Franklin asserted bad faith
and gross negligence by Liberty in handling the underlying claim and resulting civil suit.
Franklin, however, failed to raise any allegation that Liberty directly influenced the
defense of Franklin such that Liberty’s conduct would rise to the level of bad faith or
gross negligence. As a result, Franklin’s counterclaims of bad faith and gross
negligence were dismissed.
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AmFed Companies, LLC v. Jordan, 34 So. 3d 1177 (Miss. App. 2009), cert.
granted, 31 So. 3d 1217 (Miss. 2010), cert. dismissed as improvidently granted,
(Miss. 2010).

James Brown died in a work-related electrocution accident during his employment with
A & B Electric Company. His widow, Jennifer Jordan, and three children filed a claim
for workers’ compensation benefits with the claims administrator for A & B’s carrier,
AmFed Companies. Death benefit payments to Jordan and the children were set up in
AmFed’s deferred payment system. The amounts for the checks, however, were
inadvertently entered incorrectly, resulting in biweekly payments being made for half
the amount due. This underpayment went unnoticed by all parties for some time.
Shortly after payments began, Jordan obtained a lump-sum order from the
Commission; she did not, however, file the order, so AmFed was unaware that it had
been issued. Almost two years later, Jordan contacted AmFed to ask why she had not
received her lump-sum payment. According to AmFed, this was the first time it had
any notice of the lump-sum order. Instead of contacting the Commission herself, the
adjuster handling the claim contacted her attorney and asked him to follow up with the
Commission to obtain a copy of the order. Upon doing so, the attorney sent notice of
the order to the adjuster, who was out of the office on her honeymoon at the time.
The adjuster’s supervisor did not act on the order, as he was content on letting the
adjuster address it when she returned. Upon her return, an issue came up regarding
the correct amount to be paid to Claimant based on the dated order. Instead of
contacting the Commission herself to request a new calculation, the adjuster again
asked her attorney to handle this detail. The attorney did so; however, he then went
on vacation, and the adjuster did not receive the calculation until several weeks later.
Ultimately, seventy-six days passed from the time Jordan notified AmFed of the lumpsum order and the time AmFed issued payments. Subsequently, another issue came
up regarding whether or not penalties were due under Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-37.
After approximately five weeks, AmFed finally issued Jordan another check
representing a 20% penalty fee pursuant to § 71-3-7(6).
Jordan brought suit in Jones County Circuit Court for bad faith based on AmFed’s failure
to timely pay benefits. The jury awarded Jordan compensatory and punitive damages,
as well as attorney’s fees, totaling $266,500. The MS Court of Appeals reversed and
remanded in part, finding that the circuit court erred in instructing the jury on the
correct standard of proof for awarding punitive damages. However, the court affirmed
the jury’s finding that AmFed acted in bad faith. The court opined that AmFed
abdicated its investigation to its attorney and relied on him solely to perform
administrative tasks that could have been handled by the adjuster. In reaching its
conclusion, the court pointed to AmFed’s own written policy that stated “file
abandonment to defense counsel is unacceptable.” Id. at 1185.
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Casey v. Liberty Mutual Ins. Co., 308 Fed. Appx. 743 (5th Cir. 2009).

Samuel Casey died in an auto accident that occurred during the course and scope of his
employment with Rapad Drilling and Well Service. Rapad notified its workers’
compensation carrier, Liberty Mutual, of the death, and it initiated an investigation to
determine whether Casey’s wife had a compensable claim for death benefits. On June
23, 2004, Liberty Mutual attempted to obtain Mr. Casey’s toxicology report from the
Mississippi Highway Patrol. The report was not ready at that time. Liberty Mutual
continued to pursue the report, but it did not receive a response from MHP until
October 6, 2004. The toxicology report was negative for any trace of alcohol. As such,
Liberty Mutual accepted compensability for the claim. Nonetheless, Mrs. Casey’s
attorney filed a petition to controvert.
On December 8, 2004, Liberty Mutual received a letter from Mrs. Casey’s attorney
stating that Mrs. Casey was seeking a lump-sum payment order from the Commission.
Assuming payment in full would be made to Mrs. Casey upon receipt of the lump sum
order, biweekly payments were not issued by Liberty Mutual at that time. On February
4, 2005, Mrs. Casey’s attorney contacted Liberty Mutual and requested immediate
payment, stating that Mrs. Casey was experiencing extreme financial difficulties. Six
days later, Liberty Mutual paid Mrs. Casey all biweekly payments that had accrued up
to that date. The Commission issued its lump sum order on April 5, 2005, and Liberty
Mutual paid the balance of the order in full on April 12, 2005.
Mrs. Casey brought suit in district court, alleging bad faith delay in the payment of
death benefits. The district court granted summary judgment in favor of Liberty
Mutual, and Mrs. Casey appealed to the Fifth Circuit. Mrs. Casey argued that Liberty
Mutual was required to pay the first installment of compensation within fourteen days
of receiving notice of the claim. Although this is generally true, the court noted that an
insurance carrier also has a duty to fully investigate all relevant facts surrounding a
claim, and some delay is permitted while the carrier satisfies this duty, despite the
fourteen day requirement. The court noted that such a delay is particularly important
when dealing with a case involving suspected intoxication, such as Casey’s, which may
completely bar the claim. As such, the Fifth Circuit affirmed the district court, finding
that Liberty Mutual had a legitimate and arguable reason to delay payment while it
conducted its investigation, and that the delay did not amount to a willful or malicious
wrong.
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Mack v. USA Truck, Inc., 2010 WL 419380 (S.D. Miss. 2010).

Wayne Mack was hired by USA Truck, Inc., in the state of Arkansas as a long haul
truck driver. He injured his lower back in Mississippi while unloading tires from his
truck. He filed a notice of injury with the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation
Commission (AWCC), and benefits were paid pursuant to that claim. Payments were
suspended based on an allegation that USA Truck offered Claimant light duty work
within his restrictions but Claimant refused. A hearing was conducted before an AJ
with the AWCC in February 2003. In May 2003, the AJ entered an order finding
Claimant was entitled to further medical benefits, but not TTD or any other indemnity
benefits. Meanwhile, in April 2002, Claimant filed a motion to enforce jurisdiction and
compensation under the Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Act (MWCA). The
Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Commission (MWCC) placed the case on inactive
status in July 2004, as no activity had occurred in the case.
In August 2004, Claimant filed a civil suit in Covington County, Mississippi, alleging bad
faith refusal of USA Truck to pay his claim. The suit was removed to federal court,
where it was dismissed without prejudice. The dismissal was premised on the fact that
Claimant had not exhausted his administrative remedies with the MWCC. Claimant
ultimately settled his comp claim in July 2006, which was approved by the AWCC. The
parties executed and submitted an Agreed Order of Dismissal with prejudice of
Claimant’s Mississippi comp claim, which stated that Claimant’s claim was being
handled in Arkansas. Subsequently, in July 2009, Claimant re-filed his 2004 bad faith
claim in Covington County. It was again removed to federal court. USA Truck then
filed a motion to dismiss, asserting that the Claimant’s exclusive remedy for his comp
claim was pursuant to the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act (AWCA).
In granting USA Truck’s motion to dismiss, the district court opined that, under
Mississippi law, one may not maintain a bad faith action for refusal to pay workers’
compensation benefits absent the MWCC’s prior determination that benefits were
reasonable and necessary. Since Claimant’s comp claim was pursued in Arkansas, no
determination of compensability was ever made by the MWCC. Furthermore, the court
opined that the law of Arkansas regarding bad faith refusal to pay workers’
compensation benefits is different than Mississippi law: while Mississippi common law
has been held to supplement the MWCA, Arkansas has held that their Act contains the
exclusive remedies for such conduct. As such, the court held that since Claimant
dismissed his Mississippi comp claim with prejudice without any order from the MWCC
regarding compensability, he was precluded from proceeding with his bad faith claim in
Mississippi.
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Harper v. Cal-Maine Foods, Inc., 2010 WL 2433090 (Miss.).

**THIS OPINION HAS NOT BEEN RELEASED FOR PUBLICATION IN THE PERMANENT
LAW REPORTS. UNTIL RELEASED, IT IS SUBJECT TO REVISION OR WITHDRAWAL.**
Ricky Harper was employed by Cal-Maine as a supervisor at a chicken-breeding farm.
On December 1, 2000, Harper was shot and killed on his way home from work.
Harper’s wife, Robin, filed a petition to controvert on her behalf and on behalf of the
couple’s unborn child. The AJ concluded that the “going and coming rule” was
implicated because, when Harper was killed, he was driving a company-issued vehicle
en route to his home. Therefore, the AJ found the claim to be work-related. The full
Commission affirmed the AJ’s order on July 9, 2003. Cal-Maine did not appeal.
On August 4, 2006, Mrs. Harper filed suit against Cal-Maine in Hinds County Circuit
Court, alleging bad faith for failure to timely pay death benefits. Cal-Maine filed a
motion for summary judgment, arguing that Mrs. Harper’s claim was barred by the
three-year statute of limitations, which it claimed had expired on July 9, 2006, three
years from the date of the Commission’s order. The court agreed, and Cal-Maine’s
motion for summary judgment was granted. The Court of Appeals reversed, holding
that the statute of limitations began to run only after Miss. Code Ann. § 71-3-51’s
thirty-day appeal period lapsed. Certiorari was granted by the MS Supreme Court to
determine when an award of the Commission becomes final.
The Court held that, based on § 71-3-51, which states, “the final award of the
commission shall be conclusive and binding unless either party…shall…appeal…,” the
Commission’s award was final, conclusive, and binding. Id. at *4. Since suit was filed
more than three years after the Commission’s award and no appeal was taken, Mrs.
Harper’s bad faith claim was time-barred by the statute of limitations.
Justice Graves dissented. He argued that the Court’s recent decision in Bullock v. AIU
Ins. Co., discussed supra at 36, where the Court interpreted the language of § 71-347, was applicable to this case. In Bullock, the Court held that an AJ’s award becomes
final only after the allowable time period for appeal lapses. In Justice Graves’ opinion,
§ 71-3-47 and § 71-3-51 were strikingly similar and should be interpreted in the same
manner.
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WAGE AND EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION
Employee

_________________

Date of Alleged Injury
Date Hired

______

_________________

Last Day Worked
Pay Rate: Per Hour
Weeks

Week
ending

Per Day
No.
Days

Gross Wages

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Per Week
Weeks

Per Month
Week
ending

No.
Days

_______
Gross Wages

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

I hereby certify that the above is a true and correct account, as taken from our timebooks or
payroll records, of the wages paid to the above named employee for the periods indicated.
Date_____________________________

______________________________________________
Employer
By:_____________________________________

Return to:

When does Medicare have an interest in Workers’ Compensation settlement?
Approval of a settlement of a workers’ compensation claim by the Center for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (CMS) is required (A) on all workers’ compensation settlements involving
a Medicare beneficiary where the settlement amount is more than $25,000 and (B) where
the Claimant has a reasonable expectation that he will become a Medicare Beneficiary within
30 months from the date of the settlement AND the settlement is for more than $250,000.
A.

Is the Claimant a Medicare beneficiary?
If Claimant has been approved for Medicare or Medicare has paid any amount
for medical services on behalf of Claimant, whether related to the injury or
any other medical problem, the Claimant is considered a Medicare beneficiary.
A Medicare Set Aside (MSA) Allocation and approval by the CMS is required.
If Medicare has paid any amount, whether on the claim or for other medical
problems, any “conditional payments” made by Medicare related to the work
injury must be reimbursed to Medicare.

B.

Is there a “reasonable expectation” that the Claimant, within 30 months, will
become a Medicare beneficiary and the settlement is over $250,000?
1.

Factors to consider for “reasonable expectation”:
a.
There is a “reasonable expectation” if the Claimant has applied
or been approved for Social Security Disability (SSD). Medicare
coverage begins 24 months after SSD approval.
b.
If the Claimant has been determined “Permanently and Totally
Disabled” (PTD), there is a “reasonable expectation” that the
Claimant will become a Medicare beneficiary. Also, remember
that even if the Claimant has not yet applied for SSD, Social
Security can backdate the date of entitlement up to 17 months
from the date of application for SSD.
c.
There is a “reasonable expectation” if the Claimant is unable to
return to his or her past work and is not able to engage in any
reasonable gainful employment.
d.
If the Claimant is 62 ½ or older, there is a “reasonable
expectation” that he or she is eligible for Medicare benefits at 65.
e.
Indemnity reserves in excess of $100,000 generate a “reasonable
expectation.”

2.

Factors to consider to determine if “$250,000" or more:
a.
Include future exposure of both medical and indemnity.
b.
Look at actual amount of settlement.
c.
Use uncommuted value.
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Canons of Ethics
For Workers’ Compensation Adjusters
1. A WC adjuster shall strive to maintain the integrity of the workers’ compensation system consistent
with the social purposes of the legislation with the goal of promoting public confidence and trust in the
system.
2. A WC adjuster shall not knowingly violate any law, regulation, or applicable ethical obligation in the
performance of his or her professional responsibilities nor shall claims be handled with an intent to
mislead or misinform.
3. A WC adjuster shall exercise a sense of urgency in the completion of a prompt and thorough
investigation and in the making of and communication of such decisions as are necessary for the
appropriate delivery of benefits.
4. A WC adjuster shall seek only information which he or she reasonably believes to be relevant, timely
and accurate while simultaneously maintaining the integrity of confidential information and
remaining sensitive to the rights of privacy of those about whom such information is obtained during
the course of an investigation.
5. A WC adjuster shall maintain a courteous and sensitive attitude in his or her interactions with
claimants, employers, regulators and others with whom contact is established in the pursuit of
appropriate claims handling.

6. A WC adjuster shall support efforts to prevent fraud within the system and resist fraudulent,
unmeritorious or exaggerated claims, and shall not unreasonably withhold information from
appropriate authorities who are investigating and prosecuting allegedly fraudulent claims.
7. A WC adjuster shall be committed to maintaining his or her professionalism through continuing
education and through dignified and honorable relationships with other professionals.
8. A WC adjuster shall not use litigation or unnecessary delays to thwart the goals of a viable system and
shall seek alternatives to litigation as are appropriate under the circumstances.
9. A WC adjuster shall avoid a conflict of interest in the performance of his or her duties and shall strive
to make decisions free from personal prejudices or any form of illegal discrimination.
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Avoiding Bad Faith in Mississippi
For Workers’ Compensation Claims
NO CLAIMS
N

Never say, write in the file, put in the computer notes, or communicate to anyone disparaging
things about the claimant, his claim, his heritage, his life style, or anything else that could be
construed as being anything other than an unbiased professional analysis of the facts and the
application of the law to those facts.

O

Open mindedness and objectivity are crucial requirements for maintaining the professionalism
necessary to reach valid conclusions and make good decisions regarding the payment of claims.

C

Committee reviews involving the adjuster, supervisor, manager, or others with authority prior to
issuing any denial are an integral part of quality claims management and a great way to avoid
unnecessary litigation.

L

Legal opinions must be a part of the defensive strategy. As indicated by the case law, acting upon
advice of counsel might constitute the arguable basis for a position if challenged in subsequent
litigation.

A

Avoid delays. The leading cause of allegations of bad faith claims handling is a lapse of time
without proper activity and failure to timely communicate decisions and the basis for those
decisions. Do it now as a priority.

I

Intellectual, not emotional, analysis. Basing a decision to pay or deny a claim on whether or not
the claims professional likes the claimant rather than what the facts are and how the law applies
to those facts is a recipe for disaster.

M

Make the main thing the main thing. Claims operations are about paying valid claims. They are
not about finding ways to avoid claims at all costs but to control claim costs in a legitimate exercise
of investigation, legal analysis, and timely activity.

S

Seek the help of the Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Commission. Legitimate disputes are
meant to be resolved at the Commission, and if the parties cannot agree on an issue, procedures
are available at the Commission to expeditiously resolve disputes. That resolution might be
settlement or it might be litigation.

THE MISSISSIPPI WORKERS’ COMPENSATION LAW
DISABILITY BENEFITS
MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM RECOVERY
Eff. Date

W k. Min.

W k. Max

Cat. Max

Overall Max

7/1/85

!

$25.00

!

$133.00

!

$ 59,850.00 !

$ 59,850.00

7/1/86

!

$25.00

!

$140.00

!

$ 63,000.00 !

$ 63,000.00

7/1/88

!

$25.00

!

$198.00

!

$ 89,100.00 !

$ 89,100.00

7/1/89

!

$25.00

!

$206.60

!

$ 92,970.00 !

$ 92,970.00

1/1/90

!

$25.00

!

$212.58

!

$ 95,661.00 !

$ 95,661.00

1/1/91

!

$25.00

!

$218.26

!

$ 98,217.00 !

$ 98,217.00

1/1/92

!

$25.00

!

$227.18

!

$102,231.00 !

$102,231.00

1/1/93

!

$25.00

!

$235.84

!

$106,128.00 !

$106,128.00

1/1/94

!

$25.00

!

$243.75

!

$109,687.00 !

$109,687.00

1/1/95

!

$25.00

!

$252.59

!

$113,665.50 !

$113,665.50

1/1/96

!

$25.00

!

$264.55

!

$119,047.50 !

$119,047.50

1/1/97

!

$25.00

!

$270.67

!

$121,801.50 !

$121,801.50

1/1/98

!

$25.00

!

$279.78

!

$125,901.00 !

$125,901.00

1/1/99

!

$25.00

!

$292.86

!

$131,787.00 !

$131,787.00

1/1/00

!

$25.00

!

$303.35

!

$136,507.50 !

$136,507.50

1/1/01

!

$25.00

!

$316.46

!

$142,407.00 !

$142,407.00

1/1/02

!

$25.00

!

$322.90

!

$145,305.00 !

$145,305.00

1/1/03

!

$25.00

!

$331.06

!

$148,977.00 !

$148,977.00

1/1/04

!

$25.00

!

$341.11

!

$153,499.50 !

$153,499.50

1/1/05

!

$25.00

!

$351.14

!

$158,013.00 !

$158,013.00

1/1/06

!

$25.00

!

$364.57

!

$164,056.50 !

$164,056.50

1/1/07

!

$25.00

!

$387.68

!

$174,456.00 !

$174,456.00

1/1/08

!

$25.00

!

$398.93

!

$179,518.50 !

$179,518.50

1/1/09 !

$25.00

!

$414.29

!

$186,430.50 !

$186,430.50

1/1/10 !

$25.00

!

$422.31

!

$190,039.50 !

$190,039.50

1/1/11 !

$25.00

!

$427.20

!

$192,240.00 !

$192,240.00

1/1/12 !

$25.00

!

$436.68

!

$196,506.00 !

$196,506.00

1/1/13 !

$25.00

!

$449.12

!

$202,104.00 !

$202,104.00

1/1/14 !

$25.00

!

$454.42

!

$204,489.00 !

$204,489.00

1/1/15 !

$25.00

!

$463.59

!

$208,615.50 !

$208,615.50

1/1/16 !

$25.00

!

$468.63

!

$210,883.50 !

$210,883.50

1/1/17 !

$25.00

!

$477.82

!

$215,019.00 !

$215,019.00

1/1/18 !

$25.00

!

$487.04

!

$219,168.00

$219,168.00
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Mississippi WC Adjuster License
Adjusters must obtain a Property and Casualty
license from the Mississippi Department of Insurance unless that adjuster only handles claims for
the insurance company by whom he or she is
employed.

Adjusters employed by an insurance

company and only handling claims for that insurance company do not have to have a Mississippi
adjuster license, while adjusters for a third party
administrator

do

have

to

obtain

a

license.

Effective July 1, 2016 there is a separate insurance adjuster license applicable only to workers’
compensation claims, although a general adjuster’s license such as is required to handle all other kinds of claims may be
utilized instead of the specific workers’ compensation adjuster’s license.
The applicant is required to attend training as dictated by the Mississippi
Department of Insurance and pass a test. However, a test is not required
for one who is licensed as an adjuster in another state with which the
Mississippi Department of Insurance has entered into a Reciprocity Agreement. For licensing requirements, see Miss. Code Ann. §83-17-417 (1972,
as amended) or details on the Mississippi Department of Insurance’s
website, http://www.mid.ms.gov/licensing/adjuster-licensing.aspx.

